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Chapter One

Introduction

1. Introduction to the Unconstrained Technology Forecasts

1.1 Aviation Communications as a Segment of Telecommunications

In previous phases of this study, the historical evolution of

aviation communications in the National Aerospace System (NAS) of

- . the United States was reviewed and its present composition was

described in detail. As a basis for forecasting the future develop-

ment of this communications network, a set of alternative future

scenarios for the national social and economic climate were defined,

and for each scenario the size and composition of the United States

aircraft fleet was forecast as a function of time. From these

statistics, the future demand for aviation communications can be

* derived. In attempting to meet these needs, aviation communica-

tions will be founded by the available communications technology

and constrained by the many factors governing the diffusion of new

technology into the NAS commmunications network. Many of these

diffusion factors have been discussed. They are strongly influenced

by policy and planning decisions within the FAA, for whom this

study is intended. The level of technology available for use in

aviation, on the other hand, will be relatively independent of FAA

4 decisions. This section seeks to provide a basis for forecasting

( *the development of this broader communications technology.

4ACUMENICS
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Aviation communications is a highly important but nonetheless .

*" a relatively small part of the national communications system. As

*such, most of telecommunications technology will develop independent

of aviation needs. Significant new technological developments are

* usually the result of basic research on materials and processes

*which are subsequently utilized in practical devices and then

finally deployed in working systems. The emerging fiberoptic

* communications systems are an example of this materials-devices-

systems development path. In areas having broad application to

meeting telecommunications needs, such as the development of

improved switching machines, sufficient funding will likely be

available in the private sector to support the necessary work in

all phases of this development path. In such areas, aviation will

*play the role of a user. In other narrower areas, government

funding will play a more important role, especially where military

needs are involved. Military avionics can be expected to see early

application of may new developments in basic technology and will

play an important role in specific areas. These military systems

will be very advanced, high in cost, and not immediately applicable

to civilian avionics, although some of their concepts and much of

E their technology will eventually be applied in the civilian sector.

Some new technology will likely see application first in such

military systems, followed by its adoption in lower-cbst forms by

*0 the higher-volume communications areas and, in the aviation sector,

by the commercial air carriers. Subsequently, its application in

0. ACUMENICS
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general aviation will occur. Thus, while both private and govern-

ment funding-will be important in the overall telecommunications

*industry, general aviation will not be a major driving force behind

its development, nor will the aviation communications market as a

. whole. This situation is depicted in Figure 1.1.

The forecasts of telecommunications technology will thus be

largely independent of aviation and will be dependent on much

broader factors. Once developed, aviation will provide an impor-

tant market for the technology and will act as a user. The

application of this technology to specific aviation systems will

be described in later sections of this report as will the possible

( impacts on the national airspace system.

1.2 The Organization of Telecommunication Systems

Before proceeding further, it is important to define the

elements of any commnication system. In this discussion we will

use the description adopted by Shannon (1) and subsequently used

" elsewhere (2), in which a communication system is viewed as con-

sisting of five parts as shown in Figure 1.2. First, there must

* be a source, which originates the message to be communicated. The

source might be a person or could be a machine operating under the

control of a stored program. Second, there must be a transmitter,

which converts the message into a form suitable for transmission.

The transmitter might, for example, convert speech energy into an

analog-or-digitally-encoded electrical signal. Third, there must

ACUMENICS
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i

be a channel through which the message is transmitted. This might

be a wire, a microwave link, or an optical fiber, for example.

Fourth, a receiver is required to accept the message from the

channel and convert it into a form which is comprehensive to the

fifth and final part, the destination. The definition is the person

or machine to which the message is to be communicated. While the

exact boundaries between these different parts of the system are

somewhat arbitrary, any communication system can be divided into

such parts. This system description is consistent with the broad

definition of communications as "the ability to transfer energy or

information from one point to another" (3).

Most of the communications systems we will deal with will be

two-way, allowing communications in either direction, and in such

systems the source may also serve as a destination. This is

certainly true of most ground-based systems. A possible exception

is the national weather information network, which is primarily

one-way, distributing weather information gathered by a distributed

network or sensors. Even this network becomes two-way if inputs

from airborne observers and the ability to be interrogated are

considered. Some collision avoidance systems can also be considered

two-way, since in one direction the radar signal is sent out while

in the other, the plane sends back a return signal allowing its

presence and position to be determined. In general confunications,

the telegraph and telephone are familiar examples of two-way

systems, while television is one-way.

4t ACUMENICS
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In order to forecast developments in future communication

systems, it is convenient to divide the system somewhat differently

from the five-part organization described above since the source

and destination roles are usually found in one entity, which may

or may not include some or all of the receiver and transmitter

* functions as well. For our purposes, we will divide general

*communication systems into three broad areas: input-output devices,

switching devices, and transmission. Each c-f these areas will now

be discussed briefly.

1.2.1 Input-Output Devices

Input-output devices perform the functions of the source

(and destination in the overall communication system. They provide

a typically two-way interface between the system users. Teletype-

writers and video terminals are common examples of input-output

C devices having keyboard or paper tape entry for information and

providing a visual alphanumeric hard-copy or soft-copy display for

the user. Note that these devices are the final source and destin-

ation machines in the communications path, although the actual

source and destination devices may be the human users. Notice

also that these devices convert the information into electrical

signals suitably encoded for transmission and display of such

information in printed form for the user, thus accomplishing at

least a portion of the transmitter and receiver functions as well.

The telephone accepts sound information and encodes it electrically

for transmission as well as converting electrical signals into

ACUMENICS
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, sound information and therefore falls in a similar category. In

the past, communications were nearly always between people in such

*.systems, however, to an increasing extent, interaction between

* people and machines or between two machines will define the

-. communications system. In many such systems, the input-output

device may become increasingly difficult to recognize but will

remain an important part of the overall system. The human inter-

face will adopt increasingly sophisticated visual displays as well

as advanced audio and perhaps tactile interfaces in both direc-

tions. The development of voice input, as well as voice output,

capabilities will be an important part of these man-machine

communication systems.

Perhaps more than any other area, the area of input-output

* devices is expected to see rapid growth. This segment of the

communications industry is already characterized by a wide range A

of companies, from small entrepreneurial organizations capable of

rapidly applying the most recent advances in technology to large,

highly-structured telecommunications companies, involved not only

- in the development of new terminals but in the basic research

necessary to solve the visual and auditory interface problems

anticipated for future machines. The approaches used in the input-

output area will likely span as wide a range as will the techno-

. logies employed. Developments in the visual display arga will

likely involve work on thin, color cathoderay rubes (CRTs) as well

as flat panel displays using new display approaches. Auditory

ACUMENICS
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Sman-machine interaction will be enhanced by the development of

algorithms capable of recognizing human speech and accurately

interpreting a substantial vocabulary. Telephones and other

voice-input devices will become increasingly digital, employing

sophisticated CODECs (coders-decoders) to perform analog-to-digital

conversion in the input-output device itself. Microcomputers will

provide such terminals with a substantial amount of stored-program

intelligence and will work in concert with high density bulk memory

devices capable of storing information on magnetic disks or mono-

lithic bubble memories. Hard copy will be provided on many systems,

making these terminals applicable to the huge market areas now

( f served by newspaper, mail, and library functions. The challenge

in the input-output area is to achieve high performance and versa-

tility at a cost low enough to make them affordable in every home.

The television sets of the year 2020 may in reality be sophisticated

input-output devices complete with all of the features mentioned

above. Present activity in video recorders for the home market is

only the first step in expanding the features of traditional

television receivers.

The input-output area is expected to be extremely active

throughout the next quarter century. Competition among manufac-

turers is expected to be keen as this facet of the telecommuni-

cations industry races to solve the man-machine interface problem

and allow developments in transmission and switching to be

utilized by an increasingly information-oriented r ;it ,y.
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1.2.2 Switching Devices

The first automatic switching devices which began to

replace operator-switched telephone traffic in the early 1900's

were electro-mechanical "step-by-step" devices controlled by the

dial pulses from the input-output device itself (4). These

switching devices grew in size and sophistication as automatic

dialing of both local and toll calls spread across the nation. With

the development of digital solid-state electronics, the concept of

using a dedicated special purpose computer to control call switching

and routing was born and the first such system was tested by the

Bell System in 1960 (5). Electronic switching expanded rapidly

throughout the 1960s and 1970s. These machines consist of a line

interface to the transmission network, an electronic concentrator,

the switching matrix itself (consisting of several stages) and the

computer control section as shown in Figure 1.3. The technology

of the stored program control section is that of any large computing

machine, complicated in both hardware and software by the high

*O requirements on reliability and the need for sophisticated built-in

diagnostic, error detection, and maintenance routines. Line

interface problems, complicated by the nature of the real-world

* transmission network (including lightning strikes, enormous in-band

power line interference, and the necessity of remaining compatible

with electro-mechanical input-output devices), have forced the
o

* line interface to remain relatively expensive and bulky on a per-

line basis and until the late 1970s forced the switching network
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itself to remain electromechanical (relays). The development of

inexpensive and reliable solid-state cross-points during the 1970s

were important to the further growth of these "space division"

electronic switches.

The telephone switching network has evolved into a complicated

hierarchy of offices, ranging from large toll switching centers to

small local offices interfacing with subscriber lines. Early

switches were virtually all space-division, handling analog infor-

mation on a dedicated path set up through the switch. As digital

electronics expanded, time-division switching developed, in which

many messages are handled via digital multiplexing in time on a

single path, each message being assigned a specific time slot.

* Cross-points in a space-division system are replaced by logic

gates in a time-division system, making the network itself more

compatible with large-scale integration along with the control.

The switching area involves the development of highly complex

* high-speed computer-controlled networks capable of handling large

volumes of information with very high reliability. Hardware --

consisting in part of highly-integrated logic and memory -- is only

* part of the challenge. Software routines capable of high-speed

execution for call handling and maintenance are perhaps a more

difficult developmental task along with the definiti6n of machine

* architectures capable of high capacity and high reliability. The

switching area promises to remain of critical importance as the

*ACUMENICS
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demands of society for increasing amounts of information grow and

the capabilities of both the input-output and transmission areas

expand.

1.2.3 Transmission Systems in Telecommunications

While the input-output devices encode the information

into an electrical signal suitable for transmission and the

switching systems route these signals to the correct destination,

-. it is the responsibility of the transmission system to pass the

information from source to destination without distortion. The

earliest transmission systems were a pair of wires connecting the

source and destination by way of one or more operator-controlled

switchboards. Mounted on telephone poles, these wires had a

diameter of about one-eighth of an inch and attenuated the signal

amplitude about 0.1 db per mile (2) (a factor of two every 30 miles

C or so). It quickly became impossible to use a physically separate

pair of wires this large for every transmission path, so the wire

pairs were insulated and placed in a cable. Wire diameters

decreased to about 0.02 inches resulting in many conductors per

cable but with increased attenuation (approximately a factor of

two every mile). To periodically amplify the signals to their

original levels, repeaters were placed at approximately four-mile

intervals. Since these repeaters are typically one-way devices,

separate wire pairs were used for each direction, resulting in

four-wire transmission paths. As the demand for more communica-

tions grew, a means was sought to carry more than one message per
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wire pair. For voice signals (which predominated), a bandwidth

from 200 to 3500 Hz ("voice band") is required. A single wire

pair has a much broader bandwidth, however, and by translating the

* voice-band signals to higher frequencies for transmission, fre-

quency-dependent, it became necessary for the repeater amplifiers

to not only amplify reliably at high frequencies, but also to

equalize the cable loss by having a gain-frequency characteristic

_ which matches the line loss. Coaxial cables reduce crosstalk and

loss, extending the useful frequency range and cable capacity into

* "  the megahertz range for long distance transmissions. The L3

coaxial system operating with a repeater spacing of four miles and

a frequency band from 0.308 to 8.34 MHZ is capable of handling 1860

telephone channels or 600 telephone channels plus a 4.2 MHZ broad-

cast television channel on a pair of 0.375 inch-diameter coaxial

tubes (2).

The transmission environment is noisy, resulting in both a

* theory of communication in the presence of noise (1) and in the

search for modulation techniques capable of utilizing the trans-

mission medium efficiently and transmitting the information

* reliably in the presence of noise. Continuous-wave approaches

evolved amplitude, frequency, and phase modulation techniques and

many sub-variations. Pulse-modulation techniques were explored

@ and found better suited to some media and as they developed, time-

division multiplexing was born. In this mode, pulse sequences

representing different input signals can be interleaved in time
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_. and transmitted over the same system. Pulse-amplitude, pulse-code,

and delta modulation are all examples. As input-output devices

and switching systems become more complex, time-division-

multiplexing (TDM) is being used more and more.

In an effort to develop methods for signal transmission having

lower cost, alternatives to cable have been pursued. After World

War II, microwave radio was the most rapidly expanding transmission

medium, partly due to the rapidly expanding television industry.

Several frequency bands between 3 GHz and 12 GHz were selected.

Since microwave transmission is a line of sight technique and

towers are limited to a height of a few hundred feet, repeater

C spacings of the order of 25 to 30 miles are dictated by the curva-

ture of the earth. Antennas and repeaters were developed capable

of handling large traffic volumes. The Bell System TH system

provides six channels in each direction, each channel carrying

1860 telephone circuits (2).

With the development of geostationary communications

satellites (satellites which rotate with the earth, remaining fixed

above a specific point on the ground), it has become possible to

circumvent normal requirements for a 25-30 mile repeator spacing.

In fact, a single satellite antenna can cover all 48 States plus

Alaska and Puerto Rico. Such satellites contain an antenna,

- "O amplifiers, multiplexers and demultiplexers consistent with their

( role as repeating stations. The first domestic commercial U.S.
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satellite, Westar I (Western Union) was launched in April of 1974

(6) and carried 12 amplifiers, each with a 36 MHZ bandwidth capable

of carrying 1200 voice channels, one color TV signal, or data at

50 M bits/second. Like most U.S. satellites, a 500 MHz bandwidth

centered around 6 GHz is used for the up-like (satellite receiving)

and a similar bandwidth centered around 4 GHz is used for the down-

link (satellite transmitting). Higher frequencies and wider band-

widths are being developed for future satellites using carriers at

12/14 GHz and higher. These would avoid some interference problems

with terrestrial microwave links and allow greater traffic capacity.

Satellite orbit separations, positioning ground stations, and a

variety of other concerns are part of the satellite communications

picture, which is driven as much by non-technical considerations as

by technical capabilities.

Microwave radio has a limited frequency spectrum available

and in an effort to achieve greater traffic capacity, work is

underway to develop techniques which use the existing spectrum

more efficiently as well as to develop alternative transmission

media. Two media which hold promise for the future are millimeter

waveguides and fiber optics. Waveguides approximately two-inches

across operating in the 50-100 GHz range have the potential of

carrying many times the traffic of a microwave link (of the order

of 100,000 telephone channels); however, this approachwis not

without its problems. New devices are required to work at these

higher frequencies. The waveguides must also be precisely aligned
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to avoid undesired propagation modes. Such high capacity has

" .another problem as well -- in order to use the capacity it may be

necessary to collect the traffic from widely distributed sources.

In some cases, the job of collecting such high concentrations of

traffic may be more formidible and expensive than the transmission

* system itself.

Probably the most active area of transmission at present is

the area of optical fibers (7-8). In fiber-optic communications,

,: the electrical signal (suitably encoded) is first converted into

an optical signal having a wavelength in the visible to near

infrared range (0.8-1.1 um). This signal of varying light intensity

( is carried over small glass or plastic fibers having diameters of

a few microns. The fibers are clad with a covering having a lower

refractive index so that light is contained within the fiber. A

laser is frequently pulse modulated to generate the optical signals,

while a photo-detector converts the optical signal into an electrical

signal again at the destination. The allowable pulse rate (band-

.width) of the fiber is inversely proportional to its length due to

mode dispersion and pulse broadening. Pulse-rate/length products

of well above 100 M bit km/-sec have been achieved. For a laser

4G having a 1A spectral width, the limit would be near 50,000 M

bit/km-sec. Thus for a spacing of 4 miles, the limit on pulse-rate

for fibers is well above 1000 M bit/sec. Second generation fibers

I ' having graded refractive indexes were producing bandwidths of 400

MHz at 1 km in 1976 (8).
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The advantages of fiber optics include increased bandwidth,

smaller size, less eight, higher noise immunity, and potentially

lower cost when compared with coaxial cable and wire. Fiber optics

has potential application everywhere thse media are used. Trunking

in metropolitan areas has been the first application area, but many

others will likely follow, including local connections and even

connections within equipment. The high immunity from electro-

magnetic interference makes fiber optics attractive for applications

where noise immunity is important such as in automotive and

aircraft applications. While much has been accomplished in fiber-

optic communications technology, much remains to be done in the

areas of optical sources, detectors, repeaters, and the fibers

themselves.

Applications for communications wtihin the national airspace

system are sufficiently diverse that all of these competing

transmission modes will be important. For ground-ground systems,

fiber optics will content with waveguides, coaxial cables, and

microwave radio, while for air-ground links, radio will naturally

remain important, enhanced by satellite systems. On board, both

fiber optics and conventional wire are available options. The4

forecasts will attempt to compare these various approaches and

the performance levels they will acchieve during the next two

decades of development.
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1.3 Assumptions for the Unconstrained Forecasts

Any technology forecast involves a number of assumptions,

explicit or implicit, on which the forecast is based, even if

those assumptions only constitute a continuation of the climate

of the recent past. It is the purpose of this section to identify

the major factors which will influence the future of telecommuni-

cations and make the assumptions regarding them explicit. The

discussion at this point will be largely qualitative and in some

cases relative to the recent past, where the evolution of tech-

nology is now a matter of historical record.

Since for the most part telecommunications fits within the

(boarder sphere of electronics, many of the assumptions will be

discussed with regard to this broader electronics technology on

which telecommunications depends. However, in certain key areas

C' such as regulation, major differences between electronics and

telecommunications can be expected and the discussion will then

deal specifically with the latter area. The specific assumptions

for the forecasts involve six key areas: market demand and growth,

competition in the industry, the nature of telecommunications

companies, the regulatory climate, manpower availability, and the

availability of needed materials. Each of these factors is

discussed below.

1.3.1 Future Growth in the Telecommunications Market

(The telecommunications industry will continue to
experience rapid growth. Traditional markets for
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electronics such as computers and communications will
expand rapidly and large new electronics markets will
evolve in transportation, health care, manufacturing,
and consumer products. These more sophisticated products
will generate further demands for communications, rein-
forcing the rapidly escalatinng market. As electronics
pervades more and more societal sectors, the demand for
telecommunications equipment will soar. Market demand
will be an increasingly powerful influence on the
industry during the remainder of the twentieth century.

In the past, telecommunications has enjoyed a significant

annual growth but one which is probably better characterized as

moderate rather than explosive. This growth typically consisted

of the introduction of a product (e.g. the telephone, television,

etc.), its relatively rapid penetration into the marketplace, and

finally at least partial market saturation, leaving a relatively

strong and stable replacement market. In the United States, the

* majority of homes had telephones by 1950 and subsequent growth came

through the general population increase, business expansion, exten- ,

sion phones, and replacements. Efforts to broaden the scope of

telephone usage met with only limited success, a well-known example

4 being the Bell System's Picturephone Service. Television began

making inroads into the consumer market in the late 1940's and the

black and white market had matured by 1960 when color sets made

their appearance. In consumer-oriented peripherals and in tele-

phones, the average lifetime of the equipment is rarely more than

ten years and the design/development time is less thin three years.

This makes the peripheral/input-output area relatively fast-moving

and likely to employ the latest advances in technology. The market

volumes are very large.
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ax gThe approximate design times and service lifetimes for input-

*) output (peripheral), switching, and transmission systems are

* summarized in Figure 1.4 (9). Design times for switching devices

range from about three years for small key systems and private

branch exchanges (PBXs) to six or eight years for a large central

office (CO) machine. Lifetimes range from fifteen years or so to

forty years, which is the service goal for CO equipment. Thus,

these markets move slower and require much more substantial develop-

ment efforts. For a large toll switching machine, peak development

costs can approach a million dollars per day.

It is perhaps useful to examine the markets for electronics

( and, telecommunications in greater detail. In 1977, the world

sales of U.S. integrated circuit manufacturers was about 2.6

billion dollars (10). This market grew to 3.2 billion in 1978 and

is expected to reach 3.7 billion in 1979, an increase of about 42

percent in two yeqrs. The top 10 companies account for 78 percent

of the total sales. These numbers reflect only the sales of mer-

chant suppliers and exclude the output of the captive manufacturers

(integrated circuit production facilities within a larger company

which sell only to that company). Figure 1.5 (11) summarizes the

world market for large-scale integrated circuits (LSI) between 1974

and 1985 in 1975 dollars by region. The LSI market grew from $0.9

billion dollars in 1974 to $1.73 billion in 1978 and is expected

to reach $5.4 billion in 1985 -- an expansion of six times in 11

years. The end use markets are also shown in Figure 1.5. In 1975,
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Design and Lifetime for Various Types
of Telecommunications Equipment [9]
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computer equipment and consumer products (calculators, watches)

dominated the market at 60 percent and 24 percent, respectively.

By 1985, the LSI market is much more evenly divided among six

categories. The market for LSI in telecommunications is expected

to grow from $26 million in 1975 to $180 million in 1980 and to

more than one billion dollars in 1985. More than half of this

market is expected to be in the input-output area. The total

telecommunications market is, of course, much larger than these

4 numbers indicate and involves a great deal more electronics than

LSI. In 1978, the estimated world sales of telecommunications

equipment was $16.7 billion dollars, with the leader, Western

Electric, accounting for about $5 billion of this amount (9). The

estimated semiconductor content of this equipment, including

discretes, hybrids, and ICs, was nearly $1 billion. Nevertheless,

it is LSI hat is making the future improvements in telecommuni-

cations equipment possible.

It should be emphasized that the increasing expansion of all

markets for integrated electronics and telecommunications is vital

to the continued growth of the electronics industry. As pointed

out by Moore (12), if the industry continues growing at its present

rate, it will be producing nearly a quarter of a million circuit

functions (memory bits, logic gates, etc.) per year for every

person on earth in 1985. To avoid market stagnation, major new

market areas are required. One area where this growth is expected

is in telecommunications.
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0 It is also expected that technology and the ability to

* produce low-Cost sophisticated input-output terminals for the home

* will probably outspace our ability to apply the technology in the

national telecommunications network. Limitations in available

electromagnetic spectrum and the enormous task of modifying the

existing outside plant to accommodate increased message rates are

significant problems. Nevertheless, progress will be made and at

an increasing rate.

- We are now in the very early phases of the development of

many new telecommunications systems. A large number of LSI chips

are now in design and should be in place in telecommunications

( equipment during the early 1980s. However, it is during the decade

from 1985 to 1995 that the largest growth in telecommunications is

expected. Thus, the assumption of strong and increasing growth for

C, telecommunications is expected to be valid throughout the rest of

the twentieth century.

1.3.2 Competition in Electronics and Telecommunications

As integrated electronics and telecommunications assume
an increasingly important role in society, they will
become focal points for increasingly intense competition.
This competition will occur not only among companies, but
among nations, since supremacy in these high-technology
areas will be vital to national interests. Increased
competition will accelerate progress and enhance the
rate at which new products are introduced.

From a historical perspective, solid-state electronics began

(as the result of efforts in telecommunications, and dates from the
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invention of the transistor at Bell Telephone Laboratories in 1947.

Most of the early development work on transistors was done at Bell

Laboratories, but the adoption of solid-state devices for tele-

communications equipment was relatively slow, partly because of

reliability concerns. On the other hand, there were many markets

outside telephone communications where reliability was less impor-

tant. The transistor radio is one example. During the 1950s,

several corporations such as Fairchild Semiconductor, Texas Instru-

ments, Motorola, Philco, and others took the lead in applying

solid-state devices and in improving their associated fabrication

technology. A breakthrough occurred in 1959 with the development

of the planar fabrication process, which permitted not only high-

volume batch production of discrete transistors having improved

performance but also the integration of entire circuit functions

in a single slice of silicon. The decade of the 1960s saw intense

efforts aimed at the development of improved fabrication techniques

for integrated circuits. Diffusion, epitaxy, ion implantation,

and many other processes were developed during this period. The

success of these efforts in process technology were seen in drama-

tic increases in chip sophistication. The number of circuit

* elements which could be successfully integrated doubled each year

and device performance improved steadily.

The decade of the 1960s saw rapid increase in the lumber of

companies engaged in integrated circuit development. These new

companies were high-technology component suppliers, and many were
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0. spinoffs from Fairchild Semiconductor. The San Francisco Bay

Area quickly became known as Silicon Valley and for good reason.

Competing companies became densely packed and often occupied

adjacent buildings. Job-hopping became relatively common, result-

ing in a relatively high turnover of senior technical personnel

and relatively short lead times for any given company over any

other in a given product line. Competition was intense, and

developments were rapid. Some companies failed but many succeeded.

By the late 1960s, few of the industry leaders of the 1950s still

commanded a position of leadership in integrated electronics (13).

By the early 1970s, venture capital had tightened considerably

(and during the 1970s, few new integrated circuit companies were

formed. However, two other developments occurred to strongly

influence competition in the industry. First, by the mid 1970s,

the technology had matured so sufficiently that entire systems

could be integrated on a single chip. This forced many integrated

circuit firms, which formerly were component suppliers, to become

concerned with end products, i.e., to enter the systems world.

This transition was not always easily made but many merchant sup-

pliers became involved in marketing end products. At the same

time, the technology became so pervasive due to the rapidly

declining cost of sophisticated digital control, that many system

houses established captive process facilities. Between 1975 and

1979, the number of merchant suppliers in the electronics industry

remained virtually constant, while the number of captive suppliers
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nearly doubled (14). Thus, the degree of competition for the busi-

ness of the systems houses to competition for the business of the

general consumer, i.e., the man on the street.

A second major change brought on by the rapid improvements in

integrated circuit performance and cost was that of increased

international significance. Until the 1970s, integrated electronics

was dominated by American companies. It was generally recognized by

the mid-1970s, however, that integrated circuits, and LSI in parti-

cular, hold the key to success in telecommunications, computers, and

defense in the next century. Accordingly, integrated electronics

was recognized as an arena of vital national importance by 1976

and'nearly every major industrialized nation was developing a

government program to assist in technology development. In Europe,

major programs have been undertaken by England, France, and West

Germany (15). These programs are intended to allow these countries

to maintain some capabilities in very large scale integration

(VLSI), and involve investments in the range of $100 million dollars

over a several year period. It is not eToected that Europe will

achieve dominance in VLSI, although considerable cooperation within

the European community is likely.

The main competition of the international level is between

the United States and Japan, and here a real struggle. for dominance

is occurring. Since 1976, five major Japanese corporations

(Fujitsu, Hitachi, Mitsubishi, Nippon Electric, and Toshiba) have )
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been working (with massive government support) to establish supremacy

for Japan In.VLSI. The size of this program has been estimated at

between $200 and $400 million dollars. In the United States, this

has been countered by a DOD-sponsored program at around $200 million

which should begin by 1980 (16,17). During the last four years,

competition between the United States and Japan has amounted to an

intercontinental VLSI battle, with the U.S. maintaining a position

of leadership but with that leadership being threatened, especially

in the important memory area. Considerable frustration has been

evident on the part of U.S. manufacturers, generated by unequal

tariff laws and by the "spying" of the Japanese on U.S. firms while

closing their own plants to foreign visitors.

"Their intent is quite clear. They are out to slit
our throats, and we'd better recognize that and do some-
thing about it." "...they have the unfair advantage of
having their government on their side, and it seems that
they have our government on their side as well."

Robert N. Noyce, Chairman of
the Board, Intel Corporation
(18)

"Japan does not play by the same rules that everyone
else does in the international market. In the U.S., we
are open for the marketing of Japanese products, but a
U.S. company selling in Japan faces increased import
duties, import quotas, requirements for import licenses,
red tape, and the necessity to establish a presence --
but a simple presence such as a sales office takes years
to establish. We also face what I call the Japan Club,
an unwritten policy among Japanese users to buy outside
only what cannot be obtained locally in Japan."

(
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"To gain technology, the Japanese are establishing
listening posts in the U.S. They have strict control
on foreign investments in Japan to protect their own
markets, control tied to the necessity for licensing
arrangement. They have a patent policy that effectively
forbids U.S. ownership, or non-Japanese ownership, of the
most basic patents in this industry, patents on devices
that were invented and paid for by U.S. industries."

Floyd Kvamme, Vice President,
National Semiconductor
(18)

"Japan virtually dominates the production of all
manufactured goods. There appears to be a "conspiracy
of incompetence" on the part of U.S. government, industry

*I and academia which actually encourages the domination.
While we still hold a dominant position in the production
of semiconductors and computers, this position is fading.
Hence, the need for goods and the money to support
research (which comes from taxes on this remaining flow
of goods) is dwindling. However, although at a society
level, the U.S. position is completely doomed, the
scientific and engineering community can still play a
minor part by providing the Japanese with research,
education, ideas and product prototypes. While this
will be acceptable in the short term, we must worry
about not getting the feedback that stimulates knowledge
when we're forced to build."

Gordon Bell
Digital Equipment Corp.
(19)

Thus, competition is now intense between companies and is

complicated by international policies as well. Given the national

importance of VLSI, it is likely that integrated electronics and

telecommunications will remain focal points of intense activity

and competition well into the twenty-first century.
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1.3.3 The structure of Telecommunications Companies

The telecommunications industry will continue
to be characterized by large, highly-structured
companies having the resources to tackle large system
developments. These companies will be somewhat more
responsive to market pressures than in the past and
will have somewhat less internal inertia. Companies
involved in peripheral devices will be an exception.
These firms will be smaller, faster moving, and more
entrepreneurial in nature and will exist in greater
numbers.

In the past, telecommunications has been characterized by very

large companies. AT and T (including Western Electric), ITT, GTE,

Nippon Electric, Northern Telecom, and Siemens are a few examples.

This situation was almost mandated by the size of the development

efforts required. Something akin to territorial sovereignty was

also a result and vigorous competition among many companies was

muted if not completely suppressed. With the increased use of

integrated electronics, fiber optics, and other new technology, the

required development time for a given level of performance is

shrinking, however, and many development jobs are becoming tractable

*t in more companies as a result. The boundaries between telecommuni-

cations and other areas are also becoming increasingly uncertain.

With computer-controlled digital networks switching digital bit

streams representing voice, data, text, and images, the nature of

telecommunications has broadened sufficiently to overlap areas

served by corporations such as IBM and Xerox. It is likely that

4 • this overlap will grow, resulting in increased competition in both

(the transmission and switching areas. Combined with increased
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market demand for more service and new features, the major companies

*} are expected to move faster, be more sensitive to market needs and

be more aggressive in market policy. Large undeveloped overseas

markets should play a strong role toward the end of the twentieth

century as advanced telecommunications becomes worldwide.

In the area of peripheral devices, things will move faster and

be fiercely competitive. The sophistication of these devices will

grow to encompass two-way voice, video, and facsimile reproduction.

Development times will remain relatively short, however, so that

the area will remain attractive to relatively small companies. The

terminal area will involve present manufacturers of television,

printers, computer terminals, telephones, and copy machines as well

as new companies seeking to meet the market demand. While not all

will be successful, it is likely that several dozen major manufac-

turers of terminal equipment will compete for the world-wide market

during the 1990s.

1.3.4 The Regulatory Climate and Its Impact

The regulatory climate will relax from past
levels in response to market demand and the broaden-
ing scope of telecommunications to allow increased
competition and more rapid growth. Standardized bus
structures and protocols will be established to per-
mit the interconnection of equipment from different
manufacturers. Tariffs and foreign policy will
continue to restrict, but will not prohibit, major
market areas.

One of the major differences between the electronics industry

and the telecommunications industry has occurred in the area of
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a. regulation. While the electronics industry has been largely

unregulated,.telecommunications has been highly regulated. This

regulation has ensured a well-operating, orderly communications

network, but in some areas has probably slowed progress. During

the past decade, the degree of regulation has relaxed somewhat,

particularly in the terminal area (input-output devices). It is

expected that this trend will continue as attempts are made to

simultaneously preserve the benefits of regulation while encouraging

- increased competition and more rapid progress. It is assumed that
' -

these efforts will be largely successful, and that while the switch-

ing and transmission areas, and the local plant, continue to see

relatively strong regulation, the input-output area will become

largely unregulated with the exception of standardized protocols

which will govern interconnections between equipment.

Telecommunications is expected to be an increasingly high-

technology business, with basic equipment manufacturing controlled

by relatively few companies in the U.S., Japan, and Europe. While

sovereignty will likely mandate local operation of national tele-

communications networks, most developing countries are expected to

buy rather than make the basic equipment in order to benefit from

advances in technology and new features. Tariffs will continue to

restrict markets within producing countries to some degree, but

major markets within the developing nations will serve as a primary

attraction to all manufacturers by the end of this century.
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1.3.5 Availability of Trained Personnel

As integrated electronics and telecommunica-
"* 7.tions are applied in more and more areas, the demand

for engineers in these areas will grow. This demand
will be only partly met by universities, and progress
in some areas will be slowed by the lack of sufficient

* . numbers of design engineers.

The United States has acted for many years as educator to the

world, particularly in solid-state electronics. During the 1960s,

large numbers of Japanese students flocked to American universities

to earn degress in electrical engineering and learn solid-state

technology. Since Japanese technology has become well established

in its own right, they have virtually disappeared from American

campuses to be replaced by students from Korea, Taiwan, and the

Middle East. Proper preparation for a career in solid-state elec-

tronics requires at least a Master's Degree and in many cases a

Doctorate. In the late 1960s, graduate education was very popular

in the United States and graduate programs were relatively at many

*schools. However, graduate programs suffered during the recession

of 1970-72 and never fully recovered. Many programs are now strug-

gling at a fraction of their former capacity. Many American students

are now going to industry on completion of the Bachelor's Degree,

lured by relatively high pay and good facilities. The result has

been graduate programs of decreased size, populated in large part

(as high 50 percent at some schools) by foreign students. Since

many of these students return home after graduation, the supply of

* trained personnel to American companies is further diminished and

foreign technology is enhanced.
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a In addition to the considerations mentioned above, several

other factor$ have significantly impacted the supply of trained

personnel to the industry. The rapid progress and increased

sophistication of integrated electronics has created an area of

high technology requiring major equipment investments and a sub-

sequent high level of support in terms of material supplies as

well as staff. Many items of process equipment now cost in excess

of $150,000. As a result, very few universities have found it

possible to maintain a quality graduate program in the solid-state

area. There is probably no more than a half dozen universities in

the United States where state-of-the-art doctoral research in

integrated electronics is possible. Thus, while many schools may

provide an adequate undergraduate education, relatively few are

adequate at the graduate level in the solid-state area. In other

* disciplines relative to telecommunications, such as computers and

electromagnetic fields (transmission), the situation is less equip-

ment dependent but has nonetheless suffered due to the tight

budgetary conditions at most schools.

The serious situation regarding the supply of trained personnel

in solid-state electronics is now being recognized and has recently

been the subject of considerable discussion. It has been proposed

as the subject of a special session at the 1980 International

Solid-State Circuits Conference. In the United States, the solu-

tion most likely will require the combined efforts of universities,

industry, and the government. Combined efforts of this sort have
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already occurred in some countries. U.S. universities have inter-

acted strongly with the federal government for many years and it is

*government support of university research that has permitted the

present facilities to exist. However, government must be increas-

ingly sensitive to the problems faced by universities and to the

national importance of solving them. While industry has been the

'.I
prime user of the universities' most important product, there has

been relatively little assistance given to universities by American

industry. What assistance has been given has typically been on an

individual company-to-university basis and usually either in the

form of used equipment or as a gift to the university as a whole,

which has little effect on a particular program. On the other hand,

few university programs have approached industry with a reasonable

plan for collective support.

The main effort to achieve excellence in graduate engineering

education and meet the manpower needs of industry must come from

the universities, with funding derived from industry and govern-

mental sources. The development of regional centers of excellence

is an essential and reasonable goal for the United States. Between

eight and ten centers of graduate research and education, each

providing facilities for other universities within its region,

would not only allow needs for trained manpower to be met but would

provide a valuable source of research and development tb the
I%

industry. One such center was recently established by the National

Science Foundation at Cornell University.
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It is expected that the United States will move slowly in the

creation of regional centers and that progress will depend most

strongly on the aggressiveness of particular schools. Between five

and ten universities will likely maintain quality graduate programs,

while the rest will be unable to keep up with the rapid pace of

technology, particularly in areas requiring hardware and experi-

Imental research. University-sponsored continuing education programs

as well as internal industrial efforts at on-the-job training and

retraining will help, but manpower needs to support the growing

telecommunications revolution are expected to continue to outpace

supply. This will likely reduce the rate of progress that would

otherwise be achieved and cause some projects to be deferred.

1.3.6 Availability of Material Resources

Material resources to support the growth of
telecommunications will be available in adequate
amounts, and shortages will not retard progress.

The size of the telecommunications industry and sheer numbers

associated with most products make the continuing availability of

material resources an important concern. Fluctuations in the price

and supply of copper in 1973, for example, caused significant con-

cern within the Bell System, which uses more than half the copper

produced in the United States. It is also true that the supply of

silicon wafers has been very short during 1978-80. However, new

4 v production facilities are coming on line and since silicon is one

(of the most abundant elements on earth, no serious long-term
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shortages are expected. The trend toward fiber optics replacing

copper wire should also ease the copper requirements associated

with new outside plants and move toward more abundant sources. The

energy requirements of future operating equipment are also expected

to decline. While a variety of chemicals are used in producing

integrated circuits, processing fiber optic cable, and building

telecommunications equipment in general, it is unlikely any serious

shortages will occur. While this situation should be monitored

closely, material resources are expected to be adequate to support

the growth of the industry.

I '
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( Chapter Two

Microelectronics Technology

2. An Uncongtrained Forecast of Microelectronics Technology

As indicated in Section 1 of this report, telecommunications

represents, for the most part, an important application area within

the broader sphere of solid-state electronics. As electronic

functions become more highly integrated and as the cost of electronic

data processing and control decreases, telecommunications is expected

to become still more closely associated with microelectronics and

solid-state technology, particularly in the input-output and switching
'I

areas. In the transmission area, telecommunications needs are

expected to lead electronics into new areas, especially in optics

(and optoelectronic devices.

Since developments in microelectronics are key in forecasting

progress in many areas of telecommunications, this section examines

microelectronics in greater detail and presents an unconstrained

forecast of microelectronics technology. This forecast is subject

to the general assumptions discussed in Section 1.3. In many areas,

the discussion is drawn from an earlier study (1), abbreviated

somewhat and updated to reflect recent progress and present views of

future developments.

2.1 General Comments on Integrated Elecronics

Solid-state electronics began with the invention of the transitor

0 • at Bell Telephone Laboratories in 1947. During the 1950's the

(bipolar transistor structure was refined and transistorized circuits
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rapidly replaced vacuum tubes in a wide variety of applications. (

About 1960, batch-fabrication and miniaturization were extended to

the circuit level with the development of the planar process for

integrated circuits. This process was based on the use of photo-

engraving to define transistors, resistors, and capacitors in a

single monolithic silicon substrate. The 1960s concentrated on the

development of technology. The art of photolithography was extended,

ion implantation, epitaxy and diffusion were introduced and refined

for selectively introducing needed elements into the silicon lattice,,

and a variety of metal interconnect schemes were investigated.

Three driving factors motivated these developments in technology:

achieving lower cost, higher speed, and higher precision. The

drive toward lower cost concentrated on reducing device size and on

simplifying the fabrication sequence to put more functions on a

chip and attain higher yields. During the first half of the 1960s,

the technology rested entirely on the junction-isolated bipolar

transistor. About 1965, metal-oxide-silicon (MOS) transistor

circuits were introduced for digital applications. Although slower

than bipolar circuits, they were also more dense and more easily

fabricated. Since the mid-60s, bipolar - MOS competition has been

increasingly intense. Bipolar technology has become more dense

while MOS devices have become faster. By the mid-1970s, MOS

technology dominated all digital applications except those requiring

)
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(
extremely high speed, and was making some inroads into analog

functions as well. Many variations of the basic device approaches

were developed and at least five were competing for LSI applications

in 1980. The diversity of approaches and the number of companies

involved in developing integrated electronics had a strong influence

on the rapid pace with which developments occurred.

Although most applications were digital, from 1965 onward an

*increasing number of analog integrated circuits were introduced.

S•- Operational amplifiers were the first major analog circuits to be

realized in monolithic form. Later, phase-locked loops, digital-to-

analog and analog-to-digital converters followed. These developments

( illustrated efforts aimed at achieving high precision from a batch

process, including low temperature and power supply sensitivity and

high accuracy. Many structures at first used precision thin-film

passive components and silicon active devices in hybrid assemblies;

however, the trend has been increasingly toward monolithic structures

for lower cost while preserving performance by sophisticated circuit

design, and, in some cases, by the use of thin-film components

deposited directly on the silicon chip itself.

Figure 2.1 shows the ability to pack electronic components on

a single chip (die) while maintaining acceptable yields. The

number of components per chip has been doubling every year and in

the near term is expected to continue doubling every two years or

( less. This trend has come to be known as Moore's Law, after

Gordon E. Moore of Intel Corporation who first pointed it out.
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. At the same time, the cost per function (in this case, per bit of

"* memory) hag been declining rapidly. It is this combination of

*i- increased fuictional complexity and decreased functional cost which

is causing the rapid proliferation of electronics into many formerly

nonelectronic areas, as well as rapid progress in many traditionally

electronic areas such as telecommunications.

From an applications standpoint, most computer designs during

the 1950s and 60s were oriented toward the development of large,

V; high-speed, highly centralized computers in applications ranging

from general computation to telephone switching. The impact on

society in general was significant but subtle. By the early 1970s,

( integrated electronics had developed to the point where the number

of electronic components which could be integrated on a single chip

of silicon was sufficient to allow complete processors for calculators

and small computers to be integrated in an area typically'three to

five millimeters on a side. The term "microprocessor" was quickly

applied to these new devices, and as technology evolved still

further, permitting significant amounts of memory to be included on

the processor chip, the term "microcomputer" was applied to these

still more densely integrated systems.

The introduction of microprocessors and microcomputers represents

an important turning point in the development of electronic systems.

The availability of extremely small, inexpensive computers having
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significant processing power and versatility has allowed stored-

S".i piogram control and data processing to be extended into even the

smallest electronic instruments. Distributed, decentralized computer

control and the digital handling of information are now becoming

*i widespread -- one of the best examples being in telecommunications.

2.1.1 Basic Device Technologies for Large Scale Integration

Present integrated circuits are formed via a series of batch

photoengraving operations which control the selective introduction of

dopants such as boron (p-type) and phosphorous (n-type) into the

silicon lattice to form diodes, resistors and transistors. The imple-

mentation of logic with these components depends on the realization

of at electronic switch (e.g., a device in which the application of a

small voltage or current at one terminal controls the flow of a larger

current between two other terminals). For the last ten years, the

two ways of implementing this switch in silicon have competed.

Figure 2.2 shows cross sections of the two basic approaches: the

*charge-controlled bipolar transistor and the voltage-controlled

0 unipolar MOS transistor. The bipolar transistor bases its operation

on the fact that a positive voltage applied to the base relative

to the emitter causes electrons to be injected from the heavily-doped

emitter into the base. Once injected, the carriers diffuse to the

reverse biased collector where they constitute collector current.
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*f The only charge which flows in the external base lead is that

-. necessary to make up for electrons which recombine before they

reach the collector. Thus, a relatively small base current can

control a large collector-emitter current. The on-resistance

from collector to emitter when used as a switch is typically

less than 100 ohms while the off-resistance is many megohms.

The MOS switch is based on a different phenomenon. With no

. voltage applied to the gate, no conducting path from drain to source

exists and the switch is off. When a positive voltage is applied

. to the gate, however, holes are repelled from the silicon surface

under the gate and the electrons are attracted. When the gate

voltage rises above a threshold determined by the channel doping

and gate dielectric thickness, the silicon surface under the gate

electrode inverts to n-type, forming a conducting path (channel)

from drain to source with an on-resistance from several hundred to

several thousand ohms depending on the applied gate voltage and the

size of the device. Details of device fabrication, design, and6

operation can be found in the literature (2-5).

Figure 2.2 also shows a basic inverter implemented with bipolar

* and MOS switches. With a positive voltage applied to the base or

gate, the switch is on and the output is near ground. With an

input voltage near ground, the switch is off and the output is

high. The LSI technologies differ in the device structures used

for the driver (switch) device and the load. Many technologies use

6
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a second transistor as an active load device, both because

the transiftor requires less area than would a diffused resistor of

comparable value and because the nonlinear properties of the active

load can sometimes be used to improve the power and speed of the

gate. In integrated injection logic (12L) (6), the most promising

of the bipolar approaches, a lateral pnp transistor is used as a

load. In p-channel and n-channel MOS, both enhancement and depletion

loads have been used (4), while in complementary MOS (CMOS) the

load is a pMOS device and the driver is nMOS. Since in CMOS either

the driver or the load transistor is always off, there is no

quiescent current path from the supply to ground and the quiescent

power dissipation of this technology is virtually negligible.(,
All of these basic device technologies are evolving rapidly as

the result of improved processes, structures, and photolithographic

-- tolerances. The choice of a technology usually depends on the

specific requirements of a given application, but an increasing

number of applications recently have adopted the MOS approach,

which allows high levels of integration and increasingly high speed.

Comments on the future of specific technologies can be found

elsewhere (1, 6-9). For the purposes of this study, it will be

sufficient to examine the performance which will likely be available

from any of the technologies as of a given point in time.

(
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2.1.2 Cost in LSI Circuits

The objective cost of an integrated circuit is composed of

the cost of the processed die together with the cost of packaging

and testing the completed unit. The cost of processing a silicon

wafer is relatively independent of wafer size and a present cost of

$40 per wafer is assumed. (In these and other projections, 1975

dollars are assumed unless otherwise specified.) The number of

dies per wafer, neglecting edge drop out, is

wafer area D.9
N = die area - 0.79 (A) (1)

where D is the wafer diameter and A is the die area. The primary

yield limiting mechanism is the presence of defects on the masks

* (or in the photoresist) which limit the yield from each photo-

engraving operation. The approximate yield of die which pass

visual inspection, neglecting die breakage or loss due to non-

mask related sources is (10)

yp = (1 + FA) -n , (2)

where F is the defect density per mask and n is the number of

masking operations per wafer. The cost of a potentially good die

is
$30

cost/die = NYp . (3)
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To this cost must be added the cost of testing, T, and packaging,

P. A cost'of $0.30/die for testing and a package cost of $0.15 for

plastic or $0.82 for ceramic is assumed. A final test yield, YF,

of 0.8 is also assumed. Then, the approximate cost per packaged

circuit is

cost/DIP =_$30 + T + P i F

Figure 2.3 shows cost as a function of die area with the process

complexity (number of masking steps) as a parameter. For 3 inch

wafers and 10 defects per square inch, the final circuit cost is

dominated by packaging and testing below die areas of approximately

twenty thousand square mils (20 K mil- = 12.5 mm 2 ). Most present

random access memories (RAMs) fall in the 20 to 30 K miu 2 range so

that assembly, packaging and testing can be expected to play an

important role in the final cost of these units. Many micro-

E- computers are in the 30 to 50 K mil 2 range, where die cost and

process complexity remain more important. Figure 2.3 also shows

the estimated cost of a single-chip function requring 20 K mil
2

of silicon in nMOS, assuming a 50 percent overhead at this density

for lead routing. The approximate cost in other technologies is

also shown.

(
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Circuit Cost as a Function of Die Area
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ii' Figure 2.4 shows the packaged circuit cost per unit area as a

function of die size. A 3 inch diameter wafer, 6 mask process, 10

mask defects per square inch, and a ceramic package is assumed

nominal, and single deviations are examined in terms of their effect

on cost. For large systems, it is clearly more cost effective to

implement the required functions in a few large die rather than in

many smaller chips. For example, a system requiring 40 k mil 2 of

silicon in a given technology would cost approximately $3 as a

single LSI chip. As four 10 K mil 2 chips, the system cost would be

$6. Recent activity in projection printing (to achieve lower defect

densities) and the trend to larger wafers support the use of larger,

more complex chips in future LSI systems, since both produce a

significant shift in the minimum cost point in Figure 2.4 to larger

die sizes. The objective costs given in these figures indicate

that given sufficient time to fine tune a product line, the cost of

such systems will be extremely low. Microprocessors are available

today at less than $5 in volume.

2.1.3 Integrated Circuit Reliability

High reliability is essential in many applications of

electronics, especially in aviation and telecommunications. In

addition to extensive work to minimize failures at the chip level,

work on applying redundancy through the use of distributed and

duplicated control is one approach being investigated to ensure

' high system reliability in the face of imperfect reliability at the

(chip level.
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Packaged Circuit Cost Per Unit Area as a
Function of Die Size
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a In the past, on-chip failures in integrated electronics have

been frequently of less significance than off-chip failures, e.g.,

at bonds or associated with external leads (11). As systems become

more and more densely integrated, system reliability should improve

substantially, approaching the reliability level of a single VLSI

chip. Manufacturer reported failure rates for both MOS and bipolar

circuits, including dynamic MOS RAMs, are now well under 0.1

percent/1000 hours at 700C and 90 percent confidence level (12).

Stated differently, 90 percent of such components would survive for

more than 100 years at 700C. Details concerning extrapolations

based on accelerated aging are given in the literature. The

significance of testing in achieving high reliabilty anr. its

significance in determining chip cost should be emphasizv;.

As individual devices become smaller and more densely integrated,

most failure mechanisms become at least no worse and a few become

better in their contributions to component reliability. However,

there is at least one class of failures which becomes steadily

worse as device size and current levels decrease. These failures

are "soft" in the sense that they are temporary. They are related

to the extremely low current levels and finite number of electrons

associated with holding internal voltage levels in densely integrated

memory and logic cells. The collision of high-energy alpha particles,

released through the radiative decay of trace radioactive elements

ACUMENICS
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:* in the chip package, with the silicon lattice provides the lattice

- iwith enough local energy to generate substantial numbers of electrons

and holes. These carriers diffuse to reverse-biased junctions where

they constitute enough charge and current to disrupt the electrical

integrity of the cell. Since such alpha particle hits are random

* and since the problem grows steadily worse as the integration level

increases, it is likely that these problems will force a relatively

early adoption of on-chip redundancy and error detection/correction

circuitry. Such design procedures should be widespread by the mid-

1980s.

2.1.4 Speed and Power Considerations

Speed and power can be treated together since in both MOS

and bipolar circuits, high speed can typically be traded for low

power and vice versa. The power-speed (power-delay) product is a

widely used figure of merit in comparing different technologies.

Speed in either bipolar or MOS technology is related to the

* ability of the switching device to discharge node capacitances

quickly. The signal delay in passing through a logic stage is

proportional to the output node capacitance divided by the trans-

4 conductance of the switch. The change in output current for a

given change in input voltage (the transconductance) for a high-

frequency bipolar transistor is in turn proportional to the output

2I
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current level while for an MOS device, the transconductance is

proportionawl to the square root of the output current. These

different dependencies on operating current level generally give

bipolar devices a speed advantage and a higher off chip drive

capability when compared with MOS, although at low current levels

the speed differential is less and in some cases shows signs of

reversing to give the advantage to MOS.

As the size of LSI devices and their interconnections has been

reduced, node capacitances have decreased as expected. Dielectric

thicknesses have changed relatively little so that the capacitance

per unit areas has remained relatively constant. MOS devices

coptinue to exhibit increased speed as dimensions decrease and

become submicron. For bipolar devices, a direct tradeoff between

power and speed occurs only when the emitter time constant (an

extrinsic delay) dominates over the intrinsic space-charge transit-

time delay in the collector and the minority carrier diffusion time

in the thin base region. As device site decreases, node capacitance

also decreases, reducing the extrinsic emitter delay at a fixed

current (power) level per gate. With future size reductions the

intrinsic base transit delay may therefore become relatively more

important in setting a limit on circuit speed and may further reduce

the speed advantage of the bipolar technologies relative to MOS.

(
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The power of a gate is proportional to the operating current level

. at a fixed supply voltage. Hence, there is a more or less direct

tradeoff between power and speed in both MOS and bipolar technologies,

and the power-delay product serves as a convenient figure of merit

in comparing different approaches.

2.2 Gate-Level Performance in VLSI Circuits

The preceding section has briefly reviewed the historical develop-

ment of semiconductor technology and made general comments on some

. of the factors contributing to circuit cost, reliability, power, and

speed. The assumptions on which the unconstrained forecasts are

based were discussed in Section 1.3. In this section, forecasts of

cost, speed, power, and reliability will be given. The first three

parameters will be treated at the gate level, while reliability

will refer to the entire LSI chip. In dealing with cost, 1975

dollars are used throughout. The parameters are forecast in terms

of the performance achievable with any LSI technology since in

terms of the user, the technology is relatively unimportant except

in terms of the performance levels achieved.

As stated earlier, these forecasts are based on an earlier

* study (1), and many of the forecast curves are taken from that

work. Since those projections were made in 1976, it will be

instructive to re-examine these forecasts four years later to see

* how closely they have been fulfilled. Comments on the presently-

conceived future of the technology relative to the original projec-

tions will also be given.

S
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2.2.1 Cost Per Packaged Gate

Over the past decade, the binary logic gate has been the

basic building block of digital circuits. As density has increased,

gates have become increasingly difficult to identify physically,

but have remained the basic circuit entity. The cost per packaged

gate is related to the cost per unit area of packaged silicon as

well as the gate packing density. It is assumed that the system to

be integrated is large enough that optimum chip sizes (lowest cost

per unit area) can be used.

The cost per unit area of packaged processed silicon is composed

of the cost of the processed die (silicon), the testing cost, and

( the cost of packaging. For a given die size, die cost is expected

to decline slowly in the future, partly due to increased wafer

sizes. It is assumed that the chip die size is at the most cost

effective point and that this size will increase from 20 K square

mils (1975) to at least 80 K square mils in 1990. The cost of

fabricating a monolithic circuit will benefit from increased process

automation but will nonetheless increase due to more expensive

equipment and supplies. Wafer process cost is expected to increase

from $30 in 1975 to $50 in 1990 as wafer size increases from 3

inches (1975) to 4 inches (1980) and 5 inches by 1990. The use of

improved masks, projection printing, and later, x-ray lithography

(13-15) will reduce defect densities, maintaining yield in the 20

to 30 percent range and allowing the cost per unit area of processed

(
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.. silicon to decrease from about 13 cents (per 10 K square mils) in

1975 to around 9 cents in 1990. It is noted that electron-beam

lithography (13-15), while permitting significant reductions in

minimum dimensions by 1980, is a relatively expensive exposure

technique so that its use is expected to increase the cost per unit

area of processed silicon. It will be widely used for mask

fabrication, however, and for some direct wafer exposure between

1978 and the introduction of practical x-ray systems.

Increased testing automation and the inclusion of diagnostic

circuitry on the chip will only partially offset the increased cost

of testing an increasingly complex die. An increase in testing

cost from 30 cents (1975) to about 75 cents (1990) is expected for

random access memory (RAM). The testing cost for more complex

units (e.g., microcomputers) will be even higher.

Improvements in package forming will act to balance some of the

expected increases in materials costs. Improved plastics and

molding techniques will permit increased use of plastic packages

with a shift from metal-lid ceramic to plastic and "cerdip" packages.

Plastic packaging costs are expected to increase from 15 cents

(1975) to around 35 cents by 1990.

The cost per 10 K square mils of processed, packaged silicon is

expected to decline slowly from about 44 cents (1975) tjo around 28

cents in 1990. As was the case from 1965 to 1975, the most dramatic %

reductions in functional cost will come from increased functional

density and larger chip size.
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The density of logic gates is dependent on lithographic

dimensionsT device structures, and operating depletion layer

thicknesses in the substrate material. Production line widths have

gradually decreased from lO-12pm in the late 1960s to 5-6um in the

mid 1970s, and in 1979 were in the 3-5 m range. Hard contact

* printing has given way to soft contact systems, and projection

printing is gaining rapidly in commercial acceptance. Electron-

beam and x-ray systems for device lithography are both under

exploratory development and by 1985 should reduce production line

widths to 1-l.5,m.

There have been several recent studies of the fundamental limits

I ( of microelectronics in terms of size, speed, and power (16-22).

For an MOS device, the basic limit on device size arises as the

result of an oxide field limitation (16). The minimum size for an

MOS device has been postulated to be about 1.2,,m on a side with a

gate oxide thickness of 0.014um and a substrate doping level of

2.7 x 1017 cm-3 (16). For a bipolar device (17), the minimum device

size is determined when the collector avalanche and punch-through

voltages approach the desired operating voltage for the circuit.

The minimum theoretical base width is about 0.081m with a corres-

ponding device.size of about 1.8,m per side. For both bipolar and

MOS circuits, allowable power dissipation may set a more severe

limit on packing density than does the basic device, depending on

the details of circuit operation.
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Figure 2.5 gives a forecast of gate density (area) over the

rest of this century. The data includes an additional fifty percent

for lead routing. In 1976 the technologies producing the smallest

area (12L and nMOS) were yielding gate sizes of about 5 to 6 square

mils. Since that time few real structural changes in the technologies

have occurred, but gate sizes have nonetheless decreased. Improved

lithographic tolerances have enabled significant downward scaling

of device sizes, and the development of miltiple-level interconnect

schemes (e.g., two levels of polysilicon plus one level of metal) I

has further reduced the space requirements for random logic. An

area reduction of between two and three during the past four years

frot these sources is estimated, putting the present gate size

between two and three square mils, which is in good agreement with

the forecast.

There has been little discussion during the last few years

concerning non-binary (higher radix) logic and it remains uncertain

whether these approaches will ever be used in production components.
I

However, they remain a possibility for the 1990s, when binary bates

are expected to approach presently-conceived limits on device size.

6
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Forecast of Gate Density in LSI Circuits
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Overall, gate size appears to be evolving in good agreement with

Figure 2.5 and we will continue to use this forecast as we examine

telecommunications equipment in detail in coming sections.

The constant or slowly falling cost of packaged silicon combined

with the dramatic decreases in gate area, results in the dramatic

cost reductions on a per gate basis forecast in Figure 2.6 for future

LSI systems. While cost per chip will remain relatively constant

and even increase somewhat as chip size increases, the functional

complexity (gates/chip) can be expected to increase substantially

in accordance with Figure 2.5. This has enormous implications on

the cost, size, and sophistication of future electronic systems.

2.2.2 Reliability

Present reliability levels for LSI components, including

second-generation microprocessors, are about 99.95 percent per 1000

hours at a 90 percent confidence level and 700 C. As component

complexity increases, new failure modes will undoubtedly arise and

4 subsequently be corrected. Narrower line widths will require lower

currents to avoid metal migration; however, device operating currents

are expected to remain well below critical levels. Little change

in component reliability is seen below the 99.99 percent per 1000

hour levels (90 percent confidence, 70*C) which should be achieved

by the early 1980s. Extensive and special testing programs might

do somewhat better but at greatly ad' - expense. With increases in

component complexity, however, these reliability levels are of great

ACUMENICS
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Expected Cost Per Packaged Gate in LSI Circuits
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significance in future LSI circuits. Stated a different way, if we

look at a relatively large minicomputer with about l04 gates in its

processor, then in LSI technology of the mid 80s, 90 percent of

such machines would still be functioning after 1000 years of

operation at 700C. Again, this level of reliability is possible

during the 1980s, assuming the component has been in production for

several years and that extrapolations based on accelerated testing

are accurate. These reliability levels are satisfactory for most

applications. In situations where failures cannot be tolerated,

redundancy will be used along with on-chip error detecting/correcting

circuits.

2.2.3 Speed and Power in VLSI Circuits

The dramatic increase in gate density forecast in Figure

2.5 will be possible only if accompanied by a comparable decrease

in the power per gate. Package limitations are expected to continue

to limit the power dissipation per package to a few watts. As gate

area decreases, the node capacitance in logic arrays will decrease4

similarly. At a constant clock rate, the power will drop on a per

gaLe basis but remain relatively constant per unit area. In MOS,

from one to two orders of magnitude in power exist before package

limitations will force on-chip power gating or limit development.

I
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I a Hence, to the extent that extrinsic effects limit speed, there are

two orders'of magnitude improvement in speed possible as sizes

decrease. Decreased operating voltages should roughly compensate

for larger chip areas. In 12L an order of magnitude or less in

power exists before power gating is required although some speed

advantage over MOS already exists. Another order of magnitude in

bipolar speed is probably possible before transit time delays slow

further progress in silicon. Both MOS and bipolar technologies are

expected to mirror improvements in gate area with improved speed

down to levels of about 0.5 nsec/gate and then become relatively

more constant with time. Power per unit area is being traded here

for speed per gate. Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show the expected power

( per'gate at constant speed and speed (delay) per gate at constant

power versus time. For CMOS inverters in silicon, a minimum propa-

gation delay of 10 psec and a minimum power-delay product of about

10-18 joules have been derived (20,21) as fundamental limits.

Much progress has been made recently in logic based on new

materials and effects. Gallium arsenide logic gates have exhibited

delays less than 100 psec and are now being proposed for some LSI

applications (23,24). Josephson junction devices have shown delays

less than 50 psec (25). It is unlikely that there will be sufficient

motivation to widely apply these devices in LSI before 1990, although

applications in high-speed interface circuits are likely during the

early 1980s. During the 1990s, the use of new materials and devices

is likely in extending the performance of LSI systems below 0.5 nsec.
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6

The forecasts of power and speed shown in Figures 2.7 and 2.8

are consistent with the information on gate size contained in Figure

2.4, and are generally in agreement with recently reported chip

data. Like gate size, these curves will be used as the basis for

power and speed information as we explore telecommunications needs

*in future sections. It should be recognized, however, that by

trading off power or density or both, substantially higher speeds

are available in silicon today, with both bipolar and lightly-loaded

MOS gates exhibiting propagation delays less than one nanosecond.

Similarly, technologies such as CMOS offer substantially reduced

power consumption. CMOS has been increasingly attractive for VLSI

recently because of progress to reduce its density penalty and

because of its inherent high speed, especially on sapphire substrates.

Nevertheless, for the gate densities implied in Figure 2.4, the

power and speed forecasts shown remain consistent and relatively

accurate.

2.3 Unconstrained Microcomputer Forecasts

In this section we will examine the application of this technology

to microcomputers, forecasting parameters such as cost, speed

(instruction cycle), word length, and power. The distinction

between microcomputers and minicomputers is expected to become

increasingly difficult. In general, microcomputers will consist of

one or a few LSI chips, have limited I/0, and will be applied
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S(
4Z' primarily in dedicated applications. Minicomputers will have more

flexible I70 will be general purpose in nature, but will be built

* around microcomputers (or possibly networks of them). In terms of

performance, microcomputers are already replacing older minicomputers,

and minicomputers will soon replace many present large machines.

The block diagram of a typical microprocessor is shown in Figure

2.9. An instruction cycle is composed of several clock periods

-. during which the processor transmits the address of the next

v instruction from the program counter to memory, receives the

instruction from memory, decodes it, and finally executes the

instruction using the Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) to perform

( computations on the binary data. Nearly 200 different microprocessors

are now available worldwide. Most recognize 50 to 100 different

instructions and contain several thousand transistors. Figure 2.10

L.' shows a third-generation microprocessor, the eight-bit Intel 8085.

2.3.1 Microcomputer Cost

Most first- and second-generation microprocessors were in

the 30 K to 40 K square mil range in chip area. Third-generation

designs, containing significant amounts of memory on-chip (e.g.,

microcomputers) became available in 1977 with chip sizes in the

range of 50 K to 60 K square mils. Given at least three years in

production so that mask-limited yields are approached and by 1980

such microcomputers could exhibit a high volume price of less than

( four dollars. By 1985, with an improved plastic package, the same
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Bl-ock Diagram of a Typical Microprocessor
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In an example of 1977 microprocessor technology.
Fabricated in nMOS, the die size is 16x222 mils.
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processor in high volume (excluding marketing and distribution

costs) could be near two dollars. The low cost of these elements

will have an enormous impact on many areas of telecommunications,

particularly in the terminal and switching areas. Although the

packaged system cost may continue to exceed the LSI chip cost by

one to two orders of magnitude, the system cost will nonetheless

drop significantly by virtue of reduced chassis size, power, and

interconnections, and it is the LSI chip that will make the system

practical.

As chip sophistication increases, the design problem becomes

formidable, and chip design is rapidly overshadowing chip fabrication

as the major challenge to VLSI. The design problem is discussed

further in Section 2.6 along with some software considerations. In

telecommunications, the large application volumes can fortunately

support major chip developments, although design costs may take

longer to recover in the future.

2.3.2 Microcomputer Speed (Instruction Cycle)

The instruction cycle (register-register add time) of a

microprocessor is typically composed of several clock periods, each

* of which is several logic delays long. The resulting cycle time is

typically 20 to 40 times the individual gate delay for a serial

processor. Figure 2.11 shows the instruction cycle timeforecast

* versus time.
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When this forecast was made in 1976 there were a few bit-slice

bipolar processors capable of operating with instruction cycles in

the range of a few hundred nanoseconds. The MOS procesors, which

were far more numerous, were in the 2-5 Usec range in cycle time.

Since that time several non-bit-sliced bipolar machines have been

introduced with cycle times in the 1.5 - 4.7 Usec range, and one

iq 1600-gate bipolar processor (26) has been announced which operates

- with an internal gate delay of 0.9 nsec (which could place the

cycle time slightly ahead of the forecast curve). Several of the

new MOS processors have cycle times between 0.4 and 0.8 Usec, making

them faster than many of the bipolar machines. Some of these MOS

processors are also larger (16-bit) machines, and most manufacturers

have opted for increased chip sophistication and longer word length

in addition to higher speed. The 16-bit Intel 8086 has a cycle

time of about 0.8 psec, so that a smaller machine such as the 8-bit

8085 scaled to the same design rules and run at the same power per

chip could be expected to run considerably faster than 0.8 Usec in

1980. In spite of expected continuing emphasis on a variety of

design factors in addition to speed, both bipolar and MOS machines

are expected to continue to improve their speed performance. In

the near term, only a few bipolar machines will offer the speeds

forecast in the figure. However, by the mid 80s, the MOS machines

should also reach the forecast levels, and they are subsequently

expected to follow them for the rest of this century.
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Al 2.3.3 Microcomputer Word Length

The first microprocessor, available in 1972, was a 4-bit

machine. It was quickly followed by an 8-bit machine, and in 1976,

microprocessors were available with word lengths of 4, 8, 12 and 16

bits. There does not appear to be strong motivation in the industsry

to develop longer word lengths, but by the early 1980s, machines

Iq having 32-bit word lengths should be available. Although little

standardization in word length is discernible yet, some standardization

on 8, 16, and 32 bits is likely by the early 80s.

Most of the major new microprocessors developed between 1976

and 1980 were 16-bit machines. These included entries from Intel

(8086), Texas Instruments (9900), Motorola (68000), and Zilog

(8000). Theqe devices have sophisticated instruction sets including

16-bit multiplies and divides and are generally competitive with

minicomputers such as the Digital PDP-II. Thus, these "high-end"

microprocessors are now at the level of earlier medium-size mini-

computers, with plans to go still larger in the early 1980s. At

the same time, activity remains brisk in "low-end" machines for use

in terminals and controllers, where 8-bits appears to be a useful

standard.

4
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2.3.4 Microcomputer Power

Microcomputer power can be expected to closely mirror

power per gate for a given function at constant speed. The power

for a second or third generation microcomputer having 5000 gates,

each active half of the time and each biased to dissipate 0.2 mw

when active is about 0.5 watts using 1976 technology. As Figure

1 2.12 shows, if we accept 1976 performance levels (i.e., speed), the

power of a given microcomputer (redesigned each year to realize

higher density) should have decreased an order of magnitude by 1984

and should fall another order of magnitude by the mid 1990s.

Practically, this will not occur, since the life of any given

product will be well under 10 years, and each new product generation

-will likely offer higher speed and greater sophistication as well

as lower power. Nevertheless, the power per function will drop

dramatically over the next 20 years.

2.4 Unconstrained Forecast of Memory Cost and Performance

2.4.1 Semiconductor Random Access Memory (RAM)

Semiconductor random access memory is scarcely ten years

old and yet during those ten years, the number of bits available

per chip has doubled virtually every year and the cost per bit has

decreased accordingly. In 1978, the first 65K-bit chips were

announced, and some projections forecast 265K-bit chips by the

early 1980s. Semiconductor memory has provided the major focus for

the evolving electronics industry and is expected to remain a

major focus during the coming decade.
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Solid-state memories come in a variety of forms, ranging from

random access read-only memories (ROM), through a variety of read-

write random access memories (RAM), to serial memories based on

charge-coupled devices (CCDs) and magnetic bubbles. Figure 2.13

shows the evolution of these memory types during the 1970s and

q compares the achievable bit densities for these approaches.

The earliest semiconductor read-write memories (RAMs) were

static bipolar designs using a bistable flip-flop as the basic

storge cell. With the evolution of technology, denser structures

became possible with some improvements in speed as well, but the

basic storage circuitry remained largely unchanged. Semiconductor

memory gained some >petance for small applications, but did not )
penetrate the memory market sufficiently to pose any significant

threat to magnetic core. About 1971, this situation changed,

however, with the introduction of the dynamic MOS storage cell, in

which information is stored as the presence or absence of charge on

a small capacitor. The information must be refreshed (read and
I

re-written) periodically to overcome leakage currents which slowly

deplete the stored charge, and the sense amplifiers for detecting

the charge must be more sophisticated. The cell is greatly simplified

over the six-transistor-per-bit static cells, however, and the

result is a chip with increased storage capacity. The smaller size

of the dynamic cell permitted chip sizes to evolve quickly from 1K-I%

bit (1972) to 4K-bits in 1974 and 16K-bits in 1976. Figure 2.14

illustrates this rapid progress, showing a 16K-bit dynamic RAM (1977).
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Chips containing 64K-bits were announced in 1978 (27) and are

expected to be in production in 1980. Cell circuitry remained

dynamic during this period but evolved from early three-transistor-

per-bit designs requiring five access lines to single-transistor-

per-bit cells with only three access lines. Dynamic memories

continue to be used for the highest-density designs, although there

has recently been a comeback in static memories both for systems

requiring very high speed and for small microprocessor-based systems.

Static memories reached the 16K-bit-per-chip level in 1979 so that

any density penalty compared with dynamic structures is offset by

the ease with which these devices can be used in small system

applications. The semiconductor memory area continues its rapid

growth, employing new process technology, device structures, and

circuit designs in its drive for higher density, higher speed, and

lower power.

Memory Density Developments

Figure 2.15 shows the anticipated developments in bit capacity

for large dynamic RAMs. The figure indicates the capacity levels

expected for chips in full production; product announcements will

sometimes precede these times by as much as a year or more. In

1977, the 16K-bit dynamic chips represented the state-of-the-art

and were in full production. Both double-level and single-level

4g
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polysilicon-gate MOS processes were used in a variety of single-

transistor-per-bit designs. Early chip sizes were around 180 x 200

* square mils with a cell size of about 30 Um x 30 Um. As designs

were iterated, significant size reductions occurred.

The initial 64K-bit chips employ a significantly smaller cell

(200 to 300 m2), projection printed with visable or ultraviolet

light and based on stacked double-poly or (in one case) triple-

poly designs. Chip sizes are in the 30K-mil2 to 50K-mil2 (20-30

mm2) range. The 128-bit chips, expected by 1982, should see some

further cell simplifications, a larger chip size, enhanced sensitivity

in the sense amplifiers, and perhaps some use of discretionary

wiring for redundancy and yield enhancement. Chip size is expected

to initially approach 220 x 270 mils with a cell size of 10 x 18 Um

or less.

Cell density will substantially increase on the 256K-bit chips

* as direct electron-beam lithography is used. These chips should

incorporate low voltage, low power designs with enhanced on-chip

* redundancy. At the 512K-bit level, x-ray lithography could reduce

cell size to about 8 x 10 m. Chip size is not expected to exceed

280 x 320 mils. At the megabit per chip level, optical addressing

is certainly possible and the use of new materials and storage

* mechanisms is likely. Motivation for entire monolithic systems may

4 " focus efforts away from bit density as a prime design consideration.
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It should be noted that most present semiconductor manufacturers

are forecasting megabit RAM chips as a direct evolution of present

approaches by the mid-80s. Four Japanese manufacturers recently

forecast the megabit chip at dates falling between 1983 and 1986,

while U.S. manufacturers are expecting such chips in the 1985-1987

time frame (28). Thus, by 1987-1989, we should expect megabit RAMs

in full production. These projections are on the optimistic edge

*i of the 1976 forecast in Figure 2.15. Present 64K RAM activity is

only slightly above the forecast curve, however, and for purposes

of this study we will retain this estimate, noting that it may be

conservative.

Cost Per Bit of Random Access Memory

The cost per it of random access memory has been declining

rapidly since 1971 (5 cents per bit) and reached levels below 0.3

cents per bit in 1975. Further cost reductions are forecast as

'- shown in Figure 2.16, and RAM could reach 0.01 cents per bit by

*1985 or before. In the period 1971-75, cost per bit dropped by a

factor of two every year. From 1976 through the early 1980s the

* cost per bit should decline by a factor of two about every two

years and subsequently will decline more slowly. This reflects the

increased bit densities, larger chips, and increased area cost of

silicon. In predicting memory cost, it is assumed that the chip

yield becomes defect limited approximately two years after product
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introduction, allowing time for several design iterations. The

forecast assumes an evolutionary development in random access

memory and that the needed developments in lithography and sense

amplifier design will occur.

Random Access Memory Speed

Access time is defined as the delay between the presentation of

a stable address at the memory chip and the appearance of valid data

at the output. Thus, access time is related to the on-chip logic

delays and especially to the capacitance of the row and column

.lines. For a fixed number of memory bits, the line capacitance

will decrease with reduced dimensions and higher overall speed will

result. On the other hand, if the number of bits is allowed to

grow so that line length remains fixed, then access time will remain

-roughly constant unless new internal organizations are developed.

New organizations are likely, and large RAMs may be organized

"* internally as a series of smaller RAMs. Figure 2.17 forecasts the

* speed of a 4K-bit dynamic RAM versus time and reflects the improve-

ments forecast in gate delays and reduced node capacitance. This

* forecast, originally done in 1976, still appears valid. In 1979,

16K-bit dynamic RAMs were appearing with access times below 100

nsec (29), and 4K-bit designs were still faster. Access times for

64K-bit parts were in the 100-150 nsec range, reflecting internal

organizations which minimize line length and in some ca§es reflect
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several smaller internal memory blocks. Static 1K-bit chips have

dropped from 150 nsec reported for 4K organizations. This speed is

comparable to that exhibited by static bipolar designs.

Random Access Memory Power

Dynamic MOS RAM as well as static CMOS RAM draws virtually no

quiescent power in the storage array itself since the only DC

current flow is due to leakage. In CMOS, quiescent dissipation

levels of less than 10-8 watts/bit have been achieved. Most of the

power dissipated in such memories is dynamic, i.e., associated with

charging or discharging node capacitance. Since for a fixed chip

" size, the capacitance will remain approximately constant, the power

* per hip will also remain roughly constant. The power per bit will

therefore decrease in accordance with cell size for a constant

clock frequency. As clock frequency is increased to achieve higher

speed, power per chip will increase proportional to clock frequency.

The reduction of operating voltage levels, use of low-power

technologies, chip partitioning, and on-chip power gating should

allow the power to be held within package limits while memory speed

and capacity are increased.

2.4.2 Read-Only Memories (ROMs)

Semiconductor random access memory is volatile, i.e.,

information is lost if the supply voltage is interrupted. While

this is acceptable for many data storage applications, it is far

less acceptable for program storage. Read-only memory, as its name
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implies, can only be read. In its simplest form, information is

written via the metal mask pattern used at manufacture. Thus, the

presence or absence of a single transistor (with no storage capacitor)

can be used per bit. The cell area is reduced by roughly half,

compared with dynamic RAMs, while the peripheral circuitry is

simplified as well. The resulting mask-encoded ROM is two-to-four-

times more dense than RAM.

Mask encoding of the stored data is permanent and precludes

subsequent program modifications. This can be circumvented using

erasable and reprogrammable (EPROM) or electronically-alterable

(EAROM) structures. The first EPROM was announced in 1971 and used

( a floating silicon gate to store charge (31). Erasure in these

structures is by irradiation with ultraviolet light, and writing is

accomplished via avalanche-induced tunneling of charge through the

thin gate oxide. A single transistor acts as the storage element.

Figure 2.18 shows a 16K-bit EPROM realized using this approach.

Double-dielectric structures (EAROMs) are also in use for the semi-

permanent nonvolatile storage of information and offer the ability

to electronically erase as well as program. Their development has

been slower than the pace set by EPROMs, however. Microcomputers

including BK-bits of EPROM on-chip are already a reality. Data

storage for well over 100 years at 1000C has been forecast on the

basis of accelerated high temperature aging.
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2.4.3 Bulk Storage Devices

II addition to the RAM and ROM structures already described,

there are several approaches to very dense, relatively slow bulk

memory which deserve mention. These monolithic structures are

- potential replacements for magnetic drum and disk memories, offering

small size and freedom from moving parts as attractive features.

Charge-coupled devices (CCDs) (32,33) are MOS structures which

*store charge in the depletion layer created under the gate electrode.

By arranging many gates in series, a pack of charge injected at one

end of the array can be shifted along from gate to gate under the

control of a multiphase clock signal. Such shift registers are very

dense and relatively simple to fabricate so that they offer one

practical approach to serial semiconductor memory. Normally, the

chip is oranized as a number of addressable lcops, and access times

(typically in the microsecond range) are dependent on the length of

a given loop. Since the structure is dynamic and volatile, the

charge must be continuously clocked so that the information is

refreshed periodically.

In 1976, serial CCD memories were significantly ahead of dynamic

MOS RAMs in bit capacity; however, in the 1976-1980 period, CCD

memories have done relatively little. No longer much more dense or

significantly easier to fabricate than RAM, the CCD approach is

being pressured by both RAM and by magnetic bubble technology and

does not appear to be a major memory technology for the 1980s or

beyond.
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Magnetic bubble memories (32-34) utilize circular magnetic

domains (bubbles) in garnet materials as the storage media and are

also organized as monolithic shift registers. In devel6pment for

* several years, magnetic bubble memories became commercially available

at the 10OK-bit/chip level in 1977, exceeding CCD memories by

nearly a factor of two in bit capacity. These bubble memories

suffered from poor operating margins but developments continued

and in 1979 megabit bubble memories were announced by Intel

NCorporation. This memory is organized internally as 256 4096-bit

storage loops and contains an extra 64 loops used as spares to

allow acceptable megabit yields to be achieved. The memory, like

all bubble memories, is non-volatile and exhibits a 200 KHz maximum

data rate and an average access time of 20 nsec. This chip should

soon be joined by others from Texas Instruments and Rockwell.

The relatively sudden rise of the bubble memories to the megabit

level was generally unexpected and ensures that bubble memories will

replace disk memories for small and medium-Pize data processing appli-

cations and will be a key element in providing microcomputer-based

systems with non-volatile bulk storage.

Electron-beam addressed memory systems (EBAMs) replace the X-Y

access scheme on the memory chip with an electron-beam addressing

scheme off-chip so that the cell is considerably simplified. High

density and low cost per bit result but an electron tube and its

)
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£ associated circuitry is required. Applications of this technology

*: will be prfmarily in very large high-speed memories of more than 10

megabits. Thus, the impact on microprocessor-based systems is

expected to be minimal.

2.5 Peripheral Hardware and High Performance Analog Circuits

For large time-division electronic switching and data processing

* systems, the number of system parts in addition to the computer

itself is not large, and the VLSI impact on system capabilities can

be assessed from the microcomputer forecasts almost directly.

However, for terminals and instrumentation systems the impact of

*microcomputers could be severely muted unless these advances are

( accompanied by progress in the peripheral hardware area. In this

section, progress in the peripheral area will be discussed --

"peripheral" being interpreted as functionally and physically

C p separate from the microcomputer itself. The approaches in this

area are more diverse than in microcomputers and no attempt to be

highly comprehensive or detailed will be made. Rather, an overview

of recent and anticipated progress will be given together with

references to more detailed discussions.

2.5.1 Peripheral Functions in Microcomputer Systems

The elements required in the peripheral interface area at

present include a large and diverse array of components ranging

, from line drivers, multiplexers, level shifters, filters, and data

(converters which are required to change the strength, origin, and
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format of analog or digital signals, to the input/output devices

(sensors and actuators) required to interface between the electronic

system and the physical world. From a circuit standpoint, many of

these devices require a mix of both analog and digital functions,

and this has tended to keep them physically as well as functionally

separate from the processor.

As the capability to produce low-cost LSI circuits has improved,

the number of peripheral chips required for system implementation

has dropped rapidly, and there has been an increasing effort to

define and develop standard interface elements for many machine-

machine interfaces. The number of small and medium complexity

packaged circuits required for microcomputer system implementation

has decreased by roughly an order of magnitude, dropping from thirty

or more in 1972 to three or four in 1977. These peripheral functions

will likely become still more consolidated and standardized, and

many will become an integral part of the microcomputer chip itself.

2.5.2 High Performance Analog Circuits.4
Efforts to develop high-performance analog circuits began

in the mid-1960s. From 1965 until 1972 most efforts concentrated

on operational amplifiers, which rapidly evolved through at least

three product generations. The early 709 design was replaced with

the 741 which has since given way to a variety of designs using FET

input stages, complementary npn-pnp structures, and feeaforward
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£ techniques to improve the bandwidth available (35). Unity

gain frequgncies above 10 MHz are available from these monolithic

designs. Many of the applications for these components have been

in communications equipment, including active filters.

About 1972, the monolithic phase-locked loop emerged as a

general purpose analog component and, together with the area of

data converters, shifted the focus of analog activity away from

operational amplifiers. Phase-locked loops (36), consisting of

I switch-type phase comparators, a low pass filter, and a voltage

controlled oscillator, quickly found a wide variety of applications

in telecommunications, including frequency division, frequency

(multiplication, AM and FM demodulation, and signaling (tone and

* frequency-shift-keyed detection). Monolithic loops have substantially

* improved their frequency response range, which now extends to 50

MHz. Specific applications will be mentioned in Section 3.

The area of analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters

has recently been the focus of a great deal of work in the electronics

industry and is a key element in the implementation of a variety of

electronic systems. The requirements on such converters include

high speed, high accuracy, and low cost, and efforts to satisfy

these requirements have motivated the joining of high precision

analog technology with a batch-process production environment.

Since data conversion is so important to the terminal area of tele-

(communications, it will be described here in greater detail, while

*Section 3 will deal with specific applications.
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A simple current-mode digital-to-analog converter (DAC) is 1

illustrated in Figure 2.19. A signal voltage repesented as a

digital n-bit word is to be converted into an analog form. Each

bit of the digital representation is used to control a switch which

directs current from a reference level into either the summing node

of an operational amplifier or into ground. Since the summing node

is at a virtual ground, the circuit avoids RC time constants and

voltage settling problems and develops an output voltage

Se o =-VREF (1/2 e + 1/2 e2 + /8 e3  ... -2e)

.- where ei, the ith input bit, is either 0 or 1 depending on the

input binary word. This relatively simple approach to digital-to-

analog conversion has been used for most DAC applications although

actual implementations are more complex than that illustrated. The

output voltage can represent the desired analog signal to within

one-half of the least significance bit (LSB) (+ 1/2 LSB) so that

the resolution of the converter is

Resolution - + 1/2 LSB - + (1/2) n+1

For an eight-bit converter (n - 8) we have 256 possible output

levels and a resolution of + 1 part in 512. For twelve bits (the

present state-of-the-monolithic-art), the resolution is 1 part in

8192 (nearly ± 0.01 percent). Achieving this resolution in a batch

process has presented a formidable challenge to the industry which

has been met to a considerable degree.
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A Current-Mode Digital-to-Analog Converter
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The realization of the DAC shown functionally in Figure 2.19 as

a monolithic chip involves the realization of four key elements in

precise and stable form: 1) the resistive ladder network, which

weights the respective currents in a binary fashion, 2) the bit

* switches, 3) the summing amplifiers, and 4) the voltage reference.

*The ladder network has been a prime focus for work, since the

relative scaling of the resistors determines the resolution and

- relative accuracy of the DAC. Both binarily-weighted and R-2R

* ladder networks have been used employing diffused, ion-implanted,

or thin-film resistor technologies (37, 38). Thin-film Si-Cr

" resistors have been used for many high-accuracy DACs and have

exhibited absolute and tracking temperature coefficients of

-30 ppm/OC and + I ppm/OC, respectively (38). Ladder networks for

* converters having accuracies greater than eight bits must be trimmed,

and laser trimming (39) has proved a valuable production technique

in the realization of high performance DACs. The selective shorting

Zener diodes to allow permanent one-time adjustment of ladder

accuracy is a second technique now in use (40). Using segmented

organizations, resolution levels as high as 12 bits have been

achieved without trims (41).

- The monolithic bit switches used to steer the bit currents in

* the DAC must be carefully designed to maintain the accuracy of the

ladder over the operating voltage and temperature range of the

*- part. Both the binary attenuation of equal currents and the binary
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weighting of bit currents are used (37) as well as combinations

of the twofapproaches. Similarly, the summing amplifier represents

an analog component whose dynamic response and linearity are

important in achieving high performance from the converter.

The voltage reference represents a final element whose stability

* is crucial to the absolute accuracy and stability of the DAC.

These references in the past have been separate from the DAC chip

but their integration as part of the monolithic DAC is increasingly

1 feasible. Recent developments in band-gap (42) and buried Zener

*(43) voltge references, some using on-chip heaters to stabilize the

" chip temperature in the face of ambient temperature fluctuations,

( have produced references stable to better than 0.5 ppm/OC in the

!! ambient. A variety of monolithic self-contained DACs should be

* available at the twleve-bit level by 1980. Comments on anticipated

accuracy, speed, and cost will be given in the sections below.

* Integration of the DAC on the processor chip itself is now occurring

(1978) in microcomputers aimed at the control area.

While most digital-to-analog converters are derived from a

common resistive-ladder approach such as that shown in Figure 2.19,

the approaches used for analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) have
4

been diverse. The approaches have ranged from open-loop techniques

such as analog-to-frequency, analog-to-pulse width, and simultaneous

(parallel) conversion to closed-loop techniques such as ramp-and-

(- counter, successive approximation, and dual or triple-ramp methods.
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Each technique represents a slightly different compromise among

speed (conversion time), accuracy (number of bits), and complexity

(cost). Simultaneous converters have operated at speeds in excess

of 100 MHz (44) but are limited in accuracy to less than eight bits

- by the required circuit complexity. They are also very expensive.

Dual ramp converters require relatively modest complexity but are

also relatively slow, with 2 n+
l clock cycles required for an n-bit

conversion. For a 5 MHz clock, the conversion time is more than 400

Usec for a ten-bit ADC. Such converters are widely used in digital

panel meters.

The successive approximation technique represents a tradeoff

among speed, accuracy, and complexity which is appropriate for many

instrument applications. This technique is shown in Figure 2.20.

An analog signal is presented to the converter and a START signal

from the processor initiates the conversion process. The most

significant bit (MSB) is set to one and the other bits are set to

zero, defining a level at half or full scale. These bit settings

are used as inputs to a DAC, which produces the selected analog

level. This level is compared with the analog input, and if the

input is greater, the MSB remains set at one; if not, the MSB is

set to zero. The next-most significant bit is next set to one and

the analog signal generated is again compared with the analog input,

and if the input is greater, the MSB remains set at one; if not,
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the MSB is set to zero. The next-most significant bit is next set

to one and the analog signal generated is again compared with the

analog input to determine the proper next-most significant bit

setting. Successively, each remaining bit is set to one, the input

is tested, and the proper bit state is determined. Thus, the

successive approximation ADC requires a DAC, a comparator, and some

. sequencing logic. The conversion time is equal to n DAC conversion

- times plus n comparator delays for an n-bit ADC. In present

technology this corresponds to 20-40 psec for 10 bits.

The ADC area has been extremely active during the past five

-* years. With the introduction of monolithic designs to replace

earlier hybrid circuits, prices have fallen by nearly an order of

magnitude. Fully dozens of different approaches have been tried

and innovation in this area continues. Approaches using switched-

capacitor arrays (45, 46) have conserved chip area and appear

especially compatible with integration on the microcomputer chip

itself. The diversity of approaches to analog-to-digital conversion

makes forecasts of future performance difficult; however, general

trends are discussed in the sections below for converters having

*conversion times below 40 psec and accuracies of ten to twelve

bits. Since DACs are a component part of at least one such form of

ADC, they are not forecast separately.

II
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The accuracy of monolithic data converters has improved

dramaticalfy-in the past five years. Digital-to-analog converters

evolved from six-bit designs, announced in 1971, to ten-bits in

1973, and in 1977 attained twelve-bits in monolithic form. Analog-

to-digital converters have improved in accuracy in a similar fashion.

ADCs capable of resolving at the sixteen-bit level have been

reported, although these converters are not in fully monolithic

form and are very slow. For successive approximation ADCs with

conversion times less than 100 Us, we are now at the ten to twelve-

bit level in accuracy.

Figure 2.21 shows the likely growth in converter accuracy

(number of bits) for the remainder of this century. A converter

offering speed comparable to today's successive approximation ADCs

is assumed although beyond the very near term (1980) it is probable

L. that some alternative technique may be used. In view of the extreme

stability required as accuracy and resolution increase and the

difficulty in maintaining stability over temperature, the growth in

available accuracy is expected to slow considerably in the future,

with fourteen-bits available in the early 80s and relatively little

subsequent progress. As microprocessor capabilities improve,

however, it is possible that recalibration within the end system

may ease some of the stability requirements in achieving high-

accuracy conversion. An additional factor slowing growth may well

be the market demand for such high accuracies.
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Anticipated Accuracy for Monolithic Analog-to-Digital Converters
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The speed (conversion time) of an ADC depends strongly on the

conversion technique employed, and it is likely that a number of

new techniques will be used in the future. If successive approximation

is selected as representative of a present technique popular for

many instrumentation and control applications, we can, however,

forecast anticipated improvements in conversion time for this

approach. As node capacitance decreases with reduced lithographic

dimensions and, perhaps, with the application of dielectric isolation,

speed improvements can be anticipated, resulting in the conversion

time forecast shown in Figure 2.22. Greater improvements are anti-

. cipated in speed than in accuracy for these converters, and speed

is expected to be a more sensitive function of conversion technique.

For the successive approximation approach, speed is a linear function

of the desired accuracy (number of bits), and at the ten-bit level,

much of the present cost penalty as compared with slower techniques

should soon disappear.

The cost of a converter is directly related to its yield at a

given accuracy level. Figure 2.23 shows the anticipated cost of a

successive-approximation ten-bit converter over time. While present

ADCs of this type are relatively expensive compared with micro-

processors, prices should drop below the ten dollar level during

the early 1980s. In the near-term, at least, prices should change

by a factor of roughly two for every two-bits of resolution added

or deleted from the converter.(
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Anticipated Decline in ADC Cost as a
Function of Time
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2.6 Hardware Design and Software Considerations

As microcomputer-based stored-program intelligence is incor-

porated into more and more systems and as the complexity of system

* developments grows, the significance of tradeoffs between hardware

and software also increase. In systems having a fixed program and

which are marketed in high volume such as input-output terminals,

the portion of development cost attributed to software may be

substantial, but as a component of the final system cost, software

will be nearly negligible since hardware costs are repeated with

each unit manufactured while software costs are not recurring. For

large systems subject to frequent program modifications and sold in

lower volumes, software costs may be wholly dominant in relation to

hardware. For a wide range of intermediate systems, both hardware

and software are important and the designer faces a spectrum of

choices in trying to decide whether to implement a given function

as hardware, ROM-based firmware, or software. This section will

briefly discuss developments in hardware and software design which

* are becoming increasingly important in the creation of new systems.

Throughout the 1960s and 70s, the semiconductor industry grappled

with the problem of process technology -- how to implement a given

circuit in silicon. The circuit itself (and its application area

and function) was typically well defined if only a means could be

found to integrate it with low resulting cost and accepably high

performance. During the late 60s, the industry struggled with the

problem of increasing specialization with increasing chip size.

@
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4. As functions became more complex they also became more specialized,

the market was reduced, and the economies of large scale integration

*-i were lost. The microcomputer solved this problem, at least tem-

* porarily, but by the late 70s the problem had surfaced again. With

entire systems on one chip, the component manufacturers were forced

i" into the systems world and the difficult problems of product defini-

* tion and market development. It is now relatively clear that with

the possible exception of semiconductor memory, the problem of

deciding what to put on the chip has surpassed the problem of how

to do it. The real challenge of VLSI may well come in the area of

product definition and design and not in process development. In

telecommunications, market volumes are enormous and this is one(
reason that major benefits from VLSI in telecommunications can be

expected. As in other areas, component and systems companies must

interact closely to ensure that the optimum solutions are found to

the right problems. This is a real challenge in telecommunications

but one which is now being met to an increasing degree.

A companion to the increasing difficulty of VLSI product

definition, and the factor responsible for some of its importance,

is the rapidly escalating development costs for VLSI systems. As

pointed out by Moore (47, 48), in 1959 the product definition,

design, and layout time required for a planar transistor was about

0.4 man-hours per month, whereas in 1978 for the 8086 microprocessor

( it was 184, and in 1980 for the next-generation processor it is
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expected to be well over 300 man-hours per month. The definition/

* design costs are doubling every two years and this, combined with a

doubling every two years in chip complexity, results in a nearly

constant cost per element to define, design and layout a VLSI

circuit. While computer aids can help the design and layout areas,

software and its development is also an increasingly important part

of the design problem. The development of future VLSI chips will

be an expensive proposition in which mistakes in definition, design,

or layout are proportionally more critical than in the past. These.

areas are the real challenges of VLSI.

'Expected developments in software are discussed in detail else-

where (1). Major changes are occurring and these changes are

expected to make software easier to develop, debug, understand, and

alter. As memory cost decreases, the emphasis is shifting from 0

memory efficiency to user efficiency through top-down design

approaches and modularity. Structured programming, upward

compatibility of software, and the use of ROM-based firmware for

standard routines are expected to ease the problems of software

development and decrese the cost per instruction. Use of on-chip

compiliers to allow the user to interface with the machine in a task-

oriented high level language instead of at the machine or assembly
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language level will do much to ease the man-machine interface

- problem. Tbus, software is expected to benefit substantially from

hardware improvements, while software will provide the hardware

with flexibility and the ability to perform many complex tasks with

a single component.

2.7 System Implications of VLSI Technology

Past sections have examined the implications of VLSI technology

for a variety of components, including microcomputers, memory, and

' some peripheral circuits. While great progress has been achieved

in the past in these areas, still greater progress has been forecast

for the future. In this section, the impact of these component

( developments on VLSI systems will be discussed. It is at the system

level where component improvements impact the user, and it is at

this level where the real significance of VLSI must be measured.

While there will be a great many different applications for

VLSI technology, most of these applications can be grouped into a

few broad areas. A prevous study (1) examined instrumentation and

data processing applications by defining the features of a represen-

tative system of each type and then forecasting the costs, speed,

power, size, and weight of that system as a function of time. This

section will summarize and review the results of that study. The

instrumentation system is very similar to a telecommunications

*terminal and the data processing system would serve equally well as

( the control section of an electronic switching system so these

examples are not irrelevant to the present study.
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2.7.1 The Impact of VLSI on Instrumentation and Control

* The system considered here is an airborne instrumentation

system, measuring and displaying such information as altitude, rate

of climb, optimum power/fuel settings, flight diagnostics, aircraft

operating parameters, and aircraft position relative to the ground.

The system is illustrated in Figure 2.24, and consists of a display

- screen, a 262 K-bit display memory and controller, a 64 K-bit

program memory (ROM), a small 4 K-bit data memory (RAM), and a 4 M-

.Af bit bulk memory.

In this system, speed must be measured in terms of the functions

the system performs. Three functions examined are the times required

. for a display change, for data retrieval and formatting for interface

* with the ground, and for reading and interpreting an analog sensor.

*The forecast time requirements for these functions are shown in

Figure 2.25 as a function of the technology-year used. The line

transfer time is composed of one bulk memory access time, approxi-

*0 mately 600 CPU cycles, one serial memory access time, and the time

to transfer 512 bits to the CRT refresh memory. The microcomputer

assumed for this system assumes an MOS microprocessor, making it

*$ relatively slow in near term, but also lower in power, size, and

cost. For the bulk memory, a disk is used until the early 1980s

when it is replaced by a bubble memory. In 1975, a line transfer

* was estimated at 12.1 msec and was composed of a 10 msee bulk

S
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Block Diagram of a VLSI Instrumentation System
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Response Times for the VLSI Instrumentation System
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memory access, 1.5 msec of CPU time, 0.5 msec of data transfer,

o

and 0.1 msec to access the CRT refresh memory. For a full screen

change, 530 msec was required and was almost entirely attributed to

data transfer, assuming this could occur at 1 M-bit/sec. It is

noted that the bulk memory speeds here are optimistic. The 1979

-Intel 7112 bubble memory has an average access time of 20 msec and

a maximum data rate of 200 KHz. A faster data rate could probably

be achieved using several smaller memories with outputs interleaved.

* The data interface time is dominated by the CPU instruction

cycle. Assuming a 1975 MOS instruction cycle of 2.5 psec, 20

instructions per message byte, and 100 bytes per message, the data

( interface (formatting) time is estimated at 5 msec in 1975 and

* about 1.5 msec in 1980. Considering the expanded instruction sets

and factor of three improvement in instruction cycles, progress in

11' this area has closely followed the forecast curve.

The time to read and interpret an analog sensor is composed of

.an estimated 50 CPU instruction cycles and a 10-bit analog-to-

digital conversion. In 1975, these were taken as 125 psec and 40

psec, respectively, for a total read time of 165 psec. As with the

other speed measures, this operation is expected to improve by a

factor of more than 100 during this century.

I 0

(
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The expected power of this instrumentation system is forecast

* in Figure 2.26. As shown in the figure, the microcomputer has a

*negligible contribution to system power, which is dominated by the

bulk memory and the display. The 20 watts assumed for the 1980

bubble memory is in close agreement with the power requirements of

the Intel IMB-IO board. It is noted that little progress is seen

in decreasing system power requirements, largely because display

- power is not expected to change significantly.

System volume is shown in Figure 2.27, where again the contri-

bution of the microcomputer is negligible. The most noticeable

* drop in size occurs with the adoption of a bubble memory and plasma

display panel. Otherwise, the system size is nearly constant. It

is noted that the system features could expand considerably in the

same space during the forecast period since the microcomputer does

not contribute significantly to the total system size. System

weight closely parallels system volume (1).

* System cost is shown in Figure 2.28 along with the relative

size of its component parts. While the microcomputer is again a

minor contributor, each of the other categories is significant.

* This study (1) assumed the estimated 1975 design costs of $200,000

would be recovered with the first 1000 systems. For telecommunica-

tions terminals, the design costs might be higher but-so would the
a
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Power Consumption Forecast for the VLSI Instrumentation System
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system volume Forecast for the VLSI Instrumentation System
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System Cost Forecast for the VLSI Instrumentation System
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market, resulting in a possibly lower design component over the

*[ product life. While the cost of this system probably declines

by no more than a factor of three or four over the next twenty

years, the cost is dominated by peripherals (display, bulk memory,

power supplies), and the system features could be expanded sub-

stantially with little change in cost.

As this study shows, the sophisticated capabilities of future

instrumentation and input-output devices will be made possible by

VLSI technology and microcomputers; however, the microcomputer will

not contribute significantly to the speed, power, size, weight, or

cost of the system, which will be much more dependent on peripheral

devices, e.g., bulk memory and displays. While these devices are

expected to improve substantially as the result of the exploding

telecommunications market, they will nonetheless continue to pace

the rate of progress in terminals and instrumentation systems.

2.7%2 The Impact of VLSI on Data Processing Systems

* lWhile instrumentation and input-output terminals are

heavily dependent on many supporting technologies in addition to

microcomputers, data processing systems lie at the opposite end of

4 the scale, being heavily dependent on VLSI. Electronic switching

systems are expected to follow the pattern of data processing

systems closely, especially as time-division organizations expand.

* The only major exception will be in the line interface area, where

some of the components will be slow to follow VLSI trends.
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The data processing system designed in the previous work (1)

was equivalent to an Amdahl 470 or IBM 370 machine, with approximately

200,000 gates in the CPU and 32 M-bits of read-write high-speed

memory. Bulk memory and input-output devices were not considered

in this study.

Speed in this system was measured in millions of instructions

per second (MIPS), with approximately 160 gate delays per higher-

level instruction. The speed forecast for the VLSI data processing

system is shown in Figure 2.29. While in 1975, the VLSI system is

* slower by a factor of 20 when compared with large machines, by the

- late 1980s the VLSI system has surpassed the speed of 1975 machines.

Were it not for power requirements, the processor could likely be

realized on a single chip before 1990. System power is shown in

Figure 2.30. CPU power is constant at 20 watts, while system speed

increases. System power is determined by the high-speed read-write
AL

memory (RAM), which is assumed 25 percent active. Memory size is

taken as less than the state-of-the-art by a factor of four and

power is increased to reflect the emphasis on speed. For example,

the 1985 system uses a 64 K-bit memory with a power per chip of 1.5

watts. The 64 K-bit chip should be widely-used industry standard

by 1985, but power dissipation, even including the high speed

requirement (effective CPU macroinstruction cycle is then 130 nsec),

will likely be less than one watt per chip so that this power fore-

" cast is probably conservative by a factor of two to four. By the

late 1980s, the VLSI power dissipation should be several hundred

times less than the large machine of 1975.
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In size and weight, the VLSI machine is significantly below the

levels of present machines. Size decreases (1) from an estimated

16 cubic feet (1975) to 1 cubic foot by the mid-1980s, while system

weight decreases in similar proportion, reaching 20 pounds by the

mid-80s.

The cost of the VLSI data processing system is shown in Figure

2.31. Cost is dominated by the memory, which is expected to

decline rapidly. The CPU cost, assuming high market volumes, could

be less than $50 by 1990. Clearly, in the data processing area,

large amounts of processing capability will be available in relatively

small packages and at low cost. This will be of great significance

to the design and organization of future electronic switching

systems for use in telecommunications.

2
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Speed in the VLSI Data Processing System
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Power Requirements of the VLSI Data Processing System
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Cost of the VLSI Data Processing System
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Chapter Three

Input-Output Devices

3. Input-Output Devices in Future Telecommunications Systems

To the telecommunications user, the input-output device is

the most visible portion of the overall communications system. It

is his interface to the network and in a real sense defines the

features he may expect from the system. To many users, it is the

* system, since improvements in switching and transmission are largely

- transparent to the casual user. Historically, input-output devices

( have evolved slowly. The most common of such devices is of course

the telephone, which has changed very little since its birth in

1876. It was, and still is, a low-cost voice-only terminal of

limited bandwidth. While its internal structure has evolved to

become more compact and less expensive, its overall function remains

unchanged. Improvements such as direct dialing and multifrequency

signaling (e.g. Touch-Tone*) have evolved more as the result of
,4

central office (switching) needs than from pressure in the input-

output area itself. The attempt to significantly expand the input-

output (terminal) junction through the addition of two-way picture

transmission (i.e., Picture-Phone*) was largely unsuccessful due

to both cost and user acceptance. The addition of video to the

audio communication link alone was simply not an attractive enough

(feature for most users to justify its cost, and for some it was an

*•American Telephone and Telegragh Company
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a

undesirable addition. Only in the business community was any

market penetration achieved and even there, the service was perhaps

premature during the 1960s.

During the 1970s, the situation in the terminal area began to

change and change with increasing speed. The changes began in the

business/professional sector as a direct result of the rapid

advances in computer technology. With the proliferation of micro-

computers, the number of intelligent machines to be communicated

with exploded, and the number of terminal equipment manufacturers

soared. These terminals were oriented toward data, not voice, and

were principally for man-machine interaction. They combined a key-

board, printer, input tape reader, and in many cases a cathode ray

tube (CRT) display screen. Equipment designs have evolved rapidly

and substantial reductions in size and cost have occurred. These

terminals have not proliferated beyond the business community and -

into the home via the hobby market. As computer services have

proliferated, the demand for data communications between distant

machines or terminals has increased spectacularly. This communi-

cations need has been met using the telephone network and an

add-on modem (modulator/demodulator) to translate the data into a

form suitable for transniission. In spite of relatively rapid

developments in data terminals, the telephone has remained readily

identifiable and largely unchanged as the principal interface with

the telephone telecommunications network. However, this situation

is now beginning to change and many are predicting an explosion of

ACUMENICS
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new features in telecommunications terminals during the 1980s,

which will merge the telephone and data set functions into super-

terminals for both business and the home.

As the result of several regulatory decisions over the past 15

years, it has become relatively easy to interconnect an increasingly

wide variety of devices to the telephone network. This network,

whi.e still referred to as a 'telephone' network, is already sub-

stantially involved in non-telephone traffic and hereafter will

simply be referred to as the 'telecommunications network'. Some

add-on devices, such as automatic answering systems, have already

penetrated the home market substantially. In the future, however,

( major changes in the terminal area can be expected. First, it is

unlikely that the telephone as we know it will disappear or change

its basic form or function during the next forty years. It offers

AL a basic service for which there will be a continuing need in both

developed and developing nations. Extension phones, already a

convenience in many homes, are also unlikely to disappear. Never-

theless, even the telephone is undergoing substantial internal

changes. These redesigns are largely motivated by switching needs

rather than anything in the input-output area itself. The trend

toward digital switching and transmission has great advantages for

both these areas and makes it desirable to translate voice infor-

mation into a serial bit stream at the telephone so that (class 5)

end offices can go digital along with the toll network. Also, the

power and ringing requirements of the familiar '500-set' telephone

ACUMENICS
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* have been a major factor preventing the adoption of low-cost solid

state technology in local switching offices. The development of a

solid-state tone-ringing telephone is underway and its deployment

in new systems is likely during the 1980s. It will have more

impact in the switching area than any other single development. In

the terminal area, however, the telephone will not appear radically

different in size, performance, or cost.

In parallel with the development of the solid-state digital

telephone, revolutionary developments in much more diverse communi-

cation centers for business and the home can be expected. These

terminal centers will be modular and will represent a merge of

communications, control and entertainment functions, only a few of

which are now available individually (1-3). Such centers will

combine television, home and commercial movies, games, newspaper

and library access, mail, radio and recorded music, environmental

control, security, financial and other record keeping, funds

transfer, and general computing functions. How many of these

*features will find widespread application in the home during the

next forty years will depend on developments in a wide variety of

4 areas, but certainly many of them will. Television, radio, and

stereophonic sound are already widespread on an individual basis.

Video games and cassette-based movies are available and starting

4 to effect major market penetration. Home hobby computers are

powerful and efficient for many applications and home calculators,

now common, are growing in sophistication and features. So far,

i
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most of these features are independent of each other. As more and

more featurep become desired by an increasing market segment,

however, some will naturally combine (e.g., television, video

cassettes, video games). Others will become modular add-ons to a

core facility so that some portions of the facility can be shared.

Probably, the market will support both modules and stand-alone

systems as it has in the stereo equipment industry. With the

growing sophistication of features and equipment, the development

of standardized interface protocols will be of major importance.

Control functions such as environmental control, power manage-

ment, and home security are dependent on the home computer, a

( variety of peripheral devices, and probably on an interface to the

broader telecommunications network for billing, remote control,

and other functions. In an increasingly energy-conscious society,

there will be substantial motivation to develop such systems on the

part of both the utilities and individual users. Such procedures

have already been designed into some new office buildings, and over

the next forty years it is likely they will permeate most, if not

all, homes. These systems will conserve energy and make energy

distribution more predictable and manageable. substantial policy

questions over the degree to which control is taken out of the

hands of the user will have to be settled.

Many of the more significant communications developments for

the home will require substantial amounts of information flow over

ACUMENICS
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the telecommunications network, eithier broadcast or wired. Newspaper

and library access as well as electronic funds transfer, electronic

mail, teleconferencing, and remote shopping are in these categories.

These features will likely exert a significant impact on travel and

energy usage, and are of direct concern to organizations such as

the FAA. Most of these functions are being seriously considered or

* developed at this time, and a few are available on a very limited

scale. Their widespread deployment before 2020 is likely, although

substantial problems remain to be overcome. The codification of

information in an electronically retrievable form, even if only on

retrievable microfilm, is a job which could extend beyond the 21st

Century.

Several information retrieval systems are in limited service

today, the most advanced being teletext and viewdata systems.

Teletext is a broadcast system in which the digitized information

. is transmitted on two normally unused lines of the vertical TV

I blanking signal. Information is cyclically repeated. The televi-

sion receiver grabs the page of interest, stores it locally, and

subsequently displays it on command. The information is grouped

4 into a limited number of specific categories from which users select

by entering a numerical code on a keypad. The system is basically

non-interactive, and since the number of unused transmission

lines in the television transmission format is limited7 so is the

total data content. Nevertheless, a considerable amount of infor- )
mation could be made available using this approach. Twenty-five

I
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Af- pages of a standard newspaper require less than 0.5 seconds to

transmit art TV broadcast rates so that even using only two lines

* per frame, the cycle time (user access time) for a block of data

this size is on the order of a minute or less. The system is

relatively simple, using already-available transmission facilities

for television, the available television display, and allowing the

user considerable control over the capabilities of his system via

the display size and memory size for page of storage purchased. A

variety of user-selected options (e.g., hard copy) are feasible for

* such systems, which are limited in scope but a likely replacement

for newspapers before the 21st Century.

( View-data systems rely on digitally-stored information,

organized as pages, which are modulated onto an audio-frequency

carrier and transmitted over a telephone channel. The user

' indicates the information desired via a numerical code. The view-

data system is basically interactive, with the range of information

* available limited only by the size of the database. The system is

wired and subscriber requests are transmitted at 75 bits per second

(bps) in most present systems (2). Data is sent to the subscriber

at 1200 bps so that a page of information can be accessed in a few

seconds. The view-data approach is more general than teletext, but

its broad usage is clearly dependent cp the capabilities of the

broader telecommunications network. The eventual system used for

telecommunication, electronic mail, and electronic funds transfer

in the 21st Century will likely be a merge of the teletext and
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* view-data approaches with general information of interest to many

subscribers broadcast and personal information wired. The reali-

zation of local fiberoptic transmission facilities will play an

important role in the extension of viewdata from text-only into

-.personalized video displays for two-way communication, shopping,

and other applications.

The general communications/entertainment terminal center of

the future can be divided into a number of specific sections as

shown in Figure 3.1. In the control complex, a sophisticated

microcomputer, equivalent to a large minicomputer of today, will

*direct the system. This computer will be realized using VLSI

technology and will utilize a non-volatile program memory (ROM)

containing from 100,000 to a million or more bits of dedicated

code, a high speed random access memory (RAM), and a bulk storage

memory of slower speed but having many megabits of storage capa-

city. One or more codecs (coder-decoders) and other information-

formatting chips will accomplish the analog-digital conversion

functions and satisfy the network interface requirements. A

variety of intelligent sensors and actuators will also interface

with the control complex for purposes of environmental control,

power management, and security.

The input and output sections employ many similar media. Both

interact with the network over a two-way data link, which should

probably be more properly termed an information channel since it

ACUMENICS
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( Elements of a Communication/Entertainment Center of the Future

INPUT FUNCTIONS CONTROL FUNCTIONS OUTPUT FUNCTIONS

Remote data link Microcomputer Remote data link

(network interface) (network interface)

Local Voice Program memory Voice and Music

Local Magnetic Store Bulk Storage Local Magnetic Storage

'Scene and Graphics Codec Video Display ScreenC• (Video)

Keyboard entry Specialized Printer (hard copy)
interface
devices

.I[

(Figure 3.1
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will handle voice as well as data. Additional inputs will be

- derived from magnetic tape (data, voice, or video), a keyboard, a

live video camera and local voice. In the long term, voice will

*not only be transmitted directly, but will also be recognized and

interpreted in the terminal itself to allow a variety of voice

commands. The output modes will involve sound and visual (CRT)

display as well as more permanent media such as tape and printed

copy. While most of these media are available today, the cost of

such facilities is prohibitive except in a relatively small number

of installations where it is possible to share the equipment over

many users. The major change over the next few decades in terminal

equipment will be that as network-derived services expand, the cost

of such equipment will decline to the point where it will be

affordable in the home.

In the remainder of this chapter, several key areas of signi- 4

ficance in terminal equipment are examined in detail. Expected

progress in this area is then expressed in quantitative terms.

3.1 Input-Output Terminal Control

Most of the components needed to control the communica-

tions center shown in Figure 3.1 were discussed in detail in

Section 2. Microprocessors costing less than fifty dollars and

capable of controlling such a communications/entertainment complex

are probably available today and will certainly be available and

less expensive by 1985. Semiconductor memory (ROM and RAM) for
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program and high-speed data storage is rapidly increasing in

density and should be available at 5.2 K-bits/chip (ROM) and 256K-

bits/chip (RAM) in 1985, with a cost of 10 cents/K-bit or less.

The most promising candidate for non-volatile mass storage of

information requiring relatively fast access is the magnetic bubble

memory, and megabit chips are available today. By 1985, higher bit

,. densities should be available and memory cost, which is still rela-

- tively high (more than 100 cents/K-bit) should have fallen between

one and two orders of magnitude. It is noted that actual memory

*: prices reflect the balance between supply and demand and could fall

more slowly if the present supply shortages relative to demand

*persist. For the general control area, however, it is virtually

certain that the VLSI chips needed for future communications

terminals will be available before 1990.

C LIn addition to the microcomputer itself, a variety of special

purpose chips implementing functions unique to telecommunications

will be required as part of the control complex. These chips will

handle information formatting, interface protocols, some filtering,

and other functions. They will require a mix between analog and

digital circuitry, high integration levels, high precision, and

probably high speed. Many of the needed functions are'now being

integrated, and the first round of resulting chips has been

described (1,4-6). Of the many needed functions to be realized in

monolithic form, probably the most important to the development of(
digital input-output devices is the codec. These devices have

ACUMENICS
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recently been the focus of widespread development efforts (6,7)

and since they represent a blend of the high precision analog and

. digital requirements characteristic of future telecommunications

systems, they will be used as an example and discussed in greater

detail.

Codecs are basically two-way analog-to-digital/digital-to-

" analog converters. They are needed to convert the basic analog

speech format into a digitally encoded series of bits. Since toll

transmission over trunks was the first portion of the network to

go digital, codecs first found application in channel banks such

as the Bell System D3, which interfaces with the network. These

* codecs are relatively expensive and are therefore shared over

several lines. With the realization of monolithic codecs which

meet the high performance specifications of the D3 channel bank,

costs have come down to the point where codecs are being applied

" in local switches and PABXs (private automatic branch exchanges)

and are seriously being considered for inclusion in the telephone

*@ itself.

Figure 3.2 shows the codec as it might be applied in a PABX

or central office (CO). The telephone interfaces with the network

through a line interface circuit which provides supervision,

battery feed, and ringing access to the telephone. The analog

voice signal is passed by the bidirectional line interface to a

hybrid which splits the transmission path into two unidirectional

* ACUMENICS
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Use of a Monolithic Single-Chip
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Codec in a Digital PABX or Central Office (7). The codec and
other components shown may evolve into the telephone itself,
permitting digital local subscriber loops.

Figure 3.2

(
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paths. In the transmit direction, the voice signal is first band

limited by a low pass filter with a sharp cutoff at 4 kHz, which

is known to permit sufficient voice fidelity. As shown by the

Nyquist sampling theorum, any bandlimited analog signal can be

reconstructed in its entirety if sampled at a rate at least twice

its highest frequency. Accordingly, the codec samples the filtered

* voice signal at an 8kHz rate (one sample every 125 Usec). The

codec performs an 8-bit analog-to-digital conversion on each

sample and inserts the encoded sample into a time slot in the

digital transmission bus. In the receive direction, the process

is reversed. A digital sample is extracted from the transmission

bus'and an 8-bit digital-to-analog conversion is performed. The

quasi-analog sample is smoothed by a second filter and fed to the

user.

Figure 3.3 shows one design for a single-chip in greater

detail. A single DAC is time shared between the encode and decode

functions, operating as part of a succcessive approximation ADC

in the encode mode. With an allowed sample interval per channel

of ony 125 usec, ADC conversion time is no problem if the succes-

sive approximation technique is used and the codec is used on a

dedicated per line basis. Of greater concern, however, have been

the cost and power dissipation of the per line codec. With the

continued development of CMOS designs, per line codecs hould be

very low in power and economically practical for use in the input-

output device itself. Shared codecs allow cost and power to be

6
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( Block Diagram of a Single-Chip Codec (1)
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divided over the number of lines served but also require that the

effective sample interval be reduced. For a codec shared over 24

voice channels, the ADC conversion time would have to be less than

* 5 psec, which is too fast for present technology but should be

available by 1985. If codec economics alone were the deciding

factor, then the shared approach would be preferred; however, the

advantages in extending digital transmission to the local sub-

scriber loops may justify the per channel approach, particularly

in conjunction with fiberoptics.

The sampled voice signals are coded in the pulse-code-

modulated (PCM) format used by the transmission network. The

encoding is not linear but corresponds to a piecewise-linear

(segmented) approximation to the analytic U-255 logarithmic

companding law (8). Two approximations are recognized -- the

segmented U-255 law and the segmented A-law. The V-law is used in

North America, while the A-law is used in Europe. Differences are

relatively minor and most codec manufacturers provide both types.

Both laws approximate the logarithmic curve by a series of eight

segments on either side of the origin, with each segment having

sixteen equal steps. For p-law devices, the step size doubles in

size from one segment to the next going away from the origin, while

for A-law devices this is modified slightly in that the first two

segments on either side of the origin have the same step size (7,9).

Thus, the resolution of the conversion is high for low-amplitude )
signals but is reduced at high amplitudes. The signal amplitude

ACUMENICS
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(

,a is encoded in an 8-bit PCM format consisting of a sign bit, three

bits representing the segment, and four bits representing the

number of steps within that segment. Figure 3.4 summarizes the

commercial PCM formats used.

The codec is the key element needed for the realization of

an all-digital network. As Figure 3.3 shows, it can be realized

by combining digital logic with one or more DACs to allow the

encode/decode functions to be performed. In terms of speed, the

~ . ADC process is limiting, and the forecasts provided in Section 2

relative to ADC speed are applicable to codecs. While the accuracy

of the ADC is relatively low for high signal levels, for low

( signals the required resolution in the first segment is comparable

to 12 or 13 bits for a linear converter. This is achievable in

present monolithic designs. Codec cost will be influenced by its

. j. complexity and its volume. Most present die sizes are in the 20-

35,000 square mil range (7), and future designs should reduce this

substantially. For the basic codec function, where volumes should

be very high, chip cost can be expected to follow the curve shown

in Figure 2.23, possibly dropping below $5 by 1985. It is likely

that the codec chip will expand to include the input and output

filters, and designs using switched capacitor, CCD, and other

filtering approaches are being explored. These filters require

sharp cutoffs and very small passband ripple and are a challenge

in themselves; however, it is likely that monolithic designs canC
be realized which are less expensive then present active filters

ACUMENICS
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PCM Transmission Formats (2,9)

4 AU.

Per Step

A .U

SA7 A6 AS A4 A3 A2 Al AO
2 2 A.

. Per Step

Sign' Segmenlts Stepf

2 A. U.-- 4A.U. - Binary format of an
Per Stop Per Step
151 Steps 6,steps 8-bit companded PCM word.

Analog Input --

(0 Decision Levels-)

An illustration of the segmented
p-255 coding law near the origin.
The smallest segment on each side
of the origin contains only 15.5
intervals, while all other segments
contain 16 equal intervals (steps).
One analog unit (A.U.) is the
.magnitude of one half-step in the
smallest segment.

Commercial PCM Digital Formats

North American European

Sampling 8 kHz 8 kHz

* Bits/channel 8 8

Channel Capacity 64 kb 64 kb

Channels/frame 24 (24 voice + 32 (30 voice +
0 signaling) 2 signaling)

Bits/frame 193 (192 + 1 for 256
framing)

Encoding p-law A-law

Signaling Borrow LSB every Separate chanA
sixth frame (0 and 16)

Transmission mode/rate bipolar/l.544Mb/sec bipolar/2.048 i
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a2 (about $7 each), and by combining the filters with the codec, the

* resulting chjp will be attractive for per-line use. As a point of

comparison, the common 500-set telephone has a cost in the range

of fifteen dollars, so the cost sensitivity in a simple terminal

such as this is extreme, and the cost of new designs must be viewed

considering the overall system. For a more extensive communication/

entertainment center, the cost of the codec will be relatively

small. By 1990, all of the components for the control section of

such a center will be available and consistent in price with

applications in the home. Cost will likely be dominated by peri-

pherals such as displays and by the hardware associated with other

features such as speech recognition. These aspects of input-output

devices are discussed in the following sections.

3.2 Displays for Communications Terminals

One of the most important output devices for use in

telecommunications equipment is the visual display. Such displays

will remaain the dominant mode of presenting complex information to

the user. While the lowest-cost devices may remain limited to

alphanumeric formats, it is likely that fully graphic displays of

at least television quality will be the goal for most communica-

tions systems. In this section, the competing display technologies

at the present time are first described individually, followed by

specific comments relative to character and imaging displays.

(
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3.2.1 Display Technologies

The display area has been extremely active during

the past decade with a number of competing technologies in explor-

atory development. The diversity and number of these approaches

suggests some fragmentation of effort and the fact that no single

approach has been very effective in meeting the full range of

display needs. For aircraft and air traffic control (ATC) appli-

cations, there is a need for both character (alphanumeric) and

imaging displays. Important characteristics include high reli-

ability, low cost, small size, light weight, low input power, easy

interfacing with digital drive circuitry, low luminance noise, %,

suitable brightness under varying conditions of ambient lightin.

Some of the technologies under present development are primarily

for character displays while some are for panel imaging. Since

the requirements in these areas differ, they are discussed

separately following a description of the present competing techno-

logies. For more comprehensive, in-depth discussions of displays,

the reader is referred to several recent reviews (10-14). It

should be emphasized that the aircraft market for displays will not

have a significant impact on the development of display technol-
4

ogies, which will be oriented toward entertainment (including video

games) and the broader communications market.

The Cathode Ray Tube (CRT)

Although the CRT is among the oldest of the display devices,

it is unmatched in cost and quality for many applications and
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al remains the standard to which all other displays are compared. The

CRT is a vacuum device in which an electron beam is deflected over

* a screen coated with a luminescent phosphor. The beam deflection,

which is controlled by the input video signal, can be operated in

either a raster-scan or random-access mode. In raster scan, the

beam sweeps the entire display area line by line. This mode is

preferred for complex displays and TV-type imaging. The random-

access mode directs the beam only to those parts of the screen

where information is to be written, and is preferred for limited

- graphics and for character displays. In either case, the high

peak brightness and relatively long persistence of the phosphor

permits a high average brightness at scan rates of 1/30 second or

faster. This is important for cockpit displays, where ambient

light can approach 105 lm/m 2 . Tube phosphors have uniformity and

good dynamic range. Both black-and-white and color tubes are

widely available, and a great deal of work on each tube type

continues. Efforts in black-and-white CRTs have recently concen-

trated on improving deflection sensitivity and on improving the

writing speed. For high-resolution applications, tubes having

diameters of 11 inches and resolution exceeding 40 lines/mm are

available (15).

For airborne applications, the advantages of the CRT include

widespread availability, high brightness, relatively simple drive

requirements, and low cost. Its disadvantages include its rela-

tively large size and weight, and the high voltage required for
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* its operation. The CRT has a strong place in display technology

" .and handles most jobs very well. In spite of developments in

* alternative technologies, the CRT continues to supply tough compe-

*tition and is expected to be widely used for another decade or

more.

The Light Emitting Diode (LED)

Next to the CRT and perhaps the incandescent light, the LED

is probably the most familiar and widely used display device. The

diode here is formed in gallium phosphide (GaP), gallium arsenide

(GaAs), or gallium arsenide phosphide (GaAsP) crystals formed

epitaxially. Red LEDs were the first to be widely available, but

have now been joined by yellow and green devices. Recent work has

centered on techniques for achieving improved efficiency and

alternative colors. In GaP, a major focus remains on the develop-

ment of nitrogen-doped diodes for green-yellow emission, resulting

in the maximum contrast as perceived by the human eye. Effi-

*O ciencies, reproducibility, and uniformity are improving, and some

progress using GaN diodes emitting in the blue has been reported.

A major new research area involving LEDs with direct relevance6

to telecommunications is that of devices emitting in the infrared

with wavelengths near the 1.3 pm low-loss transmission window for

optical fibers. Most recent activity has centered on the use of

quatenary III-V alloys to achieve independent control of the energy

bandgap and lattice constant in the emitting structure. This
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a.. control is essential for high efficiency, long-lived, double-

heterojunction LEDs, which are typically grown by liquid phase

* epitaxy and consist of stacked layers of GaAsSb/GaAlAsSb (16) or

GaInAsP/InP (17). Such devices have recently achieved output

powers of 54 mw and an external quantum efficiency of 27 percent

at 0.94 um (16). Lensed 18 um-diameter devices have achieved

launchpowers of over 0.2 mw into optical fibers at 1.3 um and have

exhibited optical bandwidths beyond 300 MHz (17). Work in these

* .'. non-display aspects of LEDs is discussed further in Section 5.

LEDs continue to be wide " used in the calculator market in

spite of the relatively high current levels needed to produce

( acceptable intensity. Several millamperes per segment are typi-

cally required. The diode voltages required are in the range of a

few volts or less so that LEDs interface well with many integrated

4L circuit technologies, especially bipolar. Material quality is

increasing, and costs are decreasing so that this technology

promises to continue to enjoy wide use in character displays for

some time.

Gas-Plasma Devices (GPD)

These devices have been undergoing intense development and

are probably the most serious competition for the CRT in large

panel displays. The device consists of parallel front and back

( plates, generally less than 10mm apart, containing orthogonal
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conductors. The space between the plates is typically neon mixed 4

with an inert gas such as nitrogen. Both ac and dc operating

*GPD modes are possible.

Gas plasma discharge displays employ different techniques

* than the CRT. In a CRT, an electon gun sweeps back and forth,

energizing phosphor dots on the screen. In the GPD, the "dots"

are the intersections of a grid of conductors etched into two

* glass plates. When two crosswise conductors are energized, a high

voltage of 150-200 volts is applied between the electrodes and

the voltage at their intersection creates a bright dot of gas

plasma. These dots are used, through matrix addressing techniques,

to form alphanumeric displays.

The GPD screen is also substantially more compact than a

*comparably sized CRT. The commonly used 12 inch, 2,000 character

*CRT screen requires a terminal that measures 14 to 16 inches deep,

and the depth must be increased to increase the screen size. The

same sized GPD, with capabilities of up to 4,000 characters, requires

a depth of only 1 1/2 to 3 inches. In addition, the depth required

to store the GPD electronics is not linked to screen size. There-

fore, the GPD has significant advantages when space available is

constrained.
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Another advantage of the GPD to the CRT is the lack of "flicker"

that can cause eye fatigue after 1 1/2 hours of continous use.

Because the image on a CRT is made by an electron beam scanning

the screen, the image begins to fade as the beam passes. The flicker

occurs when the image is replaced on the next scan. This flicker

does not occur with GPD's because of the matrix addressing techniques

employed.

Current ac GPD technology employs up to 512 x 512 matrix el-

ements with resoultion of 60 lines per inch and a range of 2-4

thousand characters. Although most displays are red or orange in

color, blue and green have also been reported. The largest ac

( panel developed on an experimental basis for military use has been

a 24-inch-diagonal unit that can display over 21,000 characters

within its 1,024 x 1,024 element addressable matrix, at a resolution

of 60 elements per inch. These panels are expensive, however,

because of the extensive driver mechanics required.

4 The major cost item in the ac GPD has been the need to address

each grid intersection individually. This situation can be changed

through the use of a new integrated circuit designed by Texas

Instruments. Use of this integrated circuit can potentially reduce

costs because each circuit can address 32 conductors instead of

only one. This would reduce the number of printed-circuit boards

required to drive the display panel as well as the associated
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electronics. This 32-electrode controller has already been shipped

to some customers in prototype quantities, and the addressing of

larger numbers of conductors with semiconductors is theoretically

possible.

Another potential cost saver is the manufacture of ac GPD is

a reduction in the cost of etching the conductors on the glass

*panels. This has largely been done by hand, and typically 60

percent of the production has had to be scrapped. Automation

techniques are expected to increase the yields from 40 percent to

70 percent. As costs decrease for the GPD, it is expected to

attain a higher market share, especially in computer use.

DC plasma panels are popular as displays for applications

requiring a few dozen to a few hundred characters. DC plasma

panels are less expensive to drive than ac plasma panels on a small

scale, but driving large scale panels becomes very expensive.

Several companies manufacture dc panels of 480 characters (12 rows

of 40 characters each). While larger dc panels of 960 characters

are being developed, current line length is limited to 40 characters

because of flicker problems in multiplexing more than 40 characters.

This flicker problem does not occur with ac displays. Expanded dc

displays will be attractive because dc plasma panels offer more

color capability than ac panels (A.1, A.2, A.3). .0

)
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Electroluminescent Devices ELD)

There are four basic types of electroluminescent panels:

ac thick-film, ac thin-film, dc thin film cone and dc thick-film

cone. While ac thick-film ELD represents the largest commercially

produced device (principally used for lighting and indicator appli-

cations), ac thin-film technology, still in the laboratory stage,

is the most promising for use in producing flat panels. At present,

no one manufactures dc thin-film panels and only one company manu-

* . factures dc thick-film panels.

A typical thin-film electroluminescent panel consists of an

electroluminescent layer (generally zinc sulphide doped with man-(
ganese, though other rare earth elements such as galliutm arsenide

diodes coated by erbium-activated phosphors can be used) sandwiched

between two transparent insulating layers. This is further sand-

wiched between raw electrodes in the back and transparent column

' electrodes in front of a grid arrangement. When a high voltage of

150-200 volts is passed through the electrodes, the doped zinc

sulphide material is excited, causing it to glow. The displays

are limited to a single color, but a variety of different colors

can be obtained by using different chemicals to form the electro-

luminescent layer. The primary color derived from the manganese

is orange-yellow; other doping materials can allow red, green,

blue and white light to be produced but at much lower display

(efficiency levels.
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The basic difference between thick and thin-film panels is

that thick-film technology employs powdery electroluminescent

materials that are pressed into ceramic or plastic binders. The

thin-film panels are made either by electron-beam sputtering,

thermally evaporating or vacuum depositing the electroluminescent

materials. While thick-film technology is substantially less

expensive, it is not useful for alphanumeric and graphic displays.

In addition, dc electroluminescent panels have shorter lifetimes

than ac due to diffused impurities in the electroluminescent material..1

The most promising approach is ac thin-film technology.

Compared to other flat-panel technologies, ac thin film technology

offirs the potential of simple, low-cost, large flat panels capable

of competing with the CRT. The ac thin-film ELD can operate over

a range of -55* to +125 0C, require little power, are very bright

(typical luminous efficiency is 4 lumes/watt) and can withstand

high altitudes and shocks. These devices offer the most potential,

if and when four major programs are overcome: reducing the high

0 voltages (150-200 volts) needed to drive ac ELD; reducing the cost

of driver electronics for large panels; expanding the relatively

short life (20,000 hours); and improving color efficience. (A3 &
0

A4).

Arrays containing 12,000 elements, contrast ratios greater

than 50:1, and power consumption below one watt have been demon-

strated (19).
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4- Liquid Crystal Displays (LCD)

This is the first example of a passive display, i.e., one

that does not emit light but rather controls the passage of light

through the display. The liquid crystal material possesses a

phase, in addition to the normal solid and liquid-isotrophic

phases, in which the material flows like a fluid but exhibits an

anisotrophic crystalline state. Materials forming this nematic

liquid crystalline phase from -100 to +80*C have been developed

* - and are commercially available.

The liquid crystal material is usually contained between two

closely-spaced (less than 25 microns) plates, both of which are

coated on the inside with a conductive film. The optic axis is

aligned by specially treating the electrode surfaces. The front

conductive film is etched corresponding to the pattern to beC
displayed and is transparent. The back film is either transparent

or opaque and reflective, depending on whether the LCD is to be

operated in a reflecting or transmitting mode. In the latter case,

a light source is mounted behind the display.

The electro-optical phenomena are of two types and occur when

a voltage of a few volts is applied across the conductive films.

In the first category, alignment of the LC molecules occurs via

purely dielectric forces and therefore requires no appreciable

current. Most research has been directed at these LC types due to

their very low power and potential in electronic watch applications.
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*In one dielectric effect (the so-called 'deformation of aligned

*phases' or DAP effect), uniformly-aligned nematic crystals are

deformed under the influence of an applied electric field,

changing the optical transmission of the film. The second type

of phenoma are the so-called dynamic scattering types, in which

reorientation of the LC occurs via electrohydrodynamic effects

and which require an electric crrrent. These first-generation

dynamic scattering LCD material is now rarely used, and the

higher-performance twisted-nematic materials are now in favor.

There are several problems involved with producing large-

sized LCD. The first is involved with the difficulty in reading

the LCD from any viewing angle. Twisted-nematic displays require

polarizers and the cost of polarizers increases exponentially

with the display size. Newer dichroic materials, with color capa-

bility, point to the possibility of LCD competing in large panel

applications, but these dichroic materials are substantially more

expensive. Another problem occurs because the glass plates that

sandwich the chemicals tends to warp when the area is expanded.

There are many approaches to correcting these problems including

*@ the use of fiber optics adjacent displays and viewing screens.

Another major problem relates to humidity. More expensive

glass-front-sealed LCD are immune to humidity. Lower cost plastic

encased ones are not. Work is crrently being conducted on casing

materials. Another problem concerns the slow response of LCD,

0
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particularly at low temperatures. Newer LCD materials have been

developed to-allow practical operations between the range of

-25*C to 90OC; however, most LCD materials work in a much smaller

range (A.3, A.5, A.6).

Liquid crystal displays require only low voltages and very

low currents in operation and have contrast which is relatively

independent of ambient light level. However, viewing angle

affects the perceived contrast and the response time is slow

',@ (100 msec), making drive of LCD matrices difficult. They are a

strong contender for some character displays.

( Electrochromic Displays (ECD)

Like LCDs, electrochromic displays are passive devices. As

in other devices, 'CDs employ paralled transparent plates on

*• which appropriate electrode structures have been formed. The

electrochromic material between the plates changes color under the

application of a few volts between opposing electrodes and hence

* changes the color of the display. Contrast is excellent and wide

viewing angles are permitted (20). Both solid and liquid EC

materials are being investigated and results are very promising;

* however, this area is still relatively new and much work is still

proprietary. Response times are slow, in the range of 40-100 msec.

Known research is being conducted on ECD using super-ionic

( conductors, a new class of ceramics developed initially for use

in high-energy-density sodium-sulphur batteries. These hot-
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pressured ceramics are used in batteries to separate the reactants A

while at the same time supporting a current flow between them by

the motion of sodium ions in a sodium-aluminum substrate. The

chronic compound used is tungsten trioxide. Significant problems

still exist, including extreme temperature sensitivity.

Electrophoretic Displays (EPD)

These displays use still a different electro-optical material.

Here, pigment particles of one color are suspended in liquid of

another color. The pigment particles carry a charge, so that when

exposed to an applied field, they move to the transparent surface

electrode or away from the surface, depending on the polarity. Since

the pigment scatters light when at the surface, it has the ability

to change the perceived color of the display. Like ECDs, EPDs

operate at relatively low voltages. They are also very slow and

there is concern regarding the long-term reliability of the

-. structure. These displays are at a relatively early stage of

* development. Proprietary research is being conducted by EPID

(Electrophoretic Information Display), a newly formed venture

started by Exxon.

Ferroelectric Ceramic Displays (FCED-PLZT)

These displays use a transparent ceramic material -- Ladoped

lead zirconate-titanate. The electro-optical effect-here is either
Ii

electronically-controlled light scattering or electronically-

controlled birefringence, depending on ceramic grain size. In both
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Id cases, the applied electric field orients the ferroelectric domains,

changing the. optical properties of the material. Drive voltages

here are higher (e.g., 40 volts) and the material must be excited

-transverse to the direction of transmission, causing fabrication

difficulties. Poor contrast and stress-induced cracking are also

concerns.

3.2.2 Technologies for Alphanumeric Character Displays

For alphanumeric displays, low operating voltage and

i " compatibility with relatively standard IC technologies is important.

High contrast is also important, especially under conditions of

varying and sometimes high ambient lighting as in a cockpit. Light-

( emitting diodes and liquid crystal displays are certainly the most

highly developed technologies at present for alphanumeric displays,

and this is their main area of application. LCDs have advantages

in the low currents required and in the relative insensitivity of

their contrast to ambient lighting variations, although contrast is

viewing-angle sensitive. LEDs produce a sharper, more attractive

display at present and the development of high efficiency yellow

displays should enhance their attractiveness for aircraft use.

Both LEDs and LCDs are widely available now and will be widely used

during the 19SOs. Prices should decline slowly as manufacturing

techniques improve. As for other display techniques, none appear to

off'er significant advantages over LEDs and LCDs for general

alphanumeric character displays.
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3.2.3 Imaging Displays

The dominant technology for imagi. -type displays continues

to be the CRT, which -combines high resolution, large display area,

high contrast, and high brightness with low cost. Color tubes are

widely available and of excellent quality. Random-scan CRT terminals

claiming 4096 x 4096 point resolution (which actually corresponds

to the grain size of the phosphor) are available but shading is

difficult and colors are limited. Raster-scan terminals offer 1024

x 1024 point resolution (4 times that of commercial TV) and an

almost unlimited spectrum of color. Such imaging graphics terminals

are still very expensive (several thousand dollars) but prices

should come down as volumes go up and the hardware is more densely

integrated. The number of support chips for CRT alphanumeric

terminals dropped more than an order of magnitude between 1974 and

1979 (from about 150 to less than 20). Alphanumeric terminals are

available today for less than $400 in small quantities.

The high beam voltage and relatively high ratio of tube depth to

tube diameter are disadvantages of the CRT. Efforts at developing new

flat panel displays are aimed at overcoming these two disadvantages

but all appear to require significant tradeoffs in other areas,

e.g., resolution or cost. The gas plasma displays are undoubtedly

the most developed and appear the most promising. The fast response

and sharp device threshold simplifies drive requirements and the

display permits a wide viewing angle. Reliability and lifetime are

potentially better than for CRTs. Cost is still significantly
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above the CRT but should decline significantly as the technology

matures. These displays have received ;ubstantial support from the

TV industry. Display panels less than one inch thick have been

demonstrated using GPDs. Drive voltage is reduced from several

thousand volts for a CRT to less than 200 volts for the GPD; however,

this is still too high for direct drive by most semiconductor

technologies.

Many of the newer display technologies are not sufficiently

mature to warrant comments on their potential for applications in

communications terminals. Some are being developed in matrix form,

but none appear to offer significant advantages over CRTs and GPDs

( for' large-area imaging displays. For small area imaging in portable

equipment and videophones, LCD matrices are being pursued, and 128

x 128 element displays having eight gray levels have been demon-

strated (21). LED imaging displays containing 240 x 320 elements

and 16 gray levels have also been developed (22).

CRT displays will certainly continue to dominate the image

di3play area for the next several years. GPDs will possibly become

practical for aircraft applications by 1985 or before, when reduced

resolution may be an acceptable trade for reduced size and weight.

Motivated by the entertainment market and by the proliferation of

communications information terminals, the display area promises to

be very active during the next decade.

(
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The foregoing discussion has focused on the present approaches

* to two-dimensional displays. By the year 1990 most of these will

either be in production or will have been dropped. Beyond this

shakeout in technologies, it is entirely possible, and perhpas

likely, that new display technologies will be discovered to supplement

those considered above. Three-dimensional holographic displays may

well be developed sufficiently by the year 2000 for some commercial

applications (e.g., in complex industrial production and perhaps

at entertainment (movie) centers) but it is not considered likely

that these advances will be applied extensively in the home or by

business within the time frame of this study. An area that probably

will pervade society by 2020 and which will have a major impact in

extending sophisticated man-machine communication capabilities to

the minimally-trained user is that of speech recognition as described

in the next section.

3.3 Man-Machine Communication by Speech

There are several reasons why speech communication between man

and machine is of considerable interest. As outlined by Newell,

et al. (30), perhaps the most compelling is the speed with which a

human can speak (about four times faster than an accomplished

typist), the fact that speech can be used by an untrained operator,

is useful in a hands-free operational situation while freely moving

about, and the possibility of data entry and immediate feedback with-

out intermediate human transducers. In addition, in some situations,

speech communication by computer offers considerable cost savings
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-- through the replacment of salaried workers by machines (e.g. telephone

operators). -A secondary advantage is the possibility of verification

of the speaker, increasing system security. For these reasons,

man-machine communication by speech is the subject of considerable

research in both universities and industrial laboratories.

I There are several aspects to man-machine communication by speech.

The first is voice response, wherein the machine syntehsizes a voice

on the basis of stored information. The second is speaker recognition

in which the object is for the machine to identify who the speaker

is (speaker identification) or to verify that the speaker is who he

says he is (speaker verification). The third and most difficult in

( speech recognition, in which the machine recognizes the words in a

spoken message. Closely related to speech recognition (but with a

higher level of difficulty) is speech understanding, in which the

machine is prepared to take action based on the content of the message.

3.3.1 State of the Art

The areas of voice response and speaker identification

are in a relatively advanced state of development while speech

recognition is still in a relatively early stage of development (25).

Voice Response

There are three categories of voice response, depending on the

type of information from which the speech is synthesized. The

first category involves the storage of whole words in a quantized

form. That is, individual words are spoken by a human and the
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corresponding waveforms are quantized and simply stored in the

machine to be recalled on demand (26). This method requires between

16,000 and 32,000 bits of storage for each second of speech to be

synthesized. In the second category, the number of bits required

to store the speech is greatly reduced by representing successive

short segments of the speech by a fundamental set of parameters

rather than storing the entire waveform (26). The set of parameters

might typically be pitch, information as to whether the sound is

voiced or unvoiced, and parameters which indirectly specify the

position of the articulatory parameters of the vocal tact, such as

frequencies of the first three formats (vocal tract resonances).

This method requires between 600 and 9600 bits of storage for each

second of speech to be synthesized, depending on the desired speech

quality and hardware complexity. In the third category, the desired

speech is simply stored as written text, and the machine performs

the difficult task of inferring the requisite set of speech parameters-

from that written text as input to the second category of synthesizer

* (27). This method requires only about 75 bits of storage per second

of synthesized speech, but of course, requires a much more involved

procedure for synthesis.

0

For voice response, the two most important criteria of perfor-

mance are the intelligibility and the naturalness of the synthesized

speech. While intelligibility can be objectively measured by

standard test procedures, naturalness is necessarily subjective and

difficult to quantify. In many applications of voice response,
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_ - including most applications in which general public acceptance is

not required, intelligibility is much more important than naturalness.

All three categories of voice response synthesizers achieve a very

high intelligibility. Thus, they can be distinguished primarily on

the basis of naturalness.

For the first category of synthesizer, the individual words

are perfectly natural sounding and intelligible, but the piecing

together of the individual words to form the message is usually

perceptually evident. The second category of synthesizer, due to

the limitations of the model used to represent speech production,

necessarily results in some loss of naturalness, particularly at

the lower bit rates. There is the potertial, however, of improving

the transitions between words, since the machine has complete control

over the pitch and other parameters and can match them at the word

- boundaries. In the third category of synthesizer, the speech is

built up not from words, as in the first two categories, but rather

from individual phonemes or syllables. Further, the sound intensity,

sound duration, and voice pitch appropriate for each context in

which the phoneme is inserted is different, necessitating a syntax

analyzer program to examine the test and adjust these parameters

appropriately. Shortcomings in these complicated algorithms result

in some loss of naturalness in the synthesized speech, but this

method has met a fair degree of success and should be considerably

refined over the next few years (27).(
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The choice of a method of voice response is largely a matter

" of a tradeoff between the desired naturalness of the synthesized

speech, the cost of the storage medium and the number of messages

to be stored, the required processor time, and finally the cost of

the hardware required to synthesize the final speech. Since large-

scale integrated circuits to perform the latter are rapidly becoming

I available, the primary cost is the processor memory and time, the

former being dominant for large numbers of stored messages.

An impressive example of the current capabilities in voice

response is the Texas Instruments "Speak and Spell" educational toy

for children. This device contains a custom integrated circuit for

the.voice response, has a vocabulary limited by memory size to 200

words, and sells for about $50.

Speaker Identification and Verification

Algorithms for speaker identification and verification have

been very successful, at least when compared to the performance of

human observers in the same tasks (28). The usual technique is for

the machine to store reference information on a prearranged verifi-

cation phrase for each of the speakers to be identified or verified.

The person then speaks the verification phrase and the machine makes

measurements on the offered voice sample and compares the results

to the stored reference pattern to make a decision on the speaker

identity. Typical reference patterns consist of temporal patterns

of parameters similar to those used in speech synthesis, such as

pitch, intensity, format frequencies, and sometimes other parameters
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such as zero-crossing rates. In making comparisons of the actual

speech with the reference, it is advantageous to use nonlinear

time warping algorithms to account for the fact that a speaker

w'll never say a word with exactly the saire temporal pattern twice.

Another important and not trivial problem is the automatic and

accurate determination of the beginning and end of the utterance.

The performance of these algorithms is characterized by the

error rate in speaker identification and the probability of both

types of errors (false verification and false rejection) in speaker

verification. Systems have demonstrated a 1% error rate in speaker

verification in a laboratory environment and a 10% rate over a

( telephone circuit (25,29). When professional mimics were used, the

laboratory error rate increased to about 4%. By comparison, under

sirnilar conditions, human observers had error rates about four times

as -great. These error rates are probably acceptable in some applica-

tions, such as access to bank account balances, but are not acceptable

in applications where high security is required.

Speech Recognition and Understanding

With respect to speech recognition, the major distinction is

between isolated word recognition and connected speech recognition.

The isolated word recognition problem is very similar to the speaker

verification problem, in that parameters are extracted from the speech

waveform and compared to reference patterns, in this case one for

( each word in the recognition vocabulary, to determine which word was

spoken. As in speaker verification, important problems are the deter-
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mination of the beginning and end of the utterance, as well as time

warping in the comparison with the reference pattern.

Successful systems for the recognition of isolated words can

presently handle between 10 and 300 words in the vocabulary. Best

performance is obtained when the reference patterns stored in the

U machine are speaker-specific, and are updated for a new speaker by

having that speaker speak the words in the vocabulary into the machine

(usually several times) and having the machine generate a new set of

0O reference patterns. However, some systems have been demonstrated to

work well for as many as ten speakers while using a single set of

stored refrence patterns.

To a large degree the performance of isolated word recognition

systems, which can be measured by error rate (where errors include

rejections in which the machine cannot recognize any pattern) depends

on the particular vocabulary. For example, the simple alphabet

together with the ten digits include many sounds which are difficult

to distinguish from one another, whereas a vocabulary of words

chosen for some specific task are usually much easier to recognize

because of fewer ambiguities. On the other hand, performance is

* largely independent of vocabularly size, unless the larger vocabulary

includes certain words which are difficult to distinguish. The

penalty paid for a larger vocabulary is a much large processor

• time because of the larger number of reference patterns with which

the utterance must be compared. Thus, some systems have been built
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whicu. recognize between 10 and 34 words and operate at or near real-

time, whereas larger vocabularies inevitably result in slower than

real-time operation for currently available processors and algorithms.

The current performance of isolated word recognition systems

is an error rate of about two percent (30). Systems which operate

at this error rate have been demonstrated for both microphone and

telephone speech. This is an acceptable error rate for many

applications, and in fact systems of this type costing in the neigh-

borhood of $10,000 have achieved commercial acceptance (31). The

main obstacle to wider application would appear to be not performance

but cost.

The problems of recognizing connected speech are much more

difficult. Because the number of sentences which can be formed with

AL even a small vocabulary is prohibitively large, the machine cannot

attempt to recognize whole sentences (which would be similar to

isolated word recognition), but rather must attempt to break the

message into individual components, and recognize them individually.

Because words tend to be run together in connected speech, it is

very difficult to reliably determine word boundaries. In addition,

the acoustic characteristics of words in connected speech depend on

context and as a result have a much greater variability in connected

speech than in isolated words.

As a result of these difficulties, the reference pattern

( approach used in isolated word recognition is unsatisfactory.
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Existing connected speech recognition systems therefore attempt

to divide the entire utterance into accoustically invariant parts

(called phonemes) and attempt to label each part as a phoneme or

at least with selected features (such as whether it is a vowel or

consonant). The machine then proceeds to a higher level of analysis,

attempting to match these sequences of labels to a phonemic dictionary-

of the words in the vocabulary. Reliability and accuracy can also

be dramatically improved by taking into account simple constraints

imposed by context to assist in the choice of words. Thus, such

systems work much better when not only the vocabulary is very small,

but also the input utterances are related to a specific task for

which the speech understanding system was designed.

Connected speech understanding systems have only been seriously

pursued for the past five years. The existing systems typically

have vocabularies of around 300 words, chosen for a specific task.

They operate with a single speaker or at least require considerable

training with each new speaker. The execution times of the programs

is in the neighborhood of 20 to 30 times real-time. Word recognition

accuracies of between 80% and 97% have been achieved, but of course

i the accuracy with which an entire sentence is recognized is consider-

ably lower (since there are at least several opportunities to make

a word error in a sentence), on the order of 50m to 80).

The final type of speech recognition system which has received

attention is the connected speech understanding system. For these

systems, the criterion of performance is not the recognition of
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in response to the message. Again, the system performs best when

it is designed to be specific to some task, where the vocabulary is

* limited and there are more constraints on the messages which can be

used to resolve ambiguities. The system has the advantage over a

connected speech recognition system that first, the range of choices

* can be reduced, taking context and grammatical constraints into

account; and second, individual words can be mistakenly identified

and the overall message can still be understood correctly.

Several speech understanding systems are currently being deve-

tloped, but it is premature to state performance figures for them

because of the very earlx3 '-cate of development. However, it is

* clear from the advantages stated earlier that their performance is

L "ipotentially good, and better than that of the connected speech

recognition systems. However, the full exploitation of these

advantages is clearly a complex task, which will take a great deal

of effort to complete and will result in systems which are slower

(relative to real-time).

4 3.3.2 Predictions for the Future

Rapid progress in the performance of man-machine communica-

tion by speech systems is to be expected in the future. This is

-ndue in large part to the tremendous effort being expended in this

direction, and in addition to the rapid increase in capability and

decrease in cost of processors available for use in these systems,
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and finally, to the expected availability of integrated circuits

designed specifically for speech analysis and synthesis purposes.

Voice Response

Progress is to be expected in the areas of intelligibility,

naturalness, and the size of the vocabulary of voice response

systems.

With respect to vocabulary size, this is largely a matter of

*I the size of the memory. Particularly for synthesis of speech from

text, the memory requirements are so modest as to not really repre-

sent a limitation even today. For the methods which require larger

Canoiints of memory, the rapidly increasing size and decreasing cost

of MOS, CCD, and magnetic bubble memories should result in impressive

increases in vocabulary size. For example, assuming a doubling of

memory size at equal cost evzry two years, devices of similar

complexity and cost to the Texas Instruments "Speak and Spell"

should have about a 13,000 word vocabulary in lI85 and a 400,000

word vocabulary in 1990. Since the average person uses a regular

vocabulary of only about 15,000 words, we see that memory size will

shortly cease to be a practical limitation on vocabulary size.

Improvements in algorithms, resulting in reduced memory requirements

for each word, will result in further advances in vocabulary size.

With respect to naturalness, a great deal of effort is hr)in*

devoted to improving the naturalness of speech synthesi..'

given bit rate, or equivalently, reducing the hit ri..
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S-. achieve a given level of naturalness. While a certain amount of

progress is expected in this direction, it will probably not be

dramatic. This is due to the fact that the lack of naturalness is

due in large part to the inadequacies of models used for human

speech production. Attempts at improving the models have demonstrated

that the mechanisms of speech production are very complex indeed,

and attempts at emulating these complex mechanisms have resulted in

algorithms so complicated that execution times are very unreasonable

(e.g., 10,000 times real-time). Thus, in practical applications,

it is expected that, except for speech synthesis from waveform-

encoded speech (requiring high bit rates) perfectly natural-sounding

speech will probably not be available for some time.

The final criterion is intelligibility. Available voice

* response systems already achieve a high degree of intelligibility.

In fact, intelligibility is probably not an impediment to any present

voice response applications, and should improve gradually as efforts

to improve naturalness also pay dividends in intelligibility.

Speaker Identification and Verification

Speaker identification and verification systems already out-

* Gperform humans in these tasks. The question then arises as to how

much better can they get? This goes back to the more fundamental

question of the uniqueness of the human voice. Is each person's

voice as unique as his or her fingerprint, or is it anything but

*unique, as, for example, hair color? The ability of mimics to fool
a human observer suggests that a person's voice is not unique. On
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the other hand, the inability of mimics to fool present speaker

verification systems suggests an inherent uniqueness.

p The situation would appear to be quite similar to that of the

written signature. In that case, there are successful forgers

(analagous to speech mimics), but detailed analysis of a forgery

will reveal it as such. Thus, the written signature is a reliable

enough verification technique to be accepted by the legal community,

even though it may not be absolutely reliable. It is to be expected

that speaker verification systems will achieve a similar level of

reliability and acceptance within the next decade. If that is the

case, then since the signature is accepted for access to a safe

deposit box, so should a voice verification be accepted for access

to a computer data file of all but the most sensitive nature.

It should be noted that viable alternatives to speaker verifica- l

tion in very secure database access applications are already becoming -:

available, in the form of password and public key cryptographic

techniques. However, these will require special purpose hardware

and/or software at the access point, and hence speaker verification

will remain attractive for the less demanding applications.

Thb manner in which speaker verification systems will be made

more reliable will obviously be to incorporate more and more para-

meters in the reference patterns for each speaker, requ4ring a

larger memory capacity per speaker and increased processing for
A

comparison with the reference patterns. The algorithms for speaker
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- 2 verification, rather than memory size or processor speed, place a

practical limitation on speech verification accuracy in today's

systems. This is because real-time operation is generally not

required and only a single set of reference patterns must be

compared.

Speech Recognition and Understanding

It is to be expected that future decades will see not only

* . progress in the types of speech recognition and understanding systems

discussed earlier, but also much more ambitious systems will be

attempted and perhaps perfected.

With respect to isolated word recognition systems, there are

likely to be dramatic improvements in vocabulary size and decreases

in cost in the near future, primarily due to increased speed in

processors and decreases in the cost of memory. Furthermore, it is

to be expected that progress in algorithms for the more sophisticated

speech recognition systems will pay dividends in the area of isolated

word recognition, resulting in reduced computational loads for the

same level of performance and the same vocabulary size. The bottom

line should be systems available within a decade at a cost below

$1000 for a vocabulary size in the 100 to 200 word range and real-

time operation. Such a system would be suitable for most applications.

From the forecasts of Figures 2.11 and 2.15, we see an

anticipated increase in memory size per chip which is much more

dramatic than the processor cycle time reduction. Thus, the
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latter is expected to limit the vocabulary size in the future.

For an isolated-word recognition system based on a single processor,

*improvements in cycle time can be expected to result in an order of

*magnitude improvement in vocabulary size between 1980 and the year

* 2000, when vocabulary size should reach 200 or more. The addition

of special-purpose hardware to do pattern matching in conjunction

with a general purpose processor is expected to result in about a

five-fold improvement in vocabulary size, with about 100 words

available in 1980 and over 1000 achievable by the year 2000. These

* forecasts assume real-time operation, and it should be emphasized

* that relaxation of the real-time requirement or the addition of

par~allel processors will result in a corresponding increase in

*vocabulary size.

In the area of connected speech recognition and understanding,

the problems limiting performance and accuracy are much more funda-

mental. The sources of knowledge which a human uses subconsciously

in the recognition and understanding of speech are varied, sophis-

ticated, and very difficult to reproduce algorithmically. They

include (30) the characteristics of speech sounds (the easiest to

reproduce), variability in pronunciations, stress and intonation4
patterns, sound patterns of words, grammatical structure of language,

the meaning of words and sentences, and finally, the context of the

conversation. The difficulty in incorporating all theire elements
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in a system is extraordinary, regardless of limitations in available

processor speed. Thus, it is unlikely that these systems will

approach the efficiency of the human in these particular tasks for

some decades. Nevertheless, considerable improvement in performance

is to be anticipated.

Connected speech recognition systems with a 200-word vocabulary

* cannot be reached by applying present-day algorithms to the faster

processors forecast in Figure 2.11 (since a factor of 30 or 40

improvement in speed is needed). However, this goal should be

obtainable at moderate cost by the year 1990 through a combination

of algorithm improvement and special-purpose hardware for pattern

matching.

Beyond these developments, the direction of reseach will be

toward reduction in restrictions on vocabulary size, number of

speakers, and speaking environment, and a broadening of the tasks

for which the system is applicable.

The first goal of researchers, primarily due to the commercial

possibilities, is a dictation system. Such a system would have a

large vocabulary (say 10,000 words) and have the capability to

recognize connected speech and generate typed text. A fairly high

error rate, requiring considerable editing, would be tolerable

since spoken speech is so much faster than typing. The primary

impediment to such a system is the much slower than real-time;(
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processing required for so large a vocabulary. This application

requires, therefore, a major improvement in algorithms, and possibly,

special purpose integrated circuitry to achieve real-time. The

great effort devoted to this system because of its commercial

potential should pay great dividends in other applications of speech

recognition.

3.4 Other Components of Input-Output Devices

The control circuitry, codecs, displays, and speech recognition

aspects of input-output devices have been discussed in previous

sections. As indicated by Figure 3.1, however, there are many more

components which could be associated with such terminals. While it

is not possible to discuss them all in depth, this section will

give comments on t few of the more important functions.

Among the remaining input devices, keyboards need little

explanation. They are not expected to change significantly and are

already highly standardized and relatively inexpensive. As the

stored-program intelligence of terminals improves and, in the longer

term, as speech recognition (and understanding) is added, it is

likely that keyboards will be simplified to some degree.

K The key device for video (picture) inputs is the imaging sensor

itself. In the past, this function has been performed by a v.1dicon

tube, which is relatively bulky and not extremely reliable. Solid-

state imagers based on integrated-circuit technology have been in
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-' . development for about ten years. The basic transducer is a reversed-

biased diode-which collects the charge generated by impinging light.

*i This charge is read out, and simultaneously the diode is recharged,

once each frame time. CCD readout circuitry has become widely used

during the last five years because of the lower clock noise associated

with this technique as compared with earlier shift-register clocking

* schenes. Sensors have been designed as either line arrays or as

full area arrays. In either case, the chips have been among the

largest made by the semiconductor industry for any application,

and this has resulted in very low yields and very high costs. For

example, a 1,024-element line imager with imaging points spaced on

* 20 m centers must be at least 20.5 mm (0.81 inches) long just for

the array (ignoring any output circuitry). As a result, solid-

*- state image sensors have found their primary applications in military

equipment demanding high reliability under a variety of ambient

operating conditions. In 1979, the state of the art in line imagers

* was 2,048 elements operating over a 500:1 dynamic range at a data

rate of 500 KHz (32). Using deposited color filters, color-imaging

area arrays having 484 x 384 elements and a 7.2 MHz horizontal

clock rate (33) have been demonstrated. These area imagers are

capable of imaging the frame size of Super-8 movie film and have

exhibited excellent color quality. The development of such imagers

is receiving considerable emphasis, particularly in Japan, since

they are the key step in the realization of not only solid-state
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video communications terminals but also video (movie) cameras storing

iii. images directly in the form of electrical signals on magnetic tape.

This would allow permanent (non-degrading) storage on an erasable,

reuseable medium requiring no development cycle and therefore

allowing virtually instant viewing-over a television display screen.

The development of such 'instant replay' systems for home use, either

in communications terminals or as stand-alone video cameras will

likely occur during the 1990s, the only practical barrier being cost.

To overcome the cost barrier, the application of redundancy to the

sensing chip is essential. While it is likely that redundant

*elements will not be included in the imaging array itself, it should

be possible to identify and tag bad array elements at manufacture

and correct these pixels as they are read out -- probably by

assigning them a value dependent on those of their neighbors. While

this procedure cannot correct bad pixels, it can minimize their

--. visual effects, making arrays with a considerable number (up to

* "one percent) of bad elements useable and reduding chip costs between

one and two orders of magnitude. Large area imagers cost from one

to two thousand dollars each today in perfect or nearly perfect

operating condition.

Both magnetic tape and disk systems are expected to improve

substantially during the next twenty years. Magnetic tapes, cassettes,

and cartridges offer the lowest cost per megabyte of storage at

present (less than 40 cents) and are useful in situations where a

high-capacity serial bulk store is needed and fast access is not.
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. Cartridges measuring 4 x 6 inches and containing more than 75 M

bytes of foripatted, error-corrected information have been announced

with average transfer rates of 20 K bytes/second and burst transfer

rates of up to 4 M bytes/second. Storage densities are of the

*i order of 10,000 bits per inch (34, 35). Figure 3.5 compares this

- cartridge system (the 3 M HCD-75) with other tape and disk systems.

The present interfaced cost of the system with a single drive is

less than $2500. In the future, systems with more than an order of

-" . . . magnitude more storage capacity, increased speed, and lower cost

*should evolve. Such systems should find important use in a variety

of terminal applications requiring high-volume bulk storage.

For applications requiring relatively fast access, high

capacity, and moderate cost, a variety of disk approaches are

possible (36). Low-cost floppy disks offer 1.6 M bytes of storage

capacity and a total interfaced cost of well under $1000. Off-line

, storage density is extremely high. Higher capacity and faster

performance is available from 8-inch hard disks. The associated

disk drives now sell for between $2000 and $4000, offering from 4 14

bytes to over 50 M bytes of storage, average access times between

30 and 60 msec, and data transfer rates of 0.5 to 1.2 M bytes/second

(37). These systems, which use IBM Winchester (sealed, fixed head)

* drive designs, are relatively new, and their use is expected to

/ grow from 4100 spindles in 1979 to more than 60,000 in 1982. As

they mature, performance should improve and prices should fall.
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A comparison of 1980 Tape and
Disk Drives in Terms of Cost

versus Capacity (34)
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For l9wer capacity but smaller size and faster access, magnetic

bubbles offer a monolithic non-volatile storage medium free from

moving parts as described in Section 2. Overall, there exists a

nearly continuous spectrum of memory technologies, increasi in

capacity and decreasing in cost per bit and speed and extenc -g

from semi-conductor RAM to bubbles, disks, and tape cartrid

Each technology fills a need, and it is likely that each will play

an important role in future telecommunications systems. Newer

approaches such as electron-beam addressable memories, optical, and

holographic stores will likely have to compete with and displace

one of these established approaches if they are to make a significant

( contribution in future systems.

A final function needed for communications equipment is ful-

filled by the printer, whose hard copy output represents the most

convenient data form for many applications. Present printers can

be generally classed in two groups -- line printers and serial

printers. Line printers print a line at a time at very high speeds

and are used primarily in shared, centralized facilities where their

high throughput is useful. Page printers (e.g., the Xerox 9700)

* are included in this class. Serial printers, which print a character

at a time, are lower in throughput and cost and are more likely to

be found in small dedicated applications in business or the home.

4 Typewriters would be included in this class.

(
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Line printers can be subdivided into impact and non-impact

types, with impact mechanisms accounting for about 87 percent of

the present market (38). Impact printers use drum, chain/train,

band/belt, and distributed-impact-matrix printing techniques while

* non-impact devices are based on electrostatic and Xerographic

techniques.

Drum impact printers were among the early line printing

approaches and use a drum with characters embossed around its

periphery. When the characters have rotated into the proper position

opposite the paper, a set of hammers force the paper and ribbon

*against the paper to print the line.

Chain or train printers use a series of character slugs which

are either connected or unconnected and which are either pulled or

pushed around a horizontal track. Several complete character sets =

are included in each chain/train which move past hamers (one per

column) at constant speed. As the appropriate characters appear in

position, the hammers print them to form a line.

In band/belt printers, the characters are etched on the

4 periphery of a steel belt or band. Like the drum and chain/train

printers, a set of hammers is used (one per column) to print the

page as the characters rotate into position. These printers offer

somewhat higher speed (up to 3800 lines per minute as compared with

2000 1pm for the other approaches), interchangeable fonts, and good

print quality.

I
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Distributed-matrix printers employ a set of impact wires which

oscillate horizontally opposite the page. As the paper moves past

the wires they can be actuated to impact the paper, forming a series

of dots. As the paper moves through seven steps, a complete 5 x 7

dot character matrix is formed. Impact-matrix printers are lower in

both speed (600 lpm) and cost. Overall, all of the different types

of impact printers can print multipart (carbon copy) forms and are

relatively reliable, but they are also noisey, a disadvantage over-

come by non-impact printers. Non-impact printers employ dot-matrix-

generated type fonts with up to 300 x 300 dots per square inch.

These printers use either plain paper (xerographic or electrophoto-

graphic printing) or treated dielectric paper (electrographic

( primting). In xerographic printing, the most widely-used approach

modulates a laser which is directed onto a line segment of a drum

* photoconductor moves past the line segment to form the image.

Toner is then attracted to the photoconductor over the image areas,

producing a toner image which is transferred to the paper and

fused into a permanent image. These printers are versatile, very

high in print quality, high in throughput, and high in price.

Electrostatic (electrographic) printers pass specially-treated

paper over an array of fine metal style (37). Each stylus is

charged or not depending on the image to be printed, and the charge

is then transferred to the paper as a series of charged spots. The

paper is then passed through a toner, where the charged spots attract

( ink particles. These printers are lower in price (and quality) than

the xerographic printers and require special paper.
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Figure 3.6 compares the existing impact line printers in terms

of cost and throughput. Cost ranges from under $2000 for one impact-

matrix device to over $100,000 for a band/belt printer, with respective

printing rates of from 120 lpm to nearly 4000 lpm. Figure 3.7

* compares the 1979 and 1985 printing markets. In spite of an overall

increase from $900 million to $1.6 billion in the printer market, the

price of an average unit is expected to decrease by about 30 percent

during this period. Band/belt and impact matrix printers will

dominate the 1985 market, accounting for 52 percent of the total,

while non-impact printers will increase their market share from 13

percent (1979) to 41 percent (1985). Impact printers are expected

to exceed 4000 1pm by 1985, while non-impact printers should exceed

200 pages per minute (the Xerox 9700 now prints at 120 ppm). By

1990, more than half of the line printer-market should be filled

by non-impact machines. Throughputs should rise and prices should

fall at perhaps 10 percent per year throughout the remainder of this

century. Most market growth is expected in two areas: high quality

printers capable of handling color photographs as well as text, and

and low-cost printers for small business and home applications. In

the latter area, some overlap with serial printers can be expected.
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A Comparison of Impact Line
Printers -- Throughput Versus Cost (38)
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A substantial growth in the market for line printers can be expected

during the marly years of the next century if library functions

become linked as part of a nationwide (or worldwide) telecommunica-

tions network.

Serial printers divide into impact and non-impact types and

print characters in a one-at-a-time serial fashion. At present,

*nearly 80 percent of the serial market is held by impact printers,

* which use a variety of mechanisms (impact matrix, daisywheel,

' golfball (Selectric), thimble, and cylinder) (40). Impact matrix

* printers hold the largest market share, as shown by Figure 3.8.

*Fully-formed character printers, which presently have the best

( print quality, are expected to decline as a percentage of the total

market, yielding to the impact-matrix approach and to non-impact

*approaches. The value of the printer market is expected to more

1JZ than double (in present dollars) by 1985 while the number of printers

shipped will nearly triple. Word processing systems for business

applications are expected to be the most dramatic growth area. At

present, serial printers range between one and six thousand dollars

in cost and print from 10 to 600 characters per second. The average

*cost is about $2100, which should drop to $1800 or less by 1985.

With the proliferation of computer-based equipment and the expanded

capability of the telecommunications network, serial printers should

* exhibit their strongest growth between 1990 and the year 2000.

Most of this growth is expected to occur in non-impact designs.

(
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Serial Printer M~arkets, 1979 and 1985 (40)
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Non-impact serial printers are quiet, have fewer moving parts,

[ and are potentially lower in cost and higher in throughput than

- their rival impact printers. Present non-impact devices include

thermal, electrosensitive, and ink-jet types. Thermal printers

transfer the desired character to the paper via heat, which

selectively darkens the thermally-sensitized paper. Individual

wires in the print head form a dot matrix. Electrosensitive printers

* also rely on special paper and work by eroding a thin layer of

aluminum from the paper surface to expose a darker base.

Ink-jet printers use a matrix of tiny nozzles to blow ink on

the page as needed to form characters. Both drop-on-demand (pulsed)

and continuous-flow systems are being developed. In the continuous-

flow systems, electrostratic deflection is used to direct the ink

* onto the paper or not, depending on the character. Ink-jet.printers

are still relatively new with continous flow machines such as the

IBM 6640 printing at 92 cps and costing as much as $24,000. This

approach is regarded as very promising by many, including IBM, and

could capture a major share of the market by the 1990s.

It would be naive and short sighted to think that all of the

approaches to line and serial printing have been identified as of

1980. It is in fact likely that during the time span of this fore-

cast several new approaches will be tried and perhaps adopted,

- replacing the techniques discussed above. The present approaches

( should therefore be regarded only as a base on whose technology the
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printers of the year 2000 will improve. Serial printers are expected

to continue to occupy the $500 to $5000 price range, although

Iimprovements in quality and throughput can be expected. Substantial

K: overlap between high-end serial printers and low-end line printers

is likely.

3.5 An Unconstrained Technology Forecast of Terminal

Functions

In past sections, most of the major components associated

with future input-output terminals were discussed relative to their

operation and near-term future. In this section, descriptive para-

meters associated with these components will be summarized and

expressed as quantitative unconstrained forecasts. These forecasts

will cover the time period from 1980 to the year 2000. Over this

time span we will be primarily concerned about the development and

evolution of technology and not with its diffusion into society,'

which could take considerably longer. In subsequently expressing

the constrained forecasts, where diffusion will play a more prominent

role, the time horizon is extended to the year 2020.

By the year 2000, it is expected that the present technologies

* will have matured and radically different approaches will be required

to make substantial further progress. While such approaches will

"" undoubtedly come, it would be futile to try to define-them here.
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* Given the relatively long diffusion times associated with telecommuni-

cations, approaches developed after 2000 are not likely to be widely

deployed by 2020 anyway, and the technology of 2000 is likely to be

sufficiently advanced to support most presently-conceived applications.

For telecommunications terminals, a number of parameters might

be forecast, including speed, power, size, weight, cost, and

reliability. However, the diversity of the components involved

Smake forecasts of some parameters difficult. It is also doubtful

* that some parameters will change significantly or would be of much

significance for terminals even if they were forecast. For example,

the basic telephone, which will continue in largely its present

( form, is unlikely to change significantly in any of the above

* categories except possibly power, and this change will be more

meaningful for its effect on the central office (switching) than

for its significance to the terminal function itself.

The reliability of input-output devices can be expected to

improve substantially in some areas as the result of advances in

VLSI control circuitry, reduced interconnections, and the simplifi-

cation of many mechanical functions. This is particularly true

for some of the relatively less reliable present components (bulkF stores and printers). While the conversion away from moving parts

* will not be total, system reliability will nonetheless benefit

substantially from increasingly electronic control. The less

( reliable of present components should improve by one to two orders

of magnitude in reliability, while components such as the telephone,
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which already offer extremely low failure rates, will remain

relatively unchanged.

Weight in input-output devices is expected to generally mirror

system size as it did for the systems considered in Section 2.7.

It is not expected to be of major significance except for airborne

applications where it will depend on the specific system implemented.

*Specific communication systems for NAS applications are considered

* in Phase 4 of this study.

Speed and power are interrelated for electronic logic functions

' but not for displays, bulk storage devices, or printers. The power

dissipated by terminal electronics is not expected to be a major

factor in the overall terminal requirements, which will be dominated

* by displays, bulk stores, and printers as was the case in the

instrumentation system of Section 2.7. These components will be

K locally powered, with telephone power likely to remain in the

central office. Speed is task-oriented, and must be defined for

the particular component or function needed. Component speeds will

be considered here, while specific system considerations are left

* to Phase 4.

0
In order to summarize some of the more important aspects of

terminal components, we will define a terminal consisting of a

number of elements and forecast the size and cost of teat terminal

over the 1080-2000 time period. Since power and weight are not

expected to be significant factors driving the development of such
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equipment, they are not forecast separately. Comments and forecasts

- of system spied are given in conjunction with specific component

discussions.

The terminal system to be considered is assumed to consist of

the following parts:

1) Microcomputer Control Complex

This portion of the terminal consists of a VLSI micro-
processor having a complexity of at least 10,000 gates and
an instrution cycle time of 100 nsec or less. The processor
is supported by 320 K-bits of ROM, 1 M-bit of high-speed
RAM, and 16 M-bits of magnetic bubble memory. In addition
a variety of peripheral interface chips are included.

2) Bulk Storage Module

The terminal is equipped with a bulk storage device, taken
here as a tape cartridge system, having a single-drive
single-cartridge capacity of 75 m-bytes (600 M-bits) and
an average transfer rate of at least 200 Kb/sec.

.. 3) Hard Copy Output Device

The terminal is provided with a printer capable of character
or graphic reproduction. The printer has a throughput of
several lines per second. Normally driven through an
electronic data link, it is also accessible via system key-
board.

4) Video Input System

The system is assumed equipped with a solid-state imager
capable of real-time transmission of TV quality picturesand graphic data.

5) Video Display

The dominant form of display for the terminal is a 25-inch
TV display screen, equipped for showing commercial broad-
cast TV, Teletext, or wired data.

( 6) Miscellaneous Input-Output Devices

The terminal has a standard microphone and speakers for
audio I/O, telephone/videophone transmission. It is also
equipped with a keyboard for data entry.
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This terminal is intended to represent a broadly-equipped

general-purpose input-output device. Equipped as described above,

it could provide the following functions:

1) Broadcast or wired TV.

2) Teletext and viewdata access to news and library facilities.

3) Electronic mail.

4) Building security and environmental control.

5) Telephone and videophone service.

6) Electronic funds transfer.

7) Remote shopping.

8) Electronic games and learning.

9) Broadcast music.

10) Computer-based problem solving and record keeping.

Figure 3.9 shows the relationship of these various functions

to the different components of the terminal system. Most functions

depend on the microcomputer and at least a portion of its memory.

This memory is extensive enough to permit the recognition of human

speech for security, control, and perhaps dictation purposes and

would likely allow an input-output vocabulary of several hundred

words. The software and dedicated hardware necessary for this

function should be available by 1990. While most of the applications

*are oriented toward the home, the terminal would be qqually useful

for small (and large) businesses. It would also be useful -oi a

variety of administrative, maintenance, and ATC functions within

the FAA.
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11- Figures 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12 forecast the cost and size of the

terminal f~om 1980 to the year 2000. Cost is expected to drop by

nearly an order of magnitude during this period. The most dramatic

decreases are expected in solid-state memory, which accounts for

almost 50 percent of the total system cost in 1980 and only 6

percent in the year 2000. Peripherals (display, printer, tape

drive) increasingly dominate the system. Size is expected to

decline by a factor of only about three, and this factor is very

sensitive to what happens in the display area. The microcomputer,

including the bubble memory, is expected to fit on a single printed

circuit card in the year 2000, occupying well under ten percent of

the system volume.I(
The microprocessor chosen with this system will probably not

be available in 1980 at the sub-100 nsec cycle time stated, although

- it should be available before 1985. By 1990 such a processor should

be comfortably behind the state of the art; nevertheless, it is

expected to be capable of managing most terminal functions very

well.

The read-only memory (320 K-bits) will hold many of the fixed

routines needed by the terminal. The high-speed ROM and RAM are

implemented (Figure 3.10) with chips close to the state of the art

before 1990 and are therefore somewhat more expensive than smaller

chips. It is important to recognize that these costs assume high

( volume production and are close to production cost. They, therefore
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Relationship of Terminal Functions
to Terminal Hardware
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Videophone X X X
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Shopping X ? X X

Games/Learning x x x x

Music x

Computer Calc. X ? ? X X
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Figure 3.9 K
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Terminal Cost and Size Forecast
by Year, 1980 - 2000

1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

Microcomputer

Processor 160 60 20 15 10

ROM 256 64 32 25 20

RAM 1000 400 100 50 35

Bubble 8000 3200 800 250 100

Peripheral LSI 400 200 120 80 60

$ 9816 3924 1072 420 225
Chassis/
Boards 175 125 60 60 60

A,W,T 85 65 28 26 26

Total Cost $10076 4114 1160 506 311

LSI Chip Count (107) (43) (18) (14) (12)

Bulk Memory 2500 1800 1000 800 700

c Printer 3000 2200 1500 1000 800

Video Input 2750 1150 350 175 150

Video Display 600 500 400 350 300

Misc. Peripherals 700 550 425 315 230

Total Terminal $19626 10314 4835 3146 2491

SIZE (cubic inches)

Microcomputer 1000 600 200 160 140
Bulk Memory 1500 1500 1200 1200 1000
Printer 5000 4500 4000 3500 3000
Video Input 200 150 100 100 100
Video Display 30000 25000 21000 8000 8000
Misc. Peripherals 2000 1800 1500 1500 1500

( Total size 39700 33550 28000 14460 13740

Figure 3.10
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,. Terminal Cost Forecast, 1980 - 2000
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imply a highly competitive market in which supply at least equals

. demand, in spite of a rapidly escalating demand. A seller's market,

* in which demand far outpaces supply, could seriously retard the

decline expected in memory cost. Most program execution is expected

to take place from RAM.

The bubble memory is expected to act as a relatively fast

bulk store into which specific algorithms, routines, and other

data can be paged from tape. Bubble memory entered the commercial

marketplace in 1979 at the one megabit/chip level after nearly a

decade of development and some disappointing earlier ventures at

* the 92 K-bit/chip level. The megabit chips look significantly

better, offering a 200 KHz data rate and an access time of 20 msec.

* However, the interfaced cost per bit is still relatively high and

* as a practical consideration, the 16 M-bit memory would probably be

implemented as a disk in 1980 at somewhat lower cost and slower

speed. By 1985 the bubble memories should be sufficiently advanced

as to constitute a preferred (or at least competitive) choice for a

fast access 16 M-bit store. Chip capacities of at least 4 M-bits

* should then be available and access times below 10 msec are expected.

* By the year 2000, 16 H-bit bubble chips with access under 0.1 msec

are forecast (41). Nevertheless, the iOse of a bubble store in 1980

probably results in a slightly higher initial cost for the terminal

°O than would a disk. Data transfer rates on bubble memofies should .-

exceed 1 MHz in the near future and will likely reach 10 M.Hz by the

1990s.
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The microcomputer complex is assumed to require a substantial

* number of LSI support chips to handle peripheral functions, including

one or more codecs and chips to control information protocols. As

- time passes, some of these jobs will be taken over by the micro-

processor, while other functions will be combined on a single chip.

General forecasts of power, speed, and cost for VLSI logic are

given in Section 2.

A tape cartridge system is assumed for a high capacity memory

store for the terminal. The added access delays compared with a

disk are assumed tolerable since the bubble memory will provide a

higher speed cache to RAM and effectively replace what might be an

( underutilized disk. It is expected that small business and other

applications will create enough pressure for low-cost peripherals

&that the cost of a fixed function will decline by a factor of

between three and four for tape drives, small disks, and printers

during the next twenty years. This amounts to a yearly decrease of

only six percent, which probably implies a price rise in present

dollars. The potential exists to do substantially better, accounting

for some of the uncertainty in Figure 3.11. The sizes of tape

drives, disks, and printers are not expected to change significantly.

The printer assumed for the system would be most likely a low-end

line printer, either impact matrix or non-impact in the near term.

Longer term, some form of ink jet or xerographic device might be

( employed.
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The video input device is assumed to consist of a solid-state

imager chip, lens assembly, and peripheral data processing chip.

It is assumed capable of 512 x 512 resolution for real time TV-

quality imaging of scenes or graphic data. In 1980 this system is

not available, although the price is representative of present area

imagers of somewhat lower resolution. The rapid drop in cost

reflects anticipated demand and the application of defective element

correction in the signal processing chip. By 1990, the imager

should permit high quality color transmission. The video display

*reflects a commercial broadcast color TV with provision for teletext

-. reception. The microcomputer and its memory would also participate

in teletext recording and display. Among the miscellaneous items

.. required for the terminal would be a keyboard, audio pickup device,

AM/FM receiver, and speakers.

Examining the cost of the terminal as shown in Figure 3.11,

. its 1980 cost of $20,000, which reflects only the manufacturing

cost of the computer, is too high for home use but certainly within

range of most small businesses. Businesses are indeed starting to

purchase systems with many of the features of this terminal. By

1990, however, the system cost is expected to drop below $5,000, so

that during that decade penetration into the home market should

begin. Certainly by the year 2000, terminals such as the one

described here will be practical for home use. Thus, terminal

capabilities and cost are not expected to slow telecommunication

developments and could increase the pressure on switching and
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transmission devices for new services and features. It should be

* noted that the size of the entire terminal is roughly the size of a

present color TV, and that much of the uncertainty in system size

reflected in Figure 3.12 is generated by uncertainty as to what

display will be used. It is assumed that in the early 1990s a

significantly thinner pseudo-panel color display will be available,

whether it is a form of CRT or some other device.

S-_ ... 3.6 Filtering in Telecommunication Systems

Before leaving the subject of terminals to examine the switching

and transmission functions, comments should be given relative to

two additional topics: filtering, and the subscriber line interface.

Filtering is treated in this section, and line interfaces are

discussed in Section 3.7.

LFiltering is an essential part of any communication system

where signal sampling and multiplexing are employed. The typical 8

KHz sampling rate in telephone systems implies the need to bandlimit

individual signals at 4 KHz to prevent foldover or aliasing distortion

* between adjacent channels. Hence, low-pass filters having sharp

cutoffs near 4 KHz are required. Additional filters are required

to aid in decoding dual-tone multifrequency (DTMF) signals such as

TOUCH-TONE, which use the same spectrum as speech. Filters are a

significant cost component of communication systems, whether

physically placed in the transmission (repeater), switching (line

(interface, digit receiver, channel bank), or terminal area. As

digital signaling is increasingly used and more complexity is placed
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in the terminal, filtering will become more closely associated with

the input-output area.

The earliest filters employed passive LC circuits. These were

bulky, heavy, and expensive, particularly for the audio range needed

for telephone communications. Transistor circuits permitted the

: development of active RC filters, and with the development of low-

* - cost monolithic operational amplifiers, these active filters were

improved significantly in terms of cost, size, and selectivity.

• .Since integrated resistors and capacitors are limited in the range

and precision of allowed values, these passive elements have

frequently remained off-chip, being realized as thin film or discreteL- )
elements. Thus, the size and cost of recent active RC filters have

tended to be dominated by the discrete capacitors.

There are three approaches which offer alternatives to active

RC filters which offer the prospect of further cost reduction and

miniaturization: digital filters, CCD filters, and switched-

capacitor filters. Digital filters require an analog-to-digital

. converter to digitize the analog signal and implement the filter

* characteristic by means of a computer algorithm. This approach has

advantages in terms of flexibility and real-time programmability,

but in communication systems, where most filter characteristics are

* well defined and not subject to change, these advantages are .1

relatively less important. Digital filters require a high-speed

processor and relatively large amounts of memory, and in spite of
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recent progress in digital integrated circuits, such filters are

still not practical for telecommunications. Even in the late 1980s,

,. when processor speed will be compatible with filter requirements,

it is likely that the analog CCD and switched-capacitor techniques

will be preferred.

*Charge-coupled devices (CCDs), acting as analog delay lines,

offer one practical means for implementing monolithic filters which

are stable and free from discrete components. CCDs consist of a

series of parallel electrodes on an oxidized silicon substrate as

shown in Figure 3.13 (42). The input signal is sampled and a charge

" proportional to the input signal amplitude is injected into a deple-

. tion area (potential well) under the first electrode. By alternately

( pulsing the electrodes from two, three, or four-phase clocks, the

, charge packet can be moved along the electrode array, finally emerging

at the end of the array where the input signal is reconstructed,

delayed by a time equal to the clock frequency times the number of

stages.

4 CCD filters can be of the recursive or the transversal types.

Recursive filters are shown in Figure 3.14 (43), where feed back is

* used to form a resonant circuit. The center frequency is set by the

feedback coefficients and by the delay, which in turn is a function

of the clock period and the number of stages. Since crystal clocks

are extremely stable, so is the filter characteristic. Transversal

| • filters are realized as the weighted sum of many samples of an input

( signal, each taken at a different time. The samples are realized as

outputs of the various stages of a CCD, and the weights are defined
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Charge Transfer in CC~s (42)
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(a) In a three-phase charge transfer, charge is stgred in a
*potential well formed by a voltage V larger than V,; (b)

Charge transfer is accomplished by 4 plying a voltaie V 3
greater than V ,causing charge to spill over; (c) four phase
and (d) two phise clocking schemes using two levels of metal.

Figure 3.13 C M N S
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Recursive Filtering With CCDs (43)
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(d) Sensitivity of the resonant frequency to the coefficient b1L
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* by using split-electrodes which detect the signal charge as it passes

under the sense point. The electrode area used for detection defines

the tap weight. Figure 3.15 (43) shows the CCD transversal filter

approach. These filters are being actively pursued for a variety

*of telecommunications applications (44, 45), and offer the promise

7 of lower cost, smaller size, and better stability than their active

RC counterparts.

Switched-capacitor filters are the newest approach to monolithic N

filter realization (46-50). In conventional active RC filters, RC

integrators such as that shown in Figure 3.16 are required. The

time constants for audio frequencies are long and the absolute

values of R and C must be precisely set and stable over time and

temperature. The switched capacitor approach overcomes these

difficulties. Circuit operation, show in Figure 3.16 (47) consists

of a sample phase and an integration phase. During the sample phase,

the input voltage (V1 - V2 ) is used to charge the capacitor CU.

During the integration phase, this capacitor is connected to the

integrator, where this difference voltage is scaled and stored on

CI . By switching CU at a rate fc, which is high compared to the0
passband frequencies, the effect is to simulate an equivalent

resistance REQ of value

REQ 1 .
* fCCU

The integrator gain constant is therefore

wo - 1 f CU-
REQC Cl
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CCD Transversal Filters (43)
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* CCD Transversal Filters (43)
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(c) Photograph of a low-pass split electrode transversal filter
(ri) COhservei inpulse response
(e) Observed transfer function. The device was operated at 32kHz

with a bandwidth of 3.2 kHz.

Figure 3.15
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Switched-Capacitor Filters (47)

.(
C V, I Vr

C tc)
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(f)

(a) A conventional RC differential integrator
(b) A switched-capacitor differential integrator
(c) A section of an RLC ladder network

(d) Active ladder equivalent from switched capacitor integrators
(e) An RLC doubly terminated fifth-order all-pole low-pass filter

and (d) its nominal passband frequency response, and
(b) Swithed-capacitor equivalent of the section in (e)

Figure 3.16
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The equivalent resistance values which can be realized are very

* high and very stable, and the circuit performance depends only on

the clock frequency and the ratio of two monolithic capacitors. As

* shown in Figure 3.16, this approach can be extended to the realiza-

tion of high performance low-cost filters (47). While CCD filters

have difficulty meeting the tight requirements on in-band ripple

* and signal-to-noise ratio found in telephone applications, switched-

* capacitor filters appear to have fundamental advantages in these

areas. It is likely that one or both of these monolithic filtering

* techniques will see extensive application in telecommunication

* systems, reducing filter cost by a factor of perhaps five and volume

by one-to-two orders of magnitude.)

3.7 Line Interface Circuits

A key element in present telecommunication systems is the

interface between the input-output device and the switching network.

Since the requirements on this interface are primarily determined

by the nature of the terminal, these line interfaces will be

discussed in this section, even though they presently reside in the

switching system itself. In telephone switching systems, their

importance is evidenced by the fact that the line/network interface

is the dominant cost factor in the system periphery, which in turn

is the dominant component of overall switching system cost. For a

-alarge space-division electronic switching system in 197&, the

periphery outweighed control in cost by a factor of about 1.6:1,
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'dl  whereas by 1980 for a similarly equipped system this ratio was

expected t& Jump to nearly 3:1, with the periphery accounting for

over 50 percent of system cost. It was frequently stated during

the early days of solid-state network development that such networks

would never be cost effective because even if the crosspoints were

free, the line/network interface would be prohibitively expensive

compared with those required for metallic (relay) networks.

Fortunately, this proved not to be the case.

One possible line interface circuit for use with a space-

division solid-state network is shown in Figure 3.17. This interface

would interface with the usual "500-set" telephone. Since ringing

(voltage (about 200 volts) cannot typically be passed through the

solid-state network, ringing access is provided by metallic relays

between the subscriber line and the ringing bus. Circuitry to

terminate ringing when the called party answers is not shown.

Power is fed to the telephone via line-feed inductors, which provide

a very low resistance at dc for the 48-volt office battery but

maintain a high impedance at voice frequencies (about 200 Hz).

Call originations are detected by an electronic £ 'n point which

senses differential current flow on the line in the off-hook

condition. This scan point is implemented as a resistive bridge

and comparator. A capacitor blocks the dc line feed voltage from

the transformer.

(
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Functional Representation of a Line Interface Circuit
For Use With a Space-Division Solid-State Network

T

Subscriber line to
network~~Scan _

! Point

R

Ringing -- to scannerL4• " Bus

I.!

Figure 3.17
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a.. Signal excursions are limited across the transformer input by

", a bidirectronal clipper diode. The transformer provides a means of

coupling bidirectional signal current to the network while blocking

common-mode signals on the line. Metallic distribution networks

(wire pairs) constitute an effective collection network for lightning

*bolts and carbon blocks are usually used to limit voltage excursions

to a few hundred volts as the lines enter the office. Since

telephone lines often run parallel to power distribution lines,

inductively coupled common-mode "longitudinal" currents on the

telephone lines can be high, sometimes exceeding 100 mA. Thus, the

transformer is important in blocking these signals.

( While actual line interface circuits may differ in detail, the

circuit in Figure 3.17 contains most of the required functions.

The line-feed inductors and transformer, and the relays, are bulky

and relatively expensive. Nevertheless, they perform their functions

well and, combined with the high-voltage/high-longitudinal aspects

* of the subscriber lines, present a formidible challenge to further

cost reduction, miniaturization, or integration. Progress in this

area has been relatively slow but is being made.

The evolution of the telecommunication network toward digital

rterminals, digital time-division switches, and fiberoptic customer
lines will have a substantial impact on line interfaces. Adoption

of a tone-ringing solid-state telephone would eliminate the problem

( of ringing access and reduce the line-feed power requirements.
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Fiberoptics would eliminate lightning and longitudinals, further

simplifying the interface. Thus, these developments have the

* potential of eliminating most of the present line interface and

could reduce the cost of a local switching office by a factor of

one-third or more. For existing space-division offices serving

conventional telephones, progress is also being made. Floating

power converter circuits immune to longitudinals and capable of

providing 1000 volt isolation between loop transients and the

network have been described (51). Thus, it is likely that some

miniaturization and cost reductions will occur even on conventional

lines during the 1980s.

)
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Chapter Four

Switching Systems

." 4. Switchinj Systems for Telecommunications

The second major element of telecommunications is switching.

* The switching machines provide the important function of inter-

connecting the customer terminals and transmission facilities, and

increasingly provide the total network with "intelligence", by

which we mean the capability to provide a wide range of specialized

services simultaneously.

In section 4.1 we will describe briefly the hierarchy of switching

systems in the public switched network; in section 4.2 and 4.3 we

-< will describe modern toll and local switching systems; and, section

4.4 will focus on small customer premise switching systems (such

as PBX's). Section 4.5 will give a forecast of future developements

in switching systems.

4.1 The Public Switched Network

In 1882, almost one hundred years ago, there were 47,700

telephones in service in the U.S. In contrast, in 1978 over

169,000,000 telephones were in service--81% of these were provided

*by AT&T, 10% by GTE and the remainder by approximately 1500 inde-

pendent companies and cooperatives. These telephones generated

$50 billion in revenues in 1978; included over 250 billon local

calls and 25 billion toll calls; provided employment for approxi-

mately one million people; and required an investment of $140

billion.
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So that all 169 million telephones can talk to each other

efficiently and economically, a systematic network has evolved

which consists of a 5-level hierarchy of switching centers. Class

5 offices are at the lowest level and are the most numerous.

These home in on the next level offices called Class 4 toll centers

(of which there are approximately 800 in the Bell System); these

in turn home on 230 Class 3 primary centers, 67 Class 2 Sectional

centers and ten Class 1 regional centers. Altogether in 1977

there were approximately 20,000 switching offices in the U.S.,

of which 17,000 were in the Bell System. This formal network

structure assures that the longest calling path will not contain

more than nine trunks in tandem (1,2).

Voice switching functions are complex. The central office

equipment supervises all lines; it detects when a subscriber wishes

to make a call (which is commonly known as "off-hook" condition); 71

it collects the dialing (address signaling) digits; it analyzes

these digits to determine the type of call and routing; on interoffice

calls, it selects the appropriate trunk and passes on the appropriate

signaling information; on local calls it selects the talking path;

it powers the telephones and detects disconnections; it alerts

(rings) the called line; and it attends to billing, administrative

and maintenance functions.
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In 1977 only two manual central office switchboards were

reported in operation; however, 46% of the 20,000 or so telephore

company switching centers were of the step-by-step electromechanical

types (whose design goes back to 1890), 35% were the more modern

crossbar types using relay common control, and 18% were electronic

types using stored program control (1). Current industry plans

look to the replacement of all electromechanical switches with

electronic types within the next two decades.

The advantages of stored program control over electromechanical

switching are higher capacity, lower cost,* lower floor space

requirements, lower operation and maintenance expense, increased

(revenues through custom calling services, and greatly increased

operational flexibility. (With regard to the latter, the number

of features offered for electronic offices has tripled over those

offered by electromechanical offices not using stored program

control) (3).

*AT&T estimates that over the past ten years the cost of a

crossbar switch for a typical office has doubled; however, the cost( for a similar capacity electronic office has remained approximately
the same.
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Anotine- feature of the network which is closely related to

stored programcontrol is Common Channel Interoffice Signaling

(CCIS). In the electromechanicl network, the first prevalent

signaling system, used with step-by-step systems, was dial pulse

signaling. When common control systems came into use and carrier-

type transmission systems became more widespread, multifrequency

(MF) tones were used to transmit address information and single-

frequency (SF) sets carried supervisory signals over the voicepath

circuitd used by the subscriber. SF/MF signaling has served well

for about 30 years, but it has significant limitations. It is

relatively slow, can transmit a very limited amount of information

and its capabilities cannot be economically expanded. It is clearly

not capable of matching the capabilities of electronic offices and )
is now being supplanted by the CCIS system (4).

The principle of the CCIS system is to transmit all of the

signaling information pertaining to a group of trunks over a separate

dedicated channel. All of the signaling interaction between two

* electronic switches, including network management, can take place

between the processors over the CCIS network of voice-grade data

lines. The result is a great reduction in call set-up time--one

or two seconds on a coast-to-coast call, instead of the previous

A
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ten secondg or more for the former system which utilized the same

trunk for both signaling and the talk path. There are many other

advantages, special routing information can be carried along with

the call. For example, to minimize transmission delay by ensuring

there is no more than one satellite hop in the connection, special

signals can be transmitted to do this when the call is being set

up. Also, messages can be relayed back from any office in the

connection to the originating office so that tones and announcements

can be applied locally rather than across the network--thus freeing

trunks for other calls. The calling party can be identified before

answering by a special tone or by an alpha-numeric display. Going

( beyond the basic CCIS functions for improved network management,

AT&T foresees the expansion to tailored stored program control

network functions for unique customer requirements, including

special inward WATS routing features whereby when a nationwide

(800) calling number is used, such calls could be routed to selected

regional answering centers rather than to a single center (5,6).

4.2 Toll Switching Machines

Prior to 1970, virtually all toll switching machines were

analog metallic crosspoint space-division switches. By analog, we

mean that the mode of transmission through the switch was analog,

independent of the mode of transmission of the same trunk in the

transmission world. By metallic crosspoint, we mean the actual

( method of establishing the connection was by the use of mqnetically
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controlled relay contacts. Finally, by space-division, we mean t1
that the means of separating the trunks within the switching machines

was by separating them on physically distinct wires, one trunk per

wire. The interface between such a switch and the transmission

world was very simple, namely a pair of wires carrying an analog

signal for each trunk, called a voice frequency, or VF interface.

This type of toll switching machine is perhaps best exemplified

by the Bell System's No. 4 Crossbar System, which was the mainstay

of the network from 1943 until recently. Between 1965 and 1975

the number of these switches tripled, and in 1976 seven metropolitan

areas had four or more of these machines and 22 cities had at

least two. )

Around 1970, it became obvious that the solid-state technology

engulfing the rest of telephony was also the wave of the future

in switching networks as well. In particular, engineers started

looking seriously at ways of replacing the metallic crosspoints,

which were labor-intensive in their manufacture and hence stable

or increasing in price, with solid-state crosspoints, which had

the potential of following a declining price curve. At about

the same time, digital transmission, which was introduced in

1962 in the form of the Bell System Tl system, was expanding to

the point of encompassing a significant fraction of the.trunks

in a toll switching office (particularly the relatively short-haul 9

toll-connecting trunks connecting to local switches). )

ACUMENICS
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Solid-state crosspoints could be used in a conventional space-

division configuration. However, this had three major disadvantages.

First, solid-state crosspoints at that time had a loss variation

which was too great to meet transmission requirements. Second,

solid-state crosspoints with VF transmission require two pins on

the device package for each trunk being switched, and hence the

level of integration which could be achieved would be severely

limited by pin-out and packaging requirements. Third, this approach

did not interface naturally with digital transmission, which was

expected to become the dominant mode of transmission in the telephone

* network.

Using digital transmission internal to a toll switch was a

natural way of achieving solid-state crosspoints without the

difficulties mentioned above. Obviously the interface to digital

transmission would be simple and inexpensive, and there would be

no loss variation whatsoever. In addition, if the signals were

switched in a time-division multiplexed form similar to that used

in the digital transmission world, each integrated circuit pin and

each crosspoint could perform the switching function for multiple

trunks. Thus, not only could the pin-out problem be solved, but

the total number of crosspoints in the switch would be substantially

reduced, resulting in an additional economic advantage.

(
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Thus, it was decided in 1970 to develop a digital toll switch,

the No. 4 ESS, in the Bell System (7,8). The development took

seven years and reportedly cost $500 million, culminating in

the first cutover in 1976. The concept of digital switching

*in which trunks were separated in time (by time-division multi-

plexing or TDM) as well as space had been investigated in the late

1950's (9), but had to wait for the technology to catch up. The

first commercial digital switch (a local switch) was placed in

service in France in 1970 (10). The first toll switch was placed

in service in England in 1973.(11). In the United States the No. 4

ESS and the Vidar IMA-2 (12) toll digital switches were introduced

in 1976, and the Automatic Electric No. 3 EAX was placed in service

in 1978 (13). These systems were going into service so rapidly

that by December 1978 fully one-eighth of all toll calls in the

Bell System were switched by No. 4 ESS (14). A number of manufacturers,

around the world have toll digital switching machines under develop-

ment, as summarized in [15]. It appears that practically all

metallic crosspoint toll switching machine developments have been

abandoned in favor of digital switching approaches.

4K
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4A,2.1 Architecture of Toll Digital Switching Machines

*A simplied block diagram of a typical toll (Class 1

* through 4) digital switching machine is shown in Figure 1, and a

detail of the network is shown in Figure 2. The standard interface

* to the switching network is the DS1, which is the slowest speed

bit stream in the digital transmission hierarchy.

It consists of 24 VF trunks time-division multiplexed together,

with a total bit rate equal to 1.544 Mb/s. DSI's originating in

the transmission world can therefore be interfaced to the switch

directly as shown in Figure 1. There is also considerable analog

- ( transmission in the intertoll network which is in frequency-division

multiplexed form. The lowest signal in this hierarchy is the

group, in which 12 trunks are multiplexed together. A transmulti-

plex, which converts two FDM groups into a single TDM DS1, efficiently

interfaces analog transmission facilities to the digital switch

* (16). Finally, every office has a small number of service circuits

and special services (such as private lines) which can be interfaced

through a conventional channel bank such as the Bell System D4.

The cross-office paths are set up through the switching network

4 under control of a stored-program control (SPC) processor, which

is essentially a special-purpose computer. The processor communicates
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with other switches to set up a lengthy telephone connection in

°

rone of two ways. One is on the trunks themselves, and this signaling

path is interfaced to the processor by way of the network. The

other signaling method, which is expected to become ubiquitous, is

common-channel interoffice signaling (CCIS). It is esentially a

special data network overlayed on the telephone network for signaling

purposes. The processor must therefore have a separate interface

* to the CCIS network.

The heart of the switch is the network, which is shown in

. simplified form in Figure 2. As shown in Figure 1, the standard

interface to the network is the DSn. The DSl interface block

Sperforms many functions relating to transmission, signaling, and

switching. First, it performs such transmission functions as

* bipolar-to-unipolar conversion, framing, and violation monitoring.

SiSecond, it strips off the signaling bits, indicating the on-off

hook status of each trunk (which is included in the bit stream by

* robbing information bits in each sixth frame). Finally, it has a

buffer store which absorbs any difference in the phase of the

internal switch clock and the timing reference of the incoming bit

stream. At the output of the DS interface block, the 24-channel

frames of the bit streams are all lined up together, this being

essential for the subsequent switching function. t
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The signaling bits which are stripped off the incoming DSl's

in the DSl interface are all routed to the processor indirectly

through another unit called the signal processor.

The switching function itself is performed by the time-slot

interchange (TSI) and the time-multiplexed space-division switch.

Together, these units must be able to route a sample from one

trunk a) to any other DS1 and b) to any time slot on that DSl.

i Thus, the TSI enables the sample to be shifted from one time slot

to another, by simply reading all samples into a buffer store in

the order that they appear on the incoming DSl, and reading them

out in the next frame in a different order. The space division

switch then switches the sample in its new time slot to any of the

other DSI's (or possibly the same one). Since the space-division

switching function is different in each time slot, the space-

division switch reconfigures itself in each time slot. One major

economy is the fact that the space-division switch is performing

multiple duty, completely reconfiguring in each time slot, thereby

substantially reducing the ratio of crosspoints to trunks.

There are many variations on the architecture of Figure 2.

For example, it is possible to reverse the order of time slot

interchange and space-division switching. It is also common to

time-division multiplex up to a higher bit rate prior to the time
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slot interchange in order to more efficiently utilize the space-

*division switch. As an example, in the No. 4 ESS five DSl's are

multiplexed together (to 120 trunks) prior to time slot interchange,

and the space division switch is 1024 by 1024. The total number

*" of trunk terminations is therefore 120 times 1024, or 122,880.

4.2.2 Advantages of Digital Switching

There are numerous reasons why digital switching

has become ubiquitous in new switching developments, both toll and

local. Perhaps foremost at this time is the low cost of the switching

* network itself, due to the solid state crosspoints and the fact

*that a relatively small network is time-division multiplexed over

a much larger number of trunks. In addition, every indication is

that the digital logic technology (such as ROMs, RAMs, and multi-

plexers) extensively used in the digital switching network is

*likely to rapidly decrease in cost, whereas competitive metallic

crosspoint approaches are labor-intensive and hence susceptible to

inflationary cost increases.

LAside from the switching network itself, the interfaces to

the transmission world in a toll digital switch are much more

natural and cost-effective than in a space-division switch. This

is because the incoming digital tranmission trunks are in the same
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S- format as is used internally in the switch network, and digital

transmission constitutes an ever-expanding portion of the trunk

terminations. In contrast, the VF metallic trunk interface to a

space-division switch is almost non-existent in the transmission

world. This desirable coordination of transmission and switching

internal formats is known as integrated digital transmission and

switching (17).

Another factor which is not insignificant in the advance of

digital transmission and switching is the simple way in which

signaling can be accomplished in the digital transmission format

(by simply multiplexing extra bits into the bit stream for this

( purpose). In contrast, for any other combination of transmission

and switching, expensive in-band modems are required for signaling

(such as Signal Frequency or SF signaling).

The time-division multiplexed digital interface to a digital

toll switch also results in some economies in the realization of

certain signal processing functions. A single functional unit

placed at this interface can be time-shared over multiple trunks,

with a hardware savings as compared to replication on a per-trunk

basis, and there are also maintenance advantages to digital

implementations. An example is the echo-supressor terminal for

No. 4 ESS (18) which has a ten-to-one cost advantage and a 25-to-one

space advantage over the analog device it replaces. Digital switching

( allows these savings regardless of whether the transmission trunks

are analog or digital.

ACUMENICS
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There are administrative and maintenance advantages to digital

* switching. Digital hardware is more amenable to automated fault

*recognition and isolation procedures, resulting in savings in

recurring costs such as salaries. In addition, because the digital

switching network is so inexpensive, it can be made virtually

non-blocking with small economic penalty, resulting in the elimination

of many expensive traffic measuring and load-balancing administrative

procedures.

All the advantages we have cited make toll digital switching

economic in today's telephone network, even in the presence of

significant analog transmission. Perhaps tLe greatest advantage

of digital switching is the flexibility that it provides for the )
future. Once various types of signals (such as audio, video,

data, etc.) are converted into digital form, they can be readily

accommodated in a digital transmission and switching network.

Since non-voice services are expected to become ever more prevalent

in the near future, the advantages of entering this era with a

flexibile integrated digital transmission and switching network

are overwhelming.

* Thus far we have concentrated on the considerations in adopting

digital switching. The conversion to stored-program control (SPC)

of switching machines (independent of whether the network is analog

* or digital) occured much earlier and also has important consequences

for the future. The SPC switches are much more flexible in the

ACUMENICS
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features they can provide, and allow those features to be changed

and added over the lifetime of the switch. The conversion to CCIS

signaling in conjunction with SPC also results in a dramatic increase

in the capability to provide new services, since the communication

capability between switching machine SPC processors is greatly

enhanced.

Of course digital switching also has disadvantages. One is

the cost of conversion to a radically new technology. Perhaps the

greatest new technical and administrative burden introduced by

digital swit sing is the need to synchronize the switching machines

( together (as was mentioned earlier, it is assumed that the incoming

DSl's are synchronized to the switch internal clock). Rather

elaborate network synchronization mechanisms have been set up to

accommodate this need for synchronization (19).

4.3 Local Digital Switching Machines

4 Local (Class 5) switching machines have undergone an

evolution similar to toll switching machines. Until very recently,

the predominant architecture was a space-division metallic cross-

point switch with stored-program control. In contrast to toll

switching, the first break from this architecture was by a group

of relatively small telephone equipment manufacturers who foresaw

(
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- the application of digital local switching, particularly to smaller

switches in rural areas. The large manufacturers have since followed

*suit with local digital switching developments of their own, and

it appears that as in the toll arena digital switching machines

will become ubiquitous.

I The earliest application of local digital switching was in France

in 1970 (20), which now has more than 500 thousand lines in service.

Starting with the Stromberg-Carlson DCO in 1977, several small

local digital switches have become available in the U.S., and two

large local digital switches are under development at Western

Electric and Automatic Electric (15).

A common architecture of these machines was anticipated in

1959 (9) and is shown in Figures 3 and 4. The switching network

of Figure 3 uses time-division and space division techniques

similar to toll switches. The interfaces to transmission trunks

are similar to toll switches also, with the single exception that

* there are essentially no local or toll-connecting FDM trunks and

hence transmultiplexers are not required. Likewise, the processor

and CCIS interface are similar to those of toll switches.

The major distinction between local and toll digital switches,

as well as between digital and metallic local switches, is on the

subscriber line side of the switch. The line interface switch

"I
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interfaces the subscriber lines, which are metallic, to the DSl

interface to the digital switching network. An important feature

is this standard DS1 interface, since it allows the line interface

switch to be located remotely from the switching network and connect

to it by standard digital transmission facilities.

The architecture of a typical line interface swith (local or

remote) is shown in Figure 4. An important function is to interface

the metallic two-wire subscriber loop to the digital transmission

format. This subscriber line interface circuit is shown in block

diagram form in Figure 4b, where we see the important functions

required. The two-wire loop must be powered (battery) and converted

( to four-wire transmission (hybrid). Then in the direction of the

switch, the signal is low-pass filtered to eliminate aliasing

distortion in the subsequent sampling, and then converted to

digital in the coder. In the direction of the subscriber, the

signal is converted to analog in the decoder and then reconstructed

with another lowpass filter.

The subscriber line interface just described is an important

part of the line interface switch of Figure 4a. The other primary

function is concentration, usually by a factor of six or seven, in

recognition of the low connect time of the average subscriber

loop. The concentrator is controlled by a local processor, whch

also provides maintenance features.
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The line interface switch processor communicates with the base

- switch processor over the DS1 interface. The two processors can

"! then cooperate in the setting up of a connection. Some line

interface switches also provide the capability to switch a call

* between two subscribers on the same line interface switch entirely

within that switch, thereby freeing up capacity on the link to

the base switch and also providing the capability for a modicum

of service in case of failure of the transmission facility to

the base switch.

4.3.1 Considerations in Local Digital Switching

The economics of local digital switching are not

quite so favorable as in toll switching, particularly for the

larger switches. This is because the interface to the subscriber

line is not as inexpensive as the interface to the digital trans-

mission trunk. In a local digital switch, it is therefore the

cost of the subscriber line interface which predominates.

In an analog space-division local switch, the only function

which has to be performed on a per-subscriber line basis is

supervision (determining if the phone is off-hook). Other

functions, such as loop testing and ringing can be performed
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on a service circuit basis through the metallic crosspoint network.

In contrast, a digital switch cannot handle the large voltages

required for these functions in the digital network, and consequently

a metallic high voltage access must be provided external to the

digital network. Similarly, none of the functions of Figure 4b

are required in an analog metallic crosspoint switch on a per-line

basis.

Although the subscriber line interface is more expensive for

a local digital switch, there are r',mpensating savings. The

interface to digital transmission trunks is less expensive. Also,

the remote line interface switch is very useful in reducing the

( number of copper wires in the subscriber loop plant. In rural

areas, small central offices can be replaced by remote line inter-

face switches connected to a larger base switch, thereby centralizing

" administration and maintenance and reducing trunking requirements.

The economics are more favorable for small local digital switching

because the digital switching network is a dominant part of the

cost and is less expensive than for an analog switch. In larger

digital switches, the per-line cost of the subscriber line interface

dominates. One modification of the architecture of Figure 4a

which looks attractive, particularly for the larger switch, is to

place the concentration between the subscriber line and the subscriber

line interface. The concentration must then be analog, either

(
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solid-state or metallic. The number of line interfaces is then

dramatically reduced, with the resulting savings partially offset

by the increased cost of the analog concentrator.

Another modification of this basic architecture which shows

promise of both cost savings and the potential for new services is

the digital telephone instrument. In this configuration, the

codec would be placed in the telephone instrument itself, and the

subscriber loop would employ 64 kb/s or higher speed digital trans-

mission. Supervision and signaling could be performed ojer the

* digital subscriber loop more naturally than by using high voltages

and tone signaling as at present. The present subscriber loops

can support this digital transmission out to 5-8 km without repeaters.

Higher bandwidths and/or longer distances may require fiber optics

technology. The first digital telephone set is presently being

test marketed in Denmark (22).

4.4 Small Switching Systems

*The evolution in small switching systems for use on customer

premises (such as Private Branch Exchanges or PBXs) is occuring

perhaps more rapidly than anywhere else in the telephone network.

0$ These systems involve relatively little development effort,

and are therefore accessible to a number of small and innovative

manufacturers.
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4.4.1 Small Telephone Systems - A Historical Perspective

The xovies of the 1920's frequently showed a harried

[] editor of a newspaper frantically attempting to cope with a half

*dozen phones on his desk, all ringing at the same time. At that

time, there were no organized, small, multi-line telephone systems

for use on the customer's premises. The first simple attempts to

* provide some control was the installation of a switch on a phone

that looked like a key so that one could switch from one line to

• 'another--hence, the term "key telephone system" (KTS) has been

carried on for five decades as being synonymous for small telephone

* systems that could receive and hold several calls simultaneously.

To meet customer requirements, telephone companies in the

* 1920's supplied what we now call key telephone systems by designing

stations, relays and wiring plans for each customer. Some of

these plans were standardized, but they lacked flexibility, making

installations and changes difficult and expensive. In 1938 the
.4

Bell System developed the first standardized key telephone system,

the type 1A, using building blocks called key telephone units

(KTUs) or line cards, which consist of relay circuits for holding

calls and supplying visual and audible signals. The system functions

are controlled by pushing buttons that are equipped with lights to

indicate system status. An array of buttons is called a keystrip

and a telephone so equipped is called a key telephone (23).
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The basic purpose of a key telephone system is to permit the

user to pick up any of several lines and to hold calls associated

with any of these lines. A typical key telephone system consists

of several telephones which have access to a subset of four to six

lines. System configurations can range from one to perhaps one

hundred telephones (which are also called stations). Various

types of station sets are used with key telephone systems.

The most common can handle up to 6 lines, and there are various

types of consoles that handle up to 30 lines. The common line

states and corresponding lamp indcations are shown below:

Key Telephone Lamp Signals )

Line State Lamp Indication

Idle Not illuminated

Busy Steady illumination

Ringing Flashing - 60 flashes per minute

Hold Winking -120 flashes per minute

It is estimated that about one half of all installed key tele-

phone systems work into PBX's, which in turn connect to central

offices, and the other half are connected directly to central

offices.

)"%J

)
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In addition to the ability to pick up and hold lines, a key

system can prbvide a variety of other features, such as conferencing,

intercom service and toll restriction. A conferencing arrangement

allows a station user to connect three or more parties simultaneously.

* -Intercom service provides additional channels on which stations

*can intercommunicate without the need to place a call through the

PBX or the serving central office. In manual intercoms, all stations

. "have access to a common talking path, and signaling is done with a-. 1
buzzer. Dial intercoms generally have more than one talking path,

and signaling is done by dialing. Toll restriction circuitry

prevents selected stations from making toll calls.

( The type lAl KTS was introduced in the Bell System in 1953 and

considerably reduced the installation effort in relation to that

C - required for its predecessor. The type 1A2 utilities modular

packaging, making use of solid-state circuits and plug-in KTUs.

Electromechanical relays used in the earlier KTUs are now being

replaced by triacs (PNPN diodes) with attendant space and power

savings (24). The system design concept for the type IA2 KTS

provides for considerable flexibility and feature offerings and it

is also offered by a number of different manufacturers under Western

Electric licenses, including ITT, Northern Telecom, GTE-Automatic

Electric, Stromberg-Carlson and San-Bar.

(
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Another step in the evolution of key systems is repesented C

by the Bell Com-KeyO systems (which can handle from 4 to 21 lines

and from 16 to over 50 stations). These systems were introduced

in 1975 as the result of the competition in the telecommunications

equipment market initiated by the FCC's Carterfone Decision in

1968, resulting in lower-priced, factory wired and tested systems

that could be installed and maintained with less effort than previous

systems. In the case of the Com-KeyO 718 system, each telephone

uses a 25-pair cable, has ten buttons for incoming lines, intercom

lines and hold, and is available with rotary or tone dialing. To

simplify installation, each incoming line appears on the same

button position on all phones, making life easier for the installer.

Some of the features include: voice signaling (allows the attendant

to speak to someone via the system intercom without the called

party having to pick up the handset), tone signaling (supplies two

different tones to identify inside or outside calls), music-on-hold,

p~a , privacy (prevents other persons from listening in on a

conversation), privacy release, and power-failure transfer (maintains

basic but limited service during a commerical power failure) (25).

Microprocessors are being introduced to small telephone systems.

In Bell's recently announced Horizon® system (26), the microprocessor

makes use of a read-only memory (ROM) that contains the system

program--the routines that dictate system features and operation.
I
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Information is entered into this memory during the manufacturing

* process and cannot be changed. The other memory, a random-access

* memory (RAM), contains information about the status of the system

and holds translation information such as line and station

numbers, button assignments and station restrictions--information

that can be changed through an external access unit. (Previously,

it was necessary to make hard-wired changes to enter translation

data into the older systems).

Instead of using the 25-pair cables between the telephones

and common equipment of the older key systems, the new electronic

systems now on the market make use of one, two or three pairs of

wires running from the telephones to the common equipment with

consequent great savings on premise writing requirements. This

IC.' reduction in premise wiring is made possible by the transition

from relay logic used in the older systems to the use of micro

processor logic.

The new key systems that make use of microprocessors have

built-in maintenance diagnostics, which can automatically test the

memories and control circuitry. In the case of failure, light-

emitting diodes (LEDs) glow at the central answering position and

in the control unit on the malfunctioring circuit packs. (Installed

prices for key telephone systems when purchased • .-y from about

$500 per station for 1A2 systems (which use electromechanical

4-29
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relays) to perhaps as much as $1000 per station for types making

- use of microprocessor technology. (The Bell System, since its

inception, has only leased terminal equipment to its subscribers.

At the present time, some telephone companies provide their

subscribers with lease or purchase options. Since 1969, as the

result of the Carterfone Decision, customer ownership of telephone

terminal equipment has been permitted throughout the U.S.).

4.4.2 Private Branch Exchanges (PBXs)

The basic function of a (PBX) is to connect PBX stations

to each other or to trunks to the serving central cffice. In

early manual PBXs, the attendant performed all the inter-connections,

-* incoming as well as station-to-station, at a cord-type switchboard.* )
Most modern PBXs are dial systems and the interconnections are

accomplished automatically.

The trunks that connect the PBX to the central office are

fewer in number than the PBX stations as it is rare that all PBX

S stations will attempt to talk outside of the PBX at the same

time. Aside from the normal trunks to the central office, a wide

variety of private line circuits can be connected to a PBX, such

*The No. 4 Manual cord-type board (1904) was the first standard
PBX in the Bell System (27).

)
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as off-premise stations (OPS), tie trunks (which connect to

*other PBXs) and foreign exchange (FX) trunks (which provide

direction connection to a centrol office other than the normal

local exchange).

PBX installations can vary from just a few stations to several

thousand. In reality, there is no clear-cut distinction between

small PBXs and key telephone systems. As indicated earlier,

• large PBX configurations frequently will include the connection

of several key systems.

The PBX-type service can also be provided by connecting all

(stations directly to the serving central office in what is known

as the CO Centrex system. In such a system, there is no switching

Sequipment on the customer's premises and it is frequently cost

effective when the customer is located a short distance from the

central office. (There is a looplength dependent cost penalty

4as the distance from the central office increases). Centrex

features offered are similar to those offered by modern PBXs.
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In a PBX there is a matrix of switches that effect the

connection desired and a means of control, which can be instructed

by the user to cause the switches to operate. PBX systems over

the years have evolved around three basic switching concepts

involving space divison, time division and frequency division

multiplexing (28).

Examples of space division switching include cord-type

manual switchboards and automatic electromechanical switches,

including the Strowger step-by-step switch and other types of %t

two-motion switches, relay and reed switches and the crossbar

switch. The earlier electromechanical switches made use of

wired logic for control purposes. )

In the 1960's and early 1970's several PBX designs evolved

using reed and crossbar switching networks which made use of

electronic common control (i.e., stored program control) meth-

odology. With stored program controlled processors, translation

changes, new service additions, and other modifications can be

implemented as changes in the program, rather than making complex

hardware and wiring changes.

)
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Typicglly, these processors interpret and execute, one-by-one,

the instructions of the program; they contain a memory that stores

the program; they have a memory that functions as an erasable

scratch pad to record and accumulate data during call processing;

they have scanners through which the central control receives

information such as station on-hook, off-hook, dialed digits,

etc.; and they have built-in signal distributors through which

they cause network switches to operate. Most stored program

processors operate in a time sharing mode whereby many calls in

various stages of completion are handled simultaneously. Systems

using stored program control, therefore, exhibit much more flexiitlity

and versatility than those using wired logic.

The transmission medium in a time-division switching matrix

can be either analog or digital. Those PBXs using sampled analog

technology make use of either pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) or

pulse width modulation (PWM); while those using digital formats

use pulse code modulation (PCM) or delta modulation.' As with

space division systems, control of time division systems can be

achieved through the use of wired logic, stored program control

-i :roprocessors, distributed microprocessor techniques, or in the

Df some large systems, minicomputers can be used.

-r e manufacturer, Digital Telephone Systems, is currently
"e-s making use of delta modulation.
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In frequency division switching, a particular RF carrier is

transmitted over a coaxial cable to the receiving telephone which

translates the modulated carrier to voice signals. Switching,

therefore, is accomplished by tuning to the appropriate channel.

Although experiments with electronic switching began in the

* late 1940's, it was not until the 1960's (with the development of

the semiconductor and computer industries) that functional telephone

switching systems were developed--such as the Bell 101 ESS (a time

*O division switch) and the Bell 800-series PBXs that used transistor-

resistor logic control of crossbar switches. It turned out that

the switching matrix proved to be the most difficult section of

the system to reduce to electronics as the earlier semiconductor

devices were not as good as metallic contacts for switching purposes.

As a consequence, a considerable number of PBXs on the market

today feature electronic common control of electromechanical switches. I

In fact, of the 200 or so PBXs available in 1979, three fourths

use space division (mainly electromechanical)* switching and a

little more than half make use of electronic common control circuitry.

*A rare example of a system using semiconductor crosspoints is
the ITT TE-400 series PBXs which use a PNPN diode switching matrix.

4o
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Several major studies are required in the selection of a

PBX: traffic expectations, required features, economic considera-

tions, and reliability requirements.

Traffic engineering is a highly specialized field that

attempts to assure that calls will not be delayed excessively

when being processed by the switch. "Grade-of-Service" is a

probability statement related to a specified traffic handling

capacity to indicate the expected proportion of calls that would

be blocked or not completed.

A typical industry measure for traffic handling capacity is

hundred-call-seconds (CCS). Examples: one CCS is equal to one

( call lasting one hundred seconds; or a 1-hr call (3600 seconds)

equals 36 CCS. The traffic capacity of a system is measured in

CCS/line and therefore equals the calling rate multiplied by the

holding time in seconds divided by 100; where the calling rate

is defined as the number of originating and terminating trunk

calls plus intercom calls during the busy hour of the day, and

the holding time is the average duration of calls in seconds.

Benchmarks for CCS/line ratings for PBXs are:

Heavy traffic - 8.0
Medium traffic - 5.0
Light traffic - 3.5
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As an example, for a Grade-of-Service figure of P0.02

(or P.02), at a given CCS/line traffic handling capacity, one

would expect 2% of all calls to be blocked. (Most systems are

rated at P.01 or P.02). For example, Bell's 101 ESS in its maximum

* configuration (576 lines and 332 trunks) is rated at 9.0 CCS/line

with a Grade-of-Service of P.02. And Bell's Dimensions 100 PBX,

at its maximum configuration (100 lines and 22 trunks) is rated at

16 CCS/line with a Grade-of-Service of P.01 (29).

1With regard to required features, the needs of the user must

be taken into consideration. Users fall into two classes: large

users with competent technical and administrative communications

staffs and smaller users without such resources. A further break

down of users illustrates how basic system packages for each group

tends to be unique:
I I.

* Industrial, financial and government groups are
heavy users of data communications, private networks
and both large and small communications sytems.

* Service providers such as hospitals, educational
* institutions and the lodging industry require

snphisticated administrative communications and
communications that encourage the use of their
services.

• Retail and transportation users require fast and
efficient communications typified by automatic call
distribution (ACD) systems (30).
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It becomes apparent that there is no such thing as a universal

* . PBX, coverinj the range from 10 to 10,000 lines.

Over 400 features, many of them software options, are now

available; however, only 40 or 50 operating features appear to

have universal need among all end user groups.* Some of the

interesting new feature options include "electronic" telephones,

traffic analysis and control, automatic call distributors, software

, options, voice digitization applications, electronic mail, and

electronic tandem switching (networking).

Even telephones are undergoing substantial changes. Stations

used with Bell's Horizon® key system and Dimension® PBX make use

of tone ringers instead of electromechanical bell and solid-state

red and green LEDs as visual indicators instead of the previously

used filament lights. Other manufacturers, notably ROLM and Northern

Telecom, have gone further and are providing sets with alpha-numeric

displays, additional control functions and loudspeakers. Some of the

new phones have such functions as call timers, clocks, identification

*Furthermore, the wide variety of system options on advanced
systems often overwhelm many users with the result that full system
capability is rarely attained. Special training programs are often( required to indoctrinate personnel in the use of system features.
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of the calling number* and equipped with call forwarding, speed

calling, call back, do not disturb and conferencing modes. The

new phones with such features are expensive, some having price

tags reportedly approaching $800.00 each.

Traffic analysis and control can take on almost anything a

customer may require for traffic engineering studies, accounting

and control purposes, including sophisticated "station message

detail recording," automatic (usually least-cost) route selection

and toll restriction services.

Automatic call distributor (ACD) functions which include

"delay" recordings -- such as, "Wait for the next available

operator --" and a means of load distribution to each operator

position were originally furnished as stand-alone units. As

ACD terminals have demonstrated a position in the market place,

PBX manufacturers are now enhancing new systems with ACD options.

As ACD features are relatively mature, and are not expected to

change much, the areas of system control and monitoring of the ACD

0 function, however, are expected to undergo further refinement.

*With the eventual extension of Common Channel Interoffice
Signaling (CCIS) features to all telephone company electronic
switches, this feature could be made available nationwide as an
option to all users of the public switched network--an' this could

S take place within the next two decades.
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Software packages for electronic PBXs generally provide for

call processing, maintenance diagnostics and administrative

functions. The latter are designed to reduce the effort required

to add or rearrange features and services provided by the system--

including rearranging service assignments for telephones without

having to rewire the premises as was required in the pre-electronic

processor era. Special software packages are also available. For

example, Bell released the Electronic Tandem Switching (ETS) package

in October 1978 for use with the Bell Dimension® 400 PBX. This

package was particularly designed for customers with substantial

interpremise communications. The major features include a uniform

numbering plan for all phones in the customer's private network; a

queueing feature which functions primarily in the peak busy hours;

automatic (least cost) route selection; facility restriction levels

(authorization codes are required for use of certain facilities);

automatic circuit assurance (self-monitoring of intercity services);

station message detail recording; and customer administration of

the system, including: assignment of employee calling privileges,

override of time-of-day routing patterns, activation and deactivation

of trunk group queues, facility assurance reports, station rearrange-

ment and changes in individual station lines, changes in hunting

and pickup groups, changes in signaling options, changes in station

numbers, and automatic polling of traffic data and network status

data.

(
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Cost seems to be the dominant market factor for the smaller

PBXs, and this may be the reason that only 15% of the systems of

100 lines or less currently make use of time division multiplexing

and only 30% of this class use electronic common control. On the

other hand, half of the systems currently on the market between

101 and 200 lines use time division switching and two-thirds of!
this group use electronic common control (7), apparently indicating

that larger and more atffluent users are willing to invest in PBXs

having advanced features. Installed costs for PBXs can run from

about $500 per station for the smaller and older technology systems

upwards to $1500-$2000 per station for the new systems with advanced

features.
I

System reliability and maintainability is of great importance

to many equipment owners, particularly telephone companies and

some government agencies. Manufacturers of larger systems have

used several variations in system architecture to assure high

levels of system reliability. In one configuration in which

distributed stored program control is used, six microprocessors

for line, trunk, resistor, system state, data base and console

functions are employed. Each microprocessor and its associated

memory are duplicated--one set is in the operational mode while
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AT% the other functions as a "hot standby." Another system configuration

makes use of a dual control processor and a number of unduplicated

microprocessor port controls. A failure of one of the latter

means that the associated ports would be inoperative until the

malfunction has been corrected; however, all other ports under the

control of other operational microprocessors would still be functional.

Some equipment owners insist on batteries for use in the

event of commercial power failure. Battery racks are available

with or without earthquake bracing. In some lower cost systems,

emergency power transfer consists of a relay that bypasses the

switching system to connect one or more station lines directly to

the serving central office.

As previously indicated, most modern systems are provided

with elaborate software to perform maintenance diagnostics--

to detect system faults, to assist the system in recovering

from fault conditions and to initiate test routines for fault

isolation. The software is designed for trouble report printouts.

Access is through a data terminal which can be remotely located.

In some systems, a running status of system "health" is provided

by on-line diagnostics.

ACUMENICS
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4.4.3 Specialty Switching Systems

Although stored program control TDM systems appear

to be the preferred technology for the next two decades, some

systems have appeared using other technologies. The Collins Model

ATX-101 (recently discontinued), the Litton Amecom Terminal Communi-

cations System (TCSS)--installed at the Dallas-Ft. Worth Airport

in 1975 for the FAA, and the 3M Brand CS2 System II all make use

of coaxial cable distribution. The Collins and the Litton systems

employ stored program control FDM techniques.

The Collins systems could be configured up to 2000 stations;

it made available wideband video channels, used dual processors

to enhance system reliability, had a wide variety of operational )
features including maintenance diagnostics, and its installed

costs were on the order of $1200-$1500 per station 31.

The Litton TCSS for the Dallas-Ft. Worth Airport was specially

designed for FAA operations such as direct access intercom, with

4 and without override; voice call; remote radio control; selective

signaling; Automatic Terminal Information Service (ATIS); tape

recording of all ATC voice communications; and access to and from

long-line trunks. Additional requirements were imposed to allow

for flexibility and growth for applications in the "Upgraded Third

Generation" ATC system.

K)
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In the Litton system, switched voice and signaling are modu-

lated (sing.le-sideband AM) and then FDM multiplexed. Full duplex,

* equivalent 4-wire transmission is provided throughout the system.

Multiplexed signals are transmitted in two bands, about 10 to

12.5 MHz and 12.5 to 15 MHz. With a channel spacing of 10 kHz,

about 200 usable full duplex channels are obtained. Signaling

is accomplished by a frequency shift keyed (FSK) signal located

above the upper limit of the voice band (3000 Hz) in each FDM

channel. Relatively low data transmission rates (300 and 600

baud) are used. A redundant 5 MHz reference signal is transmitted

on the coaxial cable to all subsystems. To provide error detection

capability, all signaling and data transmissions are encoded by

( the distributed control at each position and trunk. In response

to each transmission error at a receiving unit, a retransmit

request is returned to the transmitting unit which automatically

C reattempts the transmission and in this way the probability of

lost calls is reduced. An uninterruptable power system is

provided which is capable of operating the system for more than

30 minutes in the event the regular power source fails. The

Litton system also provides for traffic data collection and

assignment and modification of communications capability for

each of the facility's ATC positions. If any position should

fail, another position can be reconfigured to match the requirements

of the failed position. An adjunct PBX provides access to the

( public switched network and the federal (FTS) network (32).
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Although the 3M system* utilizes coaxial cable for distri- #

bution, it differs from the Collins and Litton systems in that it

uses grouped pulse code modulation (PCM) or distributed phase

modulation (PM) or a combination of the two. Common to all current

system configurations is a coaxial cable spectrum divided into 42

6-Miz broadband channels--25 channels outgoing from the central

office and 17 channels incoming to the central office. Each channel

can transmit either analog or digital signals and also may be

blocked and reused at remote terminals. The interface with analog

central offices is a terminal having 24-channel PCM subscriber

banks and broadbank equipment. (Subscriber banks are not required

for interfacing a central office digital switch having 1.544 MBs

or 64 KBs ports.)

In the distributed carrier configuration, the 3M system

provides both voice and broadband signals directly to subscriber

premises over a single coaxial cable. Each 6-MHz channel serves

as one broadband channel or 24 250-kHz voice channels. Signals

may be distributed to subscribers directly from a central office

or from remote terminals. In this configuration, the system operates

in a PCM mode from the central office to the remote terminal distri-

bution unit, and from there to the subscribers' terminals in the

PM mode. Power for the remote terminal is furnished over the

coaxial center conductor.

*This system has been installed in severa . rural communities

with the support of the Rural Electrification Igency (REA).
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At the subscriber's premises, the coaxial cable terminates in

a small box that separates voice and wideband signals for distribution

to telephonet to wideband terminals. It provides a 4-wire circuit

to the telephone, eliminating the need for the hybrid network in

the telephone set, and permits the use of an electronic ringer

instead of the conventional electromechanical bell (33, 34).

I
Finally, and looking to the future, the potential for

completely eliminating the need for premises wiring associated

with even large PBXs exists through the development of wireless

telephone systems utilizing low-power spread-spectrum modulation

of an RF carrier which would affo ' complete privacy and permit a

full complement of modern PBX operational features (35).

4.5 Forecast of Switching Machines

The toll telephone network has heretofore been predominately

C an analog voice network. While the local transmission network is

largely digital, the emphasis there also has been on 4 KHz baseband

analog service. Some auxiliary services have been provided on

this network by indirect means, as for example low speed data by

voiceband data modem. The military has provided secure voice communi-

cation on the public switched network by using sophisticated vocoder

technology to obtain the relatively low data rates of voiceband

cata modems in conjunction with encryption equipment. Where higher

bandwidth services are required, they have been provided on a

4

(
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dedicated (non-switched) basis. Examples include television pictures

and higher than voiceband data rates. Recently, the demand for

switched data services has become sufficient to justify a prolifera-

tion of special-purpose data networks which have been set up

independently of the switched public telephone network, such as

qthe Xerox X-Ten and Satellite Business Systems (SBS). The Bell

System has responded with a packet switched data network of its

own in the Advanced Communicatiuns service (ACS).

The reason that these special services have been provided on

a dedicated or overlayed switched network basis is that the bulk

of the total traffic is still voiceband and adding to the expense

of the public switched network to provide additional services

could not be justified. The dedicated or overlayed network is a

more economic approach as long as the special services remain a

small fraction of the total traffic.

Several factors are emerging to radically change this picture.

The special service offerings are increasing in volume at a much

faster rate than the voice traffic, and this coupled with greater

competitive pressures will lead to a provision of a wider range of

4 services on the public switched network. Simultaneously, digital

switching and transmission are now economically competitive even

in a predominately voice network, and offer the capabilty for

offering new services without an economic penalty in that voice

network.

ACUMENICS
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It is obvious, then, that the combination of digital trans-

- mission and switching, SPC switching, and CCIS, will be a very

powerful force in leading to a wide range of new services on the

* public switched telephone network. While these technology factors

enable provision of these services very economically, competitive

pressures will motivate the administrators of the network (primarily

!* the Bell System) to in fact provide them, presuming that regulatory

constraints are not imposed.

There are many examples of new services which have been suggested

(37-39). Among them are the following examples:

1. Various voice message services in which CCIS is

-. ( combined with large voice digitization and storage

facilities to enable customers to automatically

ALI. forward short messages to other customers.

2. Teletext and viewdata systems in which home

subscribefs can access large data bases for up-to-

date information on their home television screens.

3. Home surveillance systems in which various appliances

are monitored and controlled by a central computer or

distant subscriber and utility meters are read.

I I
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4. Electronic mail and magazine/newspaper distribution

to homes and offices.

5. An automated office in which wordprocessing is

combined with data base management and electronic

mail to eliminate paper shuffling.

*- Some of these services can be provided by other means than

Sover the telephone network. For example, CATV systems or even

* data transmitted during the blanking lines of the ordinary TV

*- transmission can provide a data transmission capability into the

*home. However, these other networks have the distinct disadvantage

of being distributional in nature, and (at least presently) not

- switched as is the telephone network. On the other hand, the

- telephone network has a lower bandwidth capability at present

(about 80 kb/s for a digital subscriber loop). It appears that

* the only limitation this imposes is the inability to transmit TV

pictures (except slow-scan or frame at a time).

* With respect to office automation, most of the services des-

*cribed can be provided by computer vendors independent of the

common carriers. However, there is a distinct advantage to providing

them in the context of a PBX, which has the processor to perform

. the word processing functions, and existing telephone office wiring

ACUMENICS
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to connect the processor to work stations, and the access to the

nationwide telecommunications network to transmit the edited

letters by elbctronic mail.

It is estimated that 70 billion pages of text are distributed

among U.S. business and government organizations annually (33).

Of these, 500 million are distributed by electronic means--facsimile,

* teleprinter, word processor, and remote batch printer. The need

for better alternatives to moving paper around by traditional mail

service is becoming obvious to all users. Statistical confirmation

*i of this is shown by the annual growth rates of private delivery

service (14%), mailgram (25%) and facsimile traffic (35%). While

( electronic document distribution is expanding, its potential has

been scarcely tapped. At least two PBX manufacturers (ROLM and

Northern Telecom) are offering electronic mail options with their

new PBXs. A number of large organizations are reported to be

designing and installing integrated electronic mail systems which

include not only CRT electronic mail terminals, but communicating

processors and facsimile terminals.

The trend toward new services which has just been described

can be expected to modify the architecture of toll and local

switching machines, in addition to PBXs, in the not too distant

future (36). These changes will affect the switching network, the

* periphery of the switch, and the SPC processor.
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The switch network, while remaining digital, will require the

capability of providing a wide range of data rates for a given

- connection. Most likely, this will be achieved by dividing a

high rate data stream into two or more standard rate data streams,

transmitting them through the network, and then combining them on

the other side by synchronous multiplexing. Thus, the primary

*modification would be at the boundary of the network, where this

.- demultiplexing and multiplexing capability would have to be

* provided.

With respect to the SPC processor, much more processing

capability will have to be provided. Two trends dictate this.

First, many "calls" will be much shorter than they are today. For

- example, a single piece of electronic mail or page of facsimile

*will require only a very short connection time (less than a second).

Thus, the processor will have to set-up and take-down a dramatically A

* larger number of connections. Secondly, unlike today where the

*customer loses control of the switch once a connection is

established, new services will require customer control of the

* *switching machine during the course of a call.
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-. Microprocessor technology will also make it more attractive

- to distribute the SPC processor, rather than centralizing it as in

present designs. The processing capability can then be placed

*: nearer to the points where it is needed.

Changes in the peripheral circuits will be required by the

interface to a variety of different types of customer terminals

and services. Thus, the peripheral circuits will contain processing

** ~capability to convert various protocols to a common protocol used

within the switch. In addition, customer control of the switching

machine during the call will necessitate that this processing

capability be close to the customer interface.

( Although it is speculative, one can also envision more radical

* changes in the switch architecture. The most likely such change

is the provision of packet switching capability. The architecture

* we have described thus far is only capable of so-called circuit

*switching, in which a connection is established for the duration

of a call. Circuit switching is inefficient for very short duration

messages, because of all the resources consumed in setting up and
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taking down the connection. In packet switching, short data messages

from many sources and for many destinations are stored in a common

memory and then forwarded over a shared transnission channel

sequentially. This provision of storage and store-and-forward

capability represents a rather large departure from present

circuit-switched architectures.

In addition to the relatively glamorous trends we have described,

the present evolution to larger and larger toll switching machines

will continue, dictated by the growth of toll traffic and trunk-group

efficiencies which result from larger machines. This evolution

will, however, be relatively transparent to the end user.
°° )

The U.S. market for analog and digital central office switching

-* equipment is expected to grow a. & rate of 7% per year; however,

starting from zero in 1975, the growth rate for digital switches

is currently estimated at 45% per year with over $250 million of

them sold by the end of 1979 (40). One half of the R&D for digital

switches is the development of software for the smaller switches,

and for the very large switches, software development costs can be

* three or four times the R&D costs for the hardware. Where years

ago electromechanical central offices had 20 or more years of life

rbp  )
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before obsolescence, the move to electronic designs will result in

shorter 7-year design cycles, closely tracking the experience in

the computer industry. (State and Federal regulators of the telephone

industry are currently faced with substantially shortened depreciation

schedules caused by technological obsolescence in this field--which

has the effect of increasing telephone rates for all subscribers.

- This is at odds with their mandate to keep telephone rates at a

reasonable level. This "balancing act" is a monumental task as

billions of dollars in new telephone plants are proposed by the

industry before the end of the century).
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Chapter Five

Transmission

* 5. Transmission of Information in Telecommunication Systems

The third major ingredient of the telecommunications network is

transmission, and if we seem poised at the threshold of substantial

progress in the terminal and switching areas, progress in transmission

is likely to be equally dramatic. The evolution of transmission

*i was described in section 1. The first medium for the electronic

transmission of information was wire pairs. With increasing demand

for communication channels, these pairs soon became cables, and as

diameters decreased to allow more pairs per cable, repeaters became

required at decreasing distance intervals to amplify the signals to

- their original levels. Frequency-division multiplexing evolved to

permit more than one signal to be carried over a single wire pair,

and a continuous quest for broader-band transmission media and

circuits began. Coaxial cables having a bandwidth approaching 10

MHz and a capacity of nearly 2000 simultaneous telephone channels

were developed. For long-haul toll traffic, microwave radio became

widely used after World War II, increasing transmission capacities

and concentrating cost in repeaters having spacings of about 25

* miles (dictated by the curvature of the earth). Geostationary

( satellite repeaters now allow these spacings to be circumvented,

since one satellite can cover the entire continental United States.
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The capacity and cost of such systems are largely determined by the

satellite itself. The bandwidth of ground-based wire transmission

has recently evolved further with the development of optical fibers

having bandwidths of several hundred megahertz. Waveguides offer

still another potential medium for high-capacity toll transmission.

As the type of information to be transmitted broadened from

voice to include data and other forms of information, digital
4.

formats were developed and resulted in decreased error rates and

lower cost. Several ways of more efficiently encoding analog

* signals in digital formats are being explored. Time-division

multiplexing is becoming widespread, and bandwidth, once dedicated

on a per-channel basis, is now being dynamically allocated as

* required by the information. As all of these new techniques have

developed, they have not usually replaced the earlier approaches;

rather they have supplemented them. Thus, today's transmission

a systems have available a broad range of technol6gy and media: wire

pairs, coaxial cables, microwave radio, fiberoptics, satellites,

and wave-guides. For long-distance transmission, it is likely that

microwave-satellite links and fiberoptics will be the dominant

growth areas. New technology will be relatively easy to implement

and network capacity is expected to increase rapidly. The local

'd subscriber loops are a more difficult problem, however, With an

increasing demand for two-way broadband communications on the part

)
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. of individual subscribers, the local loop provides the major bottle-

neck. These loops are dominated by wire pairs having limited

bandwidth, represent an enormous investment in physical plant, and

are unlikely to change significantly for several decades. Fiber-

optics represents an attractive substitute for wire pairs in local

loops but the cost of making the change is huge. Cable television-

like systems using metallic or fiberoptic conductors is the goal

but will be achieved gradually. Some combination of user-addressable

microwave satellite broadcast system (for the down link) and a

slower-speed ground link to a transmitting station is also a long-

term possibility.

(This chapter will discuss present activities in the transmission

area. The first focus is on the efficient use of bandwidth through

the development of efficient source coding, efficient modulation

systems and through the allocation of the frequency spectrum.

Emphasis in the discussion of spectrum allocation is placed on aero-

nautical communications, which are especially relevant to this

study. The various transmission media are then discussed and fore-

casts are presented of their performance for the remainder of the

twentieth century. Finally, some comments on the development of

mobile telelphone and private communication networks are given.

(
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5.1 Developments in Message Coding

The increasingly rapid trend to digital communications has

many motivations. An increasing fraction of the information to be

transmitted is in digital form, the processing and storing of data

is easier in digital form, multiplexing is more easily implemented

digitally, and digital modulation techniques are inherently more

efficient from power and reliability standpoints. This is not to

say that the transmission of analog data will decrease, but rather

that when digital transmission techniques are employed, the analog

data must be converted to a digital form. Indeed, one would expect

that the demand for transmission of inherently analog data (voice

, and video) will increase correspondingly as the capabilities of

- digital communications rise.

This section reviews the state of the art in source coding

for analog sources. This is the -rz.ess of efficiently representing

analog information in digital form. In this context, source coding

0 is also called analog-to-digital conversion but is not restricted

to linear binary codes as in section 2. The goals are to represent

the data with as few bits per second as possible and to achieve

i* high quality in the decoded reproduction. The lower the represen-

tation rate (in bits per second) the less channel capacity is

required. Thus, an efficient representation often means a savings

in power or bandwidth.
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5.1.1 Types of Speech Coders

Roughly speaking there are two categories of speech coders:

waveform coders and vocoders. Waveform coders attempt to accurately

reproduce the speech waveform itself. On the other hand, vocoders

merely attempt to produce a waveform that "sounds" like the original.

Waveform coders include various forms of quantization, including

adaptive and predictive forms. Pulse code modulation (PCM),

differential pulse code modulation (DPCM), delta modulation (DM),

and adaptive versions of these (APCM, ADPCM, ADM) are examples.

Vocoders are more specifically tailored to speech. They include

linear predictive coders and channel vocoders. There are other

( coders that do not fit neatly into either category. There are also

some rather advanced waveform coders whose internal structure is

more similar to the vocoders than the simpler waveform coders

mentioned above. These include adaptive predictive codes (APC) and

adaptive transform coders. Further, there are a variety of hybrids

between waveform coders and vocoders.

The performance of a speech coder is determined primarily by

the rate (in bits per second) used to represent speech information

and the corresponding fidelity of the reproduction. The latter is

difficult to quantify objectively. Therefore, fidelity must

ordinarily be judged subjectively by human listeners for such
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properties as intelligibility, speaker recognizability, and undesir-

able distortion. Other important factors when comparing speech

encoders are robustness to speaker variations and environment, and

robustness to errors in transmitting the encoded bits.

5.1.2 Encoding (Bit) Rate and Fidelity

Figure 5.1 (1) shows the general ranges of rates and

fidelity for waveform coders and vocoders. The terms "toll",

1"commentary", "communications", and "synthetic" are used somewhat

loosely to describe fidelity. "Toll" quality means comparable to

standard telephone transmission of 3 KHz band-limited speech,

"commentary" quality is closer to high fidelity, "communications"

quality means highly intelligible but of noticeably poorer quality

than toll, and "synthetic" quality means machine-like, sometimes

with a loss of the original speaker's recognizable characteristics.

It is immediately apparent from Fig. 5.1 that there is a trade-

- off between fidelity and bit rate. The waveform coders have higher

fidelity and rate, while the vocoders have lower fidelity and rate.

-> This is further borne out by the tables shown in Fig. 5.2 (1), which

gives the bit rates required for various systems to achieve toll,

communications, or synthetic fidelity.

)
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DIGITAL CODING OF SPEECH

wave form coding * ,vocoders

kilobits per second

200 64, 32 24 16 , 9.6 8 7.2 1.8 2.4 1.2 .5 .05I I I

broadcast toll ommunications, synthetic
(commentary)--- -quality----- quality quality

quality I

Fig. 5.1: The spectrum of speech coding
transmission rates and their
associated quality. (1)
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Coder kbits/s

Toll-Quality Transmission

Log PCM 56
ADM 40
ADPCM 32
SUB-BAND 24
Pitch Predictive ADPCM 24
APC, ATC, 0V, VEV 16

Communications-Quality Transmission

Log PCM 36
ADM 24
ADPCM 16
SUB-BAND 9.6
APC, ATC, %V, VEV 7.2

Synthetic-Quality Transmission

CV, LPC 2.4
ORTHOG 1.2
FORMANT 0.5

4 Fig. 5.2: Bit Rates Required for Various
Coding Schemes and Fidelity Levels (1)
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5.1.3 Robustness

Although waveform coders are generally fine-tuned to speech

*waveforms, they typically perform acceptably when used to transmit

other sounds such as background noise, music, or the sound from two

* speakers. Vocoders generally do a poor job at transmitting anything

other than the speech from a single speaker. Their performance

* when encoding a single speaker can be quite poor if there is

* significant background noise.

Most speech coders can tolerate transmission bit error rates as

high as 10- 3 . There are also robust versions of many coders that

( I allow them to tolerate a bit error rate of 10-2. In general, wave-

form coders tend to be less sensitive to transmission errors than

vocoders unless precautions are taken.

*5.1.4 Complexity and Cost

Figure 5.3 (1) gives the complexities (in corresponding

numbers of logic gates) for various speech coders relative toK
adaptive delta and modulation (ADM). Roughly speaking, the hardware

complexity increases as the bit rate decreases. In particular, the

waveform coders are the simplest and the vocoders the most complex.

Although cost is monotonic with complexity, using solid-state batch

processing technology, it is by no means linear.

(
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Relative
Complexity t Coder

1 ADM: adaptive delta modulator
1 ADPCM: adaptive differential PCM
S SUB-BAND: sub-band coder (with CCD filters)
5 P-P ADPCM%: pitch-predictive ADPCM

so AKC: adaptive predictive coder
so ATC: adaptive transform coder
so *V: phase vocoder
50 VEV: voice-excited vocoder

100 LPC: linear-predictive coefficient
(vocoder)

100 CV: channel vocoder
200 ORTHOG: LPC vocoder with orthogonalized

coefficients
S00 FORMANT: formant vocoder

1000 ARTICULATORY: vocal-tract synthesizer; synthess
from printed English text.

t Essentially a relative count of logic gates. These numbers ane
very approximate, and depend upon circuit architecture. By way of
comparison, Log KCM falls in the range I1-S.

Fig. 5.3: Complexity of Various Voice-Coding
Approaches
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5.1.5 Present and Future Coding Activity

The Bell system now uses 64 Kbps log PCM, described

previously, on their digital transmission lines. This coding format

requires a relatively high bit rate but is capable of toll quality,

is relatively simple to implement in hardware, and is capable of

encoding signals other than speech. Many of the encoders described

in this report have been built in prototype hardware form. Some

are in production, particularly for military applications. For

example, continuously-variable-slope delta modulation (CVSD) at 16

and 32 Kbps has been implemented on a single chip, and LPC coders

have been implemented on microprocessors and on special-purpose

( programmable processors.

It is expected that waveform coders are ready for large scale

4 L production and wide application with present day technology.

Concerning vocoders, a 1978 report (2) said, "Given the present-day

and near-future advances in technology, it is predictable that

present-day vocoder algorithms will soon be implementable as low

cost compact devices. How soon this comes to pass does not depend

on any new technological breakthroughs but rather on the direction

of investments in LSI development realizable with present device

technology." As the rapid growth of VLSI technology continues, the

cost of source coding will decrease and more complex, efficient

coding schemes will become attractive. For communications and toll
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* quality, the required btc rates could decrease by factors of at

least four or five during the next 20 years, with a corresponding

* increase in the capacity of existing channel bandwidths.

5.1.6 Digital Speech Interpolation

A technique for obtaining a reduction in the bit rate

required for the transmission of speech is Digital Speech Inter-

polation (DSI). This technique is closely related to the Time-

Assignment Speech Interpolation (TASI) which has been used on

submarine cable transmission since 1960. Both TASI and DSI take

* advantage of the fact that in conversational speech only one

direction of transmission carries active speech at one time, and

* furthermore, even in the active direction there are pauses in the

speech between phrases, words, and sentences. Therefore, there is

need to transmit each trunk only about 30% to 40% of the time.

TASI and DSI take a large number of trunks and compress them to a

smaller number of channels for transmission by using the channels

4 to transmit only the active trunks. The number of channels can

then be adjusted to make it statistically improbable that the number

of active trunks exceeds the number of available channels.

TASI and DSI differ primarily in that TASI is best suited to

analog transmission and DSI is best suited to digital transmission.

In TASI, when the aumber of active trunks exceeds the number of

channels, some trunks are simply frozen out (not transmitted).

5-12 ACUMENICS
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This is sul'jectively very undesirable, so the probability of this

* happening must be kept very small, limiting the compression ratio

(ratio of trunks to channels). In DSI, advantage is taken of the

"" fact that the bit rate of each transmitted trunk can be adjusted
to the point that all active trunks can be accomodated on the

transmission facility regardless of the number of active trunks

(3, 4). Thus, the freeze-out degradation of TASI is replaced by

- the more palatable impairment of increased quantization distortion.

As a consequence, the compression ratio can be set somewhat higher

in DSI as compared to TASI.

(An additional feature of DSI is that the bit rate reduction

required to compress all the active trunks into the available

channel capacity can be done more efficiently using any of the

C. waveform coding techniques described earlier in this section. The

bottom line is that in DSI a comparable quality to that of 64 kb/s

speech can be obtained at an equivalent bit rate of approximately

16 kb/s.

The obvious application of DSI is in common-carrier transmission

(where large numbers of voice trunks are available simultaneously) and

in long-haul applications, where transmission costs dominate. (The

extra terminal costs of DSI cannot be justified in short-haul

applications.) Since the predominance of digital transmission is
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presently short-haul, DSI has not made an impact. However, DSI is

an attractive means pf making long-haul digital transmission

economical, and will undoubtedly see extensive application within

the next decade.

5.2 Digital Modulation Techniques

As mentioned in other parts of this report, there is an

* increasing trend towards and demand for digital communications.

This necessitates the development of more efficient modulation

techniques because the key resources of power and bandwidth will

*only become more costly to use. In this section we discuss digital

modulation techniques that are currently being employed, those that )
are under development, and those that might be employed in the

future.

From the user's "end to end" point of view the primary

characteristics of a digital communication system are the bit rate

and the error rate. The former is the message throughput rate in

bits per second; the latter is the fraction of these bits that are

in error. Such systems use two costly resources: power and band-r4
width. An efficient system is one that achieves large bit rate and

low error rate with a minimum of power and bandwidth. The overall

efficiency of a communication system is determined by'several

components: the modulation system (modulator-demodulator), the

transmitter, the antennas (transmitting and receiving), the

5
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(
propagation medium, and the receiver. By and large these components

can be studied separately. In this section, we discuss the efficiency

of various modulation systems. It is to be expected that any

improvements therein will cause a corresponding improvement in the

overall efficiency.

It is customary to evaluate and compare the performances of

modulation systems in the presence of white Gaussian noise. Such

noise is always present. While it may not always be the predominant

noise, comparisons based on this assumption generally hold up under

actual operating conditions. In this environment the efficiency of

any type of digital modulation system (e.g., phase shift keying

|( or frequency shift keying) can be conveniently characterized by two

numbers: the bandwidth efficiency b and the energy efficiency e.

The former is the ratio of the rate R to the transmission band-

width W. For purposes of comparison the 3 db bandwidth will be

used. The latter is the ratio Ev/N 0 of the received signal energy

per information bit to the (one-sided) power density required to

achieve the nominal error rate of 10- 4 . In these terms a good

system has large b and small e. Of course, the complexity of

implementation is another fundamental cost determining factor. In

general there is a tradeoff due to the fact that the modulation

systems with better efficiencies are more costly to build. Hence

the systems with better efficiencies are not used unless the savings

(
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in the resources of power and bandwidth justify the increased cost

of implementation. In the future one should expect power and

bandwidth to become more expensive, hence the more sophisticated

modulation techniques will be used.

The two parameters b and e have been plotted in Figure 5.4 as

points (b,e) for a variety of modulation techniques. These points

represent idealized performance. In actual systems b comes within

1 or 2 db of the given values and e is within 10-20%. Also plotted

is the curve of optimal efficiency derived from Shannon's channel

capacity formula. No modulation system with very low error rate

can have its (b,e) point lie below this curve. )

For the purposes of discussion we isolate three regions in

Figure 5.4. The first is the central region that includes non-

coherent binary frequency shift keying (NFSK), noncoherent on-off

keying (NOOK), differential phase shift keying (DPSK), binary phase

shift keying (PSK), and quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK).

These are the standard modulation types used widely today. They

are listed in order of increasing efficiency and increasing complexity

of implementation. Generally speaking, region 1 contains the least

complex modulatio" techniques. They have energy efficiencies

ranging from 8.4 to 12.5 db and bandwidth efficiences ranging from

about 0.7 to 2. There are other modulation systems that are not

ACUMENICS
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shown that also fall in region 1, such as offset quaternary phase

*, shift keying (OQPSK), minimum shift keying (MSK), and various partial

response systems. These systems are especially adapted to certain

specific problems; for example, MSK is adapted to the problem of

nonlinear amplification in satellite repeaters.

In many communication environments bandwidth is in short supply.

Consequently, when there is demand for higher bit rates, it can only

be met by using a bandwidth efficient modulation technique like

• those in region 2 of Figure 5.4, the so-called bandwidth limited

region. These include forms of multi-level amplitude shift keying

(e.g. 8-ASK), phase shift keying (e.g. 8-PSK), and quadrature

amplitude modulation (e.g. 16 QAM).

Wire communications have been operating in the bandwidth limited

region for some time. Hence, there has been considerable effort

devoted to bandwidth efficient modems. At the present time, micro-

wave radi6 below 20 MHz in both ground and satellite based systems

is power limited. Consequently, there is considerable effort

presently underway by the common carriers and the military to

implement systems with bandwidth efficiences of 3 to 4. These will

be widespread by the year 2000. If the demand for bit rate increases

still further, then development of systems with even higher band-

width efficiencies will be necessary. As can be seen ktom Figure

5.4, in theory such systems can be built.
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When, on the other hand, power is in short supply, then the coded

*..( communication systems of region 3, the power limited region, are

* called for. These have energy efficiencies that are from 3 to 6 db

* better than those of regions 1 and 2, but have 1.3 to 4 times less

* bandwidth efficiency. Furthermore, these techniques tend to be

more complex and, hence, costly. However, they are constructed

primarily of digital hardware, and their cost can be expected to

follow the generally decreasing trend of such devices. Coded

' systems (e.g., convolutionally coded systems) have been under

continual development for a long time at a low level. One should

expect this to continue, and as it does one should expect to find

( an increasing number of communication problems in which coding is a

. cost effective solution. Although bandwidth limited environments

* are predominant, there are important power limited environments

where coding might be the best solution. For example, they have

been frequently used in space communication, and might prove very

*effective for low power emergency or telemetry communications.
.4 Indeed, the extreme shortage of bandwidth in wire and microwave

radio has promoted the development of other communications media

that are very broadband and hence, utilimately, power limited

(e.f., microwave radio above 20 MHz and optical fibers). In the

upper microwave region, a predominant effect is fading, which is

effectively a low power phenomenon. Coding is likely to be effective

here. In optical fibers coding might allow increased spacing

* between repeaters.
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In conclusion, we anticipate that the ever increasing demand for

digital communications will stimulate the design of more efficient

modulation systems such as those in regions 2 and 3 of Figure 5.4.

5.3 Spectrum Allocation and Utilization

The radio spectrum is a limited natural resource and like most

* resources is susceptible to oversubscription and pollution. The

demand for radio frequency channels, particularly in the U.S., is

skyrocketing as the use of established services increases and as

new services are established. Some idea of the current and future

demand is shown by the following estimates:

" The number of FCC licenses for special and safety
transmitters (amateurs, CB, land mobile, aviation
and marine) is estimated to be about 25 million for
1980 and has been growing at the rate of about 8
percent per year.

* The number of aircraft (air carrier, commuter, and
general aviation) is expected to increase from
191,000 in 1980 to over 470,000 in the year 2000.

* . The number of VFR and IFR operations (takeoffs,
landings, or calls to an FAA ARTC Center) is
expected to increase from about 175 million in
1980 to about 365 million in 2000.

* The number of avionic equipment installations
(communications voice and data systems, ELT, ATC
transponders, DME, radio altimeters, Dopoler systems,
HF, UHF public telephone and weather radar) is
expected to triple -- from about 800,000 instal-
lations for general aviation, air carriers and the
military in 1980 to about 2.4 million in the year
2000. All require radio frequencies for ttwir

*4 operation (10).
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5.3.1 The Allocation Process

The first use of radio communication was in 1896 between

ships and shore after Marconi demonstrated his development of wire-

less telegraphy. Soon thereafter, in 1901, his signals bridged the

Atlantic and a whole new era of instant worldwide communications

supplemented the existing underseas cable and landline telephone

and telegraph systems.

The first allocation of frequencies was made at the Berlin

Radio Conference in 1906, which designated 500 and 1000 KHz for

public service frequencies for ship-to-shore telegraphy. The Berlin

Radio Conference was convened because the British Marconi Company

in 1902 refused to deal with its German competition in relaying a

message from Prince Henry of Prussia to President Theodore Roosevelt.

In 1912 the Internation Radio Conference was held in London where

spectrum allocations were made for the 150 KHz to 1000 KHz band.

Since that time over 60 different radio services have been given

allocations from 10 KHz to 275 KHz at a number of World Administrative

Radio Conferences held under the sponsorship of the International

Telecommunications Union (ITU).*

Because radio signals do not recognize national boundaries,

frequency allocation is subject to both international and national

regulation. International and national requirements have led to

*The International Telegraph Union was formed in 1865; the
International Radio Telegraph Union in 1906; and the two
were merged in 1932. ACUMENICS



the apportionment of specific radio frequency bands for use by

specified radio services. Such apportionments are known as frequency

* allocations and are differentiated from "frequency assignments"

. which are authorizations for the use of discrete frequencies by

specific radio stations.

The nations of the world have found it necessary to work together

to prevent chaos in international communications and have found a

method through the ITU, which has been responsible for a long series

of international conferences for this purpose. Among its other

responsibilities, the ITU functions to allocate the radio frequency

* spectrum in order to avoid harmful interference* between radio

stations in different countries and to improve the use made of the

radio spectrum.

Within the United States, frequency allocations are managed by

the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and the National

Telecommunicitions and Information Administration (NTIA). The

Communications Act of 1934 vests in the FCC the responsibility for

the regulation of non-Government interstate and foreign telecommunica-

tions. The Act, recognizing the Constitutional powers of the

*# President, exempts radio stations belonging to and operated by the

Government from the Act and provides that such stations shall use

*Reports of radio frequency interference were made as early as 1907.
Scientific American, January 1907, reported, "The lack of transmission
selectivity has brought about a state of affairs that borders on chaos;
for only one or two stations in the active zone--and this means a
radius of 1000 miles--can send at one time."

ACUMENICS
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such frequencies as shall be assigned by the President. The
m

Interdepartmental Radio Advisor Committee (IRAC) was organized by

Herbert Hoover in 1922, who was then the Secretary of Commerce and

responsible for administering the Radio Act of 1912. IRAC assumed

the responsibility for the President in coordinating and assigning

frequencies for the use of Government stations, including those of

the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), and currently functions

" under NTIA.

At the international level, frequency allocations are made

* regionally. Region 1 includes Europe, Africa, and Northern Asia.

Region 2 includes North and South America and the Central Pacific,

and region 3 encompasses Southern Asia, Australia and the Southern

Pacific.

In recognition of the dual jurisdiction over the spectrum in

the U.S. (by the FCC for non-Government services and NTIA for

Government services), it has been divided into three categories:

exclusive non-Government, exclusive Government and bands shared by

non-Government and Government users.

The NTIA Table of Frequency Allocations (11) lists about 70

Government and non-Government aviation-related frequency band

allocations between 10 KHz and 265 GHz. Figure 5.5 provides an

overview of radio frequency allocations for various Government and

( non-Government aviation requirements.
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Frequency Band Frequency Band
(MHz) Application (MHz) Application

0.01-0.014 Omega Radionav. 2700-2900 Ground Radars

0.09-0.110 Loran C Radionav. 3500-3700 Ground Radars

0.11-0.130 Aircraft Comm. 4200-4400 Radar Altimeters

0.16-0.490 Radionavigation 5000-5250 MLS

0.51-0.525 Radionavigation 5350-5470 Airborne
Weather Radar

1.605-1.800 Loran A
2.85-22.00 20 HF Bands 8750-8850 Doppler Radar

(Long Dist. Flying) 9000-9200 Aircraft Beacons']" Approach Radar
74.6-75.4 Aero Marker Beacons

9300-9500 Airborne
108-136 Air Traffic Control Weather Radar

En Route Stations
Search and Rescue 13250-13400 Airborne
Flight Tests Doppler Radar

225-328.6 ATC Military 14000-14300 Sweep Radar,
Small Aircraft

328.6-335.4 ILS Glide Path 150)70 L ,A ron15400-17700 MLS, Airborne
454.7-459.95 Public Correspond. Weather Radar

960-1215 TACAN, DME, MLS, 31800-33400 Sweep Radar,
ATCRBS Small Aircraft

d.4

1215-1300 Ground-based Radar 43000-265000 At least six
satellite-aircra

1300-1350 Long-range Radar radionavigation

04 1525-1660 Aeron. Telemetry allocations

1535-1660 Satellite Aircraft
Collision Avoidance

4

Figure 5-5: Radio Frequency Spectrum Allocations for-
* Aeronautical Communications
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5.3.2 The Frequency Assignment Process

The International Radio Regulations of the ITU and the

Rules of the FCC provide for the allocation of frequencies for use

by specific radio services, the allotment of segments of those

bands for use in specific geographical areas, and the assignment of

specific frequencies in these bands to individual radio stations.

In the assignment of frequencies, there are a number of factors

to be considered in order to establish protective criteria for

individual services. Some of the criteria involve safety of life

and property, the uniqueness of the needs of the user and the

( susceptibility of that service to interference. As a consequence,

there are services that require a high degree of protection, some a

_ moderate degree, and some which receive virtually no protection.

Among the highly protected services are aeronautical and maritime

services. The public also expects interference-free service from

its AM, FM and TV broadcasts. In addition, common-carrier communica-

*" tion satellites, high seas and VHF aeronautical and maritime public

correspondence, and domestic land mobile systems require considerable

protection. Anomolies are the radio astronomy and standard frequency

services which are protected but with no connotation of safety to

.. life or property.
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Services receiving moderate protection include police, fire, 46

highway maintenance, forestry and public utility services, as

examples. Those who receive practically no protection include the

amateur, CB, and business radio services.

In granting station licenses, the FCC controls transmitter

characteristics (or emission sources). While the Communications

Act of 1934 was silent on providing controls on receiver selectivity,

the Commission does control radiation from receivers. The Commission's

Rules place requirements on such characteristics as transmitter

power output, frequency stability, types of emission (methods of

modulation), bandwidth of emission and in some instances the hours

of operation. The FCC establishes minimum standards with respect)

to frequency stablity, freedom from spurious emissions and the like

and specifies that the authority to operate a device will be granted

only if it has been type-approved or type-accepted. Type approval

". is limited to a determination that the equipment is capable of

4complying with the technical requirements of the rules under which

it will be operated, so long as the equipment is not modified, and

* assuming that it will be operated and maintained properly. Type

4 acceptance is based on representations and test data submited by

the manufacturer or prospective licensee, and again, is limited to

a determination that the equipment appears capable of meeting the

technical requirements if properly operated and maintained.

L4
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A wide -ariety of devices come under FCC jurisdiction, including

incidental radiation devices, restricted radiation devices, and

industrial/scientific/medical devices. An incidental radiation

device is one that radiates RF energy when in operation although it

was not designed to do so. Typical in this class are fluorescent

lights, automobile ignition systems, electric motors and thermostats.

Restricted radiation devices are those which generate RF energy

intentionally, but are not candidates for station licenses nor fall

under the rules dealing with industrial, scientific and medical

equipment. This class includes garage door openers, wireless micro-

phones, cordless telephones, and radio and TV receivers. These

-( devices can present problems. One example resulted when a high-

powered military transmitter was reactived on 150 MHz several years

, ago causing garage doors over a seven state area to go berserk

everytime the transmitter went on the air. Another example is a

telephone answering machine that, when activated, broadcasted all

of its recorded messages in the FM band over an area of several

blocks.

Industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) devices are covered in

a separate section of the FCC rules and include medical diathermy

equipment, industrial heating equipment used in production processes,

and equipment which applies RF energy to materials to produce

physical, biological or chemical changes. The rules limit harmonics

S( and spurious emissions from such devices to protect other authorized

radio services.
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In aviation, there are aircraft that fly specific routes

(generally tivil) and those that fly off-route (generally

military). The international allocation tables designate "R"

services for civil users and "OR" services for military. The "OR"

allotment plan simply designates specific frequencies for specific

countries; but the "R" plan is more complicated and is based on a

formula devised at the Atlantic City Radio Conference in 1947,

using as load factors the actual number of commercial aircraft

scheduled to fly between points A and B on a specific route and on

a predetermined date. From this, routes were divided into two

basic categories--Major World Air Route Areas, and Regional and

Domestic Air Route Areas. Families of frequencies were then selected

from the several bands allocated to the service so as to permit

communications at any time between aircraft in flight and ground

L. stations. Ground stations were then separated sufficiently to

ensure a 15 db ratio of desired-to-undesired signal at the limit of

the service range of the ground station. A 20 db co-channel

separation is now required.

At the present time, the U.S. uses HF (R) frequencies only in

international aeronautical service which are accommodated in a

number of bands between 2850 to 22,000 KHz. Domestically, civil

air traffic control stations are operated by the FAA on VHF between
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-2* 117.975 and 136.0 MHz in 506 25 KHz channels. Double side band "i

amplitude modulation is standard. Within this band, a suballocation

(128.825 to 132.0 MHz) provides for enroute stations owned by non-

Government licensees to communicate for business purposes with air-

carrier aircraft. These are licensed by the FCC, and are owned and

operated by Aeronautical Radio, Inc. (ARINC) for most of the U.S.

domestic airlines.

The communications common carriers, in applying for microwave

system licenses, make extensive engineering analyses of the design

* of such systems, the use of frequencies, and potential interference

between these systems and communication satellite systems. Analysis

of a single potential interference situation may require 300 man-

hours of effort or more. Computer programs have been developed to

facilitate the analysis of such situations prior to the submission

of the application to the FCC.

In 1978, there were a total of 24,486,139 FCC-licensed trans-0
mitters, including 21,000,000 in CB service, 13,362 AM, FM and TV

stations, and 195,411 fixed and mobile aeronautical s'ations (with

734,637 transmitters) (12). There were a total of 4,137,137 licensed

commercial radio operators.

Government spectrum usage is subjected to more po'licy consideration,

coordination and engineering than is generally known. The process
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begins with-the assignment of a mission by Congress to a Government

agency.. Upon approval and appropriation of funds, the Government

agency determines its communications requirements. The agency

frequency manager examines the frequency allocations and frequencies

available to the agency. When it is evident that the required!
frequencies are not available, IRAC/NTIA is consulted. When new

types of communications-electronics systems are contemplated, an

electromagnetic compatibility analysis is made. Where frequency

support is considered possible without any electromagnetic incompati-

bility, the agency frequency manager selects possible frequencies,

"* makes any required engineering evaluations, coordinates the selection

( with other agencies involved, and files an application with IRAC.

The IRAC Secretariat places the application on the agenda of the

Frequency Assignment Subcommittee for distribution to each agency

and the FCC for study. Over 50,000 applications are processed

annually by the IRAC Secretariat (9). In 1975, the military

4 purchased more than $10 billion in electronic systems and had about

50 percent of all Government frequency assignments; whereas the FAA

had about 15 percent--or close to 20,000 frequency assignments.
4
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5.3.3 Present Concerns Relative to Aeronautical

Spectrum Utilization

In September 1979 a World Administrative Radio Conference

(WARC) sponsored by the ITU convened in Geneva for the purpose of

revising the International Radio Regulations. Over 1200 delegates

from 154 nations participated. This number of countries is almost

double the 84 attending a similar meeting in 1959. Scores of

developing nations are concerned that there will not be adequate

radio frequencies or satellite positions available by the time they

become technologically advanced to use them for their own domestic

needs. Some equitorial countries, particularly Columbia and Ecuador,

also proposed that they be given air rights over communication

satellites positioned or passing over their territory.

From a review of the suggested changes in international

regulations made in preparation for the WARC (13, 14), three

major present issues involving aviation services emerge:

* 1) Air-ground communcations are expected to at least
double within the next twenty years and are expected
to place a severe demand on the availability of
radio channels (15).

The Aviation Service Working Group, responsible for preparing0

the U.S. position for the 1979-WARC, felt that the introduction of

improved frequency utilization could best be accomplished by

conducting studies and experiments at 136-138 MHz, and then

)
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introducing new techniques into 118-136 MHz, if findings support

such action. The FCC essentially agreed. Some techniques might

include splitting the current 25 KHz channels, but maintaining the

current DSB AM modulation, or even employing 3 KHz SSB modulation.

2) Air-ground public correspondence. The Radio
Technical Commission for Aeronautics (RTCA) (14)
states, "As the use of General Aviation airplanes
grows in the United States, the need for a communi-
cations link between the executive in the airplane
and his business requirements on the ground becomes
more and more pressing."

In the U.S., public air-ground radiotelephone service was

.v*horized by the FCC in December 1969, and consisted of twelve

2. ,ay channels in the 454.7-459.95 MHz band. A thirteenth up-call

( receive-only channel provides for a ground station to ring any

given aircraft telephone. A five digit system provides for over

L- 50,000 different telephone numbers to be selectively called. An

aircraft at 10,000 feet has a range of 150 miles, at 40,000 feet

the range is 300 miles. There are 92 planned sites in the U.S.

having from one to four channels each and in 1976 there were 29

stations in operation serving about 1000 sets in General Aviation

aircraft. The airlines have not participated. For the airlines to

participate, RTCA estimated that at least 60 channel pairs would

be required, although there have been other estimates indicating

that more than 200 channel pairs might be necessary. Although

requested by RTCA, the FCC was not persuaded that sufficient need
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had been demonstrated to justify an exclusive high frequency

spectrum for public correspondence communications with aircraft

other than those of the scheduled air carriers.

3) Satellite facilities for aeronautical services.

Despite a pessimistic near-term outlook for an operational

system, the FCC has noted the aeronautical community's concern that

existing frequency allocations may be insufficient to meet planning

purposes. Additionally, the Commission has recognized potential

needs at VHF, and at the 1535-1660 MHz and 5000-5250 MHz bands.

* In preparation for the now defunct AEROSAT program, Boeing 747

aircraft were fitted with VHF satellite antennas and limited satellite

service within the present VHF band could be implemented in a short )
time, should the need develop.

The 1535-1660 MHz band is structured to make provision for the

Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) System at 1575 + 12 MHz. The

Commission noted that aeronautical communications satellites and

*Q GPS can successfully share spectrum (GPS uses spread-spectrum

technology). Therefore, these allocations should permit a _ommon

GPS/communications package to be placed on the same aircraft and

provide for common receiver design. Also, the 5000-5250 MHz band

has always been intended for links between land stations and

satellites, and the U.S. proposal would permit the connection of
a

I ATC centers via satellites.

5)
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5.3.4 Spectrum Engineering

Spectrum engineering has become an exceedingly complex

subject involving frequency selection, engineering design consid-

erations and interference reduction to meet the needs of a growing

army of users whose interest span narrow-band and wide-band applica-

tions and short-distance and long-distance communications requirements.

In a word, spectrum engineering has as its prime purpose the optimi-

' zation of spectrum resources (16).

Looking to the future, there appears to be several thrusts

developing that have the potential for coping with the explosion in

new requirements and uses:

1) Making more frequencies available.

Frequencies up to 10 GHz are literally filled to the brim with

users. Enormous pressures are always present in which one service

attempts to rationalize its position for encroaching on the alloca-

tion of another service. And, as some services are retired,

readjustments are made from time to time. An example is the phasing

out of Loran A starting in 1978.

A relatively untapped reservoir is the band from 10-300 GHz.

Although it appears in Fig. 5.5, two major problems associated with

its use are propagation losses (associated with precipitation, water

vapor, and oxygen absorption), and relatively high system development

costs. As an example, when considering communications links
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* operating in the 10-40 GHz band, rain attenuation is the dominant -.

* consideration. For high-availability communications links (on the

* order of 0.5% outage or less), the typical distance per hop for a

terrestrial relay varies from 1 to 10 km at 10 GHz to about 0.2 km

* at 40 GHz.

Offsetting the losses from rain attenuation as frequency

increases, the available bandwidth per link also increases,

suggesting that operation near 10 GHz is better suited for applica-

" tions requiring higher availability and lower data rates. Higher

frequencies (nearer 50 GHz) are better suited for short range links

with lower availability requirements and wideband or high data rate

transmissions. )

All RF components, including low-noise amplifiers, RF power

sources and mixers, exhibit increasing costs as the frequency jumps

* from 10 to 40 GHz due to limitations in available technology and

more difficult fabrication techniques. Oscillator stability, along

with increasing frequencies, requires a mix of technologies and

- additional costs. (One can expect 0.3% stability from free-running

oscillators and 0.001% stability from crystal-referenced sources.)

Also, more efficient modulation and encoding techniques require

higher performance and more expensive transmission equipment by
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requiring more linearity in equipment design to offset greater

* losses due to channel and equipment impairments. It has also been

- found in regard to interference between digital and analog carriers

in adjacent slots that analog carriers show greater sensitivity to

interference than adjacent digital carriers or adjacent analog

carriers (17).

2) Channel Splitting

* -Channel splitting has been used many times in the VHF aviation

band--from 100 KHz to 50 KHz and now to 25 KHz. Most likely it

will be split again before the end of the century. The end result

is more channels through hardware improvement (better selectivity).

( The change to 25 KHz fortuitously came at the time of the introduc-

tion of solid-state technology which resulted not only in the

required channel width, but also in equipment that is smaller,

lighter, more reliable, has more features and requires less power

to do the same job.

3) Operational Fixes

Most aviation services are safety oriented and, as such, they

are less amenable to operational fixes than are other services,

many of which can make use of time sharing, geographical sharing,

sector blanking, reduced power levels, local coordination, and the

use of special hardware (e.g., sets that can tune to only one

or a few frequencies).

(
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4) Alternatives to the RF Spectrum

It is possible that the development of alternative wideband

transmission media could relieve some of the anticipated future

demand for the RF spectrum and could be more cost effective than

the implementation of specialized radio channels. As examples,

communications common carriers now offer a variety of services for

both narrow band and wideband voice and data channels. Some CATV

operators are leasing unused channels for data transmission.

Finally, for applications requiring short distances and medium data

. rates, a cost-effective solution appears to be free-space digital

optical communications links making use of laser technology,

microwave systems. One recent system uses a laser diode, an

avalanche photodiode and PPM modulation. It has a 2.7 km range, a

* 6.3 Mbs data rate and a 10-6 error rate (18).

5) Improving Spectrum Utilization Through New Concepts

Two promising developments are the use of digital technology

for air-ground communications and the recent experiments with spread-

4spectrum concepts, both of which will be reviewed here as both have

the potential for improved spectrum utilization.

d The RTCA Special Committee 120 was set up to prepare a proposal

for the U.S. National Aviation Standard for VHF/UHF air-ground

communications (voice and data) (24). In the scenario presented,

it was felt that the transition to the air-ground communications

system of the 1980s will need to proceed in a manner that will
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w* - coordinate with the increasing automation of the ATC system. The

*attractiveness of the digital mode of communication is that it is

* the natural means of communi'ation with computers and that the

* information transfer rate (at 4800 bps) is considerably greater

than normal voice communication between people.

Automation of the enroute and terminal air traffic control

systems has commenced with the computer processing of plan position,

aircraft identity, and altitude data (derived from the radar and

radar beacon surveillance system) to provide controllers with

information on which to base their decision making. The next phases

will selectively transfer to the computer the tasks of 1) organizing

( traffic flow for optimum utilization of airspace and terminal

Act facilities, 2) the generation management and delivery of other ATC

supporting control messages, and 3) determining how predicted

conflict information can best be handled. The FAA is currently

undertaking a wide range of experimental activities for the

introduction of automated ATC processes and supporting air-ground

communications, including arrival runway metering and spacing;

4i frequency changes, beacon code assignments and altimeter setting

delivery; conflict detection and resolution including provisions

for terrain and controlled and restricted airspace avoidance;

, automatic monitoring of simultaneous parallel approaches to parallel

runways; automatic wake vortex monitoring; advanced metering and

A
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spacing including provisions for departure and arrival sequencing A

- and multiple runway as well as multiple airport traffic sequencing;

* Automated Terminal Information Service (ATIS) delivery; and airport

* pre-departure information including "pushback" clearances, ATC

enroute clearance delivery and airport surface movement guidance

and control.

During the introductory phases of ATC control message automation,

it is anticipated that controllers will, as a minimum, be called

upon to monitor many of the computer-generated automatic processes.

As experience with the computer's performance accumulates and

confidence is gained in its capability, the need for human monitoring

or supervision of automatic processes will diminish.

The earliest automated computer-generated ATC air-ground com-

munications mode envisioned could utilize computer-generated voice

response to assist in system monitoring. Subsequent user acceptance

of the automatic ATC communications concept can be expected to

encourage increasing use of visual display/synthetic voice readouts

in the aircraft fleet on an evolutionary basis. It may be antici-

pated that in areas of low traffic density, parts of the system

would not be utilized.

Phase I of the RTCA scenario envisions direct ATC computer-to-

aircraft communications for instructions generated by early
S

capabilities of the FAA's Upgraded Third Generation ATC system.
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Voice exchanges between human beings would be used to resolve any

problems. Phase II of the scenario would follow the extension of

the ATC system automation to encompass the compilation and issuance

of all types of clearances. The design of the automation capability

for provision of information services such as ATIS would permit

outputs to suitably equipped aircraft without human intervention on

the ground.

The second area to be considered relates to spread-spectrum

techniques (19, 20). These are well adapted for use in civil

communications, although they have been confined almost exclusively

* to military systems. The spread-spectrum concept is based on the
I

premise that a given frequency space can be shared among several

users simultaneously, provided the respective carriers are randomly

ou t varied with respect to each other so as to remain unsynchronized.

The capabilities of spread-spectrum techniques are listed below.

Capability Application and Remarks

4 Multiple access Provision for many users of a given

spectrum space. (Time division and/or
code division access are readily
implemented.)

Discrete addressing Provision for selection of a specific
receiver. (Receivers are addressed
by code selection.)

Low power density Reduction of interference to conven-
tional systems. (Spread-spectrum

* .. , signals distribute their power over
wide time-frequency area.)

(
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Interference rejection Reduction of the effect of co-
channel users. (Receivers minimally
affected by conventional signals on
the same channel.)

Multipath resistance Multipath signal rejection to ease
critical system use. (Multipath
signals are processed in the same
way as interference.)

Ranging Location of units in a network with
concurrent identification. (Auto-
correlation of codes provides high
resolution signal.)

Privacy Protection of privileged communications
from eavesdroppers. (Code signal
structure requires code analysis to
detect information.)

All of the above capabilities listed are dependent upon a coded

modulation method for implementation. There are three basic signal

formats that may be considered for use:

1. Direct sequence modulation - wherein a carrier is
directly modulated by a code (usually some form of
angle modulation with the code bit rate much higher
than the information signal bandwidth).

2. Frequency hopping - in which a code is used to cause
a carrier to jump from one frequency to another,
generally pseudorandomly.

3. Chirp - under code control only in those cases in
which the code determines sweep direction. Chirp
or pulsed FM modulation occurs when a carrier is
swept over a wide band during a given pulse interval.

The codes employed are the instrument through which the advantages

of spread-spectrum communication are realized, not only providing

transmit signal bandspreading, but acting as a key to-despreading

56
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in the receiver. A conventional receiver, not having the proper

key, can neither receive a spread-spectrum signal, nor is a

conventional receiver greatly affected by it.

For time division multiplexing of signals, the spread-spectrum

waveforms provide accurate timing, since a synchronized transmitter

and receiver track to within a fraction of a code "chip". (The

term "chip" here refers to the frequency hopping rate.) Since

typical code chip rates in these systems are in the range of 1 Mbps

to 50 Mbps for direct sequence and 1 Kbps to 100 Kbps for frequency

hopping, system timing is never worse than about I msec, and is

-( often as good as few nanoseconds. This means that (except for

allowances that must be made up for differences in signal propagation

time) a whole network of transmitting and receiving stations can

take turns using a single frequency assignment, by synchronously

switching from receive to transmit or vice versa at the same time.

*O Code divison multiplexing of signals depends upon timing also,

but in a different way. Either direct sequence or frequence hopping

signals depend upon the codes used in generating their modulation

* ,to provide a low degree of correlation between the instantaneous

frequency spectra of the signals transmitted. The prime difference

in the time division and code division approaches is that time

* "V division implies coordination of time slots, while code division

does not.
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The frequency hopping format is such that a given transmitter,

in jumping from one frequency to another, dwells at each frequency

* for only a small portion of the time available, and a conventional

receiver sharing the same band hears only an occasional short burst

of what is apparently (to it) noise. This is true, and must be

realized, even though the transmitter may employ only very little

power. By contrast, a direct sequence system transmits continuous

"° noise-like interference to all receivers in the same band, although

p of a very low level. For this reason, frequency hopping is often

preferable when there are "near-far" locations to be considered.

For comparison, in a frequency band having a direct-sequence

spread-spectrum signal centered around an equal level narrow band

signal, both receivers could operate with the narrow band receiver

seeing a carrier-to-noise ratio of 23 dB and the direct sequence

receiver rejecting the narrow band signal as interference.

In summary, the common channel usage capability of these systems

*I is far from their only attraction. All of the capabilities listed

above are readily available--privacy, discrete addressing, multipath

rejection and multiple users on the same channel are all attractive

features. Some current applications of spread-spectrum technology

are described below.

I
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The Global Positioning Satellite makes use of the spread-spectrum

concept. fn its operational environment, 24 satellites are to be

orbited at about 1,000 nm to provide earth coverage for navigation

and weapon delivery. At least six satellites are to be in view

from any location. The satellites will broadcast their identity,

position and also highly accurate time. User equipment would select

four of the most appropriate satellites and solve four equations in

four unknowns to display to the user his position in the dimensions

and time. For the purpose of enroute navigation, non-military

marine or aeronautical users could determine their position on a

world-wide grid accurate to about 100-200 meters. Through the use

of secret coding, military and NASA systems will have access to

positioning at a much higher level of accuracy. For example, the

space shuttle will use spread-spectrum systems for communication

and navigation. Its position will be known to within 30 feet, its

velocity to within 0.02 ft/sec and time to within a fraction of a

microsecond (25).

Another spread-spectrum system is the Joint Tactical Information

Distribution System (JTIDS) which will operate in the 960-1215 MHz

band, which is allocated worldwide for the Aeronautical Radionaviga-

tion Service on a primary basis. The JTIDS system will operate in

this band, except that it will hop over the 1030-1090 MHz region.

The JTIDS concept provides for the integration of Air Traffic

Control Radar Beacon System (ATCRBS), IFF, Discrete Address Beacon

System (DABS) and Global Positioning System (GPS) capabilities.
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The 960-1215 MHz band is divided into two subbands in the U.S.:

960-978 MHz is allocated for military use and 978-1215 MHz is

allocated for Government and non-Government use to support the

National Air Space (NAS) Air Traffic Control system. The 960-1215

MHz band is presently used by TACAN/DME, ATCRBS, and IFF beacon

functions. The TACAN system provides an aircraft pilot with slant

1range and bearing to selected ground beacons, whereas DME provides
* only slant range. In addition, some of the General Aviation DME

sets calculate the radial velocity based upon the rate of change in

range.

The ATCRBS and IFF systems provide surveillance as well as

identification information at 1030 and 1090 MHz. The beacon

interrogator transmits on 1030 MHz and the avionics transponder

replies on 1090 MHz. The JTIDS signal does not transmit on channels

close to and including 1030 and 1090 MHz so that the potential for

interference at these frequencies is minimized. The JTIDS system

employs a time division multiple-access technique.

The OTP (NTIA) analysis (21) based on flight tests and field

measurements indicated the JTIDS system could be co-located in this

band without interfering with other systems if the JTIDS ground

terminals are properly sited. As a consequence, the FCC has approved

JTIDS for operating in this band which is shared by beth Government

and non-Government users.
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:r area, in 1976 the FCC initiated studies looking into

%ty of using spread-spectrum techniques to possibly

heavily congested services, such as land mobile.

-s (22, 23) indicate that conventional FM is more

cient than spread-spectrum modulation for a land mobile

sting of many independent networks; however, it was

t one or more spread-spectrum systems could be overlaid

g" band without causing unacceptable interference to

service and that spread-spectrum system performance in

id:.ied is markedly better than non-spread-spectrum

Al-.ipath environments. It is clear that much more

rk and field tests will be required in order to make(
rmination.

xjrle of spread-spectrum applications is the concurrent

of data in the same band as used by standard color TV

increase the utilization of existing TV channels and to

.sed systems in which graphical and alphanumeric data

-mitted. Experiments show that data can be inserted

- sequence spread-spectrum modulation at a level that is

e to the viewers, and yet may be recovered with an

f less than 2 x 10- 5 at data rates up to 100 Kbs (26).

(
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5.4 Wire Transmission Systems

" Wire is the oldest medium for electrical telecommunications and

remains the backbone of the telecommunications network, particulary

for local loops. Cables containing 17 or more twisted wire pairs

are the dominant means of extending telephone service to the

individual subscriber. The average length of these local loops is

about two miles. The loop cost varies linearly with distance,

however, and for loop lengths greater than about five miles other

media become more economically attractive. Metallic coaxial cables

* offer bandwidths of several megahertz, allowing the multiplexing of

*. many voice channels over a single cable in either frequency or

time. Digital multiplexing is currently more attractive than analog )
for short distances (less than about 300 miles), where the cost of

terminal equipment is greater than that of transmission equipment.

For longer distances, analog transmission is less expensive. The

crossover points are expected to shift somewhat during the 1980s so

that the range best served by digital transmission will be extended

in both directions (24).

There are many disadvantages of wire transmission systems, not

0 the least of which is the limited bandwidth available for information

transfer. The low information capacity of twisted pairs is a major

obstacle in providing many of the broadband features mentioned in

* section 3 to the local subscriber. While electronic mail, funds
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transfer, and perhaps news can be transferred over existing wire

-pairs, video information can not, at least not in real time. Slow-

*scan techniques can permit limited picture transmission which is

*" probably adequate for graphics but for real-time video and high-

speed data, a broader band local loop is required. Local cable

* systems are a possibility; however, the cable television industry

*has not yet expanded at hoped-for rates. In 1975 (27), 90 percent

- ; of all installations were rural (serving areas remote from broad-

cast antennas) and fewer than one percent of the existing and

planned systems provided for active two-way services.

The Bell System Picturephone service now uses a 5 x 5.5 inch

( display with 30 frames per second and 251 visible horizontal lines

(of 211 elements each) per frame. The channel bandwidth is about

1 MHz. Transmission is over specially conditioned twisted pairs

for short distances or 6.3 Mb/s digital links for longer loops.

Even with this reduced format (compared with commercial TV), it has

been estimated that a video telephone system with two million units

installed in 1984 would require an investiment of roughly $20

billion. For a cable television-based two-way system, the invest-

ment would likely be less but still near $10 billion (28). The

cable-TV concept usually considered includes video to the subscriber

but only audio or low-speed data from the subscriber and is hence

more limited. For reference, the Boeing 747 development costs have
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been estimated at $750 million. By 1980, the pollution abatement

program will have consumed an investment of $93 billion. Certainly,

new communication functions will be extremely expensive on a wide

t* scale and will have to compete with a variety of other programs for

*. available capital.

*A number of alternatives to the use of wire pairs in local sub-

scriber loops are being investigated and in some cases they have

already been implemented. In some metropolitan areas, cable duct

space under the streets and in large buildings is becoming a premium,

forcing the consideration of digital carrier technology instead of

single wire pairs. An alternative solution is AT and T's recently

deployed Loop Switching System which triples the number of customers

served by existing voice-frequency cables. It is a multiplexing

system based on the concept that only a few customers make calls

simultaneously. Consequently, much of the time loops are idle and

can be shared (29). Higher density local traffic may require the

*@ consideration of 1.544 M bit/sec digital carrier over coaxial cable,

fiber optics, short microwave hops or even free-space laser links.

Telephone service in rural areas has traditionally been costly

because of long distances between customers and the central office,

requiring the use of heavy gauge cable to provide signaling and

transmission. However, a subscriber loop carrier system using
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digital technology is now in operation in several areas and is

* considerably iuore cost effective for providing such service than

the older analog party-line technology. In this system, up to 40

simultaneous phone conversations can be handled on two pairs of

wire and the subscribers can be located as far as 50 miles from the

central office (30).

The advantages of wire pairs for local loop transmission have

been their ability to provide voice-quality transmission bandwidth,

signaling, and power to the subscriber's telephone at relatively

low cost. The cost advantage of wire relative to fiberoptics is

rapidly decreasing, however, due to the increasing cost of copper

and the decreasing cost of the fibers. The tremendous bandwidth

advantage of fibers, pressure for new features, and changing economic

realities will likely result in the increasing use of optical fibers

for new equipment installations during the 1980s. This trend will

begin most strongly in PBX's and spread to local loops. The use of

fiberoptic link to provide power and signaling for a solid-state

telephone has already been demonstrated. Cable television is now

switching from metallic coaxial cables to fiberoptics and this can

be expected to continue. Whether this approach will pervade local

loops as a supplement to the telephone wire-pair paths or whether

the telephone network will itself assume the lead in converting the

local plant to a broadband link is unclear. A significant decrease

in fiberoptic cable, coupled with substantial increases in the cost
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of copper, could provide motivation not only for fiberoptic use

Y in new systems but for the replacement (and recovery) of existing

copper loops as well. In any case, wire is likely to be replaced

by fiberoptics for new business (and ATC) applications during the

next decade and broadband cables should pervade the home subscriber

loops during the 1990-2010 period.

The use of noncoherent infrared links has been recently announced

as a replacement for premises wiring used for connecting voice/data

terminal equipment to the telephone network or to on-site computers.

Datapoint Corporation's LightLink" infrared system is capable of

~ free-space operation up to two miles at data rates up to 4 Mbs.

* IBM's Zurich Laboratory recently developed a 64 Kbs infrared data

link for connecting data terminals in a working area to a central

infrared LED station mounted on the ceiling of the room; and Siemens

*, announced infrared cordless links for use with telephones and an

infrared data link for process control operations in industrial

* eplants. (These systems are free from electromagnetic interference

generated by motors, arc welders and other RF sources). (31, 32).

5.5 Fiberoptic Transmission Systems

Fiberoptics is probably the most active and exciting area in

!| telecommunications and will likely do more to change telecommunica-

4 tions over the next forty years than any other single development.

As a replacement for conventional coaxial cable and wire pairs,
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fiberoptic systems offer many advantages. Optical fibers offer

between two and four orders of magnitude greater transmission band-

width than do metallic cables, and this is probably their most

attractive feature. In addition, however, they offer smaller size,

less weight, less cross-talk, immunity to inductive pickup, greater

strength, lower attenuation, and potentially lower cost. Such

fibers have the potential of being applied wherever metallic cable

is now used--in undersea cable, long-haul buried cable, underground

p short-haul cable, local loops and equipment wiring. For example,

the 450 pounds of copper wire now used in fighter aircraft could be

replaced with only 50 pounds of fiber cable, and in the Navy A-7

( aircraft, 13 fiberoptic cables have already supplanted 115 wire

channels representing 302 separate conductors (33).

C6. Light-wave communication was first demonstrated by

Alexander Graham Bell's "photophone" in 1880, but the practical

application of the light-wave communication concept was not possible

until about ten years ago for lack of a suitable light source and

low-loss transmission medium. Kao and Hockman (34) pointed out the

feasibility of using a dielectric fiber as a waveguide for data

transmission at optical frequencies; however, practical telecom-

* munications was not possible until Corning developed a glass fiber

with attenuation of less than 20 db/km in 1970. In the decade
L

"S • which followed, these fibers were to see their loss drop by more

(
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i! than a factor of five, with attenuation below 4 db/km in 1979 for

some fibers. It is expected that worldwide sales of fiberoptic

assemblies for communications will increase at an average annual

rate of 50 percent from 1985-1990. The total sales, $39 million

in 1978, should reach $659 million by 1985 and $1770 million by

1990 (35).

Nearly all of the present fiberoptic systems operate at a

wavelength of about 850 mm (0.85 U m) at relatively low data

rates usually less than 100 Mb/s. During the next five years,

substantially longer wavelengths and higher data rates should

appear. Most present North American systems link central offices

at 44.7 Mb/s; however, two Canadian installations are used to

implement two-way subscriber loops. One such loop connects 45

customers, providing telephone service and, at a test site, inter-

active cable TV (CATV) (36). The widespread use of fiberoptics in

local loops is technically possible now; however, it is unlikely

to occur very soon, both due to the high cost mentioned earlier

and to the territorial conflicts between telephone and CATV companies

which will have to be settled. Another pioneering experiment in

Canada is a 30-mile long T4 (274 Mb/s) fiberoptic trunking system

sponsored by the Alberta Government Telephones and expected to be

in operation in late 1979. The system will use a 2-mile nominal
A

~)
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repeater spcing and cable with an 8 db/km loss (including any

splices). The bit error rate is 8.5 x 10-11; jitter, 0.03 ns(rms);

and system availability, 99.999%. The dominant system reliability

concern is the injection laser diode that must have a minimum mean-

time-between-failures (MTBF) rating of 60,000 hr to meet the system

reliability requirements. This system will have automatic channel

protection switching capability and an automatic fault isolation

\.d circuit (36, 37).

In Japan, systems for telephone voice, high-speed data, and

television (CATV, TV, high resolution TV) are rapidly being

developed. One system, under test in Tokyo, features cables having

2.8 db/km loss at 0.85 m and an average bandwidth of 800 MHz/km.

Transmission rates of 32 and 100 Mb/s have been used. Laboratory

tests using 1.3 m transmission on single-mode fibers at 800 Mb/s

are being conducted (38). Vigorous activity is also occurring in

Europe, where data rates as high as 1120 Mb/s (1.12 Gb/s) are under

exploratory development (39).

Within the past five years a number of optical fiber transmission

systems have been installed by the Bell System and several independent

telelphone companies, mainly as interoffice trunks. As the result

of its sucessful experiments in Chicago and Atlanta, Western Electric
|

is now in the process of developing the FT3 44.7 Mb/s system for

use by the Bell System operating companies, which will have from 12

to 144 fibers in one cable. The largest configuration will have
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*44,352 message channel capacity, with 7 km repeater spacing. The

FT3 system will have automatic performance monitoring and protec-

tion switching features and its main use will be for metropolitan

trunking (40).

Investigations are underway exploring the use of fiberoptics

for submarine cables, backplane wiring on large switches, and entrance

links to satellite antenna facilities. A possibility also exists

for expanding channel capacity by wavelength multiplexing in the

800-1200 nanometer optical band. Beyond 1983, fiberoptic cables

are expected to control most of the market for inter-exchange cable

in the Bell System and in the independent telephone companies (41).

The present state-of-the-art for fiberoptic systems can be

considered first generation systems. It is not difficult to envisage

second generation systems in which signal processing, including

switching and possibly amplification at the repeaters and terminals,

will be done at optical frequencies. This development may prove an

efficient method for greatly increasing system bandwidth and avoiding

the problems of electronic circuit response time. Integrated

optical components will enable the capabilities of the fiber as a

transmission medium to be more fully realized. In fact, the repeater

design eventually may be simpler since conversion to electronics

can be eliminated, power consumption may be reduced and system

reliability improved (42).
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The full capabilities of fiberoptic systems will not be realized

* until the advent of the third generation systems in which video or

speech will be directly converted to optical signals by means of

video or acoustic optical transducers. Such a fundamental attack on

the subscriber equipment and its compatibility with the transmission

medium may well result in a fundamental cost reduction by simplifying

the presently required signal conversion process (42). While inte-

grated optical devices are under development today, second generation

systems are not likely before the 1990s, and third generation systems

should occupy us well into the next century. There is little doubt,

however, that fiberoptic technology will provide a major impetus to

( develop integrated optical devices for communication in the twenty-

first century.

In the remainder of this section, the major components of a

fiberoptic transmission system--the transmitter, fiber, and

receiver--will be discussed and progress will be forecast to the

year 2000.

5.5.1 Optical Fibers
.

Fiberoptic transmission systems consist of three distinct

parts: a tansmitter, which converts the electrical signals into an

, optical signal in the red or near infrared; the optical fiber

itself, which provides a path for the light; and a receiver, which

(
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converts the optical signal back into an electrical one. Any one

of these three components can limit the cost or bandwidth of

the system, and the success of fiberoptics is the result of progress

in all three areas. This section considers the optical fibers them-

selves, while subsequent sections discuss the transmitter and

* receiver functions.

Optical fibers consist of thin strands of glass (silica) or

plastic having core diameters typically less than 100 U m (about

the size of a human hair). The function of the fiber is to transmit

' " light with a minimum of loss or dispersion. Light is contained

within the fiber via the principle of total internal reflection,

* which states that a ray striking the boundary between two materials

having different indexes of refraction (m) will be reflected

completely back in'. the first medium, provided its angle of incidence

is less than a critical angle 5, given by

0 = sin -l(m2/m I )

where m, and m2 are indexes of refraction. This situation is shown

in Figure 5.6 (43), where mI represents the fiber core and m2

represents the cladding. The critical angle also determines the

maximum acceptance angle for the fiber, the sine of which is the

* numerical aperture (NA). This parameter (NA) can be used as a

measure of the light-gathering ability of the fiber, and present NA

values range between 0.1 and 0.5. Light arriving within the

acceptance cone will travel down the fiber, being totally reflected

by the walls and exiting only at the far (receiver) end. )
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Optical fibers are classified by their index of refraction

* profile and modal properties. The three prominent types are the

- step-index multimode fiber, the graded-index multimode fiber, and

the single-mode fiber. Figure 5.6 also illustrates these differences

in the refractive index profiles.

The step-index fiber consists of a core (of doped silica glass)

surrounded by a second material that provides the reflective

boundary. If the second material is a layer of glass or other

solid material it is called the cladding; unclad fibers have air as

the second medium. The core is designed with an index of refraction

greater than 4rnat of the cladding, which in accordance with the

*above equation (Snell's law), defines an appropriate critical angle.

In step-index multimode fibers, each mode has its own characteristic

velocity, and propagation delay differences give rise to signal

dispersion (pulse spreading) which limits transmission rates to

about 50 Mb/km. Core diameters are also relatively large and

a ttenuation is high, while costs are low.

0
The profile for the graded-index fiber differs markedly from

that of the step-index fiber. The index of refraction for a graded-

index fiber changes gradually (usually in a radially symmetric.

parabolic shape) instead of abruptly. The result of this L:tdex

grading is to control the propagation so as to equalize the path
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lengths of the various fiber modes and minimize dispersion. This

* is accomplished by a continual refocussing of the light rays as they

travel down the fiber; hence, the graded-index multimode fiber acts

as a lensing medium (44). This lensing action increases the band-

width (information capacity) of the graded-index fiber between one

and two orders of magnitude relative to the step-index fiber.

Single-mode propagation is realized by designing core diameters

. to within a few wavelengths of the light signal, and by having

small refractive index differences between the core and the cladding.

Although structurally similar to the step-index fiber, the single-

mode fiber exhibits superior performance, even when compared to

graded-index fibers. The single-mode fiber offers very low loss

and extremely large bandwidths (in excess of 1 Gb/km). However,

-. single-mode fibers are difficult to work with. Fiber shape,

refractive index, and operating wavelength must all be carefully

" controlled.

An attribute common to all data links is attenuation. Repeaters

can, of course, be used to upgrade signal quality; however, they add

to total system cost and complexity. The principle causes of

attenuation in optical fibers arise from intrinsic absorption,

vibrational (infrared) absorption, impurity absorption, and

4 , Rayleigh scattering.
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Intrinsic absorption involves the absorption of energy from the

*l propagating light wave by the atoms that constitute the fiber.

* This absorption is most profound at ultraviolet wavelengths (45).

Vibrational absorption results from the energy loss that occurs

when the incident light wave excites the fundamental vibrational

mode of the core lattice structure. Impurity absorption occurs

when impurity ions, usually OH radicals from water, absorb energy

* from the incident light. Other significant impurity ions include

the transition metals, cobalt, chromium, and copper. To insure

that losses due to absorption by impurity ions are less than

1 db/km, all impurities must be reduced to a concentration in the

parts per billion range (43, 44). )

Rayleigh scattering occurs when light particles collide with

imperfections (or irregularities) in the core's lattice structure.

The imperfections arise from phase and compositional fluctuations

frozen in during glass melt/cooling; imperfections also arise from

frozen-in thermal fluctuations. As in all Rayleigh scattering,

this loss decreases rapidly with increasing wavelength. Rayleigh

scattering repesents the intrinsic lower loss limit, which is about

0.2 db/km (44).

Theoretically, there are two wavelengths where the attenuation

of silica glass fibers reaches very low values. The first is

between 1.2 and 1.3 microns, and is due to the decreased importance

5-61A
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of ultravioalet absorption loss. The second loss minimum occurs

between 1.5 and 1.6 microns, and is due to the reduced importance

of infrared absorption loss. These low loss regions are attractive

targets for the transmission of data over long distances.

Figure 5.7 (a and b) compares the attenuation-frequency

characteristic of optical fibers with several types of metallic

coaxial cable. The fiberoptic response is relatively flat compared

with the roughly square-root dependence of coaxial attenuation on

frequency (46). Figure 5.7 (c and d) compares the attenuation-

wavelength and attenuation-frequency (bandwidth) characteristics of

step-index and graded-index fibers (47).

There are three main types of signal dispersion (pulse spreading)

in optical fibers: waveguide, material, and intermodal. Waveguide

dispersion results from the close relationship between the mode and

wavelength of the propagating signal. Waveguide dispersion alone

4 is insignificant because it affects only the highest modes. Its

importance surfaces when its relationship with other types of

dispersion is considered.

Material dispersion arises from the dependence of the group

velocities of the modes in a propagating wave on wavelength. Single-

mode fibers are particularly sensitive to material dispersion.

,(
I
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Above 1.27 microns, material dispersion (for silica) changes sign

relative to its value below 1.27 microns. This sign change

is important because at some value near 1.27 microns, material and

waveguide dispersions completely cancel each other. Here informa-

tion capacity can increase dramatically, because signal pulses may

be spaced close together without fear of the interference caused by

pulse spreading. Theoretically, single-mode fibers can achieve

bandwidths in excess of 100 GHz/km (44). Since fiber attenuation

is also a minimum near 1.3 microns, this is a particularly attractive

wavelength for data transmission.

( Intermodal dispersion in multimode fibers arises from interference

among the many modes present in these fibers. Single-mode fibers

are much less sensitive, and modal effects may be disregarded.

IL Step-index fibers are very susceptible to intermodal dispersion and

their information capacity is significantly lower than that of

graded-index fibers as a result. Intermodal dispersion is highly

dependent upon refractive index; hence, careful control of fabrication

techniques must be maintained to insure proper operation.

Mode mixing is an effect which reduces dispersion in multimode

fibers, especially for longer fibers. It involves the scattering

of light at structural imperfections, which reduces dispersion by

averaging all mode velocities at the output. Mode mixing is also a

source of attenuation due to the energy lost in the scattering

process (45).
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Further comments on dispersion will be given in the next section

on sources, since the spectral purity of the source, as well as the

numeric aperture of the fiber, is important in determining the

dispersion of the system.

In addition to attenuation and dispersion, other important para-

meters associated with fibers are strength, the ability to beU
spliced with low loss, and of course, cost. Fibers have a tensile

strength which is theoretically higher than metal. They bend easily

and are generally easier to install in buried conduit than are

coaxial cables, partly due to their lighter weight. Fibers are

formed in cables such as that shown in Figure 5.8 (43), which

contains 144 separate fibers. )

Connectors and splices are particularly important in fiberoptic

systems, since a slight misalignment can cause high loss, and

several splices/connectors are required in a typical transmission

path. The ability to be accurately spliced in the field is

particularly important. To maintain loss/splice at about 0.2 dB,

the fiber must be aligned to within 0.2 core radius. For multimode

fibers this corresponds to a distance of more than 10 V m which can

be approached at low cost. For single mode fibers, 0.2 core radius
0

is less than 1 U m, creating a connector/splice problem that may be

expensive to solve (43).

So
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The cost of fiberoptic cable on a per-channel (per fiber) basis

*has been dropping rapidly and should continue to do so during the

* 1980s. Cost will depend on fiber quality (attenuation, bandwidth,

dispersion), on the number of fibers/cable, and on the quantity

ordered. For single-fiber cable having loss in the 3-6 db/km range

and a bandwidth exceeding 500 MHz/km (a graded-index fiber capable

of TV transmission), the cost was about $2.50 per meter in 1976

compared to between $0.50 per meter and $5 per meter for various

coaxial cables (33, 47, 48). By 1979, the cost of the fiberoptic

cable had dropped to less than $1 per meter (49). Figure 5.9 shows

the forecast cost of such cable between 1980 and 2000. During this

time the annual volume of cable produced should increase by several

orders of magnitude while the cost per meter should drop by a

factor of at least 20. Compared with present coaxial cable on a

per-channel basis (number of voice circuits), the cost per voice

channel should drop by more than a thousand over the next twenty

years. Single-mode fibers should be well developed by 1990, allowing

data rates in the 2-4 Gb/s range with loss of less than 1 db/kn

at 1.3 x m.

5.5.2 Transmitters (Sources in Fiberoptic Systems)

* The optical source is a critical component in fiberoptic

transmission systems. It must generate a high output power of high

spectral purity at a suitable wavelength at low cost.and be able to

* switch rapidly to permit high bit rates to be launched into the

fiber. Two types of sources are now used: light-emitting diodes

(LED's) and laser diodes.
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The source must not only generate a high output power, it must

also couple that power efficiently into the fiber. If this were

the only criteria (which it might be for a short loop or low data

rate), fibers with a high numerical aperture would be favored.

However, at higher apertures (above 0.2-0.25), the wider acceptance

angle results in increased dispersion and increased pulse spreading,

which is a limitation on loop length or bit rate or both. Figure

5.10 (a) shows dispersion as a function of numerical aperture for

step and graded multimode fibers with LED and laser sources (48).

Practical levels are also indicated. The differences noted between

source types results from the spectral purity of these sources. As

noted in Figure 5.10 (b), dispersion is relatively large (1-4 ns/km)

for LED's, which have, for example, a spectral width of about

0.04 V m, but can be under 100 (1 nm) for some lasers (46).

Figure 5.10 (b) also shows the 3 db information rate limit imposed

by the dispersion.

The most promising LED structures at present are double-

heterojunction devices consisting of GaAs-GaAlAs-GaAs or

InP-GaInAsP-InP sandwiched layers. Wavelengths, which have usually

been in the 0.8-0.9 V m range, now extend into the 1.05-1.3 u m

lower-fiber loss range (50) and are compatible with a'dispersion

limit above 1GHz-km. At 0.94 V m, external efficiencies of 27

percent have been achieved with 54 mw of output power (51).
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Figure 5.11 (52) compares the coupling loss of surface- and edge-

emitting LED's with injection lasers. The differences are due to

the directionality of these three types of sources. The optical

output power and coupled power (at 150 mA drive) into a NA = 0.28

fiber are also shown. Edge emitters have larger bandwidths than

I surface emitters and can couple more power into low NA fibers.

They are preferred for high data rates. Frequency response is

related to material lifetime, which can be decreased at the expense

of quantum efficiency. For data rates about 100 Mb/s, loss increases ,

appreciably. LED's with output power in the range of a few millil-

watts and bandwidths of 100 MHz or more are still relatively

expensive ($200 in 1979) (49), but are expected to drop quickly,

reaching $30 by 1985 and $5 in the year 2000. Higher efficiency,

higher wavelengths, and narrower spectral widths, should also

evolve, with price depending on performance. Extrapolated data

from accelerated aging tests indicate LED's should provide more

than 105 hours of operation (20 years = 1.75 x 105 hours) (53).

LED's are suitable for analog intensity modulation as well as

digital pulsing. They promise to be extremely useful as reliable

low-cost sources for applications where the information rate-

distance product is less than a few hundred Mb-km/s. While greater

efficiency and longer wavelength are important goals, spectral

purity is their prime limitation or long-distance high-speed
I

communication.
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Double heterostructure injection laser diodes have high spectral

purity and narrower spatial output distributons than LED's. They

produce output power in the range of tens of milliwatts with

subnanosecond rise times and bandwidths about 1 GHz (49, 54).

Their principal disadvantages are high cost ($500-$1000 in 1979)

and lower reliability. If reliability problems can be solved,

these structures should permit the full bandwidth of single-mode

fibers to be utilized. Present data indicates lifetimes of more

than 105 hours are achievable (43).

5.5.3 Receivers (Detectors) for Fiberoptic Systems

The receiver must detect the optical signal and convert it

back to an electrical signal. Since repeaters add expense to the )
transmission path, sensitivity and low noise in the detector is

extremely important, since it means wider repeater spacings. Hence,

the figure of merit for a receiver is the minimum required input

optical power needed to achieve a given level of performance (error

* rate or signal to noise level) at a given information rate. Silicon

;,-ioto-diodes are used as detectors. Quantum efficiencies (ratio of

i r. ary photoelectrons generated to photons incident on the detector)

* * the order of 90 percent, and response times of 0.1 nsec are

le for wavelenghts in the 0.8-0.9 Pm range (43). Unfor-

ilicon is increasingly transparent in the.infrared, so

'alls off quickly at longer wavelenghts.
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Figure 5.12 (43) compares the sensitivity of PIN diodes and
a

avalanche photodiodes (APDs), the two types used, as a function of

bit rate. Avalanche photodiodes provide internal current gain (via

avalanche multiplication) and greater sensitivity. Both devices, at

present, are one to three orders of magnitude worse than the

theoretical minimum. Both diode types are relatively inexpensive

(less than $1). APDs require more sophisticated electronic

amplification, however, including a high voltage supply (200 volts).

Complete detectors now sell for $5-$50 for PINs and $50-$500 for

APDs, depending on performance (49). The peripheral electronics

should become more highly integrated and much lower in cost. A PIN

( detector with a bandwidth of 500 MHz which sells for $50 in 1980

should drop to $20 in 1985 and $7 in 2000.

L
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5.5.4 Concluding Comments on Fiberoptic Systems

Progress in fiberoptics is likely to continue at an

accelerating rate. For long-haul trunks, single mode fibers should

be capable of data rates exceeding 2 Gb/s by 1990; the cost per

voice circuit is expected to drop from three to four orders of

magnitude compared with present coaxial cables. The installation

of an optical toll network will take considerable time, however,

and will still be occurring in year 2000.

Figure 5.13 shows the forecast cost of a relatively modest 100

MHz fiberoptic link having a length of 10 km. The system is assumed

constructed of 4 db/km graded-index multimode fiber with repeaters

(spaced at 2.5 km intervals. Relatively inexpensive LED and PIN

sources and detectors are used. The total cost for repeaters

S-- (including connectors) never exceeds 15 percent of the cost of the

link which is dominated by the cost of the cable. The link cost

drops by nearly a factor of twenty between 1980 and 2000. It is

noted that repeaterless 10 km links have already been used at 44.7

mb/s using laser sources and avalanche photodiode receivers (33).

The forecast link, therefore, represents a relatively modest low-cost

medium-traffic optical data path which should be widely used during

the next twenty years.

5.6 Microwave and Satellite Transmission Systems

In parallel with fiberoptic developments, telecommunications

(will see the further development of microwave ground-to-ground and
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ground-to-satellite transmission links. Fiberoptics could actually

lessen the dbmand for microwave ground-ti-ground channels; never-

theless, there will be increasing pressure for additional ground-

satellite links to serve the needs of intercontinental traffic as

well as mobile (e.g., airborne) applications. In developing

nations, where extensive ground lines are not in place and where

terrain may make their installation difficult, a greater emphasis

will also be put on satellite communications.

This section will first briefly review microwave and satellite

development and near-term expectations. This will be followed by a

forecast of satellite communications for the 1980-2000 time period.

( Several further discussions of satellite communications can be

found in the literature (56,57).

5.6.1 Microwave Transmission

In 1979, microwave radio-relay routes carried nearly 70

4 percent of the nationwide telephone carrier circuit mileage. In

the Bell System, the TD-type analog system is the most prominent,

representing an older technology utilizing the 4 and 6 GHz common

4 carrier bands and the FDM-FM modulation scheme with a capacity of

1200 to 1500 circuits per radio channel. The TH-type systems

operate in the 6 GHz band and have a capacity of 1800 voiceband

, circuits. The TH systems are used as an overbuild on existing TD

routes, adding to the route capacity while utilizing existing

S( structures and facilities (10).

E
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A new ultralinear traveling wave tube has made possible the

development of the type AR6A single-sideband (SSB) system, which

has the capacity of over three times that of the TH system (6000

voice circuits vs. 1800 voice circuits). SSB modulated signals are

more seriously affected by fading than are FM signals; however, the

gi type AR6A system compensates for fading by use of special automatic

again control circuits and, in the case of deep facing, a space

diversity technique is used. (With space diversity, there are two

receiving antennas, one on top of the other. When the signal from

one antenna drops below a specific level, the receiver automatically

switches to the other antenna, which is normally receiving a stronger

signal.) )

The incremental costs for adding new analog channels to existing

routes making use of the AR6A SSB system are estimated to be about

a dollar per circuit mile in contrast to an estimated $5-$10 circuit

mile for a newly installed digital radio or coaxial system. A

further reduction in circuit costs by a factor of two for this

analog system is expected when the analog time assignment speech

r interpolation (TASI) system is introduced. (TASI systems are a

type of multiplexing system which can increase the use of a given

circuit by a factor of two.) As a consequence, long haul intercity

voice traffic using analog carrier technology is expected to be

cost effective for at least another decade (17).

)

I
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Approximately 20 percent of the nationwide circuit network makes

use of L-carTier coaxial analog transmission systems (chiefly, the

L4 and L5 systems). These are SSB AM carrier systems having 32,400

and 108,000 channel capacities per route, respectively. The L4

system has a top frequency of about 18 MHz and the L5, about 65 MHz

U using 3/8-inch coaxial cables. Research appears to indicate that a

system with a 150 MHz top-channel frequency is possible on 3/8-inch

coaxial cables (10).

In 1974, only two types of digital transmission systems were

available. Since then, six new digital systems have been introduced

and two more are in the experimental stage. With the advent of

( digital switching systems, cost savings result as the number of

analog-to-digital conversions are reduced. Time division multiplexed

C - (TDM) carrier systems have the following advantages:

1. Use of low-cost solid-state circuits.

2. Elaborate lineup adjustments common to analog
systems are not required.

3. A variety of services can share a line without
the need to consider the requirements of the
most sensitive service as is the case with some
analog services.

0 4. Error rates are not a function of system length.

The TI digital carrier was introduced in the early 1960's and

was the initial short haul digital transmission system used on

circuits up to 50 miles in length. (TI accounts for approximately

(8 percent of the total nationwide circuit mileage.) It carriers 24

ACUMENICS
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voicegrade channels (1.544 Mb/s) over wire pairs with repeaters

* spaced about one mile apart and has a system bit error rate objec-

tive of 10-6.

. Additional T carrier configurations include the T]C, which is

similar to the Ti in design, but provides for transmission at a

3.152 Mb/s rate in 22-gauge pulp-insulated cables and can provide

48 voicegrade channels (6.3 Mb/s), and it has a maximum range of

500 miles using special low-capacitance cable. The T4M transmits

4032 voice-grade channels (274 Mb/s) over coaxial cables. Although

primarily designed for use in metropolitan areas, it has a range of

500 miles with repeater spacings of one mile (10).

There are three major digital radio systems in operation. The

type 1A-RDS is a 1.5 Mb/s system used for the Digital Data System,

often called PrV for "digital-under-voice," as it employs the

previously unused frequency space beneath each analog radio channel.

Another is the type 3A-RDS, an 11 MHz digital radio system, operating

at approximately 45 Mb/s with repeaters spaced 6 to 25 miles

depending upon terrain and weather conditions. This system was

primarily designed for applications on high-density intercity routes

up to 250 miles, as a feeder for the T4M or WT4 (274 Mb/s) systems

and to provide route diversity within the network. The type DR18,

an 18 MHz digital radio system, operates at 274 Mb/s-with repeater

spacings from one to five miles. The physical arrangement of this

system is a pole-mounted canister that contains plugin modules for
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seven working channels and one protection channel. It uses four-

phase differentially coherent phase-shift keying, which assists in

providing immunity from interference between radio channels on a

given route and nearby routes (10,14).

Even higher capacities can be handled by metallic waveguides

*operating at millimeter radio wave lengths. The type WR4 is a long

haul (4000 mile) digital waveguide facility which is designed to

carry 230,000 two-way PCM voice circuits, and operates between 40

and 110 GHz. Because of low transmission losses, repeater station

spacing of about 25 miles is anticipated. However, in view of

expected developments in fiberoptics and satellites, and waveguide

( alignment problems, it is doubtful this system will be installed.

5.6.2 Satellite Communications Systems

Little note was taken of the earth satellite as a

communications relay station until October, 1945 when Arthur C.

Clarke published an article in an English technical journal which

is considered to be the first public proposal of satellite

communications. After the USSR launched Sputnik in 1957, the

first true communications satellite, Score, rebroadcasted President

Eisenhower's 1958 Christmas message. Several other low altitude

satellites followed, including AT and T's Telstar, which was the

first to transmit live TV across the Atlantic; and, in 1963, Arthur

Clarke's prediction of a geostationary communications satellite

( came true with the successful launching of Syncom. The earlier
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satellites had '-latively low orbits (10,000 km) and passed quickly

overhead. This required earth stations with elaborate tracking

antennas, and to achieve continuous coverage between points on

earth, a great many satellites would be required (50 to cover the

North Atlantic). Higher orbits (38,500 km) and equatorial satellite

placement made it possible, beginning with Syncom, to achieve a

geostationary orbit. A single geostationary satellite can cover

about four-tenths of the earth's surface and eliminates the need

for tracking antennas. Since Syncom, about 80 geostationary

satellites have been launched (72 built as communications satellites)..

Sixty-four of these were built and launched by the United States

(57). )

Five generations of Intelsat international communications

satellites have been designed, built, and launched. These provide

a history of geostationary satellite development. Intelsat 1

(1965) had a capacity of only 240 two-way telephone circuits and

could link only a single pair of earth stations at any one time.

Intelsat 2 (1967) was larger with increased power and bandwidth.

Simultaneous access from multiple earth stations was permitted,

but like Intelsat 1, the antenna rotated with the spinning satel-

lite, directing a considerable portion of a radiated power out

into space. Intelsat 3 (1968) used a despun antenna that always

pointed toward earth (57). The entire allocated spectrum was used

for 1200 two-way voice circuits. Intelsat 4 (1971) introduced
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spot-beam transmitting antennas, concentrating the transmitted

energy and permitting 4000 voice circuits. For the first time,

capacity was limited by available bandwidth rather than available

power. Intelsat 5 (1980) uses the 12/14 GHz bands and achieves a

capacity of 12,500 voice circuits. Thus, in the 15 years of the

Intelsat series, capacity has grown by more than 50 times; at the

same time, the cost per circuit has dropped from $30,000 to $700.

While satellites have greatly increased their sophistication

and capacity, earth stations have also become simpler. Antenna

dimensions have dropped from over 70 m to less than 5 m. The cost

of future stations could be less than $10,000 (58).
(

There are many challenges in expanding the satellite network in

the future. For one thing, there are a limited number of orbit

positions available. In addition, the 4/6 GHz arc is near capacity

and the 12/14 GHz band is filling with applicants and the push to

even higher frequencies is accelerating. At higher frequencies,

however, new technology will have to be developed, and the absorption

bands for H20 (at 22.6 GHz) and 02 at 60 and 200 GHz must be reckoned

with.

Satellites are expected to become much more than simple repeaters,

evolving to include sophisticated switching and satellite-satellite

links as well as satellite-ground paths. Higher frequencies will

( permit more directional beams and satellites may well become space
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platforms, equipped with scanning-beam or multiple-beam satellites.

In a single orbital position, about 10,000 simultaneous wideband 3

Mb/s digital channels might be achieved (58). A summary of

operational and proposed communications satellite systems is given

in the references (18).

I5.6.3 A Forecast of Communication Satellite Systems

This section presents quantitative forecasts of commun-

ication satellite systems in the United States. A substantial

portion of material is based on results of a recent study (55).

Generally, long-term projections are provided. A baseline scenario

of communication satellite with a series of small incremental

improvements in satellite characteristics is used. The cumulative )

effect of such improvements, neverthel , offers a substantial

increase in overall satellite communication systems capabilities.

More specifically, trend projections cover satellite weight in

orbit, number of satellites in orbit, average weight of satellite

launched, primary power with and without sun-oriented arrays,

satellite broadcast power, channels per satellite, total channels,

and leasing costs per channel. The forecasts can be considered as

a minimum expectation for communication satellites.

Communication Satellite Weight

The historical data and forecast trends of the total U.S.

Communication Satellite System operational weight in orbit are

shown in Figure 5.14. The 1975 weight of 9,773 kg is projeczed to
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increase to approximately 67,600 kg by the year 2000, an average

annual rate of 8 percent. This is conservative by comparison with

the average annual rate of increase of nearly 40 percent per year

during the period from 1962 to 1975, but is consistent with the

* recent pattern of a decreasing rate of increase. The perturbations

* in the projected curve result from assumptions regarding operating

lifetime for each satellite, coupled with the known number of

prior satellite launchings and the projected number of satellite

.. launchings required to match with the projected number of satellites

operational each year.

Number of Communication Satellites in Orbit

The number of operational U.S. communications satellites in

orbit is shown in Figure 5.15. This number is expected to increase

from 15 in 1975 to 78 in 2000. These figures include both military

and commercial satellites. (For the Initial Defense Satellite

* Communication System (IDSCS), all satellite elements in each system

launch are considered collectively as a single satellite in these

calculations.) Since the rate of increase decreased during the

period from 1967 to 1975 (after an initially very rapid rate of

increase), the projection may appear slightly optimistic. However,

the potential for expanded applications for communication satel-

lites justifies this steady rate of increase. If the rate of

increase should decline, the most likely effect (maintaining

internal consistency) would be a corresponding decline in the rate
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of increase of total communication satellite weight. Projections

are made under the assumptions of no orbital slot allocation

limitation, and additional frequency bands available, if needed.

Average Satellite Weight

Average operational satellite weight in orbit can be projected

directly from the two preceding items (total operational weight

*. divided by the number of operational satellites). This forecast is

presented in Figure 5.16.

From the trend of total operational weight in orbit established

in Figure 5.14, the total weight of communication satellites placed

in orbit each year may be proejcted by adding to the increase in

total weight each, the weight necessary to replace satellites which

cease operations that year. The result of this calculation of the

total weight of communication satellites to be launched each year

is presented in Figure 5.16. From the launch weight total of 3,111

kg in 1975, the annual launch weight total is projected to more

than double by 2000, to 7,120 kg, or an average annual increase of

3.4 percent.

The projection under the alternate scenario A is also included.

The alternate scenario A follows a pattern consistent with prior

development in communication satellite capability and remains within

reasonable constraints of technical feasibility. The ailternative

projection is primarily characterized by two major step increases V
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in satellite size, coupled with the same increase in the number of

satellites as forecast in the baseline scenario.

Although annual total launch weight is a derived calculation in

this forecast in order to establish internal consistency, it could

have been projected independently, although with less precision in

view of the variation of this quantity during the historical period.

The 3.4 percent rate projected is much lower than the average rate

of 26 percent from 1962 to 1975, and is conservative in that sense.

However, the 3.4 percent rate has been selected for the baseline

projection to reflect a pattern common to many new technologies in

which a rapid early rate of exploitation is followed by a period of

slower steady increase. Variation in the trend of annual total

satellite launch weight resulting either from an increase in the

number of satellites launched or from an increase in average satel-

lite weight, would, of course, increase total weight in orbit. A

reasonably conceivable upper limit to annual total communication

satellites launch weight would be a 16.4 percent annual rate of

increase, shown by the curve identified as alternate scenario A

(Figure 5.16). This would lead to an annual launch weight total

4 1. of 48,000 kg in 2000, more than 15 times larger than the 1975

total of 3,111 kg. This would lead to a total wweght in orbit of

.- 468,000 kg in 2000, which is consistent with a reasonably con-

ceivable upper limit for total weight (it may be noted'that this

is nearly seven tiems the basic projection of total weight of

67,600 kg in 2000).
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*Satelite Primary Power

The primary source of power for satellites has been an array of

* silicon solar cells. No change to another primary power source

(i.e., nonsolar) is projected for this forecast. The original

projection of this trend, assuming no major change in the concept

of satellite solar power arrays is shown in Figure 5.17. From this

projection, using the numbers and weights of satellites previously

projected, the average electric power per satellite and electric

power per kilogram of orbital weight can be calculated as presented

in Figure 5.19. It may be noted that the latter quantity shows a

slight increase with time, a trend which could not be inferred

directly from the historical data on power per kilogram of orbital

weight for individual satellites.

The forecast, up to this point, fails to take into account the

£ major change in solar array design concept, from arrays on the

cylindrical surface of the satellite to deployable, flat, and

continuously sun-oriented arrays. This change, already in use on

the NASA-Lewis Communications Technology Satellite, and planned

for next-generation commercial satellites, increases the efficiency

of the solar collector system by at least a factor of three.

Therefore, assuming that the newer form of solar array will be

used on all communication satellites from 1980 on, the original

baseline projection for average power of each satellite launched

is multiplied by three in 1980 and thereafter. This revised base-

line projection is shown in Figure 5.18 and is used to recalculate
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total power in orbit, average power in orbit, and total power
M

. launched each year, as plotted in Figures 5.17, 5.19 and 5.20.

Totil operational satellite power (assuming sun-oriented solar

arrays) is projected to increase at an average annual rate of

*" nearly 15 percent during the next 25 years, reaching a total of

250 kilowatts in orbit in the year 2000. This is highly conser-

vative compared to the rate of 55 percent per year for the period

NJO 1965 to 1975, but is consistent with the trend during the last few

years.

Average operational power in orbit, plotted on Figure 5.19,

S( shows the pattern which will prevail using sun-oriented solar cell

• 'arrays. The baseline projection shows the increase in power which

will result if satellite size increases only marginally. Figure

* 5.20, showing the total power for satellites launched each year,

* dramatizes the sharp increase in power made available through the

use of sunoriented arrays. Even with the smaller satellites of

"* the baseline projection, more than ten kilowatts of new communi-

cations broadcast power would be added each year during the 1980s

d and two to three times that amount during the 1990s.

The average power of satellites launched each year should

increase by a factor of six during the next 25 years, to 3.6

* kilowatts per satellite, in the baseline projection. This would

provide 30kw of additional satellite broadcast power each year

around the year 2000.
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Satellite Broadcast Power

The sum of Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) per

satellite is a measure of broadcast power and was chosen as a

forecasting parameter primarily because it provides a reasonably

uniform trend for projection. The regression of EIRP versus total

satellite power availability is extrapolated and combined with the

forecasts of total power to obtain projections of broadcast power.

Granted that some fraction of total satellite power is used for

, other functions, it is assumed for this projection that such other

uses constitute a relatively constant fraction of total power

requirements. It is further assumed that the design for these uses

will continue to minimize the fraction so that the projections of

EIRP will be conservative.

Projection of EIRP using the Baseline is shown in Figure 5.21.

Since EIRP for widebeam (17 percent) channels is limited to

approximately 33 dBW for C-band (60-70 dBv in millimeter bands)

by international agreements on terrestial flux density (60), and

since satellite development is in the direction of multiple spot-

beam antennas to concentrate satellite transmitted power over

separate small areas of the earth's surface (61,62), the total of

power will be used primiarly to increase the number of wide-band

transponder channels per satellite. The trend of EIRP per channel

for widebeam and spot-beam channels is shown in Figure 5.22. The

Pearl Curve approach (63) was selected to project the trend of
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EIRP per channel, because the previously sited references clearly

imply growth of these characteristics toward upper limits. In the

near future, C-Band is likely to dominate and therefore delay the

rate of EIRP increase shown by the upper curve of Figure 5.22. On

the other hand, the use of the 12 GHz frequency on Intelsat V, and

a general trend in demand for higher EIRP, tend to support the

spotbeam curve.

Number of Wide-band Channels Per Satellite

The Pearl Curve for the wide-beam transponder channels provides

the basis for projection of the number of channels per satellite

since the total radiated power in the spot-beam channels is equi-

valent to the radiated power of the wide-beam channels,-given )

equivalence in other factors. The projected number of channels

per satellite, derived from total EIRP and EIRP per wide-beam

channel, is shown by Figure 5.23. The baseline projection will

provide 36 to 48 channels (for simultaneous operation) per satellite

in the period from 1980 to 2000. At 750 duplex voicegrade channels

per channel, the baseline projection would provide 27,000 to 36,000

simultaneous voicegrade channels per satellite from 1980 to 2000.

Satellite Wide-band Channel Capacity

The projection of the average number of 6 MHz channels per

satellite launched together with the prior projectiors of satellites

launched and satellites phasing out enables a calculated projection

of the number of wide-band channels which may be expected to be
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operational each year. For the baseline projection, this calcu-

lation indicates an increase from the 160 such channels in 1975,

to 612 channels in 1980, 1310 in 1985, 2005 in 1990: and 3822 in

the year 2000. The average annual rate of growth would be 14

* percent starting at 23 percent in the early years and slowing to 7

percent near the end of the century; their rates are conservative

in comparison with the 1965-1975 annual rate of growth of approxi-

, mately 40 percent per year.

The projections, as shown in Figure 5.24, are based on the

envelope curve of the power projeciton. If instead the number of

channels is based on the assumption of step function increases in

power as a result of the change to sun-oriented solar arrays and )

the two step increases in satellite size, then the end results

(year 2000) are the same, but the 1980-and 1990 projections are

reduced by 40-50 percent.

The baseline projection appears to stabilize at a 5 percent

growth rate from 1985 to 2000. Thus, assuming that this growth

rate will gradually slow, a further projection of the baseline may

be made out to the year 2040. Using a 5 percent growth rate to

2010, 4 percent for 2011-2030, and 3 percent for 2031 to 2040,

results in the following projection:

)
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Year No. of Channels Year No. of Channels

2000 3822 2021 9583
2001 4013 2033 9966
2002 4214 2023 10365

* 2003 4424 2024 10779
2004 4646 2025 11210
2005 4877 2026 11659

. 2006 5121 2027 12125
2007 5877 2028 12610
2008 5646 2029 13115

* 2009 5928 2030 13639
2010 6224 2031 14048
2011 6473 2032 14470

, 2012 6732 2033 14904
* 2013 7002 2034 15351

2014 7282 2035 15811
2015 7573 2036 16286
2016 7876 2037 16774
2017 8191 2038 17277

* 2018 8519 2039 17796
- 2019 8860 2040 18330

2020 9214

Leasing Costs for Wide-Band Transponder Channels

A learning curve projeciton of leasing costs for wideband

transponder channels is shown in Figure 5.25. The data for Intelsat

leasing costs offers strong support for a 77 percent learning curve,

which is reasonably consistent with the general experience factor

in the electronics industry. Current data for various satellite

- systems indicates a wide scatter in wide-band transponder leasing

* costs, reflecting various pricing policies. There is evidence

Oi which indicates some cross-subsidization of full transponder costs

by charges for primary-line circuits. This may result from the

fact that leased-land-line service is currently high-eijough to

e: provide a pricing margin for satellite transmission which permits a
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charge for satellite leased-line service which exceeds actual costs.

The total evidence suggests that the 77 percent learning curve is

conservative, i.e., that leasing costs may decrease at an even

greater rate. The costs for transponder lease only, i.e., with

earth terminal costs and distribution costs borne by the user,

indicate an extremely rapid learning curve. However, the number of

data points for full-transponder lease costs is insufficient to

support any conclusion in this regard, other than the transponder

costs, may constitute a decreasing fraction of the total communi-

cation costs.

Between 1980 and 2000, the leased cost per channel is forecast

to drop by a factor of 50, with the number of channels increasing )
by at least an order of magnitude. This progress will facilitate

a variety of new communication services, including mobile systems

as described in the next section.

5.7 Mobile Telecommunication Systems

4After years of development and testing, mobile telephone service

was first introduced by the Bell System in 1946. A mobile user in

those days had to select a channel manually, depress a push-to-talk

* button on the handset and place a call through a telephone operator.

Today, mobile customers are able to dial their own calls on channels

selected automatically. The need for mobile communications has

6 outstripped available channels. The Bell System provides mobile

service today to about 40,000 customers with about 20,000 more on

the waiting list.
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Mobile.service is limited to a maximum of 25 channels and uses

o*. a single, relatively high-powered base station to serve an entire

city. Channel reuse distances are in the order of 75 miles and,

therefore, only a maximum of 25 channels are available in an area

of 5000 square miles. This means that in New York City, as an

example, only about 700 customers can be served and they experience

- a relatively poor grade of service because of the difficulty of

-finding an idle channel. The chance of completing a call on the

first attempt is well under 50 percent.

In response to a 1968 FCC invitation for specific plans for

innovative systems which could cope with the mobile system require-

ments, AT & T proposed a high-capacity cellular mobile concept.

Testing of the system was initiated in 1978 in Chicago. The Chicago

£7 demonstration consists of 10 cells, each served by a low-power

transmitter, a receiver and a control system--together making up a

1"cell site".

Every cell is allocated a set of frequencies with neighboring

cells assigned different frequencies to avoid interference. Cells

4 sufficiently far apart can simultaneously use the same frequencies--

allowing for reuse of each channel for different conversations many

times in a given service area.

Each cell will serve mobile customers when their vehicles are

within that cell. As a vehicle moves from cell-to-cell, sophisti-L

cated electronic equipment hands off the call to another cell site.
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site. In most cases, moving from one cell to another will not be

noticed by the user. It is expected that the cellular mobile service

will be extended to some 25 major urban areas by 1985 with the

capability of handling hundreds of thousands of customers with an

excellent grade of service (64).

More advanced satellite-aided mobile telephone systems are

planned. These systems would augment the cellular-mobile terrestrial

systems. The nation would be divided up into "footprints", each

served by an earth station linked to one beam of a multiple-beam

satellite. It has been estimted (65) that 69 footprints (beams)

having a beamwidth of 0.5* could serve the entire continental United

States. Using 333 channels of 10 MHz bandwidth, the system would )
permit 2850 busy-hour calls/footprint at a subscriber cost of about

*"$25/month. Such systems are likely during the 1990s, extending

mobile telephone service to millions of mobile subscribers.

5.8 Private Networks

4 Private networks provide communications service to customers

with multiple locations, principally for internal communications.

These networks are characterized by dedicated transmission facilities

4 and some switching for use by a single customer. The chief motivation

* to use a private network is cost reduction. Private line costs per

call drop as calling volume increases and beyond a certain calling
)m

volume, substantial cost savings are possible in contrast to the

costs that would be incurred if the public switched network had )
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been used. Telephone companies are able to show that economic

benefits arise when one considers the reduction of switching and

other facility requirements in limited-size private networks. For

example, the average call traverses 3.18 switches in the public

switched network and only 1.67 in the typical private network

(66).

Aside from ARINC, which runs the communications system for the

domestic airlines, and the U.S. Government's Federal Telecommunica-

tions System, there are approximatley 750 firms which account for

perhaps 80 percent of telecommunications spending in this country.

These organizations, and perhaps another 4000-5000 medium size

firms, make use of the services provided by AT and T's private line

Tariff No. 260. The Tandem Tie Trunk Networks (TTTN) permitted by

the tariff interconnect switches, located on the customer's premises,

are tailored to meet individual requirements, being assembled from

"piece parts" specified in the tariff. As TTTN networks make use

of standard (older) telephone engineering and technology, few

features are offered. There is no uniform numbering system nor a

network transmission plan. Additional equipment is necessary to

upgrade the older networks with traffic data recording, station

message detail recording, and alternate route selection. Thousands

of these networks are in use.

As a consequence of the introduction of stored-program c ontrol

(in switching, the introduction of competition in transmission
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services, and increased customer sophistication, completely new

network services have recently been introduced by AT and T. The

Electronic Tandem Network (ETN) was introduced for use with the

Dimension 2000 PBX and the No. 1 ESS Centrex, and has a TTTN-like

network structure. Designed primarily for the medium-to-large

* customer, it consists of a two-level switching hierarchy in which

the tandem network is fed by traffic from main or satellite PBXs.

Software is provided that permits a uniform numbering plan, automatic

alternate routing, queueing with off-hook ringback to let one know

when a requested circuit is available, selective facility restriction,

call detail and traffic recording and customer administration and

control of the network (66).

The Enhanced Private Switched Communications Service (EPSCS)

network concept was recently introduced for use by very large

customers. It utilizes shared No. 1 ESS switches in the tandem

mode which are interconnected CcIS-style through Peripheral Data

Storage Processors which have their own data networks. The system

makes use of four-wire switching which provides for improved voice

and data transmission, and it permits station-to-station dialing

using a uniform numbering plan. A conferencing feature permits any

six stations in the network to be connnected. Automatic alternate

routing is provided with economic route selection for calls bound

for the public network. Three network-wide routing paterns can be

activated at appropriate times of the day to accommodate changing
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traffic loads. Call attempts and usage are summarized every half

hour; the aontrol center receives a count of the busy facilities

every 100 seconds. Duplex data transmission at speeds up to 4800

bits per second is provided by the same access lines and trunks as

the voice network (67). This new service requires the customer to

order and maintain a minimum of 700 terminals and 125 termintls at

each switch (68).

AT and T has implemented a digital network, specifically for

data transmission, called Digital Dataphone Service (DDS). DDS

offers a full duplex, point-to-point private line facility permitting

synchronous data transmission speeds of 2400, 4800, 9600, and 56,000

bits per second. A 1.544 Mb/s speed was added in 1976. This

service is available between more than 50 cities, and will eventually

include 96 cities.

Packet switching is the outgrowth of the need to interconnect

computers and data terminals. This concept permits many low and

moderate volume users to share the same communication channel,

thereby providing substantial cost savings fr each user over the

costs of conventional circuit-switched communications channels.

In late 1969, Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc., (BBN) placed into

operation the first packet switched network in the U.S. called

ARPANET. The ARPANET system architecture made use of minicomputers

which were located at each network node and were interconnected in
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a fully distributed manner by 50 Kbs leased lines. Each mini-

computer took blocks of data from terminals and computers that were

connected to it, subdivided these blocks into 128 byte packages

(packets), and added a header which specified the destination;

then, the minicomputer using a dynamically updated routing table

sent the package over any free line which was currently the fastest

route to the destination. Upon receiving the packet, the next

minicomputer would acknowledge receipt and repeat the routing

process independently. (69)

A user device or network-provided mechanism, in current packet

switched networks, formats blocks of user data according to a

standard set of conventions for transmission through the network.

Two major elements make up a packet: the user's message and the

network control information. Since the network is not transparent

as with dedicated facilities, the network control information allows

the user device and the network to maintain a liaison with each

other.

The user data field is completely transparent to the network,

and the user data can make use of any code. The user data can also

4 be encrypted by the user if security is desired. Prefixing the

user data field is a packet header. The three octet field specifies

addressing information so that the network knows where to route the
m

packet. It also contains packet sequencing numbers used for flow

control. This assures that the sending data terminal equipment
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(DTF) does not transmit data at an average rate greater than that

at which the network or the receiving DTE can follow. These fields

are packaged between frame delimiters containing an error detecting

field and a link control field to insure the transmission across

* the access line into the network is accurate. High-level data link

control (NDLC) Procedures, another part of international standards,

specify the mechanisms of this link access protocol. The access

link is full duplex to allow the transmission of packets in both

directions simultaneously. Of course, the network is full duplex

'- as well. Using the CCITT CRC-16 error checking polynomial, the

* entire user data field, packet header, and frame header are checked

by the equipment at the node to assure that the network has received

the same data as that sent by the originating station. At the

receiving DTE, the same error checking procedures which occurred on

the source line are applied to assure that the correct message has

been received (74).

The first commercial authorization for a packet switched

network occurred in 1973 when Packet Communications, Inc. (PCI)

was permitted to lease data transmission circuits from established

carriers. The PCI Decision and the Resale Decision of 1976

together solidified the position of PCI-like "Value Added Networks"

(VANs) as viable contenders in the provision of telecommunications

services. Data transmission using the packet switching concepts

provides (75):(
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- Higher reliability -- through redundant circuitry,
alternate routing and sophisticated error correction
techniques.

Compatibility for interfacing a wide variety of terminals

and host computers.

- -Economy -- frequently by an order of magnitude for low
volume users over conventional circuit-switched services
by efficient utilization of transmission media and
distance-insensitive pricing.

Flexibility -- in the choice of terminals, in adding new
locations and applications, and handling growth of traffic.

Some idea of the growth of packet communications can be

garnered from Telenet's experience which started in 1975 with

seven network nodes. By middle 1978, the network had grown to 187

nodes, which provided 156 U.S. cities with local dial service to

180 host computers, with interconnections to 14 other countries

(69). In 1979, the VANs (including Tymnet, Telenet, Graphnet and

others) had an estimated revenue of $325 million with $425 million

estimated for 1980 (68).

At the present time, microcomputers have been designed especially

for packet switching and packet networks, and, as noted above, they

are becoming universal translators, supplying needed speed, code

and protocol conversion where necessary. Looking to the future,

one major change that is forthcoming is the change from 56 Kbs to

1.544 Mbs (the speed of Ti digital trunks) in the backbone packet

networks. With T1 trunks the transit time delay in packet networks

will drop from the current 100-200 ms to 10-20 ms. This change to

higher speeds will result in a significant decrease in line costs

0ACUMENICS
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-: to network users; however, a complete reexamination of network

topology a~d processor design will be required. Such changes may

make bulk data transfer attractive for processing through public

packet networks (69).

Experiments with packet satellite techniques indicate that a

single wideband channel (up to 60 Mbs) is an economical way to

interconnect high bandwidth nodes with a packet network. It appears

.eusible to be used for batch traffic; however, the inherent 270 ms

* delay in satellite communication channels may be unacceptable for

- most interactive applications (69).

( Digitized voice, no matter the digitization rate, can be

compressed, by a factor as much as three, by packet switching (or

by the Bell System's Time Assigned Speech Interpolation -TASI-

C methodology), since in normal conversation each speaker is speaking

only one third of the time. Experiments with SATNET, an experi-

mental packet-switched network for voice and data, operating at 64

Kbs, indicate the feasibility of satellite packet voice. Although

the average host-to-host delay was found to be 1.4 sec with the

majority of packets falling within 0.5 sec of this value, the

speech experiments showed the relatively long delay from talker to

listener did not cause significant problems. Improvement in hard-

ware and software should reduce these delays substantially (70).

Another area for improvement, previously mentioned, would be the

*increase in packet switching speeds to 1.544 Mbs or higher, which
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would reduce packet delays to about 20 ms on coast-to-coast terres-

trial circuits and close to 270 ms on satellite circuits, with the

consequence that acceptable voice-data packet networks can be

implemented (71).

Another future trend is the sharing of a wideband channel

among many radio stations, each of which transmits in short bursts

when it has data to send. Costs for this spread-spectrum applica-

tion should become feasible in a very short time, considering the

rapid cost reductions in semiconductor technology. Thus, such

* systems could be competitive with wire, coaxial cable or even

* fiber optics for low and medium volume local distribution require-

ments. Though the early ARPA packet radio experiments involved )
mobile installations, such low-power radio systems, when used in

buildings, save the potential for eliminating the need for premises

wiring for all types of telephone and data communications devices

(69, 72, 73).

*O  Western Union's Mailgram service was created as a joint venture

with the U.S. Post Office in 1970, and has reached revenues now

estimated to be $80 million per year and growing in excess of 20

6O percent per year. Mailgram revenues surpassed Western Union's

telegram service in 1978 with a consequent result that competition

in the public message computer-based services is starting to appear

* with Tymnet's On-Time Service having been tariffed and ITT and

Telenet soon to offer competitive services (75).
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S"" New specialty communications services are expected to be offered

soon by Satellite Business Systems, a joint venture of IBM, Comsat

and Aetna Life Insurance. This will be the first domestic satellite

system to employ the 12/14 GHz radio bands. The system will consist

initially of two in-orbit satellites: one will be the primary

operational satellite and the other will serve as a secondary opera-

tional satellite and backup for the primary. A third satellite

will serve as a ground spare, to be launched if one of the in-orbit

satellites fails. Use of the 12/14 GHz frequencies will permit

smaller and less expensive earth satations to be located on the

customer's premises. It is expected that either five or seven

(meter diameter antennas will be used, depending upon the customer's

location. SBS estimates that by 1986 there will be 375 earth

stations in operation. All traffic through the system--voice,

Cdata and image will be converted to digital format. Earth stations

will transmit on a single-carrier per transponder basis, with

K several earth stations sharing the same transponder by time-division

multiple-access techniques with demand assignment (TDMA/DA). A

K time division approach is much more efficient than the frequency

division technique used by many existing systems. Time division

multiplexing is illustrated in Figure 5.26 (76). With the SBS

system, variale time slots will be assigned to earth stations

depending upon traffic requirements. The user will order the

number of access ports needed at each earth station. SBS antici-

(pates that a user will have to lease a minimum of 16 voice-grade
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*Fig. 5.26: Time Division Multiplexing.
The signal from an earth station is a set of
bursts of dfgital data with coded addresses to
particular receiving stations. Each burst has
a synchronized time slot, so thi~t interference
is not a problem. Each receiver re7ads only

* properly addressed bursts. (76)
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ports or one high-speed data port (56 Kb/s or greater) at each

earth statton.

Xerox Corporation recently received authorization to establish

its proposed Electronic Message System (EMS), which would overcome

the severe restrictions on data communications imposed by the design

characteristics of existing local analog loops and switching

equipment furnished by the telephone companies. The EMS concept

would permit each subscriber to have access to a transmission rate

of 256 Kb/s, compared with 9.6 Kb/s which can be derived from the

local telephone company facilities.

The Xerox analysis of the potential market for the EMS service

indicated that 100 MHz of spectrum would be required for local

distribution. Such an allocation would be divided into ten channels,

each of which would contain two 5 MHz subchannels, one for transmissioho

L.. and one for reception. This allocation would provide for up to ten

nationwide systems, and Xerox has applied to operate one such

network -- the Xerox Telecommunications Network (XTEN).

The XTEN network concept will offer a nationwide highspeed end-

to-end digital communications service. The intercity backbone will

utilize satellite transponders leased from current or prosposed

domestic satellite carriers. Terrestrial point-to-point microwave

systems may be used to carry traffic between the earth stations and

the city nodes which, in turn, will use the new EMS spectrum to
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a communicate with stations located on the premises of individual

Ki subscribers. Each station transceiver will have a minimum transmis-

* sion rate of 256 Kb/s. XTEN will employ cellular radio techniques

to reuse the allocated EMS frequencies and to assure complete city

coverage (similar to Bell's mobile radio cellular concept). The

nationwide system will be under the control of two network control

centers.

A cellular distribution of local nodes is planned -- each

servicing a cell of approximately six miles in radius. Transmission

is in the 10.565-10.615 GHz band. This makes available ten 5 MHz

bandwidths channels for local distribution. Omni directional coverage

from the city node is via either four 900 or three 1200 sectorized

antennas. Internodal control channels are used for frequency

coordination and fault alarms.

dL The XTEN subscriber stations will transmit in the 10.630-10.680

GHz band at a 0.04 watt level and receiving will be accomplished

in the 10.565-10.615 GHz band. Four-phase frequency shift keying

will be used on 256 Kb/s channels. These stations will employ

parabolic directional antennas directed toward a local node. The

system will employ tinme division multiplex reception from a local

node and time division multiple access transmission to a local

node. The subscriber's processor provides store and forward service,

priority control, security via encryption and password access and

protocol matching to the subscriber's terminal equipment.
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On July 10, 1978, A & T proposed its Advanced Communications

System (ACS), forecasting the connection of 137,000 customer

terminals and computers in 1983 out of an estimated 3.6 million

terminals and computers expected to be in use then. In developing

its ACS concept, AT and T noted that users have tended to develop a

separate network for each purpose or application, resulting in

compatible and under-utilized networks; users often have difficulty

in modifiying existing networks to accommodate changing requirements;

*- customers are finding that the tasks of managing multiple networks,

- including monitoring of their performance, is becoming an expensive

* and time consuming burden; and data communications systems often

have startup costs that are too high to justify their use by smaller

users or their deployment by larger users for applications that do

not support substantial expenditures. The purpose of ACS is the

computer-controlled transmission of messages wherein the substantive

content of the message is not changed by the carrier. ACS includes -

*• a number of features that control and facilitate the transmission

or movement of information or that are incidental to such transmission

0because they enable the customer to prepare, store and send messages

in a more efficient manner. Interconnection between other networks

and other carrier services will be possible through ACS network ports.

0

Although most of the traffic in both public and private networks

involves voice, it is estimated that currently about 5 percent

* " involves data traffic. Both public and private data networks
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provide a mechanism whereby programs and resources residing in

computers attached to any network may be accessed or altered.

There are three basic types of networks (77):

1. Resource sharing networks provide the necessary
connections to make it appear as if the remote
sources (such as files) are available locally.

2. Distributed computation networks permit cooper-
ating programs or processes in different computers
to communicate and exchange information.

3. Remote communication networks permit remote inter-
active terminals to share communication facilities,
by means of concentrators and multiplexers, in the
movement of information to and from the host
computer.

To design an appropriate network to meet specific requirements

iN leads to the concept of "network architecture" so that, hopefully,

the resulting network design can be flexible, allowing the inter-

connection of heterogeneous components, and adaptable, permitting

-. the introduction of new technologies. Of these, probably the best

known is IBM's System Network Architecture (SNA) which provides the

structure for creating networks of IBM computers and components.

.4 End users of an SNA network are provided with a highly transparent,

sequential, bit-stream channel, independent of topology, route

selection or transmission media of the network (77).

As many new network architectures are being evolved, the

connection of networks, or inter-networking, is of both national

and international concern. A major force for change isethe data
4o

transfer demands of multi-national corporations. In addition,
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small networks and local or private networks will need to connect

with other networks for growth and business purposes. In the

future, rather than relying on massive monolithic computer networks,

there will be a large number of public and private networks, each

providing special services. Inter-networking, the technology by

which autonomous networks are connected, is developing by necessity.

- Some of the technical issues include the need to translate from

one network's protocol to another's, the need to define service,

I classes which can be mapped into each network's capabilities; the

- need to work out optimal routing and congestion control when inter-

connecting networks, and the management of multiple networks,

including the identification and correction of service problems

and the important function of apportionment of billing between

networks.

Accordingly, interface standards are required to assure

effective utilization of these new services. At the international

level, the recommendations of CCITT Study Group VII and the Inter-

national Organization for Standardization (ISO) are prominent. The

American National Standards Institute and the Electronics Industries

Association are active at the national level.
4

Examples of some important data network standards include (78)

(a) the CCITT X.20 recommendations for data terminal and network

4 interface requirements for stop-start services used with circuit-

( switched and leased circuits up to 300 bps; (b) the CCITT X.21
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recommendations for synchronous operation at 600, 2400, 4800,

9600, and 48,000 bps. This standard represents a vast improvement

over the older EIA RS-232-C. It provides a simpler electrical

interface (much fewer connections), and greatly improved elec-

trical characteristics. This standard has been adopted by the

Scandinavian countries, the Federal Republic of Germany, and Japan.

IBM indicates the use of the X.21 interface can functionally

enhance its SNA networks (79); (c) the CCITT X.25 recommendations

were specifically designed for data terminals connected to

packet networks. The X.25 includes the X.21 recommendations

for the physical, electrical, functional and procedural level to

activate or deactivate the physical link between the data terminal

equipment and the network; a link control level between the

terminal equiv-ent and the network to provide synchronization

*control, error deletion/correction functions for the transported

information, and the network control level to establish end-to-end

connections and the transfer of data through the network; and

(d) the CCITT X.75 interface protocol is designed for the gateways

between packet networks handling network information exchange,

such as routing information, accounting information and the

like (80).

5.9 Summary

The FAA's ATC telecommunications modernizaton program, outlined

in Phase I of this report, leads to the deployment of a new,

flexible data communications network, the National Airspace Data
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Interexchange Network (NADIN), the two integrated ground-air and

ground-ground voice communications systems -- the Small Voice

Switching System (SVSS) and the larger Voice Switching and Control

System (VSCS). These new systems will be state-of-the-ar'6, making

use of modern switching and solid state technology with exceptional

flexibility for accommodating future growth and service require-

ments. These systems are to go into service in the 1980's and will

function in an unprecedented, fast moving technological environment.

In this new environment, projections indicate not only a

staggering increase in voice and data traffic but also the

development of new services -- specifically, electronic mail and

( teleconferencing.* By the year 2000, electronic mail traffic

could reach 25 percent of the total but dropping off as video

services start to expand. Much of the video growth is base& on

L •  video conferencing, which could grow to an estimated 53 percent

of the total traffic by the year 2000. Some estimates indicate

that video conferencing has the potential of reducing air travel

by a factor ranging up to 8 percent by the year 2000.(81)

The same study estimates that there will be a saturation of

satellite circuits by the early 1990's and that satellites will

provide 2 percent of the voice traffic in 1980 and 25 percent by

*AT&T estimates the total annual calls on the public switched
network in the year 2000 will reach 33 billion in contrast to 0.5
billion in 1949. MCI estimates the annual growth rate of local
telephone calls to be 5 percent; toll and long distance, 15 percent;
and international, 22 percent.
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Ate the year 2000; and 1 percent of the data traffic in 1980 and 60

percent by the year 2000. The new AT&T fiber optic submarine

cable should alleviate future North Atlantic traffic demands

somewhat as it will be in operation in the late 1980's with 12,000

digital circuits. With its new speech interpolation process, the

equivalent of 36,000 voice circuits could be available on this

U cable.

The telephone utilities in the advanced countries throughout

* the world are moving rapidly to the integration of digital

switching and digital transmission technologies to form the

Integrated Digital Network (IDN) for voice service. AT&T's

proposed Advance Communications Service is an IDN; while Satellite

Business Systems proposed network is an IDN that will be completely

independent of other networks.

The U.S. network will grow more digital in time, particularly

with the introduction of the T4 (274 Mbs) fiber optic trunks in

the late 1980's; however, much of AT&T's analog transmission plant

will remain in service for at least another decade as the result

of cost analyses showing the benefits of adding TASI-E speech inter-

polation equipment which has the effect of doubling analog circuit

capacity; by loading in 300 more FM channels on many existing

analog circuits; and, by the use of the recently introduced type

AR6A single sideband system which more than triples the capacity

of a typical type TH radio channel (6000 voice circuits vs. 1880).
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Many of the independent telephone companies are rapidly converting f

their electrQmechanical central offices to digital -- some expect

- that close to half will be converted by 1985, and the Bell System

will embark on its Class 5 office conversions to digital in

1981. (82,83)

A major obstacle to creating IDNs independent of the public

switched network is the subscriber loop. Xerox's XTEN proposal

would use a cellular microwave concept operating at approximately

10 GHz, connecting subscribers to satellite long haul circuits,

while the SBS proposal would use satellite transmission direct to

its customers.

(
The telephone companies believe that optical fiber loops

connecting central offices to subscribers will not be used to any

extent before 1985. Some experiments are underway in which optical

fibers are run from a digital central office and terminated at

remote concentrators, subscriber carrier equipment or PBXs as close

* to the subscriber as is cost effective. The remaining distance

to the subscriber's terminal is spanned by digital transmission

over metallic loops. One candidate for digital transmission over

wire pairs is called "ping pong."

It is somewhat similar to time division multiplex, but only two

points are involved and the two ends of the loop take turns in

sending bursts of pulses, which are buffered at the transmitters

and receivers so that the resulting link appears to be four wires

with continuous pulse streams in both directions (82).
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When one or more non-voice services such as data, facsimile,

or slow-scan TV are added to the IDN for voice, the mixed service

becomes the Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN). The capa-

bility to provide all of these, services and many others, on one

common network has the potential for substantial economies of scale

advantages over separate dedicated networks. ISDNs (initially

* limited in scope) are expected to appear in various countries

before 1985.

Switching technology and terminal equipment design have a

synergistic relationship with the semi-conductor industry. Micro-

computers on a chip are a reality and by 1985, in high volume, their

prices could be on the order of two dollars each. Accordingly, this

development will have an enormous effect on terminal and switching

applications, including speech/data compression applications, which

di> hold the promise of substantially increasing communication channel e

efficiencies. A number of 16-bit microprocessors are now available,

and in the 1980s, 32-bit machines should appear. Semi-conductor

RAM memories, currently available in 64K-bit chips, are expected

to approach the megabit level by the mid-1980s. Non-volatile

megabit bubble memories have recently been announced and most

likely will replace disk memories for small and medium-size data

processing applications.

Assuming an adequate market to amortize development costs.

VLSI circuitry shows the promise of extraordinary reduction in
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equipment costs, weight, size, and power requirements for future

telecommunicitions switches and terminal apparatus.

Software development costs can be a major expense in the

development of a large switch -- often overshadowing the hardware

costs by several times. However, much has been learned in recent

years and there seems to be more reliance upon a relatively few

software assembly languages and compilers for telecommunications

applications. Early computer-based telecommunications systems

employed assembly languages, but more recently high-level languages

have been used to substantially reduce software development costs.

Techniques such as microcoding are used to extend the assembly

( language instruction repertoire to accomodate specific telecom-

munications functions in firmware (83).

In regard to air-ground communications and navigation require- **

ments, the 1979 WARC agreement has made available an additional

one MHz of spectrum to the aviation community in 1990. Should the

need develop, further channel splitting of the current 25 KHz

channels is technicaly possible, even going to 3 or 4 KHz single

sideband channels. Looking to future ATC requirements, it is quite

possible that the scenario developed by the RTCA Special Committee

120 may warrant futher consideration in combination with something

similar to the military's Joint Tactical Information Distribution

System (JTIDS) (84, 85). The RTCA Committee noted that during the

( introductory phases of ATC control message automation, it is
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i.@ anticipated that controllers will, be called upon, minimumally, to

monitor many of the computer-generated automatic processes. As

experience and confidence is gained and accumulated with the

computer's performance and capability, the need for human monitoring

or supervision of automatic processes will diminish.

The earliest automated computer-generated ATC air-ground

communications mode envisioned could utilize computer-generated

voice response to assist in system monitoring. Subsequent user

* acceptance of the automatic ATC communications concept can be

expected to encourage increasing use of (flat panel) visual

display/synthetic voice readouts in the aircraft cockpit. It may

be anticipated that in areas of low traffic density, parts of

the system would not be utilized. With the cost reductions expected

in semiconductor technology, airborne ATC transponders, data

C% links and displays could become affordable for use by General

Aviation aircraft.

0
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- INTRODUCTION TO THE CONSTRAINED FORECAST

ie The previous sections present a forecast of technology unen-

cumbered with constraints imposed by economic or social factors.

In this section, the technology forecast will be examined in the

context of the three socio-economic scenarios defined previously.

That is, the purpose of this section is to adjust the unencumbered

forecast to reflect the constraints imposed by the scenarios. As

such, it seems necessary to describe the relationship among the

scenario variables and the technology defined in the forecast.

The present discussion required definition of the terms

invention and innovation, as these two terms are often confused.

Schnookler's taxonomy is the most direct in approaching this topic.

Schnookler defines invention "simply as a prescription for a pro-

ducable product or operable process so new as not to have been
L-... obvious to one skilled in the art at the time the idea was put

forward.... "1 As such invention is part of the "social pool of

knowledge of induced arts," i.e., technology.2 "Technological

knowledge may be used to produce either more knowledge or ordinary

goods and services. A method of producing a given good or service

is a technique. When an enterprise produces a good or service or

uses a method or input that is new to it it makes a technical change.

1Jacob Schnookler, Invention and Economic Growth, Harvard,
Carbridge, 1076.

21bid p. 6.
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The first enterprise to make a given technical change is an

innovator. Its action is innovation.

A such, invention is an alteration in the state of knowledge.

Innovation is the act of bringing that knowledge into use. If in-

novation is an act of bringing technology to the market, then it is

more often then not an act directed by entrepreneurs. As such, the

factors which influence an entrepreneur's decisions, i.e. economic

factors influence the rate of technological innovation. Whether

a technology is introduced into a market in 10 years rather

than 5 years is based on the economics of the market and the per-

ceived risk associated with such economics by the innovator.

Each scenario considered in the present effort can be viewed

as a different set of entrepreneur risk factors. As such, the

timing of specific innovations will be a function of the scenario.

C That is to say, the technical knowledge necessary for invention x -

will be available under each scenario. As such invention x will

become an innovation under each scenario. However the introduction

of the innovation into the market will be influenced by the risk

embodied in the economic environment. The innovation will be

introduced quicker in an environment with less risk.

Adjusting the unconstrained technology forecast is viewed as

weighing the risk of introduction, and altering the timing of

innovation based on the assessment of risk. The measure &onsidered

an indication of risk is innovation.
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6. Constrained Forecast

6.1 Introdurction

The technology forecast in the previous section is based

upon the project team's judgement with an implicit consideration

of socio-economic phenomena. As such, the project team did not

explicitly employ the socio-economic scenarios constructed in

Phase II to bound or limit the forecast. The purpose of this

section is to use the three Phase II scenarios to modify the

technology forecast so that the results reflect the impact of

different socio-economic phenomenon.

The three scenarios considered include: balanced growth,

( rapid growth and stagflation. A summary of each of the scenarios

is presented below.

1 1. Balanced growth

The rate and direction of technology and economic change

have been explicitly constrained by society. The intent 9

j of regulating the nature and magnitude of technological

growth is to minimize the untoward social and economic

impacts derived from unconstrained growth. Industrial

productivity increases at a slow but constant rate consis-

tent with national policy. The population remains constant

with the fertility rate being equal to replacement.

Population migration results in increased growth in small
cities, towns and rehabilitated inner cities. A decline
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in population occurs in the suburbs of metropolitan

areas. The traditional adversary relationship between

government and industry shifts to a cooperative arrange-

ment. Government regulation and economic competition are

combined to attain specified social goals. The market

place evolves into a complex of defined markets, strati-

fied by being completely competitive or subject to sig-

nificant regulation.

2. Rapid growth

National policy marginally influences the rate and direc-

tion of technological and economic change. In general,

government does not act to control the rate and direction

of social change. The development and diffusion of new

technology is limited only by market forces. Industrial

productivity increases rapidly to keep pace with the

demand for intermediate and consumer goods. The national

population increases with the fertility rate approaching

post-World War II levels, and the replacement rate remains

6 constant. Population migration is consistent with the

patterns apparent during the 1960's - 1970's. That is,

there is a net migration to the Southwest as well as

continued suburban development in the East and in the

Lower Great Lakes Region.
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3. Stagflation

Attempts to formulate and implement a national policy

:. for controlled economic and technological growth meet

with uniform opposition from industrial interest. As

such, the relationship between industry and government

deteriorates. Government programs result in gerrymander

regulations and laws that retard economic and technological

growth. Industrial productivity decreases, unemployment

increases, and inflation continues to diminish the currency.

The lack of social progress increases social pressures

to effect changes through increased government activity.

One result of increased government activity is to reverse

(the deregulation trend initiated in the 1970's. Previously

regulated communications industries are subject to new

* I regulation in the public interest.

As previously noted, the unconstrained technology forecast was

developed without explicit consideration of the three socio-economic

scenarios outlined above. However, the project team did use the

assumptions outlined in Chapter 1 to develop the unconstrained

forecast. A comparison of the Chapter 1 assumptions and the socio-

economic scenarios indicate that the unconstrained forecast posits

are consistent with the balanced growth scenario. As such, it is

reasonable to assert that the unconstrained forecast and the

balanced growth technology forecast are equivalent. Therefore,

the forecasted socio-economic parameters for the balanced growth

( sceurario are attendant to the unconstrained technology forecast.
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6.2 Constrained Forecast Method and Assumptions

The unconstrained technology forecast has been deemed

consistent with the balanced growth scenario. However, the tech-

nology forecast, or rather pertinent parameters thereof, must also

be cast in terms of the stagflation and rapid growth socio-economic

scenarios.

The alteration of specific unconstrained technology forecast

parameters to satisfy or be consistent with the remaining socio-

economic scenarios requires that:

1. the assumptions or assertions be stated concerning the

relationship between socio-economic phenomena and technological

change;

2. the variety of socio-economic variables in each scenario

* .be reduced to a minimal number of measures; and,

3. a reasonable means of qualitatively relating the three

socio-economic scenarios be established.

6.3 Generic Assumptions

The following assumptions and/or assertions are the basis

for the constrained forecast methodology.

1. The key assumption in a technology assessment is that

*@ socio-economic phenomena either influence or are impacted by

technological change. This assumption while supported qualita-

tively cannot be proven quantitatively. Qualitative prbof abounds

*o • in the current social environment. It is clear, for example, that J
aviation has altered the basis for intercity travel as well as the
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number of people travelling, the conduct of business, and the

location of population. While the preceeding changes are evident,

* by examination, a means has not been established to measure or

ascribe a specific quantity of change to aviation.

2. A subsidiary assumption is that socio-economic phenomena

induce changes in industrial productivity. Again, the assumption

gains qualitative support when one reads industrial or economic

history. For example, the phenomena in nineteenth century England

which induced the shift to factory industry from cottage industry

a- resulted in both technological and productivity changes.

3. A major assumption is that present and future technological

change are not random. Rather, technological innovation is the
(

result of planned or quasi-planned research and development activity.

As such, future technological change will be evolutionary rather

than revolutionary. Therefore, new technology or characteristics of

S. technology derive from precursor equipment.

4t. A corollary to the preceeding assumption is that given

sufficient time the same technology would evolve irrespective of

*@ the socio-economic scenario. That is, different socio-economic

scenarios will alter the rate but not content of innovation.

If the preceeding assumptions are accepted then one may assert

that the relationship among scenarios can be expressed in terms of

a numeric factor (technology acceleration factor). In similar, the

changes in the technological forecast parameters will be a function

6 -of thie numeric factor.
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".4 Technology Acceleration Factor Assumptions

The assumptions necessary to construct the technology accel-

eration factor (TAF) derive from the assertions delineated in

Section 6.3. The assumptions for the TAF consider the relative

relationship among the socio-economic scenarios. The assertions

of import include:

1. The period between ideation and market introduction for

a technology is influenced by the socio-economic scenario. It is

likely that the time requirement, i.e. innovation lag, will be

ordered as follows: stagflation, balanced growth, rapid growth.

That is, it requires less time to move from ideation to market

introduction under a rapid growth scenario than either balanced

growth or stagflation.

2. Innovation diffusion or adoption times vary with parti-

cular socio-economic conditions. That is, the market is less

likely to absorb new technology under a stagflation scenario than

if rapid growth obtains.

3. Discrete historic parameters can be employed as surrogate

measures for the proffered socio-economic scenarios. That is, the

concepts embodied in the socio-economic scenarios have equivalents

in economic history.

0.5 Technology Acceleration Factors

The calculation of the technology acceleration factor requires

estimates of the innovation lag and diffusion times for technologies

emanating from various industries. The data available concerning
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average inovation lag times in four relevant industries is shown

in Figure 6.1. Information concerning the diffusion of technology

is more limited than innovation lag data. Heuristic guidance for

diffusion is provided by the estimates of the time intervals between

computer hardware generations shown in Figure 6.2. The innovation

lag data in Figure 6.1 will be assumed to be consistent with the

balanced growth scenario.

Innovation lag times for the balanced growth and stagflation

Vscenarios will be estimated using historic indicators of per capita

GNP. It will be assumed that 2000 represents a point estimate for

stagflation, balanced growth and rapid growth. The data for GNP

(and population for 2000 are shown in Figure 6.3. The GNP/capita

estimate scenarios are indicators also of productivity. If one

makes the heroic assumption that innovation lag is a function of

productivity, then the innovation lag for the rapid stagflation

and balanced growth scenarios are a function of GNP/ capita for

specific scenarios, or

Li Lj Gj

Gi

where

Lj = innovation lag for balanced growth

Li = innovation lag for stagflation or rapid growth

Gi  GNP/capita for stagflation or rapid growth

Gj GNP/capita for balanced growth

The intermediate calculations of Gj/Gi and Li are shown in V

( Figure 6.4.
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INNOVATION LAG

Industry Average Time Lag Factor

Computer 5.4

Telephone 5.0

Communications 5.7

Electronics 3.3

Figure 3.1
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DIFFUSION TIPES HARDWARE

Generation Item Years Time Interval

I

*0 Relays and Vacuum Tubes Up to 1953

1 Vacuum Tubes 1951-1958 7

2 Transisters 1958-1969 9

3 Integrated Circuits 1967-1974 7

' 4 Medium-scale and large 1975-1979 4
Scale Integration

Figure 6.2
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Econanic Indicators

Scenario Point Estimate MWP (1972 $) Population GN/ Capita
Year (Trillion) Millions

Stagflation 2000 2.1 255.5 8,219

Balanced Growth 2002.7 262.5 10,286

Rapid Growth 2000 3.5 2S7.0 12),195

Figure 6.3
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INTERMEDIATE CALCULATIONS FOR I

Scenario Gj/Gi

Stagflation 10,8 1.25

0,286

Balanced Growth 10,286 -1
10,286

Rapid Growth 10,286 -. 84
12,195

Figure 6.4
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The estimates of innovation lags for the three scenarios are shown

in Figure 6.5.

The technological acceleration factor is the ratio of a specific

scenario and unconstrained forecast innovation lag. Therefore,

TAF = in the present context.

6.6 Alteration of the Unconstrained Forecast

The purpose of this section is to delineate the techniques

employed for modification of the unconstrained, i.e. balanced growth, -

technology forecast. The modifications will yield estimates of

particular technology characteristics for both the stagflation and

rapid growth scenarios. The unconstrained forecast values of

specific technology characteristics for VLSI instrumentation system

(Figure 6.6) will be used to demonstrate the technique.

The data in Figure 6.6 provides discrete values of certain

characteristics for specified years. It is reasonable to assume

that the data are points on a continuous function. A scatter plot

of the data indicates that the function is not likely to be linear

(Figure 6.7). There are not sufficient data points to analytically

fit a curve to the data. However, the data are sufficient to

illow a first order linear approxination between points (Figure 6.8).

In addition, the data may be represented in polar form (Figure 6.0).

The estimation of technology parameters for the stag~lation

and rapid growth scenario will use data from both the linear
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INNOVATION LAGS

Innovation
Lag Factor

Balanced Rapid Stagflation
Growth Growth

Computer 5.4 3.5 11.53

CTelephone 5.0 3.2 10.7

Communications 5.7 3.7 12.2

Electronics 3.3 2.1 7.1

Figure 6.5
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VLSI INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
UNCONSTRAINED FORECAST

Characteristic
Year Power Volume Cost

(W) (in3 ) ($1/1975)

1980 95 1,910 1,444

1985 77 805 901

1990 60 675 746

2000 55 590 585

7igure 6.6

@ 9
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VLSI INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM POWER REQUIREMENTS
LINEAR APPROXIMATION
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VLSI INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM POWER REQUIREMENTS
POLAR REPRESENTATION
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£ approximation and polar translation. The initial steps in altering

the balanced growth forecast include:

1. establish the base year of the forecast as time zero;

2. convert the calendar years to net time beyond the base year;

3. translate the x axis from y=o to y=a;

4. calculate the slope of the likely straight line between the

origin and point estimate; and

5. calculate the polar coordinates of the end point of the line.

As an example, the balanced growth scenario values for the 1

power characteristics of VLSI instrumentation system will be trans-

lated to polar form. The original power characteristics estimate

and time estimate are shown in columns a and b respectively. The

translated coordinates in columns c and d are the result of altering

the x-axis from y=O y=95. The shift in the position of the

x-axis does not affect the time coordinates. The calculation of

the polar coordinates is accomplished using the following equations:

x I = p Cos e

y = sin e
S= V(xl)2 + (yl)2

8 = arctan X
x

* The steps used in the calculation of the polar point P = 18.68

8 = 164.48 are delineated below:

yl xI

* I 0 0

-18 5

ACUMEN ICS
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The slope of the line defined by points (0,0) and (5,-18) can be

calculated using

M= Y2 - Yl

x2 - xl

The slope m is equivalent to tan e. Therefore 8 = arctan Y2 - Yl

x2 - x.

or in the case of interest 6 = arctan (-18) (0) arctan -3.60.
(5) - (0)

The arctan of -3.60 is 164.480. The polar radius ( p ) is

calculated using (0,0) as the origin.

Therefore p = +y2 = (5-0)2 + (-18-0)2 = 18.68.

The preceeding section outlines the method for translating

the unconstrained forecast into polar form. This section will

discuss the rationale and technique for using the translated

data to obtain modified estimates of technology characteristics

and time. The assumptions adopted in Sections 6.3 and 6.4 indicate

that:

a) technological change is evolutionary;

b) technological change is related to productivity; and,

c) a surrogate measure for productivity is the technology

acceleration factors (A).

Additional assumptions to be used in the modification of forecast

estimates include:

(
ACUMEN ICS
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a) a departure from the balanced growth scenario will be

measured as a change in the polar radius slope of the

technology characteristics;

1,b) the relationship between the balanced growth slope (M)

and the rapid growth (N) or stagflation scenario (P) is

given by:

N- M or P M
CN Cp

where CN, Cp, are defined in Figure 6.4.

The following sample calculations use the data from Figure 6.10 as

well as the translation data presented above. The purpose of the

example is to show the techniques for altering the balanced growth

forecast to conform to either the stagflation or rapid growth

scenarios.

BALANCED GROWTH

TIME POWER M e

0 95

5 77 -3.60 18.68 164.48

The sample characteristic will convert the balanced growth

* five year power estimate to the stagflation estimate. The value

A of Cp is 2.14 as shown in Figure 6.4.

ACUMEN[CS
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VLSI INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM

Polar Coordinates

(a) (b) (C) (d) (e)- (f)

Original Estimates Translated Coordinates Polar Coordinates

Power Time

95 0 0 0

77 5 -18 5 18.68 164.48

60 10 -25 10 26.93 158.20

55 20 -45 20 49.24 156.04

Figure 6.10

ACUMENICS
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P = -3.60 = -1.68
2.14

el= arctan -1.68

el= 149.240

The value of the polar angle for the stagflation scenario is 149.240.

The polar radius remains 18.68 since it is independent of the polar

angle. The remaining steps in the calculation of time and technology

' parameters for the data include:

a) the conversion of the polar data to the intermate trans-

lated coordinates; and,

b) conversion of the translated coordinates to the original

cartesian regime.

The conversion of the polar coordinates to transformed cartesian

[ coordinates is as follows: A.

xI = p cos e 1 = 18.68 cos 149.24
xI  M 9.5
yl = p 5 in 81 = 18.68 sin 149.24 = -16

The change from transformed coordinates to the original cartesian

system uses the base year data i.e. power 95; time 0. The values

for power and time under the stagflation scenario are obtained by

summing the results and base year data.

POWER: 95-16 = 79

TIME: 0 + 9.5 = 95

The results for the stagflation scenario are presented below in

tabular form for:

ACUMENICS
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: YEAR POWER

1980 95

1989.5 79

A full set of parameters for the VLSI and attendent graphics is

presented inthe next section. It should be noted that this tech-

nique will alter both the time of introduction, value of a parameter

or both. Decimal estimates of years are provided for convenience

rather than accuracy.

6.7 Microcomputers

The unconstrained forecast for microcomputer systems is

L! presented in Chapter 2 of this volume. Data are provided concerning

the likely future value of key technological parameters for two

systems: 1) a typical airborne VLSI instrumentation system and 2) a

typical VLSI ground-based data processing system. The data include

estimates of factors including: power (watts); volume (cubic inches),

cost (constant dollars), and/or speed (MIPS). The estimates for the

unconstrained forecasts of the airborne and ground based data

processing system are shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12, respectively.

The unconstrained forecasts are based upoih interviews with micro-

computer industry experts.,

ACUMENICS
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VLSI INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

CHARACTERISTICS
YEAR

POWER (W) VOLUME IN3  COST (1975)

1980 95 7,910 1,444

1985 77 805 901

1990 60 675 746

, 2000 55 -590 535

Figure 6.11
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VLSI DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

CHARACTER IST I CS
YEAR

( POWER (W) SPEED (MPS) COST (1975)

1980 520 3.13 28,365

1985 395 7.81 7,283

1990 270 15.63 3,097

2000 145 41.67 974

L

Figure 6.12

(
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The typical VLSI instrumentation system envisioned includes a

display memory and controller, a 64 K-bit program memory (ROM), a

4 K-bit data memory (RAM), and a 4 K-bit bulk memory. The uncon-

strained forecast indicates that by 2,000 A.D. power equivalents

will be reduced 42% over 1980 levels. In addition, volume

requirements will be decreased by 69%. Further, unit costs will

decrease by 59%.

As noted in previous sections, the unconstrained technology

forecast has been deemed consistent with the balanced growth sce-

nario. The technique described in Section 6.6 was used to develop

estimates of the relevant VLSI instrumentation system technological

parameters for the stagflation and rapid growth scenarios. The

*forecast results for the three socio-economic scenarios are shown

in tabular and graphic form in Figures 6.13 to 6.18.

Power consumption, shown in Figures 6.13 and 6.14, is estimated

to decline for the balanced growth scenario from 95 watts in 1980

to 55 watts in 2000, i.e a reduction of 42%. Power consumption

* requirements will diminish also under the stagflation scenario.

However, the reduction in power requirements will be less than the

42% estimated for the balanced growth scenario. It is estimated

* that under the stagflation scenario power requirements will be

56.6 watts, in 2003, a reduction of 40% over 1980 levels. Power

*requirements under the rapid growth scenari- will diminish more

* rapidly than under balanced growth It is estimated that during

ACUMENICS
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VLSI INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMi

POWER(
BALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

YEAR POWER (w) YEAR POWER YEAR POWER

1980 95 1980 95 1980 95

1985 77 1985.9 77.3 1983.9 76.7

1990 60 1991.8 60.6 1987.8 59.5

2000 55 2003 56.6 1996.1 53.3

Figure 6.13

(0
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VLSI INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
POWER REQUIREMENT FORECAST
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VLSI INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM

Volume

BALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

YEAR VOLUME YEAR VOLUME YEAR VOLUME

(Cu. in.) (cu. in.) (cu. in.)

1980 1910 1980 1910 1980 1910

1985 805 1986 805 1984 805

1990 675 1992 675 1987 675

2000 590 2004 590 1995.4 590

Figure 6.15

( 
9
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VLSI I NSTRUMfENTAT ION SYSTEM1
VOLUME FORECAST
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VLSI INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM

COST
(1975 $)

BALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

(YEAR COST YEAR COST YEAR COST

1980 1444 1980 1444 1980 1444

1985 901 1986 901 1983.9 901

1990 746 1992 746 1987.7 746

2000 585 2004 585.1 1995.4 584.9

Figure 6.17

(
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VLSI INSRUMENTATION SYSTEM
UNIT COST FORECAST
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1995 under 4he rapid growth scenario power requirements will be

53.3 watts, or 44% less than 1980 levels.

The volume required for the VLSI instrumentation system will

diminish under all three socio-economic scenarios, but at different

rates. Under the balanced growth scenario space requirements will

decrease from 1910 cubic inches to 590 cubic inches in 2000. The

590 cubic inches represents a 69% reduction. The same reduction,

i.e. 69%, is anticipated under the rapid growth and stagflation

scenarios. However, 590 cubic inch size will not be achieved until

2004 and 1995, under the stagflation and rapid growth scenarios,

respectively.

,(
VLSI system cost will decrease in each of the three scenarios.

The balanced growth scenario will result in system costs decreasing

from $1,444 in 1980 to 585 in 2,000. The preceeding represents a

reduction of 59%. The absolute reduction in system cost in 2000

under the balanced growth scenario will not be attained until 2004

if the stagflation construct is in force. The system cost under the

stagflation scenario during 2000 is estimated at 639, a 55.5%

reduction from 1980 costs. It is expected that the balanced growth

scenario systems costs for the year 2000, $585, will be attained

four to five years sooner under the rapid growth scenario.

(
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VLSI Land Based Data Processing System

The forecast data included in this section are based upon a

typical VLSI data processing system equivalent to an Amdahl 470 or

IBM 370 unit. The prototype VLSI data processing system will have

200,000 gates in the CPU and 32 M - bits of read-write high speed

memory. The unconstrained technology forecast includes estimates of

9 power (watts), speed (MIPS) and cost. The forecast estimates for

the VLSI data processing system characteristics are presented in

tabular form in Figure 6.19, 6.21, 6.23 and graphical form in Figures

' 6.20, 6.22, and 6.24.

The power requirements for the VLSI data processing system

will follow the trends delineated for the VLSI instrumentation )
technology; i.e., they will be diminished over the forecast period.

In the approximate 20 year period, a 72% reduction will be realized,

declining from 520 watts in 1980 to 145 watts in 2000. Power re-
quirements under the staaflation scenario will not achieve the same

level of reduction as the balanced growth scenario, until 2004.

It is estimated that the power requirements for the VLSI dataI

processing system under stagflation during 2000 will be 187 watts,

equivalent to a 64% reduction over the 1980 level. The 145 watt

power requirement level for the rapid growth scenario will be

attained four to five years earlier than projected for the balanced

growth scenario.

The ability to process data or the speed of the VLSI data

processing system is likely to increase rapidly under all three

ACUMENICS
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VLSI DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

POWER (W)

___ __ SCENARIO

BALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

YEAR SIZE YEAR SIZE YEAR SIZE
_ _ (Watts) (Watts) (Watts.)

1980 520 1980 520 1980 520

1985 395 1986 394.9 1983.8 395

1990 270 1992 270.1 1987.7 270.9

2000 145 2004 145.2 1995.4 144.8

Figure 6.19(
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VLSI DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
POWER REQUIREIMENTS FORECAST

*OC
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Figure 03.20
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C

SPEED (MIPS)

_________ SCENARIO __

BALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

YEAR S YEAR S YEAR S

1980 3.1 1980 3.1 1980 3.1

1985 7.8 1985.4 7.3 1984.3 8.4

1990 15.6 1991.1 14.7 1988.4 16.8

L 2000 41.7 2002.9 40 1996.1 43.5

Figure 6.21
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VLSI DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM,K : SPEED FORECAST
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VLSI DATA PROCESSING

COST
(1975 $

______ ______ ______SCENARIO _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

'VBALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

YEAR COST YEAR COST YEAR COST

(1980 28,3659 1980 28,365 1980 28,365

1985 7,283 1936 7,283 1983.7 7,283

1990 3,097 1992 3,097 1988.8 3,097

2000 974 2004 974 1994.3 974

Figure 6.23
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scenarios. The unconstrained or balanced growth forecast is esti-

mated to increase from 3.1 to 41.7 MIPS between 1980 and 2000, a

change of 1245%. Increased data processing speed will occur also

in the stagflation scenario. However, the speed attained during

2000 under stagflation will be 34.2 MIPS, an increase of 1103%.

The greatest increase in system speed will occur under the rapid

growth scenario. It is anticipated that by 1996.1 system speed

will attain 43.5 MIPS under the rapid growth scenario.

* The cost of the VLSI data processing system will decrease

* most rapidly. A decrease of 97%, from $28,365 in 1980 to $974

in 1994.3 is forecast for the rapid growth scenario. Under the

( balanced growth scenario the 97% decline in VLSI data processing

cost will occur by 2000. While the same percentage will not be

realized until 2004 for the stagflation growth scenario.

63.8 Input-Output Devices

The typical prototype input-output device considered in the

technology forecast is comprised of a microcomputer control complex

with a 1 o %I-bit RAM, a 75 M-byte tape bulk storage module, a

hardcopy output device, a TV-quality video input system, a 25 inch

video display screen, and standard audio and keyboard I/O devices.

It is expected that the technology of input-output devices

will indergo great change independent of the socio-econonic scena-

rios. The scenarios, however, will impact the rate of such change.(
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The impact of the scenarios are estimated in terms of size (cubic

inches) and cost.

The estimates of the forecasted technology parameters for each

scenario are displayed in tabular form in Figures 6.25, 6.27 and in

graphic form in Figures 6.26 and 6.28.

The input-output device is expected to decrease 65% from the

1980 size of 39,700 cubic inches to 13,740 cubic inches. Under

the rapid growth scenario this decrease is forecast to occur in

1995.4, some four to five years earlier than that of the balanced

growth scenario which is expected to decline to the same size

by 2000. Under the stag -cion scenario the input-output device

is not expected to attain 13,740 cubic inches until the latter

half of 2002.

The cost of input-output devices are expected to follow

the patterns established for unit size. That is, an 87%

reduction is expected to occur, declining from $19,626 in 1980

to $2,491 by 1995, 2000 and 2004 for the rapid growth, balanced

growth and stagflation growth scenarios, respectively.

6.9 Switching Systems
4

The nature and unconstrained forecast of switching systems is

contained in Chapter 4. It should be noted that the discussion in

Chapter 4 concentrated on telephone network switching systems.

ACUMENICS
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INPUT-OUTPUT TERMINAL CHARACTERISTICS

SIZE (in3 )

BALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

YEAR SIZE YEAR SIZE YEAR SIZE

1980 39,700 1 280 39,700 1980 39,700

1985 33,550 1986 33,550 1983.9 33,550

1990 28,000 1992 28,000 1987.7 28,000

1995 14,450 1997.6 14,450 1 1991.3 14,450

2000 13,740 2002.7 13,740 1995.4 13,740

Figure 6.25
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INPUT-OUTPUT TERMINAL CHARACTERISTICS

COST
(1980 $)

BALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

(YEAR COST YEAR COST YEAR COST

1980 19,626 1980 19,626 1980 19,626

1985 10,314 1986 10,314 1983.3 10,314

1990 4,835 1992 4,835 1987.7 4,835

1995 3,146 1998 3,146 1991.5 3,146

21000 2,491 2004 2,491 1995 2,401

-4

Figure 6.27
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INPUT-OUTPUT TERMINAL COST FORECAST
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| A However, pocket switching and other enhanced services were briefly

discussed. Further, the forecast contained in Chapter 4 was

. qualitative rather than quantitative. That is, estimates of the

mix of switching systems were provided rather than numeric projec-

- tions of technology parameters. As such, it is necessary to cast

this section in a manner different from the previous section of

Chapter 6. The principle difference will be in the nature of the

parameter rather than the technique of forecast.

* __ The data obtained is the unconstrained i.e. balanced growth

- forecast as shown in Figure 6.31. The data provided are a forecast

: of the proportion of different switching systems in service for

-( specific years. It was assumed that the parameter of impact is

the proportion of electronic switching systems in service. The

Sheproportion of electronic switching systems in service was fore-

casted for the rapid growth and stagflation scenarios with the

,. technique delineated in Section 6.4.

The forecasted proportion of electronic switching systems for

all scenarios is shown in Figures 6.29 and 6.30. The balanced

growth scenarios indicated that by 1995 all switching will be

electronic. However, it is estimated that under the stagflation

scenario complete electronic switching will not occur until after

1997. It is anticipated that under the rapid growth scenario

electronic switching will be in full force during the latter months

( of 1991.
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SWITCHING SYSTEMS

FORECAST OF ELECTRONIC PERCENTAGE

BALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

YEAR PERCENTAGE YEAR PERCENTAGE YEAR PERCENTAGE

1980 22 1980 22 1980 22

1985 41 198 .9 38.7 1983.9 41.3

1990 65 1991.9 64.5 1987.8 65.5

1995 100 1997.9 99.4 1991.7 100.6

4

Figure 6.29
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SWITCHING SYSTEMS

- FORECAST OF PERCENTAGE ELECTRONIC
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MIX OF SWITCHING SYSTEMS

BALANCED GROWTH

#5 #1 Step
Year Electronic Cross Cross Panel By

. Bar Bar Step

*1980 22 43 7 226

1985 41 33 5 0 21

1990 65 20 3 0 12

1995 100 0 0 0 0

-4

Figure 6.31
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The relative mix of switchbng systems for each scenario are

shown in Figures 6.31, 6.32 and 6.33. The relative mixes are based

" on subjective allocation, based on the forecast of electronic

switching in Figure 6.29.

6.10 Transmission System

Unconstrained forecasts of future communication transmission

systems are presented in Chapter 5. The most important transmission

systems are based upon fiber optic and satellite technology. The

unconstrained forecast of fiber optic technology is used primarily

* upon technical considerations and limitations. The unconstrained

forecast for satellite technology derives from mathematical extra-

(polation with respect to the features of current technology.

Fiber optics remains a fledgling technology. As such, para-

meters for characterizing the technology are yet to be developed.

For the purpose of this forecast, estimates have been provided for (

* the cost of fiber optic communication units. The forecasted cost

values for fiber optic levels are shown in tabular form and graphic

* form, Figures 6.34 and 6.35 respectively. The unconstrained fore-

cast values are shown in the balanced growth section of Figure 6.34.

If the balanced growth scenario obtains, then fiber optic link costs

are expected to decline from $11,000 in 1980 to $570 in 2000, 95%

by 1993.1. An equivalent comparison between the balanced growth

rapid growth extrapolation indicates that a 95' decline in cost

will be achieved during 1998 under the rapid growth scenario, almost

two years earlier than forecast for the balanced growth scenario.
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MIX OF SWITCHING SYSTEMS

STAGFLAT ION

#5 #1 Step
Year Electronic Cross Cross Panel By

Bar Bar Step

1980 22 43 7 2 26

1989.6 39 35 5 0 21

1999.7 62 33 3 0 12

2010.0 95 5 0 0 0

a F Figure 6.32
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MIX OF SWITCHING SYSTEMS

RAPID GROWTH

#5 #1 Step
Year Electronic Cross Cross Panel By

Bar Bar Step

1980 22 43 7 2 26

1983.3 41 33 5 0 21

1986.6 66 19 3 0 12

1989.9 100 0 0 0 0

Figure 6.33
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FIBER OPTIC LINK COST (1980 $)

BALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

YEAR COST($) YEAR COST($) YEAR COST($)

1980 11,000 1980 11,000 1980 11,000

C7
1984 4,150 1984.8 4,150 1983.6 4,150

1988 1,700 1989.7 1,700 1986.5 1,700

1992 880 1994.1 880 1990.6 880

1996 650 1999.9 650 1994.5 650

2000 570 2003.7 570 1998.2 570

Figure 6.34
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As expected the 95% decline will be achieved at the latest if the

- stagflation scenario should hold. The price of $570 will not be

attained until sometime during the latter half of 2003 for this

scenario, 5-6 years later than forecast for the rapid growth

scenario, and 3-4 years after that of the balanced growth scenario.

The unconstrained forecast for satellite technology projects

+* values for weight in orbit and number of wide band channels per

unit (Figure 6.36 and 6.37). Under the unconstrained or balanced

growth scenario the weight in orbit is expected to increase from

14,500 KG in 1980 to 67,583 KG in 2000, or 366%. The 366% gain in

orbit weight is anticipated by 1995.4 under the rapid growth

-scenario; not until 2004 under the stagflation scenario.

The number of wide band channels under the balanced growth

scenario is expected to increase from 612 in 1980 to 3822 in 2000.

(Figures 6.38 and 6.39). It is anticipated that 2725 channels

will be available per satellite by 1995 under balanced growth,

by 1998 under stagflation, and by 1991.1 under rapid growth. The

estimated leasing cost per channel for the three scenarios is

given in Figures 6.40 and 6.41.

4
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COMMUNICATION SATELLITE

CHARACTERI STICS

WEIGHT

(WEIGHT (KG))

BALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

YEAR WEIGHT YEAR WEIGHT YEAR WEIGHT

1980 14,500 1980 14,500 1980 14,500

1985 21,305 1986 21,305 1983.6 21,305

.. (

1990 31,304 1992 31,304 1988.8 31,304

1995 45,996 1997 45,996 1991 45,996

2000 67,583 2004 67,583 1995.4 67,583

j Figure 6.36
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COMMUNICATION SATELLITE
WEIGHT FORECAST
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NUMBER WIDE BAND

CHANNELS PER SATELLITE

BALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

YEAR CHANNEL YEAR CHANNEL YEAR CHANNEL

1980 612 1980 612 1980 612

1985 1310 1984.7 1081 1983.6 1391(
1990 2005 1989.4 1548 1987.3 2166

1995 2725 1994.3 2037 1990.9 2965

2000 3822 2002.7 2881 1994.2 4117

Figure 6.38
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SATELLITE CHARACTERISTICS

LEASING COST/CHANNEL ($M/YEAR)

BALANCED GROWTH STAGFLATION RAPID GROWTH

YEAR COST YEAR COST YEAR COST

1980 2.5 1980 2.5 1980 2.5

1985 1.35 1985 1.54 1984.9 1.03

-1 1990 1.02 1990 1.3 1990 .9

99

"1995 .9 1995 1.2 1995 .7

2000 •.8 2000 • 9 2000 •.2

-6

[ " ,Figure 6.40

i°
[ . .1
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7.1 Introduction

The object of this paper is to define the elements of communi-

cation systems that may be available to serve the needs of civil

aviation for the year 2020. The prospective communication systems

- are described in this section. The specifications for each system

derive from the socio-economic scenarios developed in Phase II as

well as the technology forecast prepared in Phase III. One

communication system is delineated for each economic scenario.

The communication system concept for the rapid growth scenario is

primarily space based. The system requirement under the balanced

growth scenario is a blend of terrestrial and space-based facilities.

* Under the stagflation scenario the communication system will be:~(
primarily terrestrially based.

The proposed systems will utilize the technology in widespread

use in the year 2000, because the diffusion of communication technology

requires 20 years. In addition, the economic and technological life

of avionics equipment is approximately 10 years. The negotiation

and adoption of national agreements for new navigation systems

requires at least 5 years. The new system will require design and

development which will require five years. Thus, a 20-year time

lag between technological availability and widespread use may be

. optimistic. However, the time lag in adoption identified above to

" some extent does reduce uncertainty associated in this system

design; that is, a forecast of technology to be available in 20

years will be more certain than such projections for 40 years ahead.

ACUMENICS
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It should be noted that the communication system will be a

function of not only the technology available, but also user demand.

For this'reason, the system configurations presented in succeeding

sections may be subject to major changes resulting from fluctuations

in demand. Further the system concepts assume that the functions

of the National Airspace System (NAS) will remain constant

through 2020. For this purpose, the functions of the NAS will be:

I. to provide aircraft with a means for navigation;

2. to monitor the position of airborne aircraft for surveil-
lance and ground management to assure their separation;

3. to provide both voice and data communication links between
aircraft and ground stations;

4. to provide ground-to-ground communication.

A change in NAS functions will also influence system design. At

present the NAS functions are performed using terrestrially-

based facilities. A significant portion of the demand for

L - communication services derives from the need to provide information -

transfer among the terrestrially-based facilities. As an example,

there are three major dedicated FAA terrestrial networks for FAA

data communications: the Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunications

Network (AFTN), the Weather Teletypewriter Networks Service A, C

and 0, and the Service B System (Figure 7.1). The three networks

carry national and international digital message traffic in support

of air traffic control operations and aeronautical weather services.

Present agency plans indicated that the three networks will be

integrated into the National Airspace Data Exchange Network (NADIN)

(Figure 7.2) in the mid-nineteen-eighties.
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Ground-to-ground voice communications for the FAA are provided

by the intercom/interphone (IP/IC) system, known as Service F.

The interphone network is used primarily to support flight planning

activities and flight movement (See Figure 7.3). The intercom

network is utilized primarily for the transfer of ATC and flight

related messages within and among FAA facilities. In addition, IP/IC

ris used for assistance and maintenance calls.

Aircraft-to-ground communications in NAS are basically through

VHF voice channels. Aircraft-to-ground communications occur between
an aircraft and the Flight Service Stations (FSS) and by commercial

airlines on their own communication systems. The terrestrial

( VHF system extends over the whole country including 1,600 sites in

the airline-operated segments (Figure 7.4).

While the basic functions of NAS are assumed to not change,

1> the system performance requirements of the NAS are likely to be

more stringent. In particular, future systems will embody refined

standards with respect to safety, reduced delays, collision avoidance,

increased terminal capacity, better meteorological forecasts, etc.

Voice communications between aircraft and the ground will continue

f but the frequency of use will diminish as automated data links become

available and used. Further, the availability of efficient and

economic digital communication systems will reduce the need for

dedicated special design communication networks for civil aviation

.( facilities.
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Service F Interphone System Circuits

Outside Or
IFAA Facility ATCT/

To/From ARTCC ATCT TFACON FSS CS/T

ARTCC x x x x x
TSS - x X x

ATCT (private X
or public) IIII

ATCT/TRACON x -. x x
RAPMN (lFX) X. x
RAT=C x x IX

ARAC x

EASOPS - x x x
VSO x .1 X. x
ADC x-

SAA(USCC) x

FA.A-SCC(CARF) x

OVERSEAS 'LINK
(ICAO) x

AUTO VON

ARINC .

AIRLINES .. .1 x

PBX/UAS 1- x x

PILOT BRIEF
LOUNGE .

PRIVATE AVIATION

ENTRANCE DOOR x x
FAS

0 ~KEY EQUIP.?CENT I____

FAA-SCCI (CAJLF) x
ANC x x x

FIREHOUSE x
CCA x

*X TI x
CO-2(ERCIAL x

Figure 7.3
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The aviation communication system for 2020 will be a function

of available technology and the nature of navigation and surveillance

deemed necessary by the regulatory authorities. Satellites will

be an important element of any strategy to develop civil aviation

communication. For example, the Department of Defense plans to

change the military aviation navigation system to a satellite-based

*I global system, the NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS). If

GPS or another satellite navigation/surveillance system is employed

- for civil aviation, the need for terrestrial ground based communi-

cation links among facilities may be eliminated. Thus, the

ultimate configuration of the civil aviation communication system

in 2020 will depend on the extent to which navigation and surveil-

lance are terrestrially or satellite-based.

The next section briefly describes GPS, AEROSAT and other

satellite based air traffic control (ATC) concepts and programs.

A recent FAA study described the air traffic control system

* likely to evolve during the next Jecade (2). The projected 1980

NAS data communications system is shown in Figure 7.5. The proposed

system assumes that the three phases of the NADIN program will be

completed. NADIN will provide a more efficient data communications

system than is available at present. In particular, NADIN will

allow any user to communicate with any other user through the

use of data concentrators and the two centrally located switches

* (Figure 7.2). In the 1990 time frame NADIN will be capable of

* 7-8 ACUMENICS
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providing the ARTCC-ARTCC connectivity without the computer B

network as backup. In addition, a 2300 bps data link will be

established connecting centers and terminals. Aviation weather

and flight service data dissemination will also be provided

through NADIN. The projected 1990 NAS voice communication system

is shown in Figure 7.6 (2). Both voice and data communications

requirements are a function of the enroute surveillance and

navigation systems and the terminal ATC requirements. Significantly

different communication requirements, however, will result if

the current terrestrially-based system evolves to a highly

centralized space-based system.
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7.2 Satellite Systems

Satellite systems offer significant benefits to civil aviation. *

S- These benefits will be witnessed in navigation, surveillance and

aircraft communications. In particular, satellites will allow:

e the provision of services simultaneously over a greater
geographic area;

* the improvement of the quality of communications;.

* the improvement of the accuracy in position reporting for
aircraft;

* the provision of an independent altitude report for aircraft;
and

e the provision of a uniform time basis for navigation and
surveillance.

Thus far, the use of satellites for air traffic control

has been constrained by both economic considerations and the

uncertainty attendant to a new application of an existing technology.

However, the continued use of satellite systems in a variety of

communication and navigation functions will facilitate adoption for

civil aviation. Further, continued use will allow the operating

economics of satellites to become competitive with terrestrially-

* based systems. Satellites will be common and accepted technology

by 2020; communication satellites will have been in service 55

years (see Figure 7.7) and the GPS system will have been in

* operation nearly 25 years.

I I
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Investment in Satellite voice Circuits
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A geosynchronous communication satellite (NASA's AT-6) with

three axis stabilization and a 30' antenna was first demonstrated

in 1974. Larger geosynchronous satellites with multiple beam

antennas of 100' to 200' diameter should be demonstrated by

1990. MARISAT, the satellite voice/data communication system

for maritime users, launched in 1976, will have been in existence

for 44 years by 2000. INMARSAT, the international group recently

created to carry out the MARISAT function will be 40 years old.

Satellite based Search and Rescue (SAR), to be demonstrated

on the next TIROS-N polar orbiting satellites, will have become

operational in the 1980's. The SAR system may be expanded to

integrate other aviation uses of low-orbit satellites, such as

remote monitoring with data collection platforms of inaccessible

naviads, marker beacons, etc. The anticipated relatively low

C- operating and maintenance costs for satellites relative to ground

based system will facilitate use. In addition, satellites will

facilitate interconnection and monitoring of all facilities.

The global capability of satellite systems will allow

significant improvement in standardization of user requirements

*in all parts of the world. Avionics for ocean and land areas

would be congruent. At present satellites prove less expensive

than ground based systems for high density point-to-point communica-

* • tions for distances in excess of a few hundred miles.

ACUMENICS
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The costs of satellite communications will experience further C

* reductions at low cost earth terminals proliferate in the 1980's.

- Such earth terminals will use KU-band of the Satellite Business

Systems (SBS) and Advanced Westar System of Western Union domesti-

cally, and the Intelsat V series internationally (see Figure 7.8).

During the 1990's, the technology will use the 20/30 GHz band.

Any user group dispersed throughout the Continental United States

* or internationally, such as civil aviation, will find satellite

... services to be highly cost-effective for ground-to-ground commun-

cations. These services will be offered commercially, and through

data communication networks such as NADIN. In addition, the

( Weather Typewriter Services are likely to be provided via satellite,

except for some high density short distance links.

The merits of satellite systems for ATC have been suggested

in many studies. Concepts have been developed for both domestic

and international civil aviation. The 1973 Advanced Air Traffic

Management Systems (AATMS)* recommended that a ten-year research

4 and development program be initiated to support a future decision

on whether or not to implement a fourth-generation ATC system by

the 1990's that would include satellite and ground-based elements.

In addition, the FAA supported concept development of ASTRO-DABS,

a satellite based position determination and data link system.

ACUMENICS
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Trend in Satellite Eartb Terminal Costs
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Similarly, the FAA participated actively in the planned

AEROSAT program, a satellite-based oceanic system covering the

Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans. The MITRE Corporation, under

the auspices of the FAA, has extended the previous studies of

satellite based aviation systems, incorporating the GPS, with

design details and tradeoffs. The study suggests that by the

1990's GPS and other satellite systems will be operational. By

the year 2020, satellite systems for civil aviation will be in

their second, if not third, generation of design. Some of the

basic parameters of these various concepts and programs will be

reviewed below.

( a. Overview of the Global Positioning System

The Global Positioning System, also called NAVSTAR GPS,

is designed to provide signals for navigation. The GPS does not

6, have communications capability. The system will provide accurate

position determination, velocity, and system time to both military

and civil users all over the world. The provision of such data

t* requires the processing of psuedo-random frequencies transmitted

at L-band from four satellites. By design, the accuracy of the

information available to the civil users will be less than that

provided the military user. Implementation efforts for the system

are proceeding as shown in the plan presented in Figure 7.9.

Experimental results indicate that the system is achieving the

( L level of accuracy defined in the project objectives.

* ACUMENICS
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overview of GPS Program
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In the operational phase, the space segment will consist of

24 satellites. The satellites will be placed in 10,000 nautical

mile (n. mi.) circular orbits. A satellite will complete an orbit

every 12 hours. Eight evenly-spaced satellites are to be arranged

in each of three orbital plans, includes 630 and spaced 1200

apart. Each satellite will transit a precision (P) signal and a

coarse/acquisition (C/A) signal on two L-Band carriers, L1 and

L2 . The P signal will be available only to authorized users.

The P signal is designed for very accurate positioning performance

(10m,2 a ) and will provide resistance to jamming, spoofing, and

multipath. The C/A signal, to be available to both military and

civil users, is designed for less accurate positioning performance

(100m, 2 o ) and as an aid to acquiring the P signal. Both signals

are to be continuously transmitted in phase quadrature on LI,

while only one is to be transmitted on L2 at a given time. In

the present design, L2 is reserved for the P signal. The satellite .

navigation subsystem is displayed in Figure 7.10.

The ground segment of GPS will perform satellite tracking and

control functions as well as determine the navigation data (e.g.,

ephemerides, clock offsets, and signal propagation error data) to

be superimposed on the coded satellite navigation signals. The

ground segment will require several monitoring stations to provide

adequate satellite tracking, a master control station, and an

upload station. Good quality measurement data from each monitoring *
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GPS Satellite Navigation Subsystem Overview
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station will be processed at the master control station. The 4.

" processed data will be navigation information for uploading at S

band once per day to each satellite via the upload station.

The user segment of GPS consists of receiver/processor equipment

for air, marine and land mobile users. The nature of the receiver/

qprocessor equipment will depend upon civil user and military require-
ments for navigation accuracy and jamming immunity. User equipment

for most civil applications would probably be functionally similar

to the military z set which sequentially acquires and tracks

the C/A signal from the four satellites in the navigation process.

A substantial effort is in progress to develop a low cost GPS

( receiver for civil applications since present cost estimates of

the military z set are not economic for civil aviation. A recent

study indicates that significant cost reductions are possible for

a civil GPS receiver. A block diagram of such a receiver, with

the projected 1985 costs, in 1977 dollars indicated, is shown in

Figure 7.11. The civil GPS receiver costs are based on current

4t trends in digital and integrated circuit developments and estimated

production quantities of 5,000 units. The cost estimates are based

on current avionics costs and may decrease proportionately

concommitent with new technological developments. The cost for

VOR, DME and LORAN units are shown in Figure 7.12.
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1985 Cost of Avionics Used in Economic Analysis

GENERAL AVIATION LIST PRICE

VOR $ 900
DME 1,800
RNAV Computer for VOR/DME 1,000
LORAN Receiver/Navigator 2,050

1 -GPS Receiver/Navigator 2,800

.4

( :1977 Dollars

f

[ Figure 7.12
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b. AEROSAT Program and Oceanic ATC

The AEROSAT program developed a detailed design concept

and system implementation for oceanic ATC. An international working

group with active FAA involvement concluded that a satellite-based

system would offer the capability of providing large capacity, good

quality, reliable communications and surveillance for large geo-

graphic areas. The system would provide surveillance for the

oceanic areas now served only by HF communications including the

'\ ; airspace over the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans. The primary

service areas would include the North Atlantic, Caribbean, Central

East Pacific, and Western Pacific. Development of the satellite

system over the three major oceanic areas would provide capabilities )
for all the oceanic airspace as well as all the airspace over land

masses, as shown in Figure 7.13.

The system concept includes the full range of services

for air traffic control and airline company communications. This

system concept also incorporates improvements to terrestrial ATC

and airline communications systems.

The oceanic ATC and communication system concept is shown in

Figure 7.14. The ATC/CSC consist of one or more automated oceanic

ATC centers that is visible to each pair of satellites, and a

communications subsystem (3). The geostationary sateilites relay
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ground-to-aircraft (G-A), aircraft-to-ground (A-G) and ground-to-

ground (G-G) communications. A number of earth terminals (E/T)

would be employed to receive and transmit communication and ranging

signals to and from the satellites. An aeronautical communications

center (ACC) is associated with each earth terminal. The ACCs

would be connected with the various ground users, such as the

Oceanic and Enroute ATC Centers, meteorological centers, and airline

company communication offices. Such connections would be accomplished

using appropriate common carrier networks.

One of the Aeronautical Communications Centers serves as a

Master facility as shown in Figure 7.14. This facility controls

( satellite access for all users. The Satellite Control Facility

(SCF) is located also at the Master ACC. Data polls operated by

the Master ACC provide the basic means of communicating A-G and

G-A. G-A data communications from all ground users are relayed

via satellite A-G channels, first to the Master ACC, which transmits

them to the aircraft on the uplink of the data poll with an A-G

data transmission, which can include the aircraft's position

(dependent surveillance), and an A-G ranging response if equipped

for independent surveillance. All ACCs monitor A-G transmissions

and distribute communications as required to attached ground users.

(

ACUMENICS
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Full duplex direct voice communication service is provided on a

request basis. Voice channel requests from ground and airborne

users in the form of fixed format data messages are relayed to

the Master where a single queue for voice service is maintained.

As voice channels become available, they are assigned to the air-

borne user via the data poll uplink and ACC serving the specified

ground user via the G-G satellite link. Once channel assignments

are made, the voice communication commences directly from the

serving ACC to the aircraft.

Two types of surveillance concepts can be used. Dependent

surveillance would be to simply relay the aircraft's own navigation

system information to the ground stations, as mentioned above.

*Independent surveillance would require a ranging transponder on

each aircraft. All aircraft would transmit a range code in

E-l' response to a ranging signal, which is relayed via two satellites

to the originating ground station, where aircraft position is

calculated from two range measurements and altitude relayed from

the aircraft altimeter.

The economic assessment of oceanic ATC indicated that the

satellite system results in significant long term savings.

Although the program was not initiated, due to various institutional

difficulties and large initial investments required, the basic

* , potential and interest in oceanic satellite ATC communications

still exists, and it is likely that in the next several years

ACUMENICS
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some elements of such a system will be in place. If indeed the

system benefits are as indicated by the various studies, it can

be expected that the Oceanic ATC plan of Figure 7.15, may be

realized with a shift in time of 5 years. Significant progression

over the last few years 'as been made in definition of AEROSAT

*by the COMSAT Corp. which was ready to initiate the program as

operator for the U.S., Canada, and ESA.

c. Satellite Based DABS Concepts and Extensions

ASTRO-DABS is a Satellite-Relayed Surveillance,

Navigation, and Data Link Concept studied by FAA for air traffic

control in CONUS since 1972. The concept was examined in terms
* . ( of its technical feasibility, performance, and cost-effectiveness.

It was found that satellite ATC was feasible but the high costs

of avionics, the threat of uplink jamming, the lack of an air-to-air

CAS (collision avoidance system) mode, and the risks associated

* with advanced technology, significantly reduced the attractions
I

of universal coverage and independent altitude measurement assoc-

iated with satellite ATC(41

SI ASTRO-DABS was later modified and extended to reduce the

costs of avionics, to develop an air-to-air CAS mode, and to reduce

the threat of jamming. The design goals of "ASTRO-DABS 1974" are

summarized in Figure 7.16. The design concept has 7 satellites in

synchronous equitorial orbits and 6 satellites in non-equatorial

synchronous orbits, as shown in Figure 7.17.
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ASTRO-DABS 1974 DESIGN GOALS

SURVEILLANCE

Address Population 4,000,000
Instantaneous Airborne Capacity 50,000
Instantaneous Airborne Capacity

Growth Capability 100,000
Average Interrogation Period 4-4 1/2 sec.
Altitude Estimate Uncertainty (15)

Absolute 100 ft.
Relative-10 miles-distance between

two aircraft 100 ft.
Lat/Long Estimate Uncertainty (10)

Absolute 50 ft.
Relative-10 miles-distance between

two aircraft 50 ft.

k V DATA LINK

Number of bits per Interrogation
75% Surveillance Only 28 bits
20% Surveillance and Position Warning
Indication (PWI) - 2 Target Capability 56 bits
4% Surveillance and Intermittent Position
Control Commands (IPC) and PWI - 5 Target
Capability 84 bits
1% ATC Data Link 84 bits

Probability of Bit Error 10-6

NAVIGATION "0

Average Update Rate Exceeds 1/2 sec.
Altitude Estimate Uncertainty (15) - Absolute 150 ft.
Lat/Long Estimate Uncertainty (10) - Absolute 75 ft.
Steady-State Position Update Computation Time milliseconds

AIR-TO-AIR CAS TARGET POSITION DETERMINATION

Average Update Rate 4-4 1/2 sec.
Altitude Target Estimate Uncertainty (lo) -

Relative 5 miles 100 ft.
Lat/Long Target Estimate Uncertainty (lD) -

Relative 5 miles 50 ft
Position Update Computation Time milliseconds

(Figure 7.16
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ASTRO-DABS Constellation
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ASTRO=DABS was designed to handle a peak instantaneous

* airborne capacity of 50,000, with surveillance updates to each

aircraft of 4 to 4 1/2 seconds. The surveillance position

uncertainty was very small, with absolute aircraft uncertainty

estimated to be not more than 100 ft. in altitude (1 0 and relative

to one point in CONUS). The uncertainty in the relative altitude

between two aircraft located 10 miles or less from each other was

also not more than 100 feet (1 0 ). Horizontal aircraft position,

both absolute and relative has half the uncertainty that altitude

had, due to geometric considerations, thus a 50 ft (I a ) value

was predicted.

The data link was designed to handle all IPC (Intermitent

Positive Control) link messages (comparable to the DABS data link

with a bit error probability of no more than 10-6.

ASTRO-NAV was designed so that the update rate exceeded 1/2

second with the uncertainty in altitude being on the order of 150

ft (I a ) and 75 ft (1 a ) in latitude and longitude, respectively.

The slightly degraded performance in ASTRO-NAV, over that which

occurs in ASTRO-DABS surveillance was due to differences in clock

stabilities assumed for the Satellite Control Center (SCC) and

the aircraft.

9
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ASTRO-DABS has a unique three-dimensional air-to-air CAS

which can provide each aircraft with very accurate three-

dimensional positional information of all targets in its proximity.

The predicted relative accuracy of the air-to-air CAS mode is

comparable to that of the surveillance mode of ASTRO-DABS.

To reduce the avionics costs, an integral surveillance backup

mode has been designed which eliminates the need for an encoding

altimeter to interface with a ground-based DABS site. The

surveillance backup transmissions are sent directly to the ground

so that they are not vulnerable to uplink jamming. The accuracy

of the surveillance backup aircraft position estimates is predicted

* to be almost equivalent to the accuracy estimates generated by

the primary surveillance mode of ASTRO-DABS.,

In the original ASTRO-DABS concept, the system could double

its surveillance capacity by filling in the gaps between trans-

missions with a second set of range ordered transmissions.

Separability was achieved by having separate aircraft-to-satellite

links. Thus, with doubling of satellite average power and an

increase in bandwidth at L-Band of 10 2/3 MHz, ASTRO-DABS could

4 double its capacity with no penalty to user equipment and no need

to provide more than two aircraft-to-satellite frequency channels.
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-.In ASTRO-DABS with air-to-air CAS, the doubling capacity

(100,000) is realized just as it is in the original concept, except

that the number of CAS channels will also have to be increased

from two to four. Again the IPC and surveillance-only users are

not penalized when the capacity of the system is doubled; however,

care has to be taken not to penalize the CAS-equipped user.

U This can be achieved in the original design by giving the CAS

equipped-user a four channel capability initially, even though he

may never use more than two channels, or by designing the CAS

* receiver to allow for a relatively expensive modem add-on, should

a four frequency capability become a requirement.

( The GPS program has resulted in further concept development
of satellite-aided surveillance and data link systems with GPS

serving as the navigation element. This work is reported by

,O Elrod et al. [5] and it investigates several satellite and

terrestrial system concepts for implementation in the late eighties

with traffic levels for the 1990s.

This study considers both the use of GPS and modifications to

the GPS signal for low cost civil use. Also considered are addi-

tions of repeaters on each GPS satellite to provide an independent

space-based surveillance system -- although the space platform

would be the same for both. Communication data link added to

the above GPS based surveillance and navigation system is considered
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for both space and terrestrial approaches. To add surveillance and

data communications geosynchronous equatorial satellite relays

as employed in ASTRO DABS, the resulting satellite constellation

is shown in Figure 7.18. This system design is for 1995 CONUS

requirements, detailed in Figure 7.19.

The synchronous surveillance and data link satellite considered

in this concept are of the NASA ATS-6 type. Three of these

. satellites are employed to meet the 50,000 Instantaneous Airborne

Count (IAC) forecast for 1995. Each satellite has a 5MHz bandwidth

and 7 beams, resulting in 21 beams over CONUS. Note that the

AEROSAT Oceanic ATC system design was also based on the ATS-6

thirty feet diameter antenna.

ACUMENICS
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1995 Performance Requirements

for CONUS ATC System

I

ITEM • SURVE-ILLA14CE - NAVIGAT100* . DATA COMM. (AIC)

CAPACITY - .50,000 IAC ". .UNLIHITED . -. 50,O0O IAC
- " . . . -. . -. - .. . ,

UPDATE INTERVAL ".-6 SEC -.0.5 SEC 4-6 SEC

TIXE TO FIRST - c60 'SEC -

ACCURACY (95Z) .

- TERL34AL (MORI1VERT) 100 F7/200 'T 1000 FT/200 FT 10
-6 

DER

- EN ROUTE (HOR/VERT) 400 FT/200 FT 3000 17/200 l1 10
- 6 E

*INCLUDES NON-PRECISION APPROACH CAPABILITY

BER - Bit Error Rate
IAC - Instantaneous Airborne Count

I

Figure 7.19
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- 7.3. Requirements and ATC System Configurations for the Year 2020 £

a. Aviation Activity Forecasts

Requirements in the year 2020 for aviation communications

will be a function of the socio-economic developments in the

next forty years. In Phase II, three contrasting scenarios were

developed as follows:

* Balanced Growth - Scenario X

* Rapid Growth - Scenario Y

9 Stagflation - Scenario Z

Figure 7.20 lists the forecasted aviation activity for the 3

scenarios. This table includes the important variables for

( sizing the NAS requirements. The total fleet size is used for

estimating user costs, in which general aviation dominates. The

peak IAC at major hubs defines the capacity of systems that have

coverage areas of the size of a major hub or smaller area. The

peak CONUS IAC defines the capacity that systems with CONUS size

coverage need to satisfy (e.g., satellite systems).

The 1995 aviation activity forecast employed in earlier

studies is included in Figure 7.20. The data presented here is

from the FAA's Advanced Air Traffic Management System B Study,

carried out by MITRE Corporation.[81 That model has since been

further refined; however, for the purpose of this exercise, the

modifications are minor.

(9
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AVIATION TRAFFIC FORECZASTS

I I I Peak IACI

IScenario I Numb~er of Aircraft I Major Hubs COWi~S I

CAIG AC MIL IGA AC MIL

.apid
*IGrowth 1680 N/A N/A 15,700 370 67 1100,000*1

I Balanced IIII
Growth 510 N/A N/A 1,900 154 19 60,000*

IStagflation I260 N/A N/A I1,450 178 22 I30,000*I

t--

IMITRE ARIS I II
IProjection I 335 5 20 I1,673 128 39 I37,022 I
Ifor 1995 I________I____________

N/A -Not available in Phase II Studly
*Assumed in proportion to Peak Hub IAC and National Cperations

Figure 7.20
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!-(
In the Phase II report, the numbers of air carrier and military

aircraft were not tabulated, and hence are not shown in Figure 7.20,

nor was the peak CONUS-IAC derived. Using a very informal procedure

for the purpose of this study, the peak CONUS-IAC has been estimated

as indicated. Slight variations from these assumptions will not

affect the basic system concepts to be developed.

It should be noted that the year 2020 forecast activity for

* the stagflation scenario is less than the 1995 AATMS model, which

is reasonable since the basis of the earlier 1995 model was an

equivalent "rapid growth" scenario from 1973-1995(8]. On the

other hand, the traffic forecast for the 2020 rapid growth shows a

( tripling of peak hub IAC compared even to the balanced growth

forecast. Such a large traffic increase would require significant

system capacity and performance increases. To obtain this improved

capability in a cost effective manner will require significant auto-

mation and structural changes to the current National Airspace

System.

Future CONUS requirements for air-ground communications for

the 1995 time frame are addressed in a recent RTCA report[9]. For

the purpose of this study these same requirements, slightly

extended, would be appropriate. Digital air-ground communications

requirements are subdivided into short ATC messages and long ATC

messages. Short messages are estimated to have a maximum of 30

( characters per message. Figure 7.21 lists the short message types

and Figure 7.22, the long messages types from Reference [9].
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Typical Short ATC Message Types
(Short Messages less than 30 characters/message)

SHORT ATC MESSAGE TYPES DATA FIELD

Altitude Assignments

Climb Now to and Maintain (Alt) Zero to 99,900
Descend Now and Maintain (Alt) ft. in 100 ft.
Maintain Your Present Altitude of (Alt) increments
Restrict Altitude Now to Between (Alt1-Alt 2 )

Heading Assignments

Wi Turn Right Now to and Maintain (Deg) Zero to 360

Turn Left Now to and Maintain (Deg) degrees in
Maintain Your Present Heading of (Deg) 1 degree
Restrict Heading Now to Between (Deg1-Deg2 ) increments

Speed Assignment

Increase Speed Now to and Maintain (Kts) Zero. to 999 knots
Decrease Speed Now to and Maintain (Kts) in 5 or less knot
Maintain Your Present Speed of (Kts) increments
Restrict Speed Now to Between (Ktsl-Kts2)

Voice Frequency Assignment

Switch Now to ATC Voice Channel (Freq) VHF or UHF in
Contact ATC Now on (Freq) 25 kHz increments

Altimeter Setting Assignment

Set Altimeter Now to (in. Hg or millibars) 4 digits

Traffic Advisory

Relative Bearing (12 bearing sectors)
Relative Altitude (above, at, or below
recipient)

4

Figure 7.21
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la- The resulting short message rate is given in Figure 7.23. Further

definition of these digital air-ground requirements is necessary;

however, for this work the above description is given to indicate

the significnt transfer to digital communictions of current analog

communications. The digital ATC communications requirements

above are based on a MITRE study [10], and this study was employed

in the system concept definiton of reference [4].

Airline air-to-ground communications requirements are detailed

in Figure 7.24 from reference [9]. This table shows a large

potential for digital air-to-ground communications and a fairly

low voice communication requirement. Further analysis is necessary

to determine the exact number of air-to-ground voice communications )
required by the year 2020. However, future voice communication

requirements are expected to decline drastically to perhaps one half

C of today's level, with increased availability of digital data

link for ATC communications and with major advances in projected

cockpit and ground station terminals and displays. These require-

ments will be further discussed in terms of the various future

system concepts.
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Airline Message Requirements for Average Day - 1980

Digital MesSes, Voice Messages

Message Categoriea Data Chars. Average X of Flights Voice Secs. Average Z of Flights
Contacts Utilizing Contacts Utilizing

per Hag. per Flight Service Per Xsg. Per Flight Service

A. FLIGHT OPERATIONS

1. Departure/Arrival 69 3 91.5 20 3 8.5

Reports
2. Enroute Position 69 1 35 24.5 1 8.5

Reports
3. Enroute Flight 495 1 5 49.5 1 1.2

Plan Revisions
4. Flight & Ground 25 3 6 25 3 2

* " Delay Reports
5. Weather & Air- 400 1 35 49.5 '1 6

craft Environment-
al Reports

6. Gate Assigrents 10 1 80 10 1 10
7. Crew Physiologi- is 4 100 - -

cal & Performance
Moni tor

8. Manifest Check 60 1 75 25 1 10
(weight & balance)

9. MLiscellaneous 300 1 20 30 1 5

B. IN-FLIGHT MAINTEN-
ANCE SUPPORT

S1. Airframe/Engine 15 4 100 -- -

Parameters

2. Engineering - - - 115 1 6.2

Assistance
3. Miscellaneous 300 1 5 30 1 1.2

LOCISTICS/CUSTOMER
SERVICE

1. Seat Occupancy, 820 2.5 100
Flight Connec-
tions/etc.

2. I=migration. pub- 5000 15 -

lic health clear-
jance

3. Car, Botel, 90 25 100 20 1 2.4
ground service
reservations

4. Airline reser- 90 25 100 20 1 2.4

vations
5. Medical Advice - - - 30 1 2.4

& consultation
6. Miscellaneous -

Figure 7.24
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b. Future ATC Concepts (

Figure 7.25 lists the major subsystems that determine the

aviation communication requirements. Depending on the technology

assessment, some or all of the ATC system could be space-based.

Fortunately, the increased performance and traffic requirements go

together with increased availability of higher technology, parti-

cularly space-based technology. To develop aviation communication

.- concepts for the year 2020, the approach employed here is to

* Yforecast what the rest of the ATC system is likely to be in order to

support the forecast traffic. Only when the navigation, surveillance,

and related terrestrial systems have been identified for each

scenario can the communication system be developed.

Today, all studies project a major growth in use of tele-

communications for a host of office and administrative services,

such as office automation, teleconferencing, training and education, 4.

electronic mail, remote maintenance and monitoring, use of data

collection platforms for monitoring inaccessible facilites, etc.

4The scope of ground-to-ground voice and data communications can

be defined broadly to include these administrative uses more

narrowly as illustrated in Figure 7.5 and 7.6. In either case the

commercial communication systems available in the year 2020 will

be a mix of satellites, optical fibers, various microwave and

(
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other terrestrial systems. A dedicated ground-to-ground communi-

cations system for civil aviation is unlikely to be cost-effective.

Consequently, the ground-to-ground voice and data communication

system is assumed to be essentially commercial in all three scenarios.

In Figure 7.26 three system alternatives are selected to

watch the future socio-economic forecasts. The only assumption

in Figure 7.26 is how the various ATC systems are likely to be

partitioned between space and terrestrial. This then sets up the

environment for the aviation communications system. 10-

In the rapid growth scenario, technology will provide for all

(functions of the CONUS ATC system to be space-based, except for

ground-to-ground communications, which will be a mix of space

and terrestrial systems.

L_ In the balanced growth scenario several of the functions

continue to be terrestrially-based but are aided by satellites to

extend coverage and capacity. The satellite-aided concepts

would allow for lower reliability spacecraft requirements, less

in orbit space capability, etc. In addition, the fully satellite-

based system requires multiple beam satellites to make efficient

use of spectrum. The satellite-aided concept requires fewer

beams, hence it is less technologically advanced. Satellite-aided

systems would also be evolutionary; however, they would require

(U
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(

"-- different rules for frequency assignment between terrestrial and

satellite. Finally, in the stagflation scenario, the terrestrial

system, as projected in FAA plans for the late nineties, is

assumed to change little in configuration. The military navigation

system will probably evolve into GPS, but the VOR/DME will continue

as the chief civil aid. However, due to the communication industry's

current levels of capability, a large fraction of the ground-to-

ground communications will be space based, even in this scenario.

Potential aviation communication requirements can now be treated

further in terms of the three conceptual configurations.

c. Degree! of Independence between Surveillance and Navigation

ICAO and FAA have strived to maintain independence between

surveillance and navigation systems, so that each can back up the

other in case of failures or discrepancies.

L

Independent surveillance is provided currently by primary

radar: its signals and systems are independent of the navaids and

communications system and the aircraft avionics. Secondary radar

(ATCRBS) relies on an aircraft's transponder and latimeter, so that

it is only partially independent in that the same altimeter is

part of the aircraft's navigation system; in addition, the aircraft's

transponder is essential.

ACUMENICS
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401 Dependent surveillance is the concept of transferring

navigation position data by an aircraft via a communication link

to an ATC facility. If used exclusively, navigation system

failure would also result in surveillance system breakdown.

Redundancy in the navigation system and in the data-link, however,

can be added to achieve similar reliabilities as the independent

U system.

In satellite-aided ATC systems, independence analagous to

that of primary radar is not economically feasible, since

commonality of the space segment produces significant cost savings.

Therefore, criteria will ultimately have to be established in

terms of reliability, availability, safety, etc., instead of

completely independent or fully dependent. In the system concepts

presented here, rough judgments have been made in maintaining the

d_% same level of system performance but varying the degree of

independence both in terms of signal structure and system hardware.
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7.4 Space-Based Navigation, Surveillance and Communication System:

Rapid.Growth Scenario

The likelihood of a space-based system in the rapid growth

scenario is due to the low operations and maintenance costs of

such systems due to significantly reduced terrestrial facilities

and reduced manpower. In addition, the space-based system will

be able to offer higher coverage and improved performance

necessary for the huge traffic increase forecast in Figure 7.20.

A relevant example for comparision of the cost-effectiveness of

V space-based systems is NASA's TDRSS (Tracking and Data Relay

Satellite System), which is to replace the majority of current

ground based NASA tracking stations next year with two operational

( geosynchronous satellites and two in-orbit spares. This system

will cost about one-half the current cost of $200 million per

year, and will provide a significant increase in coverage.

a. System Description .

In Figure 7.27, the space-based configuration is shown to

differentiate the main space, ground, and user segments. The system

is composed of a constellation of low-orbit and geosynchronous

satellites. A centrally located Satellite Control Center (SCC)

collects and processes the surveillance data, and disseminates

this data to the various ATC facilities, mainly via commercial

communications satellites. Terrestrial links fill in the short

distance connections and various commercial telephone networks.
(
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Considerable consolidation would become feasible in most of

the terrestrial facilities.

The number of enroute Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCC)

could be reduced to, at most, 4 or 5. The Flight Service Stations

could be significantly reduced by integrating their services into

the ARTCC and TCCs. The meterological data could be broadcast,

ideally, via the communication's satellite to the aircraft, airlines,

and other ATC users. Interfaces with DOD, Canada, etc., would

also connect mainly through the satellite communication system.

Consolidation of the terrestrial facilities would produce

lighter voice and data requirements per facility, making the cost-

effectiveness of the communication satellite network even more

effective. The communications satellite could monitor various

unattended and automated facilities by means of data collection

L platforms. The platform data would be communicated to the

appropriate terrestrial center--e.g., a centralized maintenance

facility.

The basic navigation and surveillance system is GPS based;

it is one of several variations analyzed in Elrod et al [4].

For surveillance, position data computed on the aircraft from

the relative times-of-arrival (TOA) of ranging signals from 4

satellites is reported via the geosynchronous satellite data link.
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a_ In the surveillance process, sufficient time is allocated for both

aircraft acquisition and tracking. The acquisition mode involves

determining the identity and initial location of new aircraft

entering the system. Once an adequate degree of information is

obtained, the aircraft is placed into the tracking mode. In this

mode, aircraft regularly provide position data to the ground via

one of two direct access procedures: polling or time-division-

multiple access (TDMA).

With polling, aircraft are discretely interrogated, once each ~

surveillance update cycle, and respond accordingly. An interroga-

tion contains the aircraft address, appropriate ATC messages and it

possibly requested for other information. Analysis of the capacity

of polling versus TDMA shows polling to be superior [4].

With TDMA, the aircraft, after acquisition, is assigned a time

slot in which to respond during each update cycle. Sufficiently

accurate knowledge of system time is required on-board the aircraft,

which comes from GPS. Either TDMA or polling associated with

surveillance is a data link. This data link can be employed for

non-navigation or non-surveillance air-to-ground communications,

but the system would have to significantly change to handle the

higher capacity. Consequently, the communications satellite handles

all the other data and voice communications.

ACUMENICS
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Navigation and surveillance data are from the source 4 GPS

satellites: Independence between the two functions is obtained by

* (a) employing separate GPS receivers and, (b) verifying aircraft

derived range by comparing it with an independently derived range

measurement based on the TOA of an aircraft surveillance reply.

Figure 7-28 illustrates the satellite constellation for the

proposed concept. The GPS satellites are in 12-hour, 630 inclined

orbits. The Surveillance Data Link satellites (SD) are in geosyn-

chronous orbit. In the year 2020, a single satellite could be

produced to serve the full capacity requirements of CONUS surveil-

lance. A second satellite would be included as an in-orbit backup.

; C A second operating satellite may be added to improve GPS accuracy

in some areas [4].

The Surveillance SD Satellite communicates with aircraft on

L-band and to the SCC on C-band. The SD Satellites could also be

used to assist the aircraft navigation Laceiver in selection of the

4 GPS satellites to use, calibration corrections, and aiding

acquisition of the GPS receiver. Many of these concepts are being

studied for reduction of GPS user costs. To maintain the high

level of system integrity, the system concept includes Calibration

stations deployed around CONUS for providing correction data (e.g.

propagation delays) to maintain both navigation and surveillance

accuracy.

(
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Space-Based Surveillance/Data

System Constellation for CONUS
(Voice and Communications Satellites are separate)

CPS CONSTEUATION af l,900 nmi

'9

in-orbit backup A
operational spacecraft

Surveillance and Data Link
Satellites at Geosynchronous Altitude
of 22,000 nmi

Figure 7.28
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The majority of air-ground and ground-fraud communication

traffic is-on the geosynchronous commercial satellites. The

aircraft-to-satellite link will be either at L-band or VHF, while

the satellite-to-ground link will be at either C-band or Ku-band,

as assigned for commercial communications. As far as the system

concept is concerned, the air-to-ground communications may be on

one satellite and the ground-to-ground communications on another.

The space, user, and ground segments are further discussed

below, in terms of the communications system. The related

surveillance navigation system is further described in Appendix A.

b. Communications Subsystem for the Space Based Concept

( In this section, the communications subsystem for the space-

based concept is further developed. To do this, it is useful to

identify the following major parts of the subsystem:

1. Air-ground communications in which there are large

numbers of users:

e aircraft 700,000

* ground

- terminals 2,000-5,000
- airlines
- airports
- TCC

7
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Capacity of this part is principally set by air-to-ground
voice frequency.

2. Ground-to-ground communications between the major facili-
ties such as the SCC, ARTCC, National Flow Control Center,
Centralized FSS's, National Weather Service, Central
Airline Offices and TCC's should, at most, add up to 20-100.
Capacity of this link is determined mainly by data require-
ments.

3. Ground-to-ground communications within major facilities--
basically the large and medium hub airports. Capacity
here is small for current services, but could grow
significantly with new uses of communications.

4. Ground-to-ground communications from large numbers of data
collection platforms to a few centralized facilities. This *.

Vwould be the basic configuration for the Remote Monitoring q.-
and Maintenance System (RMMS) for the various smaller
terrestrial facilities.

Except for intefacility communications of category (3), all

others above could be integrated into a single communications

satellite. However, due to the special nature of the air-ground

communications, which require low-cost user terminals, it is desir-

able to separate the space segment into two types of spacecraft.

For the air-ground communications, a multi-beam satellite with

high power and voice links is selected. For the ground-to-ground

communications of category (2), a data communications domestic

satellite service is assumed. This same service, in addition,

could be used to sequentially collect data from all the DCP's and

send it to a central facility.

ACUMENICS
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In the year 2020, domestic satellite traffic will be served, at

least, in the C-band and Ku-band and the 20/30 GH 3 band. Due to the

propagation problems at the higher bands, the satellite service for

category (2) should be mainly at C-band. Ku-band should be feasible

in most areas except for regions with very heavy rainfalls. Tech-

nology forecasts indicate that the most effective access schemes will

be TDMA. Typical terminals will have 3-5 meter antennas, and the

satellites will employ satellite beam switching, making them cost-

effective by keeping the major ATC facilities in as few beams as

k possible. A block diagram of a TDMA terminal is shown in Figure

7.29. There are many projections of the configurations of future

domestic satellites for wideband tracking -- the best for category

C (2) service would be simply selected on the basis of commercial

offering.

c. Air-Ground Communications Satellite Concept

In the case of a system concept for air-ground communi-

cations, further specificity is necessary. In Figure 7.30, the

proposed multi-beam satellite for air-ground communications is

shown. This satellite concept is based on a study by General

Electric Company sponsored by NASA. The concept is developed in

significant detail in Reference [13], for application to future

land-mobile communications; it is adapted here with few changes.

However, the proposed system capacity and concepts of modulation,
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A Typical Terminal for Ground-to-Ground
Communications via Satellite

3-5 Meter

Redundant] Redundant
HPA I

DOWN
UP-CONVERTER CONVERTER

TDAMDE

CONTROL TDMA. BUFFER
&~ LMUX

MONITORI

MUX

* VOICE FAX DATA

TDMA - Time Division Multiple Access
LNR - Low Noise Receiver

* HPA - High Power Amplifier
MUX - Multiplexer

Figure 7-29
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G.E. study of reference [13]

Figure 7.30
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tb multiplexing, performance, etc., may be modified with little

impact on the viability and capability of the basic issue of

air-ground communications via satellite in the rapid growth

scenario.

The terrestrial mobile telephone market is growing rapidly,

and the impact of this mass market can be used in designing

the air-ground communications to have similar narrow-bound FM

channels. These channels are allocated 30 KH3 , each with IF

0 * bandwidth of 25KH 3 and a voice message bandwidth of 300H 3 -3KH 3.

Assuming a 1OMH 3 bandwidth from aircraft to satellite, and a inMH3

from satellite to aircraft, permits a total of 333 duplex voice

c channel5. A single beam satellite would not be sufficient to serve

the 100,000 or more peak CONUS IAC traffic for the rapid growth

scenario. A 69 beam satellite with the pattern shown in Figure 7.31

L •  would be able to increase the frequency reuse by a factor of 23.

The 333 channels within the allocated frequency band are

divided into 3 sets as follows:
6

Set 1: 1, 4, 7, 10, 13 ... 331

Set 2: 2, 5, 8, 11, 14 ... 332

Set 3: 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 ... 333
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The numbers within the cells of Figure 7.31 represent the

channel set in the beam. Note that no adjacent beams have the same

set of channels in order to minimize co-channel interference. Each

beam or footprint of the satellite has 111 channels, each of trans-

mission and reception.

Every aircraft in the system is capable of operating on all

channels in all sets of frequencies. Within each set of frequencies

there is at least one "calling" (aircraft-to-satellite) and one

"control" (satellite-to-aircraft) channel. When an aircraft's unit

is activated, it automatically searches and locks onto a control

channel. When the pilot dials a number, the request is transmitted

over the calling channel. The calling channel signal goes to the

satellite control station, which assigns a talking channel pair to

the aircraft via the control channel, and connects the call to the

called party through the public terrestrial network.

The transponder concept assumes a satellite switch which has

69 L-band inputs and 69 Ku-band outputs as shown in Figure 7.32. A
I

69x69 satelite switch is more advanced than today's communications

satellites. Currently, the TDRSS/Advanced Westar is the only LOMSAT

which will have a 4x4 beam switch. However, on-board switching, as

indicated in Figure 7.32, will be available by the early 1990's,

, ince it significantly reduces earth station switching requirements

and it can eliminate double hops in aircraft-to-aircraft communication

4 ACUMENICS
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Figure 7.33 is a more detailed description of the satellite

transponder. The figure shows each beam's FDM channels as being

down-converted (D/C) to an IF demultiplexed and then switched to

the addressed destination beam. The switch outputs are appropriately

processed, multiplexed and up-converted (U/C) before retransmission.

The processing required ahead of the switching can range from down-

converting to a convenient IF and separating the channels with

filters, to demodulation of each channel followed by analog-to-

digital conversion, digital switching, digital-to-analog conversion,

remodulation and multiplexing for transmission. Such an advance %-

switch eliminates the switching required at the earth stations and

may be a significant cost savings in total operation and maintenance

costs.

Reference [13] considers a non-switching transponder satellite

AL design. It would be a lower order of technology, and it will have p

double hops in the aircraft-to-aircraft links. Other work has

been reported by COMSAT for a TDMA concept instead of the FDMA

* approach presented here. However, that concept was developed for

a lower capacity -- although it could also be extended [14].

System Capacity6
Capacity is a function of the grade of service and the number

of channels. The "Erlang" is the international dimensionless unit
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of traffic intensity defined as the intensity in a traffic pattern

continuously occupied. The capacity of a single footprint with 108

channels, and a service grade probability of 2 percent blocking

comes to 95 Erlangs given by:

B(C,A) --

E Ak/k!
k=0

where

B(C,A) = probability of a call being blocked

A = traffic intensity to be served, in Erlangs

C = total number of channels

It is further assumed in this deviation that calls not immediately

satisfied are cleared and do not reappear during the period under

consideration.

Assuming an average duration of 120 seconds per call, 95 calls

can be satisfied in one foot print every 120 seconds, or 2850 calls

4 maximum per hour. The total instantaneous capacity of the system

is 196,659 for all 69 beams. However, the traffic will not be

homogenously distributed so that the peak capacity would be lower.

* Further traffic distribution analysis would be required to get a

more accurate system specification.

ACUMENICS
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Spacecraft Technical and Weight Estimates

Reference [13] describes the satellite power requirements at

the L-band to be 48 kilowatts, with an L-band antenna of 70 feet

in diameter. Figure 7.34 gives the spacecraft technical characteristics

and Figure 7.35 gives the weight estimates. A conservative cost of

such a satellite system in the late 1980's is $58 million/year not

including user equipment costs. In the year 2020, both the high-power

and the satellite switch will be significantly lower in cost if the

assessment of technology growth assumed is realized. This concept

is based on compatibility with current terrestrial mobile terminals.

If for ATC the mobile terminals have higher radiated power and

( lower receiver nose figures, the satellite power and cost can be

further reduced. Analysis of these alternatives are not within

the scope of this report.

Avionics

The avionics will be a straightforward FDM/FM unit as shown

in Figure 7.36, together with a voice input. The system is likely

to include data transmission. The typical cost of such an avionics

*unit should be no more than today's VHF two-way voice unit, which

is in the range of $1,000 to $2,000. However, the quality of the

proposed FM will be significantly superior to the current AM system.

The characteristics of the avionics for this system concept are

the following:
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Spacecraft Technical Data

a ..

Payload

Forward Transponder 69 Parallel Redundant Units
Ku-band to Ku-band Frequency Conversion

* Return Transponders 69 Parallel Redundant Units
L-band to Ku-band Frequency Conversion

Transponder Type Double Frequency Conversion
EIRP per Voice Channel 45.2 dBW

EIRP per Beam (Transponder) 65.7 d.BW

° Number of Beams 69

Voice Channels per Beam 111
Antenna Gain 44 d Bic - At Corner of Cell

RF Radiated Power per Beam 21.7 dBW, 148 Watts

G/T 16.4 dB/K

I. ~Bandwidth per Beam 10 MHz each way

L-band Antenna

Type Offset Parabolic Reflector Multibeam," F/D =

* Effective Aperture 75 ft Diameter

Spacecraft

Size 15ftL, 9ftH, 15ftW

* Weight 5515 lbs

Electrical Power S/S 4"1 kW Array Power

5130 ft 2 Solar Array

Thermal S/S 1200 ft2 Radiating Surfacer

Figure 7.34
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Spacecraft Weight Estimates (Paund)

L-band

Mobile Band Antenna

- Reflector 250

- Supports 125

- Feed Array 160

Transponder

- Mobile Band Diplexers 35

- Mobile Band Power Amplifiers 140

- rF Components 100

- Ku-band Power Amplifiers 15

( - Ku-band Diplexers 15

- Cabling 50

Ku-band Antenna

- Reflector (solid) 35

- Supports 10

- Feed Array 5

Spacecraft Structure 700

Propulsion 1200

Electrical Power Subsystem

- Solar Array 2100

- Electronics 75

- Battery 450

TT&C 50

Estimated Weight-pounds 5515 0
(

Figure 7.35
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Air-Ground Voice Avionics

L-Band

RF II

Transmitter
RF &

FM Modulator

Pre-emphasis
IF

FM Discriminator Voice CompressionI

Voice-Input
Base-band

Filtering

Voice-Out

Figure 7.36
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Signal quality: 50 db subjective S/N minimum

Coverage: Whole of CONUS to all altitude levels
where aircraft can safely traverse

Modulation: Frequency modulation with 12KH3 deviation

Channels: 30KHG bandwidth at L-band (1500-1600MH3 )

Receiver Nose
Temperature: 5460k

Transmitter Power: 10 watts

Aircraft Antenna: Omni-directional gain of 4dBIC

The 50db S/N ratio is obtained by use of emphasis circuits and

compounding. The system concept could easily be modified to digital

voice employing Continuously Variable Slope Delta Modulation (CVSD).

( d. Conclusions

The high traffic growth forecast for the rapid growth

scenario will bring about major changes to the current surveillance,

navigation and communication, system. Fortunately, in this scenario,:

there will also be a major growth in technology and telecommunications.

Consequently, the availability of a ccmpletely space-based system for

ATC functions is forecast for the year 2020. The cost-effectiveness

and increased coverage of the space based system will be the reason

for its implementation. In such an environment, aviation communica-

tion is separated into a trunking communication service between

the major ATC ground stations and air-ground communications.

ACUMENICS
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i ,i. The trunking service between the relatively few facilities,

which are still likely to be distributed over CONUS, is assumed

to be served by commercial domestic communications satellites.

However, for the air-ground voice communications, a separate

satellite concept is presented. Evolution of such a system is

expected to develop from MARISAT, an Oceanic Satellite ATC system

I such as Aerosat, and other concepts currently being developed for a

*land-mobile telephone system.
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7.5 Hybrid Terrestrial and Space Based ATC System

In thg balanced growth scenario the traffic growth is gradual,

with sufficient time aVailable to expand gradually the performance

and capacity of the ATC system. Central to the balanced growth

scenario will be the two systems: (1) GPS for navigation and

(2) for surveillance, ground-based DABS with satellites aiding in

the expansion of coverage and transition to a future space-based

surveillance system.

a. System Concept

A satellite based navigation will remove the 1000

VOR/TACAN/DME sites, communication requirements to and from those

S( sites, and the frequency allocated to VOR and TACAN/DME. Elimination

of VOR together with ILS would also impact upon the Flight Service

Station network and VHF voice. The advantage of L-band for satellites

versus VHF would indicate the desirability of switching to L-band

for air-ground voice. However, as th technology advances are

less than in the rapid growth scenario, the air-ground voice would

be mainly terrestrially-based with a less complex satellite providing

coverage in areas outside the terrestrially-based stations.

The advances in computational capability, sophisticated displays,

and further automation will allow centralization of the ARTCC's and

Flight Services, Flow Control, FAA maintenance and operations.

Weather information would be centrally processed and disseminated

( by the DABS data link and the air-ground voice comipunicati:ns t

aircraft.
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The terrestrial components of the DABS surveillance system .n

would be deployed in the major hub areas mainly, at terminals.

Satellite surveillance compatible with terrestrial DABS would fill

in the remaining coverage areas. To accomplish this the satellite

. would have to be powerful enough to satisfy the aircraft's DABS

transponder receiver, and the satellite receiver would have to be

able to pick up the DABS transponder transmissions.

Ground-to-ground communications with space-based GPS and

AC satellite-aided DABS would require communication links from DABS

facilities to the ARTCC's and TCC's, in addition to the other

centers. The monitoring of terrestrial facilities for reducing

costs of operations, maintenance, certification, etc. would involve

significant use of data collection platforms, as in the space-based

scenario, where data is collected by a satellite transponder. The

W growth of these platforms for many other monitoring purposes, such r.
as environmental monitors, weather data sensors, ocean bouys,

inaccessible military facilities, etc. would result in a variety

of commercial offerings. The value of data collection platforms

in this scenario is even more important than in the space-based

scenario due to its cost-effectiveness. Figure 7.37 describes

the major elements of the Hybrid ATC System.

In the 1990's the ARTCC and FSS are expected to consolidate

*- 7. into a single facility. By the year 2020, further centralization

of the 20 or so CONUS ARTCC/FSS into, at most, 2-5 facilities
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-i would result in longer distance communication links between DABS,

* TCC's and other terminal facilities to the ARTCC/FSS facilities.

*Commercial satellite services are likely to be the most cost-

effective for ground-to-ground data and voice communications.

However, the system would be optimized to cost-effectively integrate

terrestrial tails from the satellite earth terminals. Availability

and reliability would be maintained by appropriate space-segment

* back up and selected narrow-band terrestrial links.

V.4 By the year 2020, the Domestic Satellite Communications Carriers

will have their satellites either linked by intersatellite links or

contained on the same large platform with other carriers. This

will give a significant increase in space-segment availability for

all users of satellite communications.

The consolidation of ARTCCs with FSS will result in increasing

internal communication systems within facilities. Fiber optics

and efficient data and voice coding methods will find widespread

use. Similarly, communications requirements between facilities in

the terminal area will increase support, thereby increasing automation

in maintenance, monitoring, controller workload, etc.

ACUMENICS
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b. Surveillance

17- The development of the surveillance system concept is beyond .%-

the scope of this task. However, it is useful to define the basic

concept implied in the satellite-sided DABS. The need to provide

increased coverage within a fixed budget will provide incentives

to adopt a satellite system by 2020. An objective of the satellite

system is to reduce the number of terrestrial DABS sites from 300

* to about 50-100 planned .sites. These DABS sites would be located

* in high density areas. Satellite surveillance would be provided in

less dense geographic areas. The surveillance and data link SD

satellite will have fewer beams and lower capacity than the full

CONUS coverage system described in Section 4.(
In areas where DABS coverage is not available, position infor-

mation for surveillance would be based on GPS. The coordinates of

the terrestrial and space systems would be calibrated (4-8). In

addition, the SD satellite would be used to connect all DABS stations (:.

to the ARTCCs and TCCs. The data link formats would be the same for

both the terrestrial and space links.

At present, all terrestrial surveillance and data link system

concepts have been planned and are summarized in Appendix A. As

noted above, this system includes 300 DABS sites which will be

connected with the ARTCCs, TCCs, etc. The terrestrial system requires

more data communications capacity than the satellite-aided DABS.

( However, this mixed system may then be considered as a transition
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. state betwen the terrestrial system and an all space-based system. A ..h

.' such, the system would be likely under the Balanced Growth Scenario.

c. Communications Subsystem for the Hybrid/Terrestrial Concept

The communications subsystem, as noted in the space-based

* concept, includes the following major elements:

1. Air-ground communications;

2. Ground-ground communications between major centers
and terminals;

3. Ground-ground communications within facilities and
major and medium hubs;

4. Communications to data collection platforms (DCP's).

Air-ground voice communication will use primarily VHF. The use of

VHF will embody increased use of digital voice coding and improved

*i efficiency of spectrum use. However, high performance users such

as air carriers will be offered satellite communications by commer-

cial carriers. The satellite-to-aircraft links will be at L-band

requiring a separate L-band RF section for those users. Such a system

*would require a less complex satellite than described in the Rapid

- Growth scenario. The likelihood of two air-ground communication

systems existing is reasonable since the economic returns from

. improved communications to the air-carrier and other high performance

users will be significant. Another basis for this forecast is the

assumption that oceanic ATC communications via satellite will be

operational by the year 2020, so for many of the carriers there

may be no additional investment required.

ACUMENICS
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( The terrestrial VHF towers could also be connected via satellite

to an FAA central facility. There are 3 subsystems for air-ground

"'" communications in this scenario:

0 ATC data-link on DABS;

* L-band/KU-band satellite for high performance users;

* Terrestrial based VHF, with satellite link-up towers.

The satellite communication subsystem is given in the next section.

Ground-to-ground communications between major terminals will be

provided as both commerical carrier satellite and terrestrial links.

Standardized configurations would exist for major hubs, medium hubs,

and small terminals. Intrafacility communications is a highly dynamic

and innovative industry and maximum opportunity should be taken in

reducing costs and performance of facility operations. As such,

communications will be expanded with transmiss-ion by fiber optics.

C.% DCP's are basically composed of a sensor and a transmitter.

The satellite picks up the data from the sensors and transmits it

to central locations. Today non-military DCP's use is in global envi-

ronment and earth observations, with data being relayed by the weather

and land satellites (15). These platforms transmit at 400 MH with

data rates up to 5 KBPS at 3-10 hr. intervals. DCP transmitter power

is less than 5 watts. Monitoring for maintenance and certification

could be easily satisfied within an order of magnitude of these

specifications. With use of geosynchronous satellites, continuous

monitoring of critical facilities could be maintained. A block

diagram of a typical DCP is shown in Figure 7.38.
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Typical Data Collection Platform
for Monitoring ATC Facilities

b'4-

Transmitter

Modulator
(e.g. FSK)

ji Processor

Sensor

Figure 7.38

Typical Data Collection Platform -
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d. Satellite Subsystems for Air-Ground Communications

This section briefly describes the air-ground satellite

communication for air-carrier and other high performance users and

the use of a satellite for linking the terrestrial VHF towers. An

air-ground communication satellite concept derived from a COMSAT study

* of 1978 (14) is shown in Figure 7.39. This satellite concept is less

advanced than the design described in the Rapid Growth scenario.

*However, the design represents the current state-of-the-art and is

* being proposed as a new initiative for COMSAT in the 1980's. In this

%* COMSAT design, a 22 beam satellite is proposed, employing TDMA with

digital modulation, which could use CPSK, DPSK or FSK. The voice

processor has a rate of 16 kbps using CVSD (continuously variable
( slope delta-modulation) or could use adaptive PCM. The resulting

voice intelligibility should exceed 95% with a bit error rate of 10-4 .

A sketch of the satellite transponder with onboard switching is

shown in Figure 7.40. The corresponding block diagram of the avionic$ '

is shown in Figure 7.41 and the user base stations is shown in Figure

7.42. The costs of the avionics and the base stations were estimated

at $3,000 and $55,000 respectively in the COMSAT study. Each user

group would have its own base station. The cost estimate of the 22-bean

satellite system was $24 million annually. Technology forecasts indicat

significant reduction in these costs by the year 2020. The economics

of scale and a 40-year learning curve should result in similiar user

costs for a "satelliteradio" or "terrestrial VHF-radio".

(The user cost estimates are given in Figure 7.43, while the

satellite mass-budget is given in Figure 7.44. The satellite cost
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Summary of Spt -craft Mass Budget
(COMSAT Study reference 14)

I Kilogram

. I 1. Structure & Separation 150

. 2. Reflector 162

* I 3. Transponder (RF & Signal Processor) 86

4. Electrical Power 90 .

5. Attitude Control 70

6. Propulsion 74

7. Thermal Control 30

I 8. Telemenetry & Command 20 I

Total (kg) 682

Figure 7.44
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& based on the mass-budget is $26 million; this figure does not

include development costs, and assumes procurement of multiple

satellites. The average life time of the satellite is 7 years.

The costs of the avionics is based on a production of 5,000 units,

and the base-station costs were derived from current trends in earth

terminal costs.

The satellite antenna is the same size as the ATS-6, i.e. 30

ft; the base station dish is 15 ft. and the aircraft antenna can be

dipole with a 3dB gain.

e. Satellite Repeater for VHF Towers

A sketch of the Satellite repeater concept is shown in

*Figure 7.45. The aircraft communicates to the VHF towers. A

repeater transmits the signal at S-band to a satellite which then

*connects to the base-stations at KU-band. The number of S-band

beams would be much lower than the L-band case since the repeaters

could have a much higher power level. A block diagram of a repeater

*- from Reference (14) is provided in Figure 7.46.
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" 7.6 Terrestrial Navigation, Surveillance and Communications System:,

Stagflation Scenario

a. Overview of ATC Configuration

A stagnant economy with high inflation will not be able

to afford extensive structural changes in the ATC system. High

costs of energy, in addition, will prevent any major increase in

aviation activity from the levels forecast for the 1990's. Aviation

communications being planned for the 1990's are likely, therefore

to be the configuration of the system for this scenario. With the

limited resources of stagflation budgets, the total ATC system

will be a patch-up of different generation subsystems. GPS will

* be used by the military, TACAN will be phased out. However, civil

(navigation will stay with the 1000 VOR/DME facilities. DABS will

reach its planned 300 facilities. However, some ATCRBS sites may

* continue to exist and, hence, some users would continue to fly

L with current transponders with limited data link capability. The 4

number of ARTCC facilities in CONUS will continue at about 20.

Flight Service Stations at major hubs will have been consolidated

with the ARTCCs, but many smaller non-automated and automated

FSS's would continue. Ground-to-ground data communications will

be within NADIN (National Dalta Interchange Network), it being

essentially the 1990 configuration planned for Phase III [2).

The communications common carriers will have significant influence

in integrating the ATC communication subsystems in data and voice

and ground-to-ground and air-to-ground. In addition, current tube(
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- equipment will be replaced first with solid-state units and then

with LSI digital circuitry, with emphasis on automated facilities

with the capability for remote maintenance monitoring and remote

fault diagnostics and certification. In the air-to-ground voice

systems, there will continue to be numerous facilities distributed

over CONUS. Figure 7.47 gives a list of major installations that

currently exist and that are likely to remain the same in this

- terrestrial scenario. An overview of the ATC configuration for

this scenario is given in Figure 7.48, based on the 1990

configuration of current plans [2]. The shaded parts indicate the

* system improvement and additions from the current system. The

data and voice communication system are further described in the

following section.

b. Data Communications Subsystem

All data communications will be integrated under NADIN .

as shown in Figure 7.49. NADIN allows any user to communicate with

any other user through the use of data concentrators and two centrally

located switches, as described by Figure 7.2 of Section 7.1. By the

year 2020, the likely evolution of NADIN will be a satellite switched

service directly from the NADIN data concentrators.
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Summary of FAA Facilities
" Containing Communications Equipment

I •

FAA FACILITY I NUMBER OF FACILITIES (1974)1

I"ARTCCS (Foreign and Domestic) 27

I TRACONS 174

TOWERS 438

I FSS Stations 327

IRCAG Sites 412

I BUEC Sites/LRR Sites 95

VOR/VORTAC Sites 1,000

RCO Sites 54

I LRCO Sites 533

DF Sites 277

I NATCOM (Kansas City, Mo.) I250 Estimated

I t SCC (Washington, D. C.) 1 I

NFDC (Washington, D. C.) 1

. NAFEC (Atlantic City, N.J.) 1

OKC (Oklahoma City, OK) 1

Regional Offices 12 Includes Alaska
and Europe

I Based on ATS Fact Book, December 1974

Figure 7.47 .
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Figure 7.49 illustrates the NADIN connectivity and data rates

! ' assumed at the time of NADIN Phase III completion. NADIN provides

communications between the enroute centers and terminal areas.

There will be a number of NADIN concentrators, one located at each

* ARTCC with exchanges at Anchorage, Honolulu, and San Juan. The

ARTCC has a wideband 40 kbps link to the concentrator and narrow

* band 2,300 bps links. The nationwide network connecting the concen-

*trators to the NADIN switch requires only 9,600 bps link. All

other links are also 4,800 bps, or lower, as shown in Figure 7.49.

In the case of a satellite switch connecting to the NADIN concen-

trators, it would have a back up satellite and some terrestrial

links.

The NADIN system is being designed to interface with all kinds

of transmission media, including satellites, for domestic and

international communications. Thus, the transition to a satellite ,.

* link directly from the NADIN concentrators will be feasible. In

" addition, the NADIN design will be transparent to the users in that

it will requre no changes to data handling protocols or practices.

The NADIN system has been described in considerable detail in the

technical appendix of the Phase I report.
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c. Voice Communications

The. voice communications network structure planned for

1990 [2] will not change significantly by the year 2020 in the

stagflation scenario. The air-to-ground voice communications

*will either operate through FSS's or ARTCC and TCC's, while the

Service F network will interconnect between terrestrial facilities.

Figure 7.50 shows the expected connectivity of the voice communication

system. The current electromechanical switching systems, consisting

*i of the WECO 300 at the ARTCC and the WECO 301 at the terminal

areas, will have been replaced by the Voice Communications and

Control System (VSCS), which has an integrated air-to-ground and

ground-to-ground voice concept. This program consists of three

ingredients: first, the RCAG tone control replacement; second,

the Radio Communications Control System (RCCS); and third, the

* Ground Voice Communications component.

Airline communications will also be mainly VHF, with increasing

use of digital voice and coding for privacy. Some of the air

*. carrier's larger craft may start using satellite links for airline

communications as described for the hybrid scenario. However, in

general, there will be little incentive to invest in higher per-

formance communications in this scenario than those shown in Figure

7.50.

b9-
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d. Conclusions

Ift the stagflation scenario it is difficult to see

structural changes to the NAS'system other than those currently

projected for 1990. The major system changes are the implementation

of DABS, GPS for the military, and VOR/DME for civil navigation.

Data communications will evolve only slightly from NADIN Phase III.

The change would be, possibly,in the elimination of the two

terrestrial switches by a satellite switch and backup satellite.

Air-to-ground voice and ground-to-ground voice configurations

• would not change, except for newer electronics, better and higher

gain antennas, and increased use of microprocessors, etc.

(

i.:
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l-b. APPENDIX A-.ft

[7 This appendix describes the space-based surveillance and

navigation system proposed or the rapid growth scenario in Section

* "7.4. It is derived from the study of Elrod et al [4]. The space,

- ground, and user segments are each detailed below.

Space Segment

The configuration for the geosynchronous surveillance satellite is

" sketched in Figure A-la. The user aircraft transmit and recieve

at L-band the frequency assigned for aeronautical communications.

The L-band antenna is a multi-beam antenna, with each beam serving

only the users over that part of CONUS. The number of beams is a

function of the total voice and data bandwidth allocated to the

*system, and the total bandwidth required by all the users. In the

j system concept developed by Elrod et al. [4], the assumed traffic

capacity for 1995 is 50,000 IAC in CONUS. The number of beams

required to satisfy this capacity was 21 beams, with a 5MHz uplink

* and a 5MHz downlink bandwidth on each beam. The rapid growth

scenario in 2020 has a hub traffic activity which is nearly 2 1/2

times the projected 1995 activity so that we can expect the L-band

:* system to require a doubling of the bandwidth and some increase

in the number of beams for improved accuracy. A 30 to 40 beam

L-band antenna for the SD satellite would be adequate for the 2020

*I " traffic.

* ACUMENICS
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The C-band antenna on the SD satellite provides CONUS coverage

[ with a single beam, with 10 Mltz uplink and 10MHz downlink for

the 2020 rapid growth scenario.

The low orbit part of the satellite constellation is the GPS

satellites. There are several possible GPS configurations that

may evolve in the future [4]. Figure A-lb describes one very

* likely option. In this concept, a separate signal for civilian

users is added to the baseline GPS satellite transmitter The

two baseline signals as shown earlier in Section 2 are transmitted

on two L-band carriers L1 and L2 . The proposed civil signal is

transmitted on L3. To minimize user avionics cost (i.e.,

complexity) the L3 signal operates in a pulsed mode-but controlled

by the common spacecraft clock. Required timing updates for

signal transmission are provided over the existing upload S-band

link. The additional L-band transmitter of the civil signal

package will require an increase in the GPS satellite's power

requirements and incorporate a triplexer to properly combine LI,

L2 , and L3.

The S-band uplink to the GPS PRN signal generator providesIj.
ephemeris, clock and ionospheric corrections. As noted earlier,

the GPS accuracy may need to be improved due to high GDOP in some

areas of CONIS. This can be done by the addition of-a GPS

signal generator to the geosynchronous satellites (4). The

resulting spectrum plan is shown in Figure A-2. Note that the

link from space to aircraft is at the L-bank frequency L3 from

ACUMENICS
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5 1.' both the geosynchronous SD satellite and the civil signal package

on the GPS satellite.

A-2 Ground Segment

An overview of the ground configuration to support the space

-. based system is shown in Figure A-3. The SCC is the central

component for all CONUS, and it, together with an identical'

backup, interfaces with the calibration stations, ARTCCs and the

' GPS Master Control Station. Major SCC functions are summarized

- in Figure A-3.

SCC Configuration

A detailed block diagram of the SCC is shown in Figure A-4 sub-

divided into 3 functional systems: antenna complex, RF transmitter/

receiver sections, and the data handling system. The antenna and

RF complex are dually redundant, with one antenna slewed to the

S/D backup satellite. The receivers provide time of arrival

information and detected data to a sophisticated computational

facility. The receiver has 3 functions: surveillance acquisition

and tracking, and telemetry for housekeeping and link calibration.

*- The SCC's data handling complex consists of a sophisticated compu-

4 tational facility, which processes the data provided by the

receivers and yields the output shown. The resulting information

is routed to appropriate destinations, including the ARTCCs and
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GPS Master Control Station. SD satellite command and control

data is allo generated by this complex. This includes satellite

V station keeping and beam switching commands.

The communication link to the GPS Master Control Station provides

the SCC with GPS satellite information including ephemerides,

clock biases, and propagation delay data. This is used to process

incoming surveillance data and to provide aircraft with supporting

navigation data. With the civil signal package incorporated into

the GPS satellites, this link can also be employed by the SCC to

relay appropriate data, such as signal timing updates, for upload

rto the satellites.

:The remaining ground segment elements are the calibration stations,

ARTCC's, and terminal control centers. The calibration stations

are employed to acquire data for computation, by the SCC, of

satellite ephemerides (SD and possibly CPS) and regional ionospheric

propagation corrections. This data is relayed to both SCCs via

an appropirate link. Finally, the ARTCC's will continue to

provide en route services and interface with terminal control

centers, so that regional information may be suitably exchanged.

Also, note that each ARTCC could be equipped with a C-band antenna

to monitor SD satellite transmissions and extract appropriate

surveillance data of local interest.
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U & A-3 User Segment

, ". The avionics block diagram consists of three distinct elements:

° navigation receiver, surveillance receiver, and data/ranging trans-

ponder. The civil signal transmitted by the GPS satellites is

in band L3 and the data and voice is in the same band. This

allows the RF and IF front-end of the avionics to be common; a

significant factor in the avionics costs. Figure A-5 gives the

integrated avionics configuration.

* iP The data/ranging transponder consists of a data detector, logic

assembly, modulator and L-band transmitter. The data detectors

incorporates correlators, filters, and timing devices necessary

for detection of the received IF signal. The output data consists

of aircraft address bits, ATC messages, navigation data (e.g.

empheris and ionospheric corrections). The logic portion receives

these data, together with that provided by the surveillance element, .,i

and generates the appropriate reply. It could perform other

* functions, such as providing the navigation processor with data,

.that would simplify its computational requirements.

-ii The navigation and surveillance sections both operate on the same

civil signal. Since surveillance is accomplished by having the

aircraft retransmit only the ranging data an important aspect

of this configuration is that navigation processing can be aided

* ACUMENICS
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by the data link, which leads to substantial reduction of the

avionics computational and memory requirements. Due to the burst

nature of the civil signal, only one or two ranging codes are

* needed, as opposed to 24 different PRN codes in case of GPS

coarse C/A signal. Thus, the use of the civil signal also reduces

the TOA (time-of-arrival) estimation avionics hardware. System

time can also be easily obtained using the burst made civil signal.

.
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APPENDIX B

This appendix briefly describes the Hybrid Terrestrial and

Space based ATC System: The Space segment in this case is

basically the GPS constellation with a modified signal for civil

use. The description here is for the surveillance and navigation

system as developed in Reference [4].

The ground configuration for the hybrid DABS/GPS system is

shown in Figure B-1. A network of DABS stations in the range of

300 will be deployed in CONUS, giving a minimum redundant coverage %.

of about 6,000 ft. altitude. The role of the SCC of the space-

based system would be assumed by the present ATC System Control

Center (ATCSCC) to provide calibration station data processing in

addition to its present functions: central ATC coordination, and

data dissemination to ARTCC's Generation of the polling order or

TDMA assignments for surveillance can be done on a local area

basis by the cognizant control center -- ARTCC and TCC. However,

additional interfacing of these facilities will be necessary due

to aircraft being in view of multiple facilities.

The avionics for the hybrid navigation surveillance system

may require two RF sections since the data line is now on the

DABS signal. However, the transmitter power requirements for the

data/ranging transponder could be reduced. Since DABS surveillance

is only two dimensional, the avionics in addition will require(
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an encoding altimeter. Figure B-2 is a block diagram of the

avionics. fhe possibility of supporting navigation with the

DABS data link may be important for reducing the GPS user cost.

This would require modification to the current DABS format.

/0
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